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lilfldDUCl'IOU
Preneh historiography at the end of the XVth century,
like most other manifestations of men's minds and
consciences in this periods had worn out its older
traditions, beliefs and methods. At the same time the new
Humanist theories of historiography as well as of other
branches of learning and literature were beginning to
penetrate into Prance from Italy, To what extent did this
introduction effect a revolution or modification in the
development cf Prench historiography?
It is proposed to consider this question in the
light of two books, the Compendium of Robert Gaguin «nd
the De Rebus Gestls of Paulus Aemilius of Verona,
written at almost the same time and covering almost the
same ground, that is, the.history of Prance from the
invasion of the Pranks down to the contemporary period,
Moreover,■ the authors supposed themselves to be writing
in the same spirit and in accordance with the same
1 The two books have in effe^Jct the same name; each
is a Compilation of the Deeds of the Prc&nch, The
abbreviated forms are adopted purely for convenience
in citation, and have no intrinsic significance*
principles. In fact however they were representatives
'i
of the two different ia&itione, though at the outer edge
i
of each where the distinction becomes blurred. They
stood at the point where these traditions met and
I
intermingled; and the respects in which they were similar • ;
.... ..... . . |
or dissimilar give some indication of what happened to
Trench historiography at this stage of its development.
ijr *
1. !!emo±T-s and Chronic! <=<n before the XVth Century.
A. ITemoira. Usage tends to confuse the term
Memoirs with autobiography9 which is properly a
subdivision of it. It is here employed in the sense of
the ancient Memorabilia, things worthy to be recalled,
f
in fact something like what used to be called History of
!
Our Own Times. These may be set down day by day and year
i
by year as they occur, or more elaborately arranged after
the event; the author may feature to any degree, from not
at all, through less or more references, to the point
where his own adventures, whether related in the first or
the third person, form the substance of the narrative.
But the fundamental character of the group remains the
same, that of a record seS down by contemporaries or near-
contemporaries of the most important and interesting
events which either cane under their own notice or they
had heard from eye-witnesses or a relatively direct
tradition.
Thus we get a typical series like that formed, by
Froissart, llonstrelet and. hatthieu d'Escouchy, each taking
up from where his predecessor breaks off, and stating this
as his intention. Naturally, in covering more than a
century, the .elements do not remain identical5 they
mirror not only an external world changing in circumstances,
attitudes and feelings, but also a change in the
conception of historiography.
Froissart is still in the tradition of the mediaeval
jhngiaiir, to whom the truth or historical importance of his
story is of slight concern, if indeed it occurred to his
mind at all. Where a difference is perceptible it is less-
in respect of what facts should be included in history than
of what constituted a fact at all. Ey the late XXVth
century the unseen, though still looming large and close,
no longer filled virtually the whole universe. For the
Xinstrel of Rheims and his audience the fantastic was the
familiar? in Froissart tales such as those of the goblin
i.
Karton or the man haunted by the bear which he has killed
1 , B>. 3, chap. VI, ed. Simeon Luce, Gaston
Raynaud and Leon Mirot (SIIF, 12 vols. Paris 18GS-
1931), vol. XII, pp. 172-80.
2 Ibid. ehurp7--iV^ pp. 89-93.
are relegated from positive statement of fact to the
status of hearsay. But Proissart is less extravagant
only because he is writing in the main of contemporary
events in regions more or less known to himself and his
readers» not from any theoretic conviction that the
extravagant in itself was unsuitable for inclusion in
history. In fact it is basic to this conception of ins
historiography that really nothing is unsuitable for
inclusion, nothing, that is, which has come within the
scope of the author's own knowledge, and above all which
will constitute a good story.
Things were different when Monstrelet took up the
tale in the next century. Questions of truth and falsehood
had been brought sharply to the attention of the people of
the XVth century by the national and faction controversies.
It was impossible, even for minds basically still mediaeval,
to believe that both versions of events were true because
both were set down in black and white, ^.n author if
peculiarly timid or scrupulous or perplexed could give
variants for any vjae-euli-arly unusually critical or dubious
incident; "I have heard... But others say..." But to
carry o&fc this system logically and fully, he would have
had to write a whole separate book for each point of
view, a Burgundian and an Armagnac account of the civil
wars, an anglish and a Preachy account of the Hundred
Years' War, He could introduce modifications5 tut
basiSally lie tad to toll• the story one way or the other.
This "being -so, he had to offer some justification
for his choices and this could he found only in a show a-
least of weighing, comparing and selecting sources. It
need hardly te emphasised what a revolution was thus
implied. The mediaeval method of conflation of sources
began to be replaced by an effort at rationalised
combination. The revolution was not conscious, and it
was far from complete. But it was the first stage in
something fundamental to the later more scientific view
of history.
In addition to this, by the middle of the 3CVtil
century there had been a marked increase in national
consciousness and hardening of national frontiers.
Froissart was still a genuine cosmopolitan, with no
national preoccupations. His interest centred on
whatever district he was temporarily settled in, as he
could thus best -repay what he owed to the patrons
supporting him at the moment. Seme of the bewildering
variations between the versions of his chronicles are
explained .by their having been drafted while he was in
the service of those of English or French sympathies.
Apart from this, he was simply concerned to hear of all
possible "feats of arms", wherever perfoaa •bU J ana no i
— 6—
genuinely impartial in the praise or "blame which he
accords to the knights on the different sides. Such
predominance as the affairs of Lngland and Prance have in
the "book is due only to the contemporary wars being full
of the drama which he enjoyed, and to his being better
placed to obtain information from English, Prench and
Flemish, sources• than from those of any other country.
By the middle of the XVth century too much had
passed for Honstrelet to treat all Europe•on the same
footing as a single entity, recognising distinctions only
of caste, not of counyr£0 This was the case notwith¬
standing that he deliberately composed his book in
accordance with the old-fashioned formula, particularly
at the beginning, he writes as if it were a universal
Chronicle, not the annals of a particular country.
But after the first decade of the century this
gradually disappears. He continues to give scattered
notices of the Church, the Turk, and the internal
history of England, and devotes excessive space to the
domestic detail of Burgundy. But with these minor
exceptions the book becomes in substance though not in








The third in the series, iiatthieu d'hscouchy ,
carries the process a stage further. There is no longer
I
I
even a show of SsatisMa universality. The hock is X'
F
throughout a straightforward history cf Prance (including
Burgundy), and is compact, orderly and relevant. There
are none of Proissart's monstrous digressions or even
Honstrelet's prolixities. P'Sscouchy has made a
"beginning of weighing not only the truth but the relative
importance of his material. By the defect common to both
mediaeval and Humanist historians, he confines himself
too exclusively to military and political events; but
I
. , .
wxtnin the limitations of what was then regarded as the
fit matter for history, his choice and arrangement are
rational and well-judged.
There is another indication of changing technique.
Proissart copied from Jean le Bel for the first part of
I
his work; but on coming down to his own time he seems to
have confined himself to verbal sources. Honstrelst
consulted documents and includes them verbatim, but
there is no trace of his having drawn on narrative
histories. D'P. 3 conchy on the other hand, his direct
personal information tending to db Burgundiun, bases
himself for even contemporary affairs in Prance on the
-8—
official version of the Great Ghronicles of Prance
i.
compiled by Jean Chartier, while expanding them from
what he himself had known or heard, in the more
d-
traditional spirit of the chronicler.
i
This altered handling of the subject, by which the
material has to some extent been' already sorted instead
of arriving haphazard, at any moment, in .any order, from
sources whose reliability it was impossible to assess,
may have had some part in the improvement in balance and
proportion, for d'Eseouchy is not in himself a historian
of major stature. He is however honest, sensible and
competent, and in addition very moderate and as nearly
impartial as it was possible for a historian to be in
the late XVth century»
His chronicle ends with the death of Charles VII
in 1463, and the series was not resumed in quite the
same shape. As centralised national states crystallised,
historical forms also defined themselves more precisely,
and feix chronicles tended to become either more or less
general, that is, to divide en the one hand into the
fjfc I
rV". s
1 On the Great Chronicles in general, v. pp. i^- (>S~ ,
and on Chartier in particular, pp. 1^1 - S5.
2 Qhronique, chap. XCII, ed„ du Fresne ae Beaucourt
(3 vols. Paris 1863-4), vol. II, pp. 4r-5, for the
details on the death of Talbot, which seem not to
occur els ewhe re.
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officlal historissJof the French and Burg&ndian houses, and on
the other into the personal memoirs whose scope shrinks from
Commines to the du Bellays and from the du Bellays to Monluc •
Yet there were still examples of the style in a somewhat
altered form throughout the XVIth century.
These memoirs might be official, semi-official, or
unofficial, (i) Official. At least as early as the
Carollngian epoch the custom seems to have been established
that annals should be recorded in some monastery as an
official function under royal patronage. This tradition,
interrupted in the chaos accompanying the break-up of the
Carollngian empire, was resumed, possibly by the Xllth century,
certainly by the XXIIth, in the connection between the abbey of
Saint-Denis and the historiographer to the French cruWn. It
was however in an altered and more sophisticated form; and
probably only certain portions in the XIVth ana XVth centuries
were in fact composed year by year as they stand, although the
other completed biographies were doubtless in some measure
dependent upon notes taken at the time.
These completed biographies, more polished but less
authentic, had an evma earlier origin. The G-ssta Dagoberti
may not have been written immediately after the death of its
Ar
hero; the ppbablo derivation from some lost char.Son de geste/ V. —
or at least the modelling upon one, the accretion of fantastic
traditions already established as to his childhood, connection
-10-
with Saint-Denis, and death, all suggest that long
enough had passed for history to have transformed itself
into legend. But the tone of unqualified glorification
stamps it as belonging to tho Merovingian epochj the
approval has become markedly less warm, in the Carolingian
• i
Continuation of "Prodegarius"« The life of Charlemagne
by Einhard and of Louis the Pious by the anonymous author
known as the Astronomer set a standard of more serious
composition in this stylej and although this also was
.
interrupted by the civil wars and the Capetian
revolution, no French king after Philippe I was without
i',-
at least something in the nature of an official history
of the reign.
(ii) Semi-official. These might be the accredited
I-.
histories of some institution such as a monastery. The
i
brief ai.nals jotted down in the blank spaces of Easter
E
Tables are said to have begun by the end of the Vllth
century. More regular church chronicles seem to date
from the IXth century. In Auxerre for more than five
centuries it was customary on tho death of a bishop to
I
make a note of the date of his accession and death and
the principal events of his administrations and similar
Acta of bishops were drawn up for example in le hams and
-11-
d.
Carabrai. These records by their nature were presumably
made at the time. But as early as the middle of the Xth
century Plodoard had written a retrospective history of
the church of1 Rheims. These monastic and ecclesiastical
n
iyti*
annals, very numerous from the Xth to the Xlllth centals,
tended to disappear with the decline of a vital
religious corcmunal life,
These semi-official ssspxhs memoirs might also be
the accredited histories of a princely family. The dukes
of Burgundy of the Valols line are the most familiar and
striking example of this aspiration of the great feudal
houses to have their own official historiographers* The
magnificent series of their XVth century annals.was
probably based on observations made from day to day, buf
seems in the main to have come down to us in a form which
had boon given greater finality. The most important of
L A. Molinier: Leg Sources de l^histoire do Franco au
noyen age (6 vols, Paris (s~), vol, V, pp. ixxxii-
Ixxxiii,
2 Ibid» op* lxxxi—Ixxxv»
all, however, the chronicle of Chastellain, which
unfortunately has survived only in fragment S ^ 0 ClS2? 2 2HS.2? 2
of having been only imperfectly revised, unless indeed he
wished to make it appear that he judged LouispQT charitably
—1G—
until his villainy was incontrovertibly proved, which
seems rather an elaborate deception for even so thorough
a partisan#
(Sill) Unofficial# Ko hard and fast line divided
the biographies composed by the dependent of some noble
from the semi-official biographies of the great houses.
They were usually written all in a piece afterwards,
although the anonymous biography of Marshal Boucicaut
stops short in the lifetime of its hero, so must either have
been in a gradual process of growth or have boen
incomplete, on the not unreasonable assumption (which it
is surprising others did no fib act upon more often) that
the subject of eulogy himself would reward it more
generously than his heirs, however much they might be
inspired by filial plot
Of biography properly speaking there was very little
before the Renaissance# The biographies of kings do not
tell us much about them as individuals, ana tend to
become histories of their reigns, in fact, as they are
often accurately entitled, their "Deeds" (G-erfa), Almost
V. the Prcesme to Book 6, apparently written on the
accession of Louis XI, which it hails as likely to
put an end to the unfortunate and unnecessary
misunderstanding between Charles VII and Philippe the
Good: Qhronloue. in Qeuvroa. ed. Korvyn de Lettonhove
(3 vols# Brussels 1865-G)9 vol# IV, pp. 5-3. In chap.
XXX of the same Book he recants: Ibid .pp. 113-9.
v
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the only examples in which the king as a person takes the
front of the stage are those directly derived from lives
of saints, such as Helgaud's life of Robert or the
hagiographical sketches of Louis IX by Geoffroi de
Beaadieu and Guillaume de Chartres. In these the
emphasis is all centred on the Christian virtues of the
king, and the object Is avowedly edification when not
actually advocacy of canonisation. Similarly, biographies
of other people were seldom of any one except saints or
churchmen, We learn more of the personalities of mediaeval
history from the general works of authors with an instinctive
feeling for character and descriptive powers, such as
Ordericus Vitalis and Froissart, than from set biographies.
The same applies to an even greater degree to
autobiography. If people kept purely personal diaries in
the earlier Twiddle Ages, they seem not to have survived.
It is not until the XVth century that we get the first of
a long and precious series with Nicholas de 3aye, the
anonymous Bourgeois do Paris, and Jean Baupoint. Still
more scruple was felt at sitting down deliberately at the
end of one's life to make a solemn record of one's own
adventures, actions and feelings* The only justification
for such a course was some spiritual experience which if
conveyed to others might afford a profitable example,
-14-
whether as encouragement or warning# Augustine's
Confessions were the recognised model for this, and were
used as a framework even by those who in practice were
4
writing something more like political memoirs. Sometimes
of course very solid slices of autobiography insinuate
themselves into works which set out to have a much more
general scope, either from the natural loquacity and
innocent egoism of the writer, as in the case of
a
Joinville, or still more if he was suffering from a sense of
3
grievance, like Thomas Basin. But this could, at least
0(5 7y
ostensibly, be done by way of incident", as the mediaeval
chronicler would have put it; the author did not incur the
reproach of having set out to write about himself.
In some measure discouraged in this way by
authoritative opinion, the biographical styje tended to
w
V. Molinier: Sourran f vol. V, p.d , on G-uibert
de kogend' s Monodiae do Vita sun,,
Joinville' s book "was apparently first conceived a3 an
account of his own adventures in the Holy Land, and
only turned into a life of St. Louis when Jeanne cf
Kavarro asked Joinville to write one. Hence the odd
arrangement of the work, its incoherence and repetitions.
V. Molinier: Sources, Introduction, vol. V, p$, CX-vv\i.
Basin's Historia Oaroll VII is precisely what it sets
out to be, with only a single reference to the author,
in the third person (the encomium on his conduct at
the surrender of Liaieux). But the His tor la ^-u" ovist
XT is in effect the history of the wrongs of Thomas
Basin.
-lb-
remain popular and oral, and in consequence to undergo
continual transformations moving it farther and farther
' '■
from fact and nearer and nearer to fictione It "became
entangled with the folk myths of the heroic age, and
both combined with the remnants of the epic tradition to
form a body of part-histcrieal, part-legendary literature
which had its last manifestation at the beginning of the
XVth century in Cuvelier's Vie de Bertrand du Guesclin.
B. Chronicles, Whereas memoirs treat of a
contemporary of near-contemporary period, chronicles at
least purport to reconstrratt the remote past. -t-. second
distinction is almost always imposed by circumstances,
although not logically inherent in the two styles. Just
as the memoir and not the chronicle is limited in time,
so also the memoir and not the chronicle tends to be
limited in space. The memorialist was writing of what
he himself knew or might have heard from direct witnessesj
and in early times this normally did not and could not
lead him very far afield. On the other hand, the absence
of any strong sense of national boundaries, the cross-
sections formed by other groupings of society, prevented
the chronicler from purposely limiting his work to his
o^n country.
But this aspect must not be pressed too far, for
-16-
it is valid only with considerable qualifieditions.
f
Although in the main the memorialist would treat of hie
*
own country or even district, yet the "biographer of
■
Charlemagne would require all Europe as his canvas? the
biographer of Philippe II would not only have to give
some account of the political situation in England,
Plunders and the Empire, but to stage a considerable
portion of his drama in the Holy Land. A contemporary
.
memorialist like Proissart might, if inquisitive and
enterprising, himself range from Plunders to England and
Gas cony ana by the medium of his informants to Portugal,
Ireland, the Balkans and Portia Africa.
Similarly, although the chronicler might propose
to embrace the whole world, in practice the sources at
his disposal were &irs±fts restricted and incomplete, and
the more so the more distant and obscure the region.
'* I
Also he could not set down the whole of even those which
he did possess. He was compelled to make some sort of
f
selection? and in doing so, naturally and rightly, he
tended to concentrate on the regions most familiar uo
him, for which his information was greatest and most &x
direct. With all the chronicles except the very earliest,
the procedure is much the same. They begin with Creation
or even earlier, sacrdd and classical history, and late
-17-
pagan and early Christian antiquity, all from a snail
number ci well-recognised sources. They then draw on one
of the popular compilations (Euseb&us-Jerome, Ximoin,
Sigibert of Gembloux) for an account of the early Middle
Ages which covered Western Europe in a fairly general
although patchy way. But as soon as they reach the period
when the nations of Europe began to define themselves,
the references to their own region expand, those to all
COV.llaot*
others shsrftik} and if the story is carried down to their
own day, they end by treating almost exclusively of a
single kingdom or province, or even of the internal
details of a monastery or town, in fact there is not, and
never could be, any such thing as a truly universal
chronicle.
This sensible retraction of aim was confirmed when
f
the emergence of the new European kingdoms gave it a
I
territorial rather than a merely tribal foundation. The
'• I
term "national consciousness" could not legitimately be
I
used here5 for nationalism in any recognisably modern
sense only began to develop at earliest in the XVtil or
XVI th century. But by roughly speaking the Xlllth
century people were aware in som&e vague way that being
a Frenchman was nit quite the same thing as being an





powerful feeling at first; it did not fill a large place
in men's minds, and was overshadowed "by other interests
and loyalties, some wider and some narrower in scope.
But it existed in the form of expansion'of the primitive
sense of community among the inhabitants of one village
or valley; it was "us" as opposed to the other people.
History was not yet national in the sense of "being
'
' f
used consciouslyj as if was from the XVth century onwards,
as a vehicle for exhlting one's country's reputation or
I
making its case against another. It was a much simpler,
i
more natural instinct; people were gust more interested
f
in writing and reading about the territorial unit with
which their imagination was familiar and with whose
■
fortunes they felt a personal sympathy, than about the
|
more remote districts which were certainly alien and
'
might on occasion be hostile. This led in all countries
to a good deal of tendencious matter, whose naive
partisanship amounted frequently to prejudice and sometimes
to disingenuousness„ But it genuinely was a consequence
f,
and expression of the attitude of the writer, rather than
I
consciously designed to create such an attitude in the
.
«L> C CA» (j. T ~
_io„J- w- ^
2. Tha. Chronicles of naint-Don.i • -or the Great
1
thronibl r-x nf ?ranna „
A. The. ,Ga int -D en i s Co I lection . . This compromise
"between the universal and the national, already visible
in chronicles like those of GuiJLlaume de ITangis and
a
Geraud de Frachet, reached its consummation in the
formation from the test Xllth to the XIYth century of the
body of historical literature connected with the abbey
of Saint-Denis0 This institution-, by which a single
monastery was in a sense made the custodian and
interpreter of the records of the monarchy, was a very
remarkable affair, and seems to have had no parallel
elsewhere comparable in importance or duration. The St.
Albans Chronicles in England were never systematic or
official in the same way; and the Carolingian monastic
annals, which were similar in fundamental character,
seem never to have been attached permanently to a single
house, and did not survive the Carolingian empire.
There seems to be no comprehensive study of Saint-
Denis as a historiographical institution. The
account given here is derived in substance from
Xolinier; Don roes, vol. Ill, pp. 97-101, and vol, V,
pp. cx-CK&ii; the Prefaces to the Grander CIrcnianes
in the editions of Paulin Paris (6 vole, pari3 Icb6-8)
and Jules Viard (SHE, 9 vols, Paris 122C-b?)5 and the
articles cited separately in the notes.
About 1286 there was Added the material coverm*
i
the subsequent reigns dovm to the end of theAt of Ihili^pc
III, It is these Latin chronicles, either separate or
thus roughly tucked together, which are properly termed
;***«-*
J. 'C y V 01- ii lii. ]) pp * *' *" 3 ^Ol. ■ 5 X * C*- a
1
~£Q~
Tradition, always eager to attach every event to
some great figure,.from at least the XlVth century
• ' L
attributed the conception of the Great Chronicles of
'
■ '
Prance to P-uger, It is now generally agreed that there
is no positive foundation for this. But dolinier dates
from between 1120 and 11.31, about the time of Sugar's
abbacy, the beginning of the collection of Latin
chronicles which eventually covered the whole history of
-i
the French monarchy to date. These were at first in
thoirdriglnul separate form, although some show signs of
editing at the points where they needed to be connected
together, and at quite an early date a monk of the abbey
made scxae notes intended as a draft of a connected history •
About the middle cf the XIIIth century this .project
vr&s put into effect, and the resulting compendium
(Bibliothequa nationale iiS, latin'5925) embodies the
various chronicles, more or lees literally transcribed,
vxen only aciarfron ex* transi ^ional p*3.cs&.^eo, cio#-n to
1223 - /.Ami+ n cs?A V.Avo *?».<* .bfi l
-21-
the "Chronicles of Saint-Denis", as opposed to the
vernacular "Great Chronicles of Prance" which were
derived from then.
By at least the Xlllth century this collection of
Latin chronicles enjoyed an authority causing then to be
the best guarantee for the authenticity of any history or
•t
even romance and covering even such monstrosities of
absurdity as the pseudo-Turnin if they had chanced to find
A
their way into the sacrosanct arcives; for at Saint-Denis
a X
"everything is a chronicle". So late as the middle of the
XVth century not only were the the Saint-Denis chronicles
3
regarded as sworn authority for the history of all Lurope,
but information derived fron Saint-Denis still constituted
1 For examples of the curious topics for. which it could
be solemnly invoked, v. Lacurne de Sainte-Palaye:
"Demoire coneernantles urineipaux monuments de
llhistoire de "ranee % in RRTIB^Litterature), vol.
xv (i?43TT~ppTT8b-6i6.
2 Ibid (citation from Romance of Beufres de iiantonne).
5 Jean Chartiers Chronique de Charles VII. chap3.
CLXVIII, CCIXVIII^ed. Vallet de Viriville
(Bibliotheque Elzevirienne, 3 vols. Paris 1858),
XV2SZ vol.'ll, p. 91; vol. Ill, pp. 6S-9.
1
legal proof.
Apart from this position of special authority, there
•was nothing surprising from the point of view of a
mediaeval monarchy in, the notion of such a collection of
records, Yhat is HEmpxxsxng more unexpected, from a very
early date, whether the impulse came from the monarch or
from the monks themselves, attempts were made to translate
them into the vernacular. The first of these were no mora
than rough drafts. But in 1274 a monk of Saint-Denis
called Primat offered Philippe III a consecutive history
in French down to the and of the reign of Philippe II,
closely following the Saint-Denis chronicles and filling in
the gaps as "best he could. This formed the "basis of all the
later Great Chronicles, receiving successive additions
until all were merged in the great edition prepared by the
authority Of Charles V and carrying them down to his own
reign,
A3, The Great Chronicles 1265-1550, But the
treatment of material inevitably altered after Primat,
His compilation was exclusively concerned with the past,
and could be prepared in the same way as any other chronicle.
1 In 1445 Jean Chartier as. chronographug of Charles VII
gave envoys from C-sxona an extract certified in
conformity with the Letter of■Almoin to nbbo mentioning
privileges granted by Char1emagne to some Spanish towns»
V, Charles Samaran: "La chronique latins de Jcun
Chartier® 1422-50", in a, lxhllvii (1926), Pp» loo-A; ■>.
§ -23-
.
But when the lives of Louis VIII, Louis IX and Philippe
III had been added, the events to 'be recorded had become
i
con temporary, ana the compilers could no" longer draw on
the Saint-Denis archives. They made what use they could
r\ v *
of the chronic®les of Guillaume de ilangis (a monk of
Saint-Denis and official historiographer of the crown,
r
author of the lives of Louis IX and Philippe Irl in the
f.
Great Chronicles) and his continuators and those of
Geraud de Prachet; and where these failed them they
themselves kept up a double series of annals, one in Latin
ll
and the other in French, either simultaneously composed
or immediately translated from it. The intellectual
■
reputation of Latin was still taken very much for granted
confidence inspired by the Saint-Denis chronicles had
4,
been due to their being written in itT The monks
presumably feared that they would forfeit this confidence
if they no longer based their vernacular version upon
something which could lay claim to a share of this time-
yoelonc reo ti ixe ^ c x- w^x*qu&o««o,
Dont jsai transcrites les Memoires
a Saint Denis so or et matin
,k 11 escemplaire du I.at in
Tarn t e—j* a 1 aye • Op. c x v e p. cob ^citation i x on L ue
Branche aux Loyuun Lignages'of Guillaume Guiart,
fiir£Tt""y^TlTir~oT~7k£T€rrcentury).
in the early XIVth century, and much of the unquestioning
honoured authority, Bven in the middle of the XVth
century Jean Chartier made a preliminary latin draft of
1
at least the first part of his Chronioue de'Charles VII.
C. The Gre&t Chronicles 1350-80. But this
.1 II ■ -»■ ■ ' " ■■■ n —I.. » .
tradition was temporarily "broken by what appears to be an
intrusive section for the period between Philippe VI and
Charles. VI0. It is now generally agreed that the reigns
of Jeadp and Charles V form a work of totally different
i i
character and probably different provenance. In the
edition of the Societe de 1'IIistoirs de Prance it was
published separately 1910-20, edited by ,R. Delach-onal,
\
with the title Chronique des regne.s de Jean II et de^
Charles V, while the Great Chronicles properly speaking
were not published until 1920-37, edited by Jules Viard.
This distinction had been suggested by the manuscrix-ta
\
themselves. ±n Bibliotheque nationals IS, francais
J
20350, in the same hand until the accession of Charles VI,
the scribe has written at the end of the reign of Philippe
VI: "Here-end the Chronicles of Prance." In Bib. nat. HG.
fr. 2813 the whole arrangement of the chapters changes
ft
with the accession of Jenn.IlT
O •: y« V) v ■ ' n « C- v. r> +J~ 07 X <5, C j. i; ^
2 II.P. Delaborde: "La vraie chronique du heligieu:: de





Further, there is no internal evidence to con..eet
this section with Saint-I>enist unci much to suggest that
it v;us composed under the direct inspiration and
• (f;
supervision of Ch-rlcs V, It is no longer a single and
relatively detached monastic chronicle: it is a conscious
and highly sophisticated and accomplished piece of pal
political propaganda, achieving its purpose ail the more
successfully by maintaining on the whole a scrupulous
accuracy as to facts and confining its tendenc&oue
influence to the light in which it sets them. Its v~lue
is* greater than that of any of the preceding parts of the
■
, , . is
compilation; but it is of a different kmc*
jnis instalment 1gene.*, airy a c-tj. touted wo .iao.*- — ^
d*prgeaont, the Chancellor and confidant of Charles V,
and it ho.a even been suggested that the roaccn why the
account of the reign down to lb75 could be published I
oeiore lo * i, o•' pi co the txaaioca Inat i\^p
to wait until the Icing was dead and the official latin
version wa3 deposited in Saint-be.nis, was that it was not
in fact originally intended to form part of the Great
Chronicles at all. The arguments on which this contention





is based are perhaps not who1ly conclusive, and it would
certainly be strange that either no Saint-Denis
production existed or survived for this important period,
or that having existed it should have been completely
superseded in all the official editions by the version of
an outsider. There was little to prevent Charles V from
imposing the contribution of his own mouthpiece on Saint-
Denis 5 but the voluntary inclusion of this royalist
pamphlet, distinct in tone and purpose from the previous
Saint-Denis tradition, seems lacking in adequate-motive
and difficult to credit. However this may be, there is
no question that the section on Jean II and Charles V/
marks & stage in the transformation of the Great Chronicles
from the sanctioned annals of a monastic house into the
direct official products of a royal historiographer.
It also, perhaps for this very reason, forms a distinct
break in the series. Even when it is included with the
regular Great Chronicles, as in the edition of laulin
Paris, it is customary to conclude the series there, and
to treat the successive regnal histories covering the next
Delaborde seems to found it chiefly on the phrase:
"Dos chronjlques jle France iff celles que a faittes
nostre ame teal chancellor," But "and".is not
perhaps necessarily strict1# disjunctive here.
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century as individual compositions. The distinction is
probably sound, in the sense that they'were exzx never
afterwards absorbed into a cumulative unified edition
under the formal sanction of Saint-Denis. Moreover, as
will be seen, odd things undeniably happened in connection
with the sources for the later compilations going by the
name of the Great Chronicles, both the choice and the
treatment of which are difficult to reconcile with any
effective editing in accordance with the regular 3aint-
Deiij.d X'x actxtion.
It should however be observed that, in the first
place, it is perhaps questionable whether, if we are to
make the distinction so strict as this, even the edition
covering the reigns of Jean II and Charles V should be
included. Secondly, general compilations under the title
1 a*
of the Great Chronicles continued to be produced even into
the XVIth century, and it seems rash to assert that none
itj
of these, especially the earlier ones, were produced
under any sponsorship of Saint-Denis.
It is established that Saint-Denis had by no means





n "vols. 1906- vol. I
of the kingdom and' their preparation -or publication,
even in the disturbed years 01 the first hall' of the XVth
century. There has been gradual discovery ox a series of
Latin tests, dating from the late XIVth and early XVth
century, apparently designed in precisely the traditional -
nay as foundation for a new edition of the Great Chronicles
The two first parts (Bibliotheque Xazarine XSS, 555, 554),
covering the period 768-1270, are expansions of the
chronicle of Guillaume de IJangis, made on principles
quite similar .to these on which the XIIIth century
compilation had been constructed# and it is significant
that they seem to haves been used in preference to the
h 3
Great Chronicles by XVth, XVXth, and even early XVIIth
5
century historians, The authority oi the original latin
texts of Saint-Denis was evidently still felt to be
greater than that of the vernacular Great Chronicles.
1 P. Viollot: "Une grande chronique latine de Saint-
aenis",vin , XXXIV (1873), pp. 241-84; -. Lhehairej
"Une iies-ancienne histoire dt iranee", iriRH, Tear 12,
vo1. XXXIV (I't-y-xugust 1867) , pp. 259-76; ' i-.F.
Belabobde; "La vraie chronique du Religieux de Saint-
Denis", in XvC-5 LI (18.50;, pp. 93-110, reviewed by L,
Belisle in £L (Oct. 1900), pp, G1C-S,
2 Probably by Robert G-aguin; v, pp*^-!c7 ■
3 L'iccle Gilles, Belleforest,
4 Doublet, the historian of S-int-Denis.
5 Lueh&iret Op. cit, p. 27x4.
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D. .The Fceligieux de .Saint-Denis and Juvenal des
1 Delisle; Op, cit. p. 61i
/■s Op, c — ,
Ursine. The section of this Latin version for 1270-
i.
1380, if ever v+ritten, has apparently been lost, But with
the reign of Charles VI it reappears in a form which is of
the highest interest in every way. Bib, nat. XS. lat.
5959 is composed in the first place of the chronicle of
- ■ • ji
the anonymous author known as she Religieux de Saint-
~~d
Denis, followed by the unfiched natin chronicle of Jean
I
Chartier, who succeeded the Religieux as the historian
of the next reign. K.P. Delaborde observes that the
t
writing of the chronicle of the Religieux in this copy is
izicli*viG.iAci«Lj uim he -Ls disposed co ^ Q X. «LG as tno
author's autograph, lie further points out that Bib, Las.
IIS, 554 and both parts of Bib, nat, US. lat. 5959 (the
!•
Relx^xeux axict Cnartxer} xrc arranbn a* sxmiiax plc&n$
■with chapters headed "by the tituli cacitales (regnal








kings) which De laborde thinks' may have been confined to
chronicles with some pretensions to universality, being
designed for synoptic purposes.
Thus in the early years of the XVth century the.
-30-
&.3 sumption still was that the Saint-Denis chronicles were
in their first stage universal in scope and Latin in
language, and designed to remain so in the archives of
Saint-Denis for consultation by any one who required their
decisive authority for historical, literary or legal
purposes. The second stage, also necessary to the system
since the Llllth century, as has been seen, was for thou
to be abridged and translated before they were set at the
disposal of the general public as the Great Chronicles.
Dor the reign of Charles VI this second stage
presents a problem. The work of the Religieux is immensely
long. It covers a reign of 42 years at a momentous and
dramatic period of French history, and also concerns
itself, in pursuance of its general plan, with matters in
Europe, the East and «.frica# The recension required would
obviously be considerablei it could not be done lightly
on the side, like the brief informal jottings, at the
beginning of the XlVth century. mud in fact there seems to
be no vernacular version which can with certainty be
attributed directly to Saint-Denis for this reign.
Las there then no such version made, or was it lost?
In cither case, what decided the choice of a substitute?
Las it imposed upon the monks, and if so by whom? Or did




Eon-existence is "by no meoas impossible. If it' vas •
customary to translate simultaneously with the composition
of the original, as there is some reason.tc suppose it was
in the earlier part of the XIYth century, there was of - v
course nothing to prevent almost two-thirds of the original
from "being so treated. On the other hand, it must be
remembered that * strictly speaking the Saint-Denis
chronicles were not the authoritative records of the
monarchy until formally sanctioned by the reigning monarch
after the death of his predecessor and deposited in the ■
treasury of Saint-Denis, 3van if the early XIYth century
writers, for whatever reason, had thought good tc keep up
a parallel series in both languages, the Religieux or
these charged to abridge his book might have felt it both
mere becoming and more prudent to wait for this official
recognition which presumably sssghi in theory might always
be refused, however certain it was in practice that they
would receive it.
If this was s-Oj ox even if the translation was sax
voluntarily or involuntarily deferred to some later stage
of the composition, it is plain that the case would be
very different. In the first place, the Religieux may
ti,
have died about 1420, ana to not even h«,ve completed the
Latin version himself, much less have been, able to
translate it. Secondly, although the' first 30 years of
the reign of Charles III v?ers upon the whole peaceful and
prosperous, by the second decade of the XVth century
there was little security or leisure for det-.ch.ea
■
intellectua-1 occupations. Saint-Denis was at the centre
of operations from the beginning to the end of the wars.
It was surrounded by the ravages of the partisans in the
original civil dissensions; its strategic importance in
regard to Paris caused it to be continually threatened
throughout the period 'cf invasion; it changed hands
several times and underwent a regular siege in the later
■z
stages of the campaignsj the abbey was occupied by
'3
Burgundian and royalist troops, and what v/as left after
their depredations was sacked by the anglish when they
Ur
recovered possession; and even in the intervals wnen no
actual violence was present or impending the monks were
1 Ch. Sarcaran: "La ciironique latins inedite de Jean
Char tier (1422-50}", in LLC, IfCCCVII (if 26), p. 150.
2 Chartier: Chronicue, chap, ci; vol. I, pp. 179-65.
"
\
3 Koligieux de Saint-Denis: Chronioue du rer.;ne da
CharloqBk. 39. chap. VII, Blc. 40, chap. VIII,
ed. Bellaguet (DKV, 6 vols. Parss 1839-52), vol.
VI, pp. 238-42, 354-60.
4 Chartier, ut supra; and v. also the Latin chronicle.
.yffl <2
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liable at any moment to fcfl be subjected under pretext of
I
the financial demands of the war to exactions which were
certainly burdensome and vexatious and which to them
■±
appeared unreasonable.
In the circumstances, the surprising thing is not
that no one at Saint-Denis sajj down during these years to
m j
the long and laborious task of adapting the production
t
of the Religieux into a portion of the Great Chronicles5
it is rather that the Religieux himself should have had
the courage, and composure to persist ixi his part.
That a complete version should never have been
produced is thus very possible. But it would be strange
that there should have been no attempt to make one at
any point5 and in fact a fragment of 9 ST., probably
derived from Saint-Denis and dating from about the middle
of the XVth century, appears to be the draft of a fairly
free rendering for which other documents at Saint-Denis
were also employed, and which while preserving the
substance ox the original quite faithfully has skilfully
adapted the wiording so as to give it throughout a more
royalist and patriotic emphasis. This nay have been
V. the lamentations of the Religieux on the seizure
(although with compensationj of the goro. case ox the
chasuble of fit. Louis: Rk» o5, chap. VI} vol. VI, pp.
c , o » Cj
***O d
lot gs v xx*i.vi jlX 0 s rTGiuc8 "to Cii.ciir ^gx* * s C«ix onixdc $
Vgt • X; Pp. L\'i - LiX .
intended as the official version, undertaken in this
case considerably after the event. It suggests at least
that the project had net "been deliberately abandoned, and
that some attempts were made to put it into practice;
vhich is precisely what might be expected.
But even if such a version had been made, or partly
made, unless there had been time to reproduce a considerable
number of copies, it might easily have disappeared amid
the disorders of the early part of the XVth century. It
is probable that the destruction and dispersal of the great
4.
library of Saint-Denis began at this periocrf and even t.hen
peace ancl order returned the process continued in
consequence of the general decadence of faint-Denis like
other abbeys in a age when the religious life had become
lo —>s v.4.twv 1 c«mu xess esteemed; Oj. xnstitUi/xon Oi
absentee commendatory abbots who were chiefly interested in
the financial profits cf their benefice and sometimes if
muriumst in mclruurion carrieu oj.* (or ve^o uCcusox
carrying off) oreeious voluir.es from the abbey library for
• *> * *■ ^ y n ^ 1 "*\ • * A, r"j ,* ^ ..»t^, , - «n a ^ — ■,« ^ •• * r ^
"CflvJlLi* OXfiL UoO 5 C4.IiCt xowi/'oX </J. OiiO jjx vUUoui v aOi/iwUub Ui Li.C




1 C&* 3ui-io.run: ,:Ltudes s&nd}onLsiennes"» in
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these hazards is not surprising; as part <y£ the Suint-
.Uoiiis coxleccioiij iij v/ouio. nuv^j 000x1 pxessr*veU v^xt/x a
care very different from that devoted to a luer^e
\ oi Aiov0 ui.Lc.j. \rO X o *X 0xi j ob J..■! 1 0 — o u axXl X. o a0 X. — ^ n ~ u v x wx 0Uwxl
in chax-ucter, and very likely not even completed.
On the assumption then, probhble though not - proved, <•
t tne monies, vixen who metigawion Ox oluxlex> vxi txie^
turned their thoughts "buck to the Great chronicles, hud
-ftK£>
only the original of the Religieun, no adequate coaiprqiisive
translation, hot? did they deal with the situation?
j_x any presume lxao. oeon oxuu^.xtx co oo~— ix.o»—. oui.xiu^
to influence their choice, it could only have doon by the
king, but no record ox active dictation seexas to hase
survived, and thei'o xs certain negative evidence that it
did not take place, Charles VII had his own official
historiographer, about to embark on a vernacular history
of his reign, and who had probably been intimately
^
_ .. . ,
V g, iitxOpO -L Ce J~J O X X O _!_ 0 « .!■j 0 Ce «■/' J> 110 X> C< 0 St- - ar ^ ye h? v*
B1b ? i o th eque imp e i ia1 e v51s. Jar is lGc$—£] }, vol.
I, for the chtcrtainmfg, if slightly repellent,
story of the gradual absorption of these individual
p. Jl-
»-'XiiMa^^(3araL2SCC325aZLa
connected with Saint-Denis historiography for a number of
'
V
years previously. Kothing would have "been zimzzijzs simpler
• 8
thai*: for Charles VII to entrust the recension of his
father*s reign also to Jean Chartier, hho there is good
reason to suppose had "been concerned in the original
version of the Religieux, and who would therefore
presumably be best equipped to handle it. That he
p
apparently did not suggests that he at least did not
impose his own contribution in the sense that Charles V
may have done.
Put this of course is not to say that they would
have been entirely uninfluenced* by his known wishes in the
matter. By the middle of the XVth century the Saint-
Denis chronicles were no longer the independent authority ■
which they had been; and the monks, even if ostensibly left
free to treat of past history as they pleased, would
probably have felt it imprudent to give their formal
sanction to any version of events not in general agreement
with that which the crown had authorised.
•'"iU 4~ "btii S *• O S""" 6OHI3 £2 0 -* 2: & —H0 *fc •* G — fi
Tills o/G _Lt;c^S'G SOGIaS TilG 116 6-X'G 3 G QUCli LO
explanation of the curious course taken by the Great
Chronicles at mis go rat. The cont inuatj-onts carrying tnea.
beyond the reign of Charles V, which for. the rest of the
XVth century follow the official historiographers very
closely, appear both in the manuscript and printed copies
r
to have used the Ilistoire de Charles VI of Jean Juvenal
des Ursins.
It is true that this is often regarded as a mere
translation of the Religieux; and Juvenal probably did
draw on him extensively for the earlier period, hot only
✓
is the substance generally similar; Juvenal also seems to
have derived from the Religieux some things which he was
not likely to have found elsewhere, apparently no author
3
_ •/ H- ■
except the Religieux, and Juvenal following him, records
the skirmish near Saint-Denis at the beginning of 1420 in
which Lord hilloughby lost his luggage. This derivation
is confirmed by Juvenal calling him the "count'of hilly
u =
VI i 1 3'rvtr 1 "/or yxigoz slip which must be due to the "comes
U&lbi" of the Eeiigieux, since Juvenal clearly knew who
Bib, nat. hS, anc, fonds 8298 contains Juvenal
followed by Chartior. It was probably executed
about the middle or end ox the reign of Louis XI. V.
Vallet de Viriville: Preface to his ed„ of Chartier
ere is variation in the spelling ox his name
This form is adopted in accordance with the_ruling of
Louis Pat iffol: :!T.e horn de fami lie de Juvenal des
Ur s ins", in T1-; C, ( -> paQ '\ ' , >-> r, f _f,c^ J. Ww ; 5 JL x ' v w \J W
Chronicue, Bk. 40, cnap. :o:iII; vol S i' • 400,
nxstoire cte cnarxes vl,
v G i o J. «l p Ji coX X 3 O j - X) o
J .4 19 (Cm J
5"; ?'} fi .
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v;as intended una has made an attempt to ±sc bring back the
•i
corruption of the name closer to accuracy. Still more
significant, he seems also in parts to have adopted, an
almost pro-3urgundian tinge very different from his later
attitude, as in the severity of his judgment on Louis of ■
Orleans and repetition of the account of the infamy of the
2.
court and unworthy neglect of the king. It must however
be remembered that he asserts that almost all his life he
had been a retainer of Sean the fearless, and had only
left the domestic service of his son on discovering his
intention of handing over the crown and kingdom to the.
n
English. If this is true, and if he did not seriously
revise his work on its conclusion, it would account for
the altered tone without his necessarily having copied
from the Religiauoc.
Moreover, if we grant the strong probability that he
1 BeHaguet adds to the confusion by translating "comes
Dalbi" cs ± "the earl of Derby;l, although there was
no .-su'cbTnerson at the time, the earldom being vested
in the nxmnrs king, Lilby» Bilby, uu Joby , dHlbery,
seem to have been the successive permutations, V,
lean do mueil; Le J ouven ce1, ed, Garni lie favre and
Leon Lepestre (SUE, < vo3«, maris 1009}, vol,II, p, 2£'/,
9. Histo.ire, s» a, 1405, pp* 407-8.
3 Toid, s, a, 1420j p» 557 «
did, there are two points to "be observed. In the first
place, as fksrn: is frequently pointed out, it v;as
altogether a natter of course for mediaeval and late-
mediaeval historians to copy even verbatim from any records
supposed to be connected with Saint-jeiis, in order to gain
an added authority for their v/orkj and their doing so
carried no necessary implication of official status or
prionsion to it. Secondly, the book is fact in no sense
a replica. It is not only a pronounced abridgment, which
was in the regular Saint-Denis tradition, "'he actual
events recorded arc not always tne sane; tiierr oi^cier rs
transposed, their emphasis shifted, *1.11 this of course
✓
could be merely the result of clumsiness on Juvenal's
part in handling his source, combined with some minor
varit-nta due to supposed superior knowledge; -nd indeed
the awkv/a^rdnesr. of the narrative in the earlier parts
suggests the faltering touch of an unskilful abbreviator.
Put there is also perceptible throughout the
difference between the monk viewing the world from the
isolation of his cloister and the practical nan of affairs
involved, in all its problems and turbulence. Juvenal is
dealing with concrete examples \hore the heligieux
generalises. he drastically curtails such moral observation?
mouth, in contrast to the
—59-
OUmin^ cinC3X j-t^- eu. Oj tno .UGxigieUX OVGn Ut his
most rhetorical, they have "become frigid mechanical
platitudes. The spirit of the whole composition has
been subtly changed. Eight from the beginning, hostility
to the English us such (virtually non-existent in the
heligieux) emerges in'little malicious asides and in
appreciation of any- signs of national spirit among the
Trench.
^ v
further, if Juvenal is by no means slavish even for
the early part where he is .basically dependent on his
source, after about 1410, when he is able to draw on his
father's memories and his own experience, all identity'
and even similarity disappear. This was very natural,
for the difference "between who two men was marked.
Juvenal was a son of the Provost of the herchants who
played so important and creditable a part in the
afloian x c v o xut x oux ox uno xei0n, ni.0. *_i*-»w^xi vc«iv6
politician ana a 2Guj.ou'j ane ^.^i Lniul aehxionx ox G-m-x^s
vxi whrougxiout iXa.s \ixx*yin^, ^orcuncs. .>c *a*^ dcxcxneed
xrom the lo^ty cxetacliment o— Gne juuge to me c^-_ p<xi oe
JJ A. ci»0, j,a(h v^- j- cb! i <-4Ct\ 0 C ci# 0
i,bid * S « rnt e ?lO C 5 J iooo ^ hb'jx. 5 - 5 ^3?* 5«.~-w- J
/•;9 /i C)X V A - v .- *. £
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It is true that the advocate is honest and moderate
*
uo an unusual degree. Juvenal is one of the rare cases
in which the anticipatory protest against accusations of
"bias and the profession of having only "set down the true
A
***
truth as .test he could", instead of further increasing our
suspicions, really carries conviction "because so well
borne out by the general tone of the text. Juvenal,
anxious as he is to show things in the light which, he
|li in
favours , does r<at feel it necessary to his case to
■
-
• • " • «• ? r
| I •
blacken his enemies or always to justify his friends.
There is one point only where a hint of dex'ensiveness
✓
creeps in; Juvenal is perhaps not- wholly frank over what
6;
he knows or suspects about the auraer of Jean the
«5,
Tearless. Yet even here, y/here he is not at ease, he
honourably sets down the various current versions of the
■ ¥ f1 -
incident and leaves them to our judgment with scarcely
any of the tendencious arguments which he must have
wished to attach to them. It is most noteworthy that
Then he cites "it was said" he seems genuinely to mean
us to take it. i'mx as rumour and for what it is worth,
instead of making it a subterfuge to insinuate a view
vitlicut assuming the responsibility of proving it. His
1 Ibid. 0o 1420; p. 557.
2 Ibid, s. a. 1419; pp. 554-5.
tmA
whole treatment of the delicate topic of the climate
of opinion is sensitive, accurate and illuminating.
1
I
Yet when this has "been said, when we have paid a
most well-deserved tribute to the convinced partisan who
could constrain himself to hold the scales so even, the
fact remains.that Juvenal was writing not with any
pretension to passing absolute judgments but quite openly
from a single clearly-defined point of view. This
attitude, as he interpreted and practised it, does not
vitiate or even greatly reduce the value of his work.
But it fundamentalIly alters its character, and alters it
in a way which one would have supposed likely to render
it unacceptable to the historians of Saint-Denis with
their different background and theorisaes.
nevertheless, the monks of Saint-Denis belonged to
their age like any one else, and were probably influenced,
though less than a layman would be, by the prevalent
nationalist and royalist current. Their own experiences
in the course of the war must have fostered such a change
in attitude, and by the middle of the XVth century they
may have been less unwilling than their predecessors to
sanction an interpretation of history on these lines.
After all, in similar circumstances so early as the reign
of Charles V an even more drastic divergence from the
Saint-Denis pattern had been accepted.
Finally, there is the spirit of natural human
fj'
laziness. The seal of the monks for historical
composition seems to Have waned (as will be seen in the
case of Chartier) with other enthusiasms in the monastic
decadence and demoralisation of the XVth century. Rather
than themselves face the task of.adapting the tomes of
the Religieux, they may well have been glad tc take on a
ready-made version which was fully satisfactory to their
royal patron, and which at the same time on a superficial
.
examination could be regarded as a faithful reproduction
of the Religieux.
Yet there seems a measure of mystery why they should
have preferred something outside and alien to an authentic
version of the work of their own inmate, produced in the
most strict accordance with their tradition, and with
which they could have had no reason to be dissatisfied.
It is strange and regrettable that while we possess
superfluous biographical details as to some mediaeval and
Renaissance historians of little importance, the author
of one of the finest pieces of French late-mediaeval
historiography not only has not deigned to tell us his
name but has left no clues by which we might conjecture
irtT^with~wrriy——iiothdrig-aoan^t;^DuiT^t~Ynjrrfird<:irtly
•I ¥?—€h« Sama-g^n-s ^,, t.11de3—sarrdp onfst-em^—iir~rurC,
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it with any ■ certu&ii$y. nothing can he ■ "built confidently
on the passages where he himself claims to he present at
what he describes, for he employs to the full the
mediaeval practice of unacknowledged citations in which
the first person of the original author is left unchanged"
"VPitejn,
-making every allowance has .been made for certain
rt
■*0
unavoidable aficiencies, the chronicle of the Religieux
A
remains a most impressive performance. It has to a high
degree the virtues of the monastic chronicle at its best,
and only a modified degree of its vices. The annalistic -
form does not jar on this scale, for the fulness of detail
within each year gives a satisfying sense of completeness,
The P.eligieux was much better informed than a monk in a
similar position in an earlier age would have been, both
as to domestic and foreign affairs, and he was also
better mentally equipped to sort and arrange this
information. Details as to the monastery, though present
V. Ch. S&marans "Etudes sandyonisiennes", in . C,
CIV (1943), pp. 40-6, for discussion of this ana a
hypothetical solution which he admits is fragile
and provisicnal,
2 v T-T Eoranville's attribution to Jierre GalLinon on
these grounds, in 11.C, IX (1889), pp. e-40, ixnci. "til€












in greater number than 'if he had not been a monk of
Saint-Denis, do not obtrude themselves undjily, nor indeed
do religious matters in general to the point of over-
f-
balancing the narrative. He knows that we will be
.. ■ ■ |
interested in the Councils and the end of the Schism, but
also in the Treaty of Troyes and the fate of H&ples.
above all, in an age of the most passionate partisan
-
bitterness, of divided loyalties and shaken beliefs, he
is never deserted by a firmness and rectitude of moral
judgment beyond all praise. This does not of course mean
that we would necessarily now endorse every individual
j:
verdict which he passes. Though he never shocks to the
same degree as some of his contemporaries, there are
passages revealing an attitude which to us seems childish
or insensitive5 he had been moulded'by his age and
Ira
environment and did not look outside them.
as a sincere mediaeval churchman, he had not the
.
-patriotic preoccupations of the later part of the XVth
i
century. His interests are general, his loyalties
institutional rather than national. He supports the
king of Prance in general as against any other king, but
not against the Church. He is dazzled by Henry V's
ostentatious show of piety, morality and justice, and
seems not far from endorsing his claim to be the
instrument of God's judgment' on the sins of the French,
sins against which the Religieux had "been inveighing for
years; and in parts here he becomes what his contemporaries
would have called "a very bad Frenchman". But in fact he
was only seeing things from a different angle; in his own
v/ay he was by no means without feeling either for the
4_
distresses of his country or the honour of the French name.
Where his own sphere is concerned, he can show as much of
o
_
the spirit of clique as any one. But in the case of
national rivalries he has a lofty impartiality scon to
founder in the flood of virulent party pamphlets and
angry histories on both sides, in which the French are
3 if
versipelleg. and the iinglish harbari, and both are
respectively credited without exception with the blackest
motives.
1 Chronioue, 3k. 39, chap. XXVIII; vol. VI, pp. 310-2
(heroic defence by the lady of la Roche-Guyon, who
refuses to redeem her inheritance by marrying
turncoat Guy le Bouteiller}, and 3k. 40, ch-.p.
vol. VI, PP» 358-400 (retort of the bastard of
iilencon to Henry V}0
the
\r T T •
wvx —
J
O Ibid. 3k. 39, chap. XIII; vol. VI, p. £72 (his comic
indignation at the misfortunes in which Robot Ihilipp
involved himself and Saint-Denis by not taking the
side of the duke of Burgundy, whose influence had
raised him to his office).
This is Valsingham's habitual epithet for them in
the St. ml"oans Ghronicles.
Blondel calls them nothing else in De Reductions
j\£"
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Similarly, as a good "bourgeois with a proper regard
for the welfare and stability of the commonweal, and for
all the virtues which make ordinary life safe, orderly
and respectable, he was shocked to the core by the
extravagance, profligacy and irresponsibility of the
ruling classes. He saw how the people were ground down by-
unreasonable taxation even before war and brigandage came .
to aggravate their lot? he knew (or supposed he knew) that
nameless abominations went on in the household of the king
himself. And conventional as much of his language is,
there is no doubting the vibrant sincerity of the horror
underlying it.
The book is an act of conscience from beginning to
end? and it is a spectacle nothing less than heroic to see
±
this modest and simple old man, amidst all the turmoil and
danger and tragedy surrounding him, continually distracted
by compassion fer others and .apprehension for himself,
pursuing his appointed task with the same calm unshaken
truthfulness and high principle until the pen dropped
from his hand. If he had foreseen that there was to be
no further instalment of the true Saint-Denis chronicles.
1 In his seventies in 14ISs Chrcninue„ Bk, 40, chap,
X? vol, VI, pp. S67~8„ ""
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and deliberately set out to close the great series
worthily, he could not have erected a nobler monument,
or one which would command our more whole-hearted respect.
E. Jean Chartier. Por whatever view may be taken
of whether the official Great Chronicles should be n
concluded with Philippe VI or Charles V, there can be no
doubt that a decisive change took place in their whole
spirit in the reign of Charles VII.
It is true that we do not know what was the formal
relationship between Saint-Denis and the historiographer
royal in the earlier centuries. In 1410, in the course
of a law-suit with the chapter of Hotre-Same on the
subject of the head of St. Denis, the monks made a
startling repudiation of any connection with the
chronicles except that they were deposited in Saint-
Denis after the king's death for the Great Chronicles to
be extracted from them. The historiographer, they said,
was the chronicler of the king, not of Saint-Denis.
"It is a royal office, for he is appointed by the
king, takes an oath to the king, and has livery in the
king's household as an officer. Item, and though
sometimes the chronicler has been one of the monks of
Saint-Denis, it is by the king's authority, and they
have taken the oath to the king and had livery, and so
My.»i■w^'F.r.vw ■"! '■**
has the present one; ana if they are called chroniclers
of Saint—Denis, it is a manner of speaking and so that
foreigners should not say that they put in too- much or too
little about anything in favour of the kings of France.
But -whatever name they have# they are chroniclers of
France appointed to write down the noteworthy events of
France sc that past affairs may he remembered... For there
never has been# and is not# mere than one chronicler in
France9 as is well known# and this chronicler writes down
the noteworthy and memorable affairs of the kingdom... It
is true that in the past the kings of France had people
appointed and deputed by them in their household to
enregister notewothjiy facts, and after the deaths of the
kings these chronicles were placed in custody at Saint-
Denis# for it is not six or seven score years that the
A
monks of Saint-Denis have begun to write chronicles."
This, if given its fullest meaning# would seem to
shatter the whole tradit-^ional view of the Saint-Denis
chronicles, and place the chroniclers, from Suger ±
downwards, in a position axready line tnac oa one XVxIth
Saint-Denis", in HFC, LI (
Archives rationales L SS£j
chronique du Keligieu:-; de
POff r n-O j Jv tJ $ do—110, cisir
no. £s Ff o Lb — ..A a no . 4,
F. I.
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century historiographers royal, producing their official
record under direct dictation - from the crown. It is
true that the monks x?ere pleading-a cause. The chapter
had refused to admit the evidenee.which they adduced from
Rigord and Guillaume de Hangis on the grounds that they
were monks and chroniclers of Saint-Denis; and they vers
concerned to meet this objection. But their claim is
very positive and very precise, and their adversaries seem
not to have been able to refute it. It is noteworthy that
the period of 120 or 140 years which they give for the
actual composition of the chronicles by t&e Saint-Denis
monks goes back to where the gxxi'± compilation ox fee-
earlier chronicles ends in the reign of Philippe III.
They are therefore quite accurate, so far as this goes,
in the distinction they draw between the adaptation of
the works of others (who undoubtedly did not need to have
any connection with Saint-Denis) and the contemporary
recording of events for the express purpose cf inclusion
in the Saint-Denis archives.
However, even if this is admitted, as revolutionising
our view of the theory of the Saint-Denis chronicles, it
does not alter their character in practice. Until the
reign of Charles V, and after this exceptional and (one
would suppose) unauthorised deviation again in that of
-50-
Charles VI, the Saint-Denis monks, officially in custody
ox the records of the monarchy, and generally (to put it
no stronger) themselves chargedii v;ith their official
redaction for publication, seem to have proceeded with
their task virtually without interference, with a greater ■
or lesser degree of moral independence, no doubt, according
to the personality both of the king and of the members of
Saint-Denis at the time, but still■fundamentally as free
agents, planning and deciding on their own system, passing
their own judgments, and regarding the finished product
as part of themselves, not as something external and
merely held in trust for the active originator.
Xt was this which was changed, never to return, aiter
the reign of Charles VI. Charles VII did not, it is true,
employ the brutal brusqueness of his impatient son. In
this, as in everything else, he showed himself an adept at
altering the substance and spirit of a customary institution
without disturbing its form or seeming to deprive any one
of a familiar and cherished part of life, that he did
conic not in appearance have been more obvious, regulax,
and even traditional. In 1437, when his dominion in the
vital centre of Prance had been consolidated by the Treaty
of arras and the recovery of Paris, and he was in a
position to turn some attention to ordinary administration
-51-
and even the indirect adjuncts of authority, he conferred
the office of historiographer royal on Jean Chartier, a
monk of Saint-Denis, who already, according to his own
statement, had in the previous reign worked on the royal
history unpaid for fifteen years, and who there is reason
to suppose had collaborated with the Religieux for the
later part of his work and was perhaps the author of the
\ a
two last Socks of the Chronioue du regne de Charles VI.
Kbthing could be more unexceptionable. But Charles
VII, who seems to have shown a measure of personal choice
•*>
in the matter, must have known very well what he was doing.
Chartisr belonged almost as fully as any courtier of the
XVIth or XVIIth century to the new attitude in which, on
paper at any rate* the king could do no wrong. The
Chronlque de Charles VII is a panegyric from beginning to
end, and a tame and colourless panegyric at that, with no
shading of emphasis to persuade us of the accuracy of the
picture or bring it to life by some touches of variation.
The Drench in general and the king in particular are right
in everything they do5 Chartier has even exposed himself
fTnroni cue Jat ine „ chap. eXSXIY, ed« Ch. Samaran, in
•
, Xa-.afVIi (it- 6) , op. lob—a/o.
to ridicule by the passage in which he solemnly 'adduces
the-members of the royal household as witnesses to the
perfect propriety of the relations of Charles VII with
\ *i
Agnes Sorel.
Moreover9 although Chartier's previous experience of
Saint-Denis historiography must to 'some extent have
suggested Charles VII fs choice, it is difficult not to
suspect that he owed,his appointment largely to this
fortunate combination of representing the old tradition
and yet being able to be trusted to take the correct line.
He seems to have had little taste for his calling and not
to have taken much trouble in pursuance of it. He was
present at the siege of Harfleur (one gathers very
unwillingly)j and so may have been in attendance on the
royal army for all or part of the Herman campaign; the
speech of Dunois to the ambassadors from Vernon and the
Lr
king's ceremonial entry into Rouen sound as if they might
be eye-witness accounts. But apart from this he seems to
Chronique de Char1es VII. chap.^ CCXIII, ed, Vallet
do VifTvlTie {Bibliothbque Elzevirienne, 3 vols,
par i s 18 58} 5 vo1. 11, pp» 181- 6.
XVi
Ibid, chap. CC\~; vol. II, p. 180.
Ibid. chap. CLEGvIV; vol. II, pp. 105-7.
lord. cnap. C01x; "vol. Xx , pp. 10u — < 1«
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have been habitually resident at Saint-Denis ana to have
depended, for his' information upon hearsay or the work of •
others. This in itself would not have been an irremediable
defect. It was after all quite in the Saint-Denis ±z
tradition; the Eeligieux, though he may have gone abroad
'1
on diplomatic missions, was certainly based on Saint-
Denis and must have composed by far the greater part of
his work there. In his case, apart from an occasional
touch of parochialism in his excessive detail on Saint-
Denis, this has by no means resulted in his book
appearing limited in scope or lifeless in character.
It is precisely this width of outlook and vividness
of re-creation which Chartier wholly lacks, apart from
seme curious details towards the end on the sack of
2
Constantinople and the Turks in Hungary, he deals with
nothing beyond the most superficial aspects of the
political and military events of the reign, and even with
these in a selective, partial and not always accurate
fashion, so that no complete picture or coherent ideas
are left in the reader's mind. It is true that an undue
hi
1 But v. p.%3 for the unstable foundation oi anj
biographical reconstruction of this kind.
Gnranj-uue, 5a .ps . Celial—o*olaX."V j—— , owla-/
IHT^p7"15-40, 66-9.
:vill; vol
narrowing ana formalising of the subject-matter supposed
suitable for history was a vice common to both the
Humanists and those mediaeval writers who precisely
because they took a more serious and ambitious view of
their calling were more under the sway of the rhetorical
tradition of the "dignity of history". This could in
some meassure be overcome by an author talented in other
directions. The best of the Humanists and the mediaeval
rhetoricians, though they by no means tell us all we want
to know, at least by their own sense of reality contrive
to interest us in what they think fit to tell. Their
picture may not portray the whole scene; but those
elements of it which they have picked out are in
themselves alive and true.
This Chartier never achieves; indeed he scarcely
seems to wish to achieve it, even the history of his own
day, which he himself had seen and taken part in, is
already dead as he handles it. He had no need of the
historical imagination requisite to reconstruct the
remote past, only of enough to embalm his own age in terms
which would keep if alive for us; and even this he cannot
do. The book is from beginning to end the perfunct|ory
exercise of an indifferent hack, so naively credulous and





reproduce word for v/ord, as contemporary news, a a
supposed letter from the Grand lurk to the PopeT which
hud "been composed, or rather fabricated, centuries earlier.
The Chronique de Charles VII is a deplorable falling-off
not only from the inspired elevation of the I-ieligieux but
even from the modest competence of Juvenal des Ursins. It
marks the point where the impersonal mediaeval chronicle
had worn itself out as a style, to be replaced on the one
hand by the formal classical rhetoric of the Humanists,
on the other by the subjective contemporary records of
the memorialists.
P. Jean Caste1 and the Chronique Scandaleuse. The
completeness of this disintegration becomes even more
apparent in the next stage of Prerich official historiography
Despite the obscurity of the story after this point, it
seems probable that Chattier's was the last surviving, or
even completed, instalment of what can ka even in the
widest sense be called the Great Chronicles oi Prance,
when Chartier died, probably on IS Pebruury 1465p
Louis XI, according to Chastellain, in his feverish haste
1 ibid , CUap. vjCjj-H'll, O-i a -L - 5 i'i' e j--" - a
2 Ch. Samarunt "La Chronique latins inodite de Jean
Chartier ", in .u.»u, iaavII i,Uj , p. — a
(/if12." 50)
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to alter everything traditional, transferred "the 'authority
-i
of chronicler" from Saint-Denis to a Cluniac monk„ Shis
Jean Castel was for a long time, in defiance of all sh
chronological probability, supposed to have been the son
of Christine de Pisan. There is no similar difficulty in
the.way of his being her grandson',• but the evidence yet
found is too tenuous for the hypothesis to require very •
a
serious attention. It seems possible tnat he had already
occupied himself with a history of the reign of Charles
I
VII. In 1876 there was said to erint in thejVaticun
Library a parchment volume in a hand of c. 1480,
containing a fragment on the reign of Charles VII, composed
y
after 1461, and entitled % Chroniques abrcgees, par Castel,
s
chroniqueur de Francs, composees. This seems to be an
adaptation by some one with a special interest in
3
Brittany, particularly Xantes.
Castel1s history of Lcuic XI also is apparently not
extant as he composed it. Quicherat even easts doubts on
how far it was ever completed, sue pointing out that
j? jH
• Hi
Jules Quicherats "Kacherches sur le chroniqueur
tj ean oae te a , in -ia •e, ae x . } 9
461-77.
Ibidc
X. Deliolez "ITotice sur vif^t DCS. du Vatican", in
fell HOC, XXXVII (1876} , Pp. 519-20.
c ri
0 / •"
Castel, xfao died before the end of the reign, could not in
any case have covered it all, and giving some reason to
believe that he had not even drawn up the history of the
first year in any coherent form. His theory is that
Castel left only disjointed notes, accurate enough in
themselves "but without proper order or classification, of
which his ill-informed successors did not make very good
. :±
use,
further confirmation of this comes from the remarkable
fact' that the subsequent authors of general histories of
an# official or quasi-official character, including the
Great Chronicles themselves, seem without exception to
have adopted as th^authoritative version for the dramatic
and crucial reign of Louis XI the incomplete and trifling
composition known oddly and inappropriately as the
Chron1que Scancaleuse„
This, formerly attributed to a mythical Jean de
A
Troyes, greffier of the Hotel de Ville .of Pari I Jm XXov;
Op, cit. But v, also the contradiction of this
view by Bernard de Handrct in the'Introduction to his
' ~
vols „edition of the Chronique Scandaleuse
Paris 1894-6),
11 C; O (
✓
Bernard de Idan&rot; "0,uel est le veritable auteur
de la chronique ancnyme cle I.ouis XI, d.ite la








of the duke of Bourbon. There might of course he two
alternative explanations of its source. It could he, as
*
quicherat believed, that a Paris citiren copied the
official version, merely adding some notes of a local arid
personal character. Or it could he, as Bernard de
Handrot believed, that Castel's notes disappeared or were
not used, and th£ Ghr on ique S candale,u s e would then he an
original work which by some accident found its way into
the quasi-official later editions of the Great Chronicles.
But as against this, the editors who thus used ±± it
r* v*
certainly connected it with the Great Chronicles; Verard's
edition of the Chronique Xartiniane (c. 1503), which
reproduces the Chronique Scandaleuse verbally, specifically
attributes it to Castel.
In any case it seems clear that those who used the
work in fact copied de Ftoye, rather than that both they
and de Rcye went to the same source. The early printed
editions of the Great Chronicles, and all the subsequent*
chronicles' derived from them, not merely follow de Rope's
-59-
na.rra.tive very closely,, which, could he the result, though
less prohahly, of faithful copying "by both of a common
sources they have also adopted the peculiarities more
appropriate to de Iioye than to Caste is the zealous interest
in the affairs of the house of Bourbon; the curichi'and
rather sympathetic detail on the fate of the count of
Saint-Pol, which has led some authorities to attribute
A
the work to Denis Hesselin, greffier of the Ilotel.de Ville
at the time, who is frequently mentioned in the course of
the proceeding the domestic detail and sensational
gossip connected with Paris citizen life. This moreover
was done despite de Rcye's own specific abjuration of any
claim to the title of chronicles, as he had received no
•2_
official commission to write them.
It is highly probable that the various continuations
did not each severally and deliberately choose to follow
de Roye's version, but were all derived from whatever copy
of the Great Chronicles first imprudently threw the aegis
of its acceptance over it. Put it is difficult to attribute
1 Ibid. pp. 1:19-30.
P. Chronio'ue 2candal.-use, Prologue, ec. 'ornard de
pandrot ('PIP, 2 vols. Paris 1E94-6), vol. I, p. 2s
"Combien que .je ne vueil ne n'ent-ens pcynit los
choses cy apres escriptes estre appellees, dictes ou
nomnees oron i ques, pour ce que a moy n'a^qartient,
et que pour ce fuyre n*ay pas este" crdonne et ne
n'a este'permys."
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even a single choice, especially for a production still
in the authoritative position of the Great Chronicles,
to anything except the non-existence of the original.
If the work had a double authorship, tve cannot now
i
detect with any certainty which parts were Castels and
which de Roye's, and thus judge to' whihh the defects of
the work are to be attributed. The„•tone of adulation
may well have been Castelfs either from conviction or
the necessity of his position. But de Roye has been
either credulous or apathetic enough to reproduce
everything which official propaganda wished to have
believed, even when this leads him into the most
glaring inconsistencies. He can give the authorised
version of the interview of Peronne, in which no
unpleasantness appears and Burgundy promises faith and
duty to Louis XI, and a few pages later speak*of
Cardinal Balue endangering the king's life and liberty
by luring him there by bad advice. It is only at the very
end that a slightly different note appears. Then Louis XI
begins to interfere with the interests of de Roye's
i, ■ '*•
e-aaoakai patrons the Bourbons, he becomes perceptibly
T*h i *T "O ' "5 A1 iJa v. o c *••• — -• o
T>,-; A COr7
_U ia _ O. w y.i 5> t v ' • y
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critical5 and,the final appraisal of the king is "by no
means so flattering as one- -would expect iron the hulk
of the text.
There are of course at least two possible explanations
for this. The bore obvious, and that which suggests that
this aspect was due to Castel rather than to de Royes is
that this was the point where Castel's notes deserted de
F.oye and he began to write as was natural to his own
feelings. Alternatively, it might simply be that by then
Louis XI was dead, and de Koye had nothing either to gain
from favour or to fear from censure. An author who took
his colour from his general surroundings and official
influence would obviously write very differently in the
closing years of the reign of Louis XI and the opening
years of the reign of Charles VIZI, The scamped and
hasty treatment of these last four years would again fit
most naturally with difficulty of the inexperienced de
Koye in composition as soon as he lacked Castel's
guidance, Castel probably died early in 1478, and the
Abrupt change In character precisely at this point gives
some additional weight to the view that de Xoye had been
making at least some use of him hitherto. On the other
hand, the change could also be explained by this last
section being in some sense an appendix, added after an
i : (
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interval, while de Eoye was perhaps in retirement vith
d_
his special patron Charles de Bourbon Cardinal of Lyon.
But whatever the motive, spontaneous or imposed or
simply the consequence of mental passivity, the servile
gullibility which conditions the main text prevents us
from deriving the benefit v/e otherwise might from xa
strictly contemporary record. Be hoye was neither a man
of action or business, to speak with well-informed
knowledge and sound judgment of what he knew, nor of the
general culture and reflection which might have produced
a philosophic history. He was a XVth century citizen who
had become attached to a princely house^-j and he had no
outlook, no interests, beyond this relatively narrow circle.
He seems to have composed at least p;urt of the book
as he went along, and although he must have revised and
'
polished it afterwards,~it is very similar in tone to the \
English civicr chronicles. There is the same interest in
weather conditions, crops and prices, and such matter's
of daily material concern, and the same lack of any sense
of nroportion or arrangement in respect of how These
details were to be combined with affairs of major national
or international importance. Be Roye is the descendant of
1 Be Xandrotj Op. cit. pp. 152-3.
I
the ar.oriyi2.ous Bourgeois de Paris in the middle of the
century, and very inferior in intellectual alertness
and independence of judgment to Modiolus de Baye at the
beginning scribbling his random reflections in the
margin of his record of the proceedings of the greffe civil
■J ''' —-
of the Parlemeht.
G. The Last Chroniclers. Castel, who xprcbably
__
died or. 19 February 14785 had been succeeded by at least
2.
1482 by Brother ilathieu Lebrun or Levrien, who died in
•9
151S. Hardly anything else is known about him, and it
seems probable that his chronicle, if ever written, has
Lr
not survived; at least it has not found its way into the
later editions of the C-reat Chronicles, where the part
subsequent to Louis XI is regularly supplied from Gaguin
-<6
and his contxnuator Pi^re Desrey. They of course may have
been using some then-existing v.orh by Levrien; but of this
y
Ch„ Bamaran; "Etudes sandyonisienr.es!i, in LLC, CIV
(iV'iv,;, i-p« o-aOOe
Jules buicherats "Leclicrches sur le chronioueur Je.
Castel"s in FLO, Ser. 1, II (1840-1), pp. 461-77.
Sanaran. ut supra.
4. Ch» Cameran: "hathieu Levrien, chronioueur dee cam
' i!:
1 i!
Ber.rs", it 1-at-V- fic-'f ^ TM l '-B —in C , hi.. I i-- o't. ; , - »-0-
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there is no proof. Xevrien may have been succeeded by a
yet more obscure. Guill&ume B&nieot; and Jean Olivier,
dying in the abbey of Saint-Benis in If40, is described
±
as "elemosinarius ac regis 8, cronicis".
Put in practice by the end of the XVth century there
had ceased to be any vital connection between Saint-
Penis and the office, although there continued to be
historiographers royal. Octovien de Saint-Helais ana
s
Andre de la Vigne must have had at least a temporary
commission to record the Italian expedition of Charles
VIIT, and Jean d'Auton seems to have had some sort of
official status when he wrote his Chroniques de Louis
XI
A
U M « Brant orae .mentions a certain Paschal, who had been
given "the honour and title of historiographer royal" to
"L
Henri II. Hut these historiographers royal had become
••• hat they were to be in later centuries, the immediate
servants of the king, retained to propagate such views
of his policy and person as he pleased. There no longer
existed an institution associated with the monarchy yet
independent of it, bound as a solemn duty to set on
"1 f:Vi V - o •" -f" "j ■» y1 p r> o»i Y"iA V C\ T1 -"5 i p v» VI p> p *• •? >1 • " ( ] .J. vyl: q < t —i . v.*v C x ». uU^'A< « C-. a A t • g- O - i — O r '.'itiiU lj J- - » J
CIV (1943), pp. 5-100.
2 Qeuvres. ec . L.J .IT. Honiaerqiie' (gvols. Bar is 1822-y




record, everything, good .or evil, which was done "by or
occurred to it, and privileged "by prescription and bound
by• conscience to pass its own 12oral and political
judgments or. the account.
5« the x'U'T.'b Hp-yrhivry ,
Thus the course of French historiography in the
XVth century, like that of many institutions and ideas
in the age, was that of a vigorous tradition, deeply
rooted in the convictions and needs of an earlier epoch,
declining in validity and usefulness in a changing
world. It is true that the Great Chronicles still
enjoyed a formal esteem and even a measure of affectionate
popularity for a surprisingly long time. It was still
worth while for the printers to issue editions even in
the next century. But to the reading public they were
beginning to look rather daunting in length, and also a
little old-fashioned and childish. .It was not that
people were yet actively critical of them; they did not
so much demand something different as hint that they
would like something in addition, flight it not be
possible, while leaving the Great Chronicles in their
position of monumental honour, to compress their
substance into a book which should be more manageable
and more readable?





It has already "been observed that the so-called
universal chronicles in practice on approaching their
own times narrowed themselves to a single kingdom or
. I I
even less. "But this was not quite enough for the XVth
century reader. They still tended to deal with too wide
or too restricted an area, or if they, happened to space
themselves correctly, it was too accidentally and '
unsystematic-ally, not from regular conscious . intention.
Ivor was the tone quite right. The mediaeval
chronicler?, and to a lesser degree their imitators right
into the XVIth century, although they might in fact deal
chiefly with ther own country from ixsk natural instinct
a,
or Ick of information about anywhere else, did not set it
A
in the centre of the stage on principle. They genuinely
had ether interests, other loyalties, modifying and
sometimes even running counter to their national feelings,
host often these preoccupations were ecclesiastical, but
they could be regional, as in the case of the ag ressive
anti-Brench merman and Breton chronicles, and occasionally
they concerned the fortunes cf some noble house to which
the author had attached himself. These methods and styles
of composition did not disappear with, the XVth century,
but they decreased steadily in numbers, status and esteem.
In the earlier Kiddle ages all this had done very
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well, for those who then read were clerics or
{exceptionally) some dilettante nobleman, altogether at
one with, the attitude of the works which they perused.
But by hhe later XVth century the increasingly large
literate public was composed chiefly of middle class
laymen educated in the new cult of loyalty and patriotism
The old-fashioned chronicles vodrld clearly have to be
re-drafted in substance as well as in form before they
could become acceptable.
This demand was in itself a perfectly natural
development out of serious late-mediaeval historiography,
and it could have been and to some extent was met by
pursuance of this development along its own lines.
Towards the end of the XVth century ITicole Gilles,
notary and secretary of the king and Comptroller of the
Treasury, in his Annales et Chronioues de France showed
the course which it might have taken. The book is still
mediaeval in its basic assumptions. It begins even x .
before Creation, and proceeds in the familiar way through
the Six ages, the fabulous antiquitikics of the European
peoples, and early Christian hagiography, But Gilles
apologises for this digression•on grounds of edification
i I1
ye r\ -» y~! C' -X T , ; C T ; r,» as soon as he settles down t
dealing with the Pranks the book becomes a coherent and
Cw
£ c?— O /
exclusive history of Prance, with no sore on foreign
affairs than is necessary for the intelligibility of
the narrative.
It is true that it is still long and jjrolix and in
parts extremesly fabulous; Gilles has even improved on
the Great Chronicles by episodes from Vincent da Beauvais,
lives of the saints, and similai sources. But the tone
in which even the most'fantastic of these are treated is
not what it would have been in the earlier Iliddle Ages.
Giiles seems to have made up his mind, in the cynical
spirit of a conscious popularise^ that what his readers
wanted was a variety of good stories; and he set out to
satisfy this wish without scruple. Everything goes in;
the history of Troy from Bares Phrygius; Brutus; the
Crusade and Spanish expedition of Charlemagne; Bagobert
and the martyrs; Pope Joan; and so on and so on. But
C-illes himself is often clearly sceptical or sickly
indifferent as to their truth. Besides the habitual
cautious: "as some say", "ms is related", he not infx
infrequently interjects a more specific caveat of his
own. The marvels related of Arthur "seem to be for the
d
most part fables"; as to the vision of Eutherius of
'! -i
Las x.nnales et chroniques deBranco, ed,
.,auvage (x-aris 1oo0}, x*. AxX. m©
mis
/
Orleans: "How that may he, nescio; Deus scita"
Moreover, with all its diffuseness, the "book is
........ ' ' Hi; J!
not wholly lacking in a sense of proportion and taste,
Gilles has dropped a number of the digressions -and
trifling ep»isodes from his sources. The theme of the
growth and glory of Prance is clearly conceived and
steadily pursued? it knits the book into unity; and the
additional information is built up around it for
- ; :r | i
illustrative and ancillary purposes. In the Prologue
Gilles had expressed Erie intention "to make extracts and -
draw up in'brief whence came and proceeded the generations
of these very noble kings of Prance as "what is written
about them, especially in the Great Chronicles, is so
; ' ; . fill • ]
much blended with the acts and deeds of various other
M I i?
foreign kings and princes, and with so many incidents
which occurred during their time and reign, that the
multitude and confusion of subjects which are narrated
in them prevents the reader from grasping and remembering
the lineages". This concern for a single purpose and the
exclusion of all matter not in some way relevant to it,
was a Humanist preoccupation, unfamiliar to the earlier
Middle Ages, and indeed ±axxxhatxmattcs to the MTIth
.1. O a hi t a1 q — -amf v? A. A. A. &
^ Ibia 0 jj- ^ x $i.\ ^
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■Fl
century^ historians who conti^ed to write in the full
mediaeval tradition*
finally, underneath the sense of the marvellous and
the supernatural characteristic of the middle «.ges, against
which the Humanists reacted markedly though discreetly, and
also underneath the mediaeval subservience to sources, from-
v/hich the Humanists freed themselves less completely, Grilles
from time to time reveals an instinctive good sense and
wish to reasonable worthy of the best Humanist tradition.
He had a genuine consciousness that facts, especially
peculiar^ facts, should not be left by themselves without
explanation? and although some of his attempts at this are'
perhaps not wholly happy, as for instance how the Venerable
Bede came by his name, or why the inhabitants of Dorchester
rj_
have tails, many of the passages tracing causes and effects
of events are serious and truly excellent. The book is not
merely lively and well-told; it is matter for real regret
that a mind' so alert and intelligent should have felt it
necessary to write down to his public in this drastic way,
even though his accuracy in gauging their taste is
testified to by the continued popularity of his book




"othroughout the XVIth century,
The precise date of its first appearance ia not
known# There is said to have been an edition in 1492,
o
but this is dubted by Kolinier, and Delisle maintains .
that the first was that of 6 December 1525♦ from the
point of view of the impact of Humanism on French
historiographys it would have been interesting to know
whether it dates from before or after 1500; but this is
a detail# The book is essentially typical of French
late-mediaeval historiography, and is perhaps the best
surviving example of how this style might have developed
a. a. JLOi'v w» O X (/OO It ^
As± it wasj it blended quite happily with the new
Humanist theories in the moderate form in which they
first permeated France in the XVth century % and it is as
representatives, to different degrees., of this process
of blending that Robert C-aguin and paulus Aenilius form
the subject of this study.
1 H&users Continuation of hoiinier's Sources, vol# I,
P b ^ o #
2 Sources, vol. V, p. 29#
3 "Documents parisiens de la Bibliotheque de kerne",
in \■cu'-oires de ia Societe de 18hffoire de Juris et
de 1' lle-do-Franee, XX111 (1896}, 263, n# 5,
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ii
THE COMPENDIUM SUPER FRAKCORtIM C-BSTXS
0? ROBERT GAG-UK1.
1. Origin and Composition*
A. Origin* The life and literary position of
Robert yG-agnin base been dealt with exhaustively by Louis
d.
Thuasne in the Preface to his edition of' Gaguin*s letters.
Some slight modification may have' to be made in Its
estimate of his statusj Thuasne, like almost all biographers,
has a. tendency to exaggerate the importance and. merits of
his subject. But the study, admirable in its scholarship
and accomplished in its exposition, is in ail major respects
likely to remain definitive; and it precludes any necessity
for a general account of Gaguin here, except in so far as it
may concern the Compendium Super Francorum C-estis.
"'hen Jean Castel, the historiographer royal, died in
1478, Robert Gaguin was aged 44 or 45, the General Minister
of the Holy Order of the Trinity for the Redemption of
Captives, and a man of some mark in the literary world of
Paris. He now addressed a letter to the Chancellor Piersa
Doriole, expatiating on the world-wide glories of French
arms and piety, and lamenting that though there had been
hoistole et orationos R. Gaauini (2 vols. Paris
3*03-4);
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French authors eloquent in their own tongue, none had as
jet consecrated the name of France in the enduring
dignity of Latin composition# "in so deeply love the
praise of my country that 1 am often bitterly ashamed to
see how its loftiest deeds are rendered obscure by
carelessness of proper writing, when elegant style could
set them"on an equally with heaven and the gods#" It
cr
would admittedly be difficult to unearth, clean and
polish "stories so obscure and so deeply buried"# But
a beginning must be made at some stage in order to lay
the foundations for the superior achievements of later
ages5 enen the Roman historians were at first crude, and
it was only by learning from their mistakes that Livy
attained to his pre-eminent richness and purity# Lor
was there any force in the argument often idly brought
forward against history as a moral influence: that it is
God who knows our deserts, and He did not set up prises
for the successful athletes by proclaiming their praises#
The truth is that commended virtue grows and spreads like
a ssoa, and when set before® others as an example renders
them like itself. It would therefore be fitting that the
king should choose a man whom by his own knowledge or the
advice of the wise he judges to be adequate for this
ambitious task, and,"ignoring the whispers of malice",
-73-
entrust to him alone the duty of making memory of the
d.
high deeds of the French eternal Toy a learned book.
Hp |j|
ho appointment of a successor to Castel was
immediately made, and some time later Gaguin wrote to
the royal favourite Ambroisa de Caabrai to complain of
the strange neglect of' by the French writers of the
material afforded them by the life of Louis XI with its
dramatic and profitable examples of the vicissitudes of
Fortune and its accumulated renown and virtue. The
* -i L {
great men of Greece and Rome, glorious in themselves,
"have been yet further endowed by the lavishness of
authors". Why should the French always, seek something
distant to praise and imitate, and overlook w$hat grows z
in.their own house and garden? They had heroes and kings
equalling any among those of antiquity, and "those
examples ought to have more effect upon us which are
provided by our own, not a foreign, state". Still, he
admits that his whole argument could be at once
demolished by the single quotation from Partial: "In
steriles carapos nolunt iuga ferre iuvenci." neither
subject-matter nor talent is lacking; but who will
labour without the inducement of reward? If the French
Lp. XXIII; Spistole, vol. I, pp. 252-5.
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found the munificent patrons of Aristotle and
Virgil and Pliny, the deeds of their cdl&ntrymen would
A
not lie hidden but would be raised to unfd&ing splendour.
Despite these hints, Gaguin was not appointed
historiographer royal, and several years elapsed during
which his interest in history seems to have expressed
itself only*in a few translations made for the young king
Charles VIII. Then some time in the course of 1494, in
■/L
order to district his mind from a painful illness,
particularly at night, when he could not rest, he
occupied himself for a year, in the intervals of his
ordinary employments, in compiling an epitome "out cf a
1
long series of histories". These, judging both by
probability and by the shape taken by the completed
Compendium, would have been in the main the chronicles
preserved at Saint-Denis, which became available to the
general public as soon as the official version had been
chosen at the close of each reign. In addition he would
have been able to draw on the library of the Vathurins,
which, he himself had had built and enriched with many
books and manuscripts. He also had his own books, and
Sp. XXX; ibid. vol. I, pp. 273-81,
Eps, LXXVII, LXXVIIIj ibid, vol, II, pp. 22-42.
±
could borrow from friends*
These circumstances were rot in themselves
favourable to the composition of a work of serious
scholarship. The time was too short for adequate
collection, sorting and arrangement of material in so
wide a field. C-aguin, besides his religious duties and
the administration of his Order» was teaching at the
University of Paris and taking part in its diplomatic
M
functions, oven if he was not also engaged in other
< \
literary compositions or the political mission's which lie
-■ 5\
had occasionally fulfilled hitherto. And finally, his
illness must have not only hampered his researches but
\
ix
materially diminished his powers of concentration.
It is thus well to make it clear from the outset
that he was labouring under difficulties which in''.some
I \
measure explain the deficiencies of the book. It is of
course true that a distinction must be drawn between.the
estimate of the historian and of the history. 7e may
make allowances for the historian whom circumstances \
compel -to produce something less good than he might
have done5 but this cannot make us pronounce the
resultant history to be better than it is.
1 For the borrowing of books, v. Spa• XXI, XCj ibid,
vol. I, pp. 247-8, vol. II, pp. 80-1.
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3. CompositionThe first edition of the
Compendium (copy A) was published in Paris by Pierre
Ledru on SO September 1495 . The colophon at the end ■
misdates it 1499. There is a correction of this in the
Errata, but apparently itself as an afterthought, for it
occurs out of its proper place and at the foot of a
column. Some copies have two additional Ff. of Errata,
which seem not to have been used for the second edition.
A reading has sometimes been left as it wasj obviously
ft
missing words have Ebon differently supplied. There are
also instances of corrections apparently added after
3
they had already been made in the text.
The Note to the Reader at the beginning of the
second edition tells Gaguin's opinion and the fate of
this first edition. "After the printer had mutilated
it for almost two years" he says, he had found it
"vitiated by so many errors" that he would have wished,
had it been possible, to recall the 500 copies aireddy
1 P.LXXXI"resistentibus Francis", not altered
in second edition: Errata: "resistentibus hosti
Francis^.."
2 if ^ ryyyj 'itxxs. x""' 11^1.1^ * "x25x*3."t3. * Del.oc 5. 3
ilium"; second edition: "maria delectis oroderibus
* M,„ u :A. -i- .i, «
S "in Compendium" in heading to 5k. 1 needlessly
altered to "Compendium".
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issued and consign them to everlasting oblivion.
Having lamented his misfortune, and doubted whether it
should he imputed more.to his inconsiderate choice or to
cjcdi C.'i.
the irresponsible carelessness of the printer, he
"But now at last (as I hope) the work, corrected and
enlarged by rne, will proceed under a more auspicious star,
through the great nains of Master Johann Trechsel the
ire rman, wh6 is a nan of substance and will undertake th
charge of a second edition, having been chiefly induced
to do so by the learned Jesse Badius, whom he keeps in
his house as proof-reader at an annual salary. Trechsel
then by his trustworthiness and attentive care, and
Radius by his diligent correction, will deserve well of
the Header, who (no■longer outraged by the sparseness,
meagreness and errors of that first edition) will justly
be grateful to these more conscientious masters".
In a letter to Erasmus' friend Hermann dated 16
September glJfdw^J , 7aaudv fad already °rb** e*
dissatisfaction with an edition in which there was "hardly
3 page without mistakes" and a general intention of revising
the boek and then entrusting it to more skilful craftsmen
±
capable of reproducing a correct work. By ip leccnber,
writing to the Carmelite Laurent amxs Bureau, ho was
Dp• LXXHII; Epistole, vol. II, p. 59.
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in a position to make a mors specific statement.
"Having revised my wc?£k from beginning to end and
enlarged it by some useful additions, I have at the
encouragement of Josse Badius entrusted it to a
Lyonnais printer, and hope for a better edition as a sn
result of his erudition and diligence«"
This edition (copy 3} was published by the
printing house of Johann Trechsel of Lyon on 24 June
1497. It was attractively produced and in the main
accurate» The quatrain at the end of A in which the
Book addresses the Reader has been omitted; there has
been addition of a poem by Josso Badiue and a Table of
the Kings of France; and Faustus Andrelinus is described
not mere^ly as poet laureate but, "royal and laureate
poet" (having been appointed official poet to Charles
VIII between Hay and August 1495). In the text
G-aguin has made some minor alterations, the most
extensive and important occurring in the period of the
regency and reign of Charles V. The only sign of the
later date in the brief account of the reign of Charles
VIII is a few additional notes on Fornovo.
In several other letters (without year dates but
'p'A TXYVT T T * \7r\ 1 T ? A C*1ml .Cj [J « Xj.'VA. v mi. J. J- 4. * VOi. # J- y U t> nth* a
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presumably In the zpsssu latter part of 1497) Gaguin
refers to this Lyon edition and his hope that it will
replace that produced so defectively at Paris. The
explicit references in the letters seem to h be confined
to these two editions. But some tinegbtween A and the
final recension at the beginning .of 1501 (copy D) there
appeared another edition (copy C), whose colophon runs chat
it was printed "in Paris at the charge of Master Lurand
Gerlier, with the careful correction of Master Andre
Bocardj in the year of Christian piety 1497, 2 kalends
of April"•
Unlike the three other editions (which are all psr
perfectly distinct and contain within themselves
evidence of the date and resecn of the re-issue), this
is for all practical purposes indistinguishable from
B. There is addition of a letter and poem by Cornelius
Gerard of Gouda: a slight difference in the make-up alters
the folio references in the Table of Contents; and in
the Note to the Reader the publishers' names have been
altered. But in the text the variations are no more
than might result from misprints'in one or the other
copy; there is no sign in either edition of Gaguin
himself having Introduced any.
In the following centuries C seems to have been
-80-
ifa anything better knovm and mora authoritative than
1
3. The continuators of Ligsron have not heard of 3,
and consider C the first (presumably deceived by the
misdating of A), given by ^aguin t&> there? printers in
•t-
1495 but not appearing until 1497. Clement knows of
3 but calls it "very rare", and quotes several
references to C although he has not seen It himself.
The date borne by G is not conclusive on the
question of priority, even excluding the possibility
of another misprint. In 1497 Easter Sunday fell on
2G larch, in 1498 on 15 April, so that in either year
51 ilarch would have been dated 1497. The usual practice
has been to take the date at its face value, and in
catalogues C is accordingly listed as preceding B.
Thuasne accepts this priorSty without discussing
it. his reading og" the situation is that having
charged Trechsel with the second edition Gaguin at the
sane time (perhaps rendered suspicious by his first
unlucky experience) entrusted it to 4oritur, and that
owing to some delay at Lyon, for unknown causes, the
Paris edition appeared first» But there are a number
of objections to this.
1 T'onolroc your servir a I'hist;oire des honors
illustres cans la ropulfclque den lettres (45 vols.
Paris 1729-45), vo pp. 1-50.
2 BlbJUto tfrpau,e curleuse histc-rique et criti-•••?. (9
vols • 0:51 tingen 17n0-v^y7^orlor-iv[-y~pp 9-17 «
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(i) Gaguin in his letters never mentions C, and
always refers to B as the second edition. In a letter
of 19 ITovenber \ 1497?J he speaks of "the volume v.hich
was printed in Paris" in the singular and as opposed to
±
that more recently issued at Lyon, In the Bote to the
Reader also, where 3 has "second edition" C has "another
^demx^x (denuo) edition", Benuo can of course mean
"second", as "another" can in English. But it is evasive




(ii) P.S. -alien bases his conviction of.Bss priority
on (a) this terminology of Gaguin's. (b) Both 3 and G
(not A) contain some verses by Josse Badius ^scensius, the
presence of which in C alien maintains is explicable only-
if C was copied from 3, not if they appeared simultaneously
and in competition. But though Badius was working for
Trechsel and doubtless would not have given his
composition to a rival concern, there seems no inherent
impossibility in his having writ-ten the poem at some
fairly early point after the second edition had been set
on foot; and in this case (on the thecyy that Gaguin
1 Lp. IXBIV; Epistole, vol. II, pp. 62.
2 Opus EpistolarujjkJDe3idcrii Erasmi Roterdami, c-d.
_ ,o, ml j.en, ii a ~ j-i.l-.en, anci . GuXj.ou — - o—. .
Oxrora x90G**e t }, ecx« x, pp« ...
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himself deliberately gave it to both' firms) both might
equally well have derived it from a common .source»
(c) G and not B contains a letter and poem by
Gonicliu3 o— Gouea, at* xO axioVvXi wo have oeen i_a
a.
Faris from the uufcan of 1497 until 16 august 1498 as a
member of the comission for the reform of the abbey of
St, Victor invited from the chapter of -aindesheiia; and
-.lien thinks that the composition^ wore offered during
this periodo
• *%■
(iii) Ih, Benouard also brings forward tho
"second edition"9 tho presence of radius8 composition
and absence of Gerard's* which he says Gaguin \.culd have
had no reason to delete {though considerations of space
might have operated here)* He adds:
(a) "l February 1497" in the Hole to the header
(usually regarded as an error for 1496) is perfectly
correct for a Xyonnuie' edition* where the I.oaan dating is
always used, C* though its own date is Old Style* has
thoughtlessly copied this* (b) Gagain would not have
been so input!ent to get copies G X cX pO book fro— lyon in
i pj ■by lothoque das ■» nroresaions o t <3 o s oouvree t"e «!onoe
...L' dius j.-b cor. s ius {G vnl &V V J- twS 4, ];uri 3 19 >r ^ vol 'r - rWO ; 5 Wi8 J. 5 . a«







August 1497 if lae had had the Paris edition at hand.
(c) C would have had to be almost completed before
B was even begun? for Bad ins was in Paris on 15 March
1497 in search of the 2£3. of avicenna which Trechsel was
about to publish, and so could not have been on the spot
to supervise the work as he promised„ But even if this is
so (and Renouard's chronology rests on some rather
elaborate conjecture), a prolonged hold-up over 3 would
not have been impossible if Trechsel had other work on
hand; a little later in the year the printing of mvicenua
was to block the issue of other books. If on the other
hand Gerlier's press happened to be free, there was im±
nothing to prevent the publication going straight forward.
It might indeed be argued plausibly that it was precisely
some such delay at Lyon which drove Gaguin to give his
book to the Paris firm.
(iv) In his letter to Hermann Gaguin gives as an
additional reason for a second edition that he does net
like "the type which is used by our present-day Trench
printers". But C.is printed in a mixed Gothic type
essentially similar to that of A, whereas 3 with its
clear,almost modern, type represents just the change
vol. II, pp. 44-8,
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which one would expect ©again to desire,
(v) -In its adaptation to fit the different firs, the
ITote to the Header runs easily enough, while merely
substituting one publisher8s name for another. But the
necessary omission of the references to Badius has carried
away with it the part of the sentence in which the Reader
is introduced, so that the "who" belonging to him in the
next clause is transferred to Bocard, to the total
confusion of all sense and Intelligibility,
(vi) In all three texts there ate a number of
misprints, many being plain cases of mis-spelling or
omission, with no significance, clearly due to the
mechanical negligence of the printer at a particular
moment and in no way induced by any association of logic
or even proximity which was likely to he repeated from
copy to copy,
how, (a) some of these are common to B and C and
not to A, for example "hoa Conciaco" (B.I1CCXYI ,V$ C,
LXXVII .R), where a has correctly "hos dies Conciaco"
/TTr.rTTT Yfv> o MV'-iwavy! ft? t^^YVTT "« p T Y"rVT T "P \
^ _ ;,V —' x. h. © v J AO—OC» vA CA- .»w \ o v JL JL ® a < ^ \_v jmrmi. • — — $ — • j 3
where A has correctly "Yona Sequanan" (LXkXXIllI.?.} •
"Ludovicua Blesenois" (3, LjlK.V? C. LUI.Ii.), where a
has correctly "Carplus Blesersis" (LXVJII.V).
Prom this it would appaar that either 3 copied C
or G B, rather than that they were drawn independently
from a common source« It seems hardly within the
bounds of possibility that in such a number of cases
the same senseless mistake should have been made by the
printer at exactly the same point; whereas it would have
been simple enough that if the printer copying from A
had allowed his attention to wander, the third printer
copying from B or C (as the case might be) should through
carelessness or diffidence have reproduced the blunder
without attempting to amend it.
(b) A number of these misprints (though a smaller
one) are common to A and B but not to C. A (XXXIIII.V)
and 3 (XXIX.R) have Carolus, where C, followed by B and
xW> V
the later editions, has correctly Ludovicus (XXX-IxII-.B-).
The same mistake occurs a few lines previously in A
(XXXIIII„R)j 3 has here corrected it, but missed the
repetition.
Prom this it would appear that C had copied B rather
than B 6* An initial mistake in A might be copied by
either or both (there are instances running through all
three copies); but once it had been corrected in any it
is scarcely conceivable that the identical .mistake could
be replaced in the identical position by the third orinte
The single example of an error shared "by A and C and
not by B is archydiaceno (A. LVIII.Vj C. XLV *R.), where
B has correctly archidyacono (L.V). But this, although
curious in that it occurs in the same place in each text,
is in itself a mistake happening very easily by the mere
confusion of' a set of type, as in the far more striking
cases of "regin Caraolus"■(D. CVIII.R) for 2 "regina
Carolus" (c. LXXI1I.R), and even "mapifestantes...
•nerditos" (D. CXI.R) for "manifestantes...perditos"
(C. LXXV.R*).
Single errors have no strong significance in this
connection, as correction could occur at any stage* But
there are a considerable number of instances- of B
preserving a correct version from A where G has
corrupted it.
Another case of a printer's error of a slightly
different kind could scarcely have been produced by
coincidence. Although the text of the Contents in B
and C is the same, the foliation is different* B has
an entry under F» XVII. In C the equivalent P. is
XIIII, but here also it is given as XVII, although
falling between Ff. XIII and XV* It is' difficult to
see any other interpretation of this than that C was
copying B*
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There remains title further problem of the character
and history of g. Clement, who appears to have accepted
its date as 1497, and is therefore puzzled by the
"second edition" in B, expresses the view that C "did
not come from our Author and was entirely unknown to
him" , It is true that if C was published in "arch
1497 we would expect to find some record of the progress
of the work in the letters. But the Epistole were
published in 1498, and had been more or less ready for
the press since the autumn of £497; so that if C was
not published until March 1498, it is not only natural
but almost inevitable that referenced" to it should be
absenta
Gaguin however in one isolated instance does refer
to a third edition, though without specifying the date
or place of issue • "The compendium of my histories has
now gone into a third edition. But since we published
it in abbreviated form, its conciseness displeases some
peSple} so they urge me to expand it and amplify the
shortest parts. I have decided to consult the
satisfaction of my readers and extend-the narrow places,
Bibliotheque curSieuse, vol. IX, yak p. 12.
±
adding a few things which the history seems to require."
This is dated simply 27 June; Thuasne adds 1497, but
purely on the strength of this reference ana to fit his
assumption of C's priority. There seems no impossibility
in its being 1493, if this was a late addition to the
Epistole.
It certainly seems odd that in 1497 or 1493
Gaguin was already planning the revision of the
Compendium which did not appear until 1501; although
it. may be observed that the phrasing of the passage
bears a striking resemblance to the Preface of D. The
more natural interpretation would apply it to the
expansion of A Into 2. But though the passage is
rendered obscure by the equivocal sense of some of the
words (lam might mean "now", "now at last", "just now",
"already"; offend it "displeases"or"displeased'!;
^constltuif "I have decided" or "I decided"), it is
difficult to read xhnxpx it as a whole as placing the
expansion in the past rather than the future.
But unless we insist on a misprint of "third"
for "second", which we have no authority for, the
passage in its simple and obvious significance
removes the argument of Gaguin's total silence as to




. the inherent improbability of Clement's theory. If C
was published without Gaguin's authorisation, it could
hardly have been unknown to him. He was living in Paris,
and throughout 1497 he was in professional relations with
Boeard and Gerlier. And if he had known, we presumably
would know also. The negative and inconclusive argument
of silence can be used or. either side of the question,
hither C was published in' 1497, and we would expect some
comment in the letters on this unauthorised version; or
it was published in 1493, and it is only natural that
there should be no explicit reference to it.
In addition, when«Sdius finally refused to publish
-»
the Bp is to3.8, Gaguin, some time after 1 October 1497,
and probably after April 14-93, entrusted the publication
to this same Burand Gerlier, which seems very unlikely
on Clement's theory. This would apply if c were
J
published in March 1497 (and we really only need this
explanation if C preceded B and the treatment of Bas
as the second edition thus becorned embarrassing), and
probably esen if it did not come out until 'tareh 1493.
Thuasne gives August 1493 as the probands date of





Gerlier's first edition of the Epistole«, The history
of their publication is obsuurej but there seems little
likelihood that the first edition came cut before 1495.
Finally,, there is reason to believe that I) was
copied not from B but from C, although 3 had been Radius'
own charge- at Lyon, and we would .expect him to have ng—in
prep^ared the text again, as he v.as in Paris at the time
and in association with Jean Petit, who published D.
number of errors similar to those already described in
connection with A, B and C (typographical slips with no
rational cause which could lead to their repetition)
occur in C and D and not in B (and usually not in a either
where it contains the passage in question). Praecipuus * ■
brother of St. Remi features in 3®s list of the distinguished,
prelates og the reign of Clovis (lIII.K), C, perhaps
deceived by the absence of a capital letter end the
existence of praecipuus as an ordinary word, has amended
this to the incomprehensible precibus (III.V), which is
repeated by D (VI.Y). There are other cases, such as
eidemque (C. XXXV.K} D. LIII.V) for fidemoue (3. kL.R),
and seditionem (C. LX.Rj 3. LXXXIX.V) for deditionem
(B, LXYIjtfV) , and also places where I) has attempted to
lipistole, preface, vol. l, p. 155.
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eaend an error in C for which it could have found the
correct.version in B«'
Thus in the difficult passage on the treachery of .
Raymond of ^ntioch "both j* (XLIII.V) ana 3 (XXXVII.R) h^ve;
"ita ut insidias regi tendere timeretur." This is
perfectly intelligible though possibly doubtful syntax
and certainly not very good style. C, perhaps simply
through some muddling of type, has changed this to
mitteretur (XXXIII.H), which is impossible as It stands,
and even if corrected to mitteret (the ur occurs merely
as a suspension, which could be a mistake) would be a
piece of very bad grammer. D, naturally unable to restore
tiraeretur by conjecture, has ingeniously and neatly
emended if to nltteretur (XLIX.V), which is good sense and
a legitimate though slightly unusual construction. It
should however be observed that in A, 3 and C the sentence
is immediately followed by the statement that therefore
(quamobreai) Louis VII left Antioch secretly to evade
Raymond's machinations. But I) interpolates a passage to
the effect that therefore (itaque) Raymond, for the .
purpose of these machinations, alienated the affections
of his niece Eleanor-^of Aquitaine from her husband, much
of these versions follows logically from its own preceding
-9£-
verb, and would fit less well (though, not badly.^ with,
the other. So if D made its addition before dealing
with the emendation the choice of a slightly different
word might have 'been deliberate, even if B had used a .
copy with timerstur. But nitor is not a specially obvious
rendering of "attempt" or "contrive", and the similarity
of the lettering with mitteretur makes it likely that
one word was suggested by the other. The double t is •
specially noteworthy; the later editions, which preserve
the word, have deleted it.
In describing the first manifestation of the
insanity of Charles VI 3 uses the phrase: "Regem
sequebantur adolescentes duo ferentes lanceam alter;
alter cassidem. Qui lanceam gestabat..." (LXXIh.V). C,
not observing the construction, seems to have regarded
the double alter as unintentional, and has dropped the
second (LXX.V), which ruins the gramner, and would
suggest, if anything, the presence of three pages
insteesd of two. D has made a not very successful
attempt at emendation by shifting the position of the
single alter and changing the punctuation, so that it
awe-ears to be attached to the second sentence rather
than the first: "ferentes lanceam cassidem alter, qui
lanceam gestabat..." (CIIII.V), which is incomprehensible.
-93-
Haturally D has not always "bsen led astray by C..
But tlais Is at aost a negative argument. Ho number ± of
corrections of C would outweigh a single established
borrowing of an error from it, unless perhaps one or
more could be proved to be absolutely impossible without
recourse to B» In point of fact, many are extremely
obvious, and none are beyond the bounds of intelligent
conjecture a
A final argument comes from the same point of A
foliation so significant as to the priority of 3 over C«
3 in giving its reference to F. XVII adds; "a de Abroyno
ibidem." In G this takes the forms "A de Xbroyno fol®
XV." D not merely gives the reference to P. XVII, which
is as wrong for it as for C? it also says; "fol* XV"
arid not s "ibidem".
That i> should thus have used C is undeniably odd by
any showing. But by 1500 Badius was established in Paris,
having made a to Lc~! orec^cn, accQmpan.i.eG. wit±s coneide— *^Ji~°le
ill-feeling» with the Lyon firm, so that neither he nor
perhaps Gaguin was likely to apply to it for a copy of £
if they themselves had none at hand. Moreover, at any
rate for the publication of I), asdtn Gerlier, the publishe:
of c, "was associated with Jean Petit; and it would afford
a perfectly natural explanation of the mystery if Gerlier
-94-
had provided a copy. But thSs, intelligible if C Vw.3
authorised "by Gaguin, v;ould he quite inconsistent with
a surreptitious publication by Gerlier.
But if Gaguin authorised both editions, why did he
•abandon the Lyon firm with which he had been fully
satisfied? The answer may be simbly that Trechsel could
not take on this subsidiary edition during the winter of
3
1497-8. In October Gaguin had sent Badius.the npistole,
publication of which Badius had long been pressing on
±
him. But first there was a long delay because the presses
were occupied with the vast edition of Avicenna; then
towards the middle of May 1498 Trechsel died5 Badius
quarrelled with his heirs; and although the actual breach
and his removal to Paris did not occur until the beginning
of the following year, he returned the 113. to Gaguin,
feeling unable to take responsibility for it in the
altered conditions of the firm.
If Gaguin had asked for another edition of .Be
Compendium in February or March 1498, Badius would
surely have refused, knowing that he could give ue
undertaking as to when it would come out, and perhaps
aware of Trechsel's failing health and its probable
lip. II; ibid, vol.1, pp. 174-6.
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consequnces.. Gagitfin then, unable to '...lace hie book in
A ;
the expert care which he would have wished, slight have
chosen to give it to a Paris printer of good reputation,
his neighbour in the Hue des Mathurins, who would *.t
least be under his immediate supervision, exactly as he
did a few months later with the Epistole.
There is no reference to such negotiations in the
letters, and in a letter to Badius of 14 april fl498'£l
Gaguin was still assuming that the Epistole would be
<L
published at Lyon. But we have no reason to suppose that
repossess anything like all Gaguin's letters during the
winter of 1497-8; indeed this very letter implies the
existence of a previous correspondence on the subject
which is not included. If BadiU3 was in Paris crb—vBre
*'1. 'k H
beginning—»£—3^96, something might have passed by vora
of mouth. In the letter, while urging Badius to pr "one
-work forward, Gaguin acknowledges his explanation of the
delay being caused by Avicenna as having been given some
time previously.
1 Ep„ LXXXVIII; ibid. vol. II, pp. &?-"*],
2 V. p. S3,
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Einally, there remains the possibility that Gag;iin,
having entrusted one book to the Lyon firm, simply
assumed that there could be no question of their takf.-g c
another until it had come cut, and accordingly sent uhe
Compendium to Gerlier without even offering it at Lien-,,
though his confidence in Sadius and Trechsel and his ve_l
justified lack of confidence in Paris printers make this
proceeding on his part a little strange.
The precise history of C thus remains conjectural.
It may be obseved, however, that the succession of events
here suggested accords in two respects with the dating
of C in 1498.
In the first place, in making his choice of a Paris
publisher for the Epistole in the summer of 1496, G-guin
gave them to the same firm of Gerlier which had h-n.uPod
C. He might have made his digression to Lyon be v. •em-
having one book published by them in march 1497 and
another in August 1498; but it would 3eem more natural
that having been compelled (for whatever reason) to
abandon the Lyon firm at the end of 1497 he proce^ .1 tc
give both the books which he had on hand to Ge-rlicig me
in march and the other in August 1498.
This would have been less likely if the Apis v.. j o
had been the first to come out; for thej prost-nt. d
-9 7-
almost a repetition of the misadventures cf the first
S. edition of the Compendium . Gaguin had to arrange for
a re-is sue in ICove&ber; and this might well have ctrsrm
discouraged him from entrusting the second booh to the
same firm. But C, though less attractively produced than
B, is reasonably accurate and satisfactory, aparfi from the
reversion to the older type which Gaguin dislikedv mar
Roman type was still something of a novelty ih f'ranee;
Trechsel had had to have his set sent specially from
Italy, The less advanced Gerlier may not have possessed
one; and Gaguin would know that it would not be easy to
find a Paris firm which did.
Secondly, this inconsistency in workmanship may be
explained by the state of the copy provided for the
printers. Gaguin had only one copy of the Epistole,
which he asked Radius to return to him carefully for this
<L
reason; and it was his own "architype,!, not even the fair
copy of a professional scribe, and may well have been in
the same state as other author LiSS-S On the other hand,
if C was taken from the clear and correct pri&ft of Z„
the printer would only have to pay adequate attention to
the text before him, and would not be calledupon for
1 Ep. LXXXIV; Bpistoie, vol. II, pp.
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the higher functions of deciphering, interpretation or
judgment. This, then, if the correct explanation, v.oula
afford additional evidence for C'3 direct derivation
from 3.
Ho problems of this kind are involved in the fourth
edition. It was considerably altered and enlarged by
Gaguin, a whole extra Book being added to cover the reign
of Charles VIII and that of Louis XII down to I5C0. It
was published by Durand Gerlier and Jean petit on lo
January 1501, and was probably the last edition supervised
by Gaguin, who died on 1501. There was a re-issuu,
possibly in the. course of the same year (copy lA), with
no differences exscept the disappearance of the dedication
to Pierre Surry and transfer of the Praeludium of
Ilontenatus to the end, and the omission of the last
paragraph recording the sentence passed on those hold
responsible for the fell of the Pont-Xeuf, which is
restored in the later editions. Eut we do not know that
Gaguin saw this or was in any way responsible for it. m
has therefore been adopted as the standard edition for
* » , % i * *
^ / t i
this study j owmtc .
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2. Sources and "■ ietVipd.
Gaguin's plan in the composition of the Compendium
was simple, as was virtually inevitable for a XVth
century Frenchman, his foundation was the series of
chronicles connected with Saint-Denis, first the Great
Chronicles -properly speaking, and then their more
independent continuations,
But an important and rather surprising peculiarity
must be noted here. It hhs already been mentioned that
in the late XlVth and early XVth century a new Latin dr^ft
was made of the Saint-Denis store of chronicles (Bib. _az.
XSS. 555, 554), followed in the later XVth century by
versions of the Fceligieux and Chartier designed in the
same spirit as a universal chronicle (Bib. nut. XC. lat.
5959), and that this group was accepted no in some sense
official and as such reproduced by later authors.
Moreover, when Pasquicr Bonhoumie printed the first edition
of the vernacular Great Chronicles in Paris in 14V7, he
seems to have used not any of the existing versions but a
new translation made from this group of recensions, -nd in
/ . - *
this he was followed by the next edition (.-.ntoms "Verara,
Paris 1493).
Mow, Gaguin, in taking the Saint-Denis Chronicles as
his foundation, certainly used this vei3icn« inis v.—1—.
from a host of points of esslj resemblance, where Gaguin
differs from the ordinary vernacular Great Chronicles.
few examples may be given from the more elaborate cases in
which oddities in the Compendium can be explained by
reference to the printed editions.
(i) Almoin in telling the story of the murder of the -
grandsons of Clovis uses the phrase: "Cui fsc. to Clctildis j
± ^
veredarius sic inouit,." In the edition of Johannes
Q-
ITicotius veredarius is printed with a capital v y ana che
compiler of the Great Chronicles has accordingly rendered-
o
it as a proper naiae, Veridaires. This in the printed text
has become TJridanes, and in the Compendium appears as
b
Uridanus. C-aguin, though a better Latin scholar tnan the
compiler of the Great Chronicles, might also have been
misled by what is an unusual term for "messenger"; but
there seems little possibility of his arriving
independently at the same quite remote corruption.
1 historla francorum, 3k. 2, chap. XII.
2 Paris 1567, p. 100.
5 Les Grandes Chroniques de Prance, 3k. 2, chap. IX, eu.
Jules V"Lard (gap, 3 vols, iaris "!S20-o7), vol. I, p. 1-ho
4 Les Grands Cronloues de Prance
Ve'rard, 3~aris l4tbF;,
PvT-.p—(immapg-inrfred XX in text')-a G", VI11, R.
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... t . 1 „ 72,
tG e ^ c? e S t d» BagOijeXtr, XOliCVOd 0[V - ilS0 in « £ G3 c—r 3
^r/r>
of the inheritance of the sons of Sadragesillus being
confiscated by the judgment of the nobles in accordance
v;i±h"the Roman law", because they failed to avenge their
father's death although it was in their power. The
• i
O
manuscript Great Chronicles repeat this as it stands. In
the printed "edition the passage runs: "lit pource curls
j
sauoient Men que leur pere auoit este occis pensCc.cnt hi en
vengier sa mort ne plus nen faisoient. Les barons iugerent
sel£>n les loix quilz nauroient rien en heritage de leur
't
pere pource quilz estoient mauuais filz et forlignables."
Gaguin's eye has been caught by the equivocal phrase here
italicised; and on the strength of it he has- built up a
story which in some respests is the exact opposite of the
earlier versions; "Dagobertus Saaragesillo qui peuagogus
eius fuerat mo item procuravit. Couaxa cum ulcisci liber i
eius minarentur, ex procerus, sententia paterna possessions
5"
privantur, rebus omnibus ad f is cum traductis." One i;iecs
1 Chap. XVXV (RHGr, vol. II, Paris 173?) , p. 5£9.
2 Historic. Vrennnrrr.. Bl:. 4, chap. XXVIII, ed. P.
ITicotius (Paris 1567), pp. 354-5.
3 Bk. 5, Chap. XV; vol. II, p. 160.
4 Vol. I, P. LXXXV.V.
5 P. XXI.V (misprihted XX in text).
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n.
of inisunde^ tanding, the assumption that it was the
threat of vengeance which v/as the offence, not the neglect
to pursue it, has led Gaguin to the fanciful development
that it was Dagobert who was responsible for the death of >
Sadrageaillus, which none of the sources suggest in any way.
(iii) Considerable mystery attaches to the precise
circumstances of the last days of Crannus or Cramires, the
rebellious son of Clctair I.
(a) Gregory of Tours describes him as fleeing to the
"count of the Bretons" (called variously Chonober, Coonoorc,
-mcyn.
Chonoo, Chanao, by the -editions}, who perishes in the final
battle, while Crannus himself is "strangled with a kerchief"
n_
before the house is burnt over his head. In an earlier
passage Gregory had said that Crannus married the daughter
of a certain hiliacharius, ana in speaking of his sojourn
in Brittany mentions "Vii liachar ius the priest" (sasv.rc.oo)
taking refuge in the church of St. martin of Tours, which
he ana his wife burn because of the sins of the people ana
3
the profanities (ludibria) committed in it". In his Be
1 Historia Icclesiastica Prancorum. Bk. 4, cimp.
(t-LC, vol. IICU, Paris 1879), cols. 285-6.
2 Ibid. Chap. XVII; col. 283.
3 Ibid. chapXXj col. £85.
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yirtutibus Banctl Martini, V,iliacharim3 the priest
(ppesbyter), having incurred Jhe angei of Clotair through
the perfidy of Crannus, takes refuge in the church of St.
Martin and is imprisoned there, hut his chains fall off
-i
when hye invokes the protection of the saint. Theoda his
daughter waS also cured of some disease of the foot hy
1~
the intervention of St. Martin.
(h) "Fredegarius" in his epitome of Gregory's
history has adopted the reading of some copies of "socer
3
eius" Use. of CrannusJ for sacerdoa. -which would agree
with Gregory's statement that Crannus married the daughter
of \7iliacharius, though as h'iliacharius is elsewhere
called oreshyter the emendation is scarcely requisite.
(c) Che Gesta Regum Francornm names the daughter,
4-
Chalda, speaks of the church of ±h St. martin being burnt
through the sins of Y/illeharius and his wife, and calls
r
Cunibertus "king of the Bretons". Otherwise it follows
Gregory of Tours verbally.
(d) almoin say3 Crannus fled to "Conabus prince
of the Bretons". He calls Vuillecarius "duke of aquitaine"
1 3k. 1, chap. X":III (PLC» vo 1.XXXI, Paris 1879}, col. 7-1•
2 Ibid. 3k. 5, chap. XIII, col. 974.
3 Chap. LIV (PLC, vol. LI-OCX, Paris U97) , col. £>9~.
V




and gives him a daughter Calte, but the wording leaves
it obscure whose wife she was: "Chrannus.. .ad Conabum...
confugit,..cui nobilitas coniugis, odiorum suppeditabat
materiam." Vuillecarius takes refuge in St, Martin's;
but it is implied {"admotis ignibus") that it was set on
fire by Clotair's troops when they failed to persuade him
2,
to come out, and he perishes in it. This is repeated by.
the subsequent versions; but Gregory does not say sos ~nd
in fact implies the contrary, .^imoin restores his story
of the previous strangling of Crannus, which "Xreaegarius11
had omitted.
(e) The manuscript Great Chronicles call Conusor
king of Lesser Britain, and (presumably deceived by .--imoir.'o
equivocal expressions) make him the husband of Calthe,
3
daughter of Guillercaire duke of aquitaine. They are
explicit that the church was set on fire by Clotair's
troops: "Lors bouterent le feu ou mc-stiexget ei.ruirent
I'eglyse et le due Guillercaire dedenz..." Crannu3 is <-
\S
burnt alive, the reference to his being "foment loies",
1 Riatcr.i a VvL.noorurn. Bk. 2", chap. XX; p. look.
2 Ibid.
5 Bk. 2, chap. XIX; vol. I, p. 174.
4 Ibid. p.175.
5 Ibid. p. 177.
which Almoin does not mention, "being perhaps a
misreading of "orario sugillatus". Neither almoin nor
\ • ' • •
the Great Chronicles mention the fate of Conabus,
(f) The printed text says that Cramires fled to "la
petite ambleure" to Thonobart king of that land, who had
married a very high-born lady called Chaste, daughter of
Guillertaine duke of Acquitaine, "Cil sen fouyt" ro ft.
hartin's and is burnt there when Clotair's troops fail to
drive him out. Clotair enters Brittany (sic), and
Cramires joins battle with him helped by Conabunt "the
king of Brittany". Only "the greater part of the Bretons
is described as killed, without specific reference to




(g) yrom this strange medley of persons and places
G&guin has evolved the following: "Habito igitur delecto
milituxa, LClotariu^ in rebellem progreditur. Q,uem
venientem audiens Crannus ad Conobaldum sibi finitimum
Aouitar.iaa re,Ten pergit; cuo adiutore patrem proelio
exciperet. Sed ConobalAus cum in sacellum divi hartini
1 2, chap. XIX; vol. I, I1. XXXI.K,V.
2 Thonobart has turned into athonobairt on the second
reference, owing to the accidental juxtaposition of
an &. Cf. on Bolo, p.ll],
5 "La petite mmbleure" is peculiar to this version,
and seems quite inexplicable.
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Clotarium fugiens se recepisset, neque ind<£ullis
pollicitationibus educi possit, iiaoisso dgni pariter cu_
sacello crematur.. .i/iox Grannus nihil moratus ad Brltonum
comitem Senabutum se contulit ♦. .Inter ouos "bona 3ritonum
jxars cuesu est, Cranno cum uxore et liberis intercepto.
Ouem in scasino per lictorein allig&tum cremari cum uxore
et liberis rex iubet."
It is clear that although each successive version
has laid down a fresh deposit of confusion and moved a
stage farther from the truth, it is only the last, the
printed edition, which could have lured Gaguin to
substitute Concbaldus for Wiliacharius as the victim in
the church, and hence compelled him, in order to finish
it
the story, to duplicate him, into a ■TSenabutus ''count of
Brittany as a fresh actor in the drama, in the three
first editions of the Compendium Senabutus is spelt with
a Cj it is only in the fourth that Gaguin, perhaps
feeling the names uncomfortably similar, changed it to
-<"L
an S. Ke was here evidently trying to ratio,alise a
difficulty which reference to the earlier sources could
have elucidated for him.
These examples, and still more the countless minor
ones (variants as to spelling, figures, and so forth)
1 I'm IX.R.
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seem so much the result of mechanical verbal coining as
to suggest that what Gaguin used v.as not merely the
translation of this new adaptation hut one of the x>rinted
editions, as against this, however, it should he observed
that the story of the fate of Herbert of Vermandois
iL
occurs in 3ih. Has. MS. 553 and in the Compendium, hut
not in the printed editions.
A final point may he adduced in support of this
theory. The printed editions for the reign of Charles VI
follow Juvenal des Ursins literally, and so does Gaguin.
This in itself would not he conclusive; the curious relation
✓
of Juvenal to the Great Chronicles has already been
discussed. But the closeness with which Gaguin follows
Juvenal as reproduced in the printed editions is at least
suggestive; he even preserves Juvenal's interpolations
2. g
into the Beligieux relating to his family and his lather
where they have been incl&dedea in the printed editions.
Thus ±k (i) the foundation of the Compendium, he
taken to have been the Great Chronicles in the new version
drafted in Bib.Eaz. MS8. 553, 554 and Bib. nat. .,.3. lut.





a "brief resume of this lengthy narrative, Gaguin (ii)
proceeded, particularly in the later editions, to check
and amplify it by reference to the sources upon which the
Great Chronicles were based. Finally, he (iii) made
additions from outside sources and (for the later part)
from personal knowledge.
This plan was logical, .and Gaguin could have done a
good deal worse. How far if would be satisfactory in
practice depends in the first place (a) or. the
trustworthiness of the group of primary sources, and
secondly (b) on the extension given to stage (iii),
the supplementation from independent sources.
(a) .In the case of a compilation like the Great
Chronicles, the first of these requisites naturally varies
with the varying sources drawn upon by it throughout its
whole range. In particular it changes i'cs character to
some extent at the point where the Great Chronicles
properly speaking are replaced by contemporary continuations,
(l) The first of these periods is that for which
the Great Chronicles are strictly a compilation, Grav.ing
on sources too remote to be influenced by the personal
knowledge of the compiler. This extends in its full form
from the beginning of the book to the end of the reign of
Xouis IX, and thence with some modification to the end of
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the reign of Philippe VI. This is the part to which
Gaguin* s method was properly applicablej and as it was
presumably that with which he began, it may have suggested
the method to him. . It would, also have the merits of
convenience. Such access as he had to the Saint-Lenia
records would apply to all equally, and he would thus be
freed from the necessity of seeking out remote sources,
which the circumstances of the composition of the homm
Compendium rendered peculiarly difxicult. This first
period in its turn falls into two parts: (i) where the
Great Chronicles were themselves third-hand, depending on
the compilation of Aimoin; (ii) where they drew on direct
sources.
(i) ;Gaguin certainly went behind the Great hhrn
d_
Chronicles as far'1 as Almoin, He quotes in full from him
the epithets of Clovis by St, Remi and of St. Germain by
3
Chilperie. Aimoin says that in the reign of Tleroveus the
\ h
Kun3 ravaged round Hetz, Treves and Tongres, and Gaguin
5 \
says Tongres and Metz in place of the Treves and Tongres
1 P. VI.V.
2 Histor ia Franco rum, Bk. 1, chap. XXV ; pp. 7b-4 .
3 Ibid, 3k, 3, chap. XVI; p. 172.
4 Ibid. Bk. 1, chap. VI; p. £8.
5 P, IIII.R.
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of the Great Chronicles.
The case.is less clear in regard to ^imoin's
sources. But C-aguin seems at least to have looked at
Gregory of Tours. He cites him several times by name,
and has made some additions and corrections which there
is no reason to doubt.are derived from ±h£m. Only
2. J
Gaguin and Gregory, not Almoin or the Great Chronicles,
name the first messenger, archadius, sent to Clotildis
by her sens. But he has missed relevant facts in
Gregory. In his reference to the first conversion of
England by a French princess, he says that, "since the
name of neither the king nor the daughter is recorded by
the authors", he has conjectured on chronological
grounds that it was Chllperic or Clotair I, as augustine
I.
IT
was sent to'England in the reign of Clotair II. But
Gregory, though he says nothing of the convexsicn in this
connection, and does not name the princess or her husband
the "son of a certain king of Bent", is explicit that
5"
she was the daughter of Charibert and Ingeborg.
1 Bk. 1, Chap. VI; vol.1, p. 26.
2 p. VIII .11.
3 JTistoria Bcclesi asti caT Bk. o, chap. XVIII; co I. 257.
4 P. IX.V.
fX
<u' Bk. 9, chap. XXVI; col. 505
J
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Gaguin has also missed errors which have ereinto
others' rendering ox Gregory. Gregory mentions a
certain Ullo or pilo count of Bourges. as the name hajjpened
to occur first s in the phrase "ah Ollone", an ahsent-
xainded scribe divided the letters differently and next time
T/rote it Bolo, and as such it appears in ■r-.imoin and the
Mi¬
series of chronicles derived from him. Gaguin has not
corrected this by comparing the two passages in the
original, where they occur within a few lines.
Y/here he does emend, it is in a curiously partial
/
fashion. Gregory relates that a council was held at
"Brennacum" |_sc. Braine] to investigate the charges brought
■against him by count Leudastes of Tours. Almoin has
tr
turned this intoMBritinnacum", and the Great Chronicles
£-
have accordingly rendered it as "Breteuil". In BC
y 7
C-aguin follows sirloin, but in B he reverts to Brennacura.
1 Bk. 7, chap. XXXVIII; col. 443.
15 B. >7/1 .V.
3 Bk. 5, chap. L; col. 367.
4 Historia Brancorum, 3k. 3, chap. XLIIIj p. 212.
Grandes Chronlques, Bk. 3, chap. X1III; volI, p. £E4




But at the same time he follows xiimoin ur»d the Great
Chronicles in saying that the charge with which
Leuaastes "began,was .a project of handing Tours over to
Gontran, which is nonsense; what Gregory said was "ad
1
filium Sigiberti", that is, Childebert.y
These instances would.seem to suggest that if
G-aguin handled the "book k itself, and did not merely
know it fron extracts in another compilation, he • »
dipped into it rather than made it the subject of attentive
study .
There as is no definite evidence for his use of the
rj,
Gesta Begum Francorum, "Fredegarius" and his eont^uators, •
the Bihar Pontificalia, or the Letters of Gregory the Gre«_
paulus Diaconus on the other hand he uses freely, and
treats with a somewhat unexpected respect, preferring his
o,
testimony on occasion to that of Gregory of Tours, and evei
to that of Gregory of Tours, .aimoin and the Great
IS
Chronicles combined.
(ii) When aimoin ends in 654 the structure of the
Great Chronicles and hencs of the Compendium "becomes
much simpler. There were continuations, out they had
1 Historic Ecclesiastica, 3k. 5, chap, XXVIII; col. 36o
2 F. XII.V. (fate of Chilperic's daughter Xigegonaa).
3 P. XVII.R (22 dukes sent by Childebert tc Italy at
the request of the gnaperor Xaurice, where they all
id)»
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more of a contemporary character and were less compilations;
and although the Great Chronicles continued to use them,
they were henceforward in the main dependent on single
rather than stadaiE sources. Gaguin thus had now only a
double instead of a triple process tc carry out; and with
the greater ease of this, and also with the need of
compensating for the decrease in number by an increase in
quantity, he draws much more heavily on the Saint-Denis
sources of the Great Chronicles. For this part they had •
a number of minor independent sources for xxxioaas isolated
incidents, and Gaguin's relation to these cannot be traced.
But for the Saint-Denis sources the examples become
■f-
so numerous that it is unecessary to quote them in detail;
it may be stated in general that (with one exception)
Gaguin moved forward from one to another as regularly and
methodically as the compiler of the Great Chronicles
himself had done, and so far as one can see with no
marked preference among them, using compilations and
contemporary sources side by side. He takes more from
-n,
Suger while he lasts than from the contiuators of Almoin;
A
but he begins to use Guillaume de Hangis also as early as
the reign of Louus VI, and contiues to do so for those cf
Ldhls VII and Philippe II almost as freely as the
contemporary Rigord and Guillaume le Breton. But he
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still uses the vernacular also, soiaetimes but not
always checking back to its sources.
Thus the Great Chronicles sneak of Froment as the
*
-t—.
"son"of Renart count of Sens, whereas Gaguin reverts to
3
the version of the continuator of Almoin, "brother." The
Great Chronicles have dealt boldly with the difficulty of
Buger's variation between sand gener in the story
of le Roche-Guyon by introducing yet another relation,
Ur
s.<urorp:e» Gaguin ignores this, and is explicit that the
5*
murderer was Guy's father-in-law. On the other hand, in
the description of the array of the French array at Rheims
he has copied the Great Chronicles' corruption of the
n . .
Fontivos" (sc. people of Ponthieu), who according to
8
Suger were stationed on the left wing, into Foitevms.
1 Grandes Chronioues » Robert, chap. IV, vol. V, p. 26.
2 F, XLIII.R,
3 RLstoria franco ruin Bk. 5, chap. XTVI; p» 746.
4 Louis VI, chap, IV; vol. V, p. 156.
5 F. XLV.V. On this v. further p. '32.«
6 P. XIV11 .R.
I
7 Louis VI, chap. XVII; vol. V, p. 241.
8 _ Grnssi.. XXVII, ed. A.^ Xoliiiier v
(Collection des textes pour servir a Is etude et a
1'enseignement de I'histoire, Faris 1887), p. 10o„
VI• " W
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Th© one exception is the reign of Charlemagne.
-i
Gaguin rejected the whole fabulous part of his history;
and as he made no use of the Journey to Jerusalem and
the pseudo-Turpin, it is impossible to know the degree
to which he studied them, though he did so sufficiently
to be able to extract some of their worst absurdities
in justification of his rejection, i'or the facts of the
reign he on the whole prefers the monastic annals
attributed to Einhard to the Vita Karoli, though there
I Ll._ II- ■ - - . I I I
are at least two instances of his having consulted the
latter also. He has preserved the detail (omitted by
the Great Chronicles) of Charlemagne carrying wax
<2-
tablets about with him, though he gives it the purpose
of taking notes, whereas Einhard implies that it was to
practise writing. Again, Einhard speaks of Charlemagne
U
i
on state occasions wearing a "jewelled" (gemmata) sword.
The compiler of the Great Chronicles has misread this as
"twin" (geminate.)« and' therefore describes Charlemagne
S"
as wearing two swords. Gaguin corrects this, though he
1 V• pp. Z(i0 —3• ■
2 P. XXVIII.V.
3 T-l.f.:.. "j chap. XXV, ed. baits (SRG,
Hanover and Leipzig 1911), p. 30,
4 Ibid, Chap. XXIII; p. T8,




expresses it differently: "gl^dic preciosis gemmis decoro."
(2) Gaguin* s method became less appropriate v.hen
from the beginning of the XlVth century the Great
Chronicles became in effect contemporary and for the last
two reigns the work of an official scribe, unified and
£y*\iC
individual' in character ana deliberate in purpose,,^ firds
greatly limited in scope as a source* The same is true
of the later continuations, covering a restricted
contemporary period ana in the main direct narratives
rather than compilations*
In A Gaguin limited himself to them fairly strictly.
But A was criticised as too brief and bald5 and some
time between the composition of A. and its republication
as BC Gaguin supplemented this section from Froissart.
The alterations, elsewhere on the whole trifling,
suddenly swell here to a startligg extent. Hardly a
line has not been in some way refashioned, and many of
the additions are lengthy. Uor does Gaguin only add,
which had been his main method hitherto; he sometimes
on Froissurfs sole authority rejects a version already
included in A on the concordant testimony of the
Religieux de Saint-Denis and Juvenal des Ursins. The
reconnaissance before Rosebeeque is sc-id by both to have
1 P. XXVIII *V.
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been carried out "by "twelve men who knew the Flemish
4-
language", and this is followed by £>.» In BC it is
altered to Froissart's version of Clisson and his two
%
companions.. In 3C Gaguin introduces some modification
from Froissart more favourable to the ill-fated son of
Gaston-Phebus of Foixj in A he had followed the plain
✓ *+
version of his guilt from Juvenal.
There seem no cases quite so unequivocal of this
«s
occurring in connection with the Great Chronicles
themselves. But Gaguin follows Froissart in describing
Godemar de Fuye's vain attempt to defend the ford of
5*
Blanque-Taque, where the Great Chronicles do not mention
the presence of a French force9 while the continuator of
Guillaume de Hangis, presumably their source, sa;ys
Godemar ran away.
This presence of a wholly independent source gives
this part of the Compendium greater variety and interest.
But Froissart in himself v/asN* strange and not very happy
choice. Honest and impartial as he is from some points
-118-
of view, his information was limited and disjointed, an
he had so little critical sense that he was altogether
at the mercy og his witnesses, and can he trusted only
where they chanced to he reliable,
Gaguin moreover had no natural aff&inity with
Froissart, whose genuine merits he could not appreciate
and whose defects of crudeness, incoherence and lack of
seriousness were precisely those which would offend him
most, When he cites him by name it is-usually to
question or reject his testimony; and in one place this
is accompanied by an outburst of indignation at what he
A
regards as Froissart's partiality for the English; The
result of this defect of sympathy is that the longer
additions in so far as they preserve their own charucte
form a discord with the surrounding text, and in so far
as Gaguin has fused them with his own style lose such
value as they possessed.
This is particularly noticeable in the case of the
three longest: the adventures 01 the Great Company afte
■ 2-
the Treaty of Bretigny, the explanation of the Flemish
revolt by reference to the feud of the Ghentish familie
-119-
and the passage of the "bridge of Commines "by the French
army on its way to Rosebecque, which is less an addition
than a courplete new recension based on Froissurt of the
2-
brief and confused account given in .a. ^11 in their
different- ways are characteristic of Frcissart's peculiar
excellence-in narrative; but they, are out of harmony with
Gaguin's serious and dignified style. Also the first and
third are incidents too trivial for the sx^ace allotted to
them in a work so brief as the Compendium. The second is
important in itself; but Ggguin by g± retailing it at such
length has given it a deceptive character which it did not
possess in the original. We know that Froissart employed
no judgment as to whether a reason accounted adequately
for the consequences deduced from it, and that he had no
sense of xir°P°rti-0:t- as to the sx->ace which he devoted to
important or unimportant events; he wrote at length on
anything as to which he happened to have full information,
and omitted or barely mentioned everything else. We thus
know where we are with him, and need not attribute more
weight than they deserve to his statements. But Gagman
claims tc deal only with the essential; and when he dew?c
atxknnx
1 P. XCVI.R.ss.
O T? T V"r"V T
A. J. £ J_,'. v_ V. u. # a «. to
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goes into detail on the causes of some event (all the
more "because this is so rare with him) the implication
is that he regards it as not merely true out important.
xor the reign of Charles VI he seams not to have
gone "behind the version of Juvenal des Ursins reproduced
in the printed Great Chronicles to its source in the
Latin of the Religieux de Saint-Denis. In some cases, as
has "been seen, he prefers Proissart's version to that of
either, and in others there are minor discrepancies between
all four. But there is apparently no instance of his
preferring the Eeligieux's testimony to Juvenal's where
they conflict, or of his. including anything contained in
the Keligieux which Juvenal omits.
Por the reign of Charles VII he makes a few; minor
additions to the chronicle of Jean Chartier from the
sources which Chartier himself probably used, and perhaps
also from the verbal tradition for which the period was
by then sufficiently close. But these are very trifling.
Sometimes a slightly different turn is given to events
basically the same. G-aguin describes the Prench council
of war before Verneuil as held after the approach of
Bedford had been announced, and does not blame the Scots
d
like Chartier for the decision to fight. Otherwise it
1 P. CXV.Y.
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is largely differences over figures, which night he
mi3r;rints or misreading, una names, due partly to the
attempt to Latinise them; Jean d'Armagnac de Lescun
(mrrnagnac' s candidate for the bishopric 'of Auch), Lest in
1 2-
or Lustain in Chartier, ends as austinus in Gaguin. In
general the copying is very exact, not only in subject-
matter but in arrangement, when a sentence or two hatfe
disposed of & chapter of Chartier, it is almost certain
that the next sentence or two cover the next chapter.
The same is still more the case for the next reign.
The Chronique Scandaleuse was a strictly contemporary
production, written as the events which it recorded
happened, from personal knowledge, the testimony of
witnesses, or gossip and rumour, but not apparently from ■
JfcIffTVU
any written sources is which G-aguin might have supplemented
it. ITor does he seem to have made much use of the
independent authors of the reign, Thuasne gives Basin
positively as a source, apparently on the strength of the
reference to him as a historical character, as "a man
without doubt ox very high spirit, and a scorner of
4-
Louis' ways". There are undoubtedly a number of incidents
1 Chronique, chap. CCLXXIII; vol.III, p. 50.
2 P. CXXXVII.V.
3 Lpistole, Introduction; vol. I, p. 119, n. 6.
4 P. CXLIIII.V
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in the Compendium, not in the Chronique Scandaleuse,
which might have been derived from Basin, such as the
±
details on Armagnac's incest and the popular belief in
•2,
the survival of Burgundy, and particularly the comments
on the proceedings and disposition of Louis XI (his ban
3 a-
on hunting, his low-born favourites, his hunting of rats
and mice in his last illness).
But by the reign of Louis XI Gaguin was a contemporary,
and much of this would bes common knowledge of theliay ,
Both Gaguin and Basin disliked Louis XI, though to very
different degrees, and there would be nothing stange in
their having independently mentioned the same iXcts or
repeated the same gossip, it must be remembered that
Basin, although to some extent an actor in the affairs of
his age, was by no means an eye-witnes3 for what concerned-
Louis XI personally, not even in the earlier part of his
career, and still less latterly when in retirement in
Glanders. Whatever air of authenticity the vividness of
his own impressions contrives to give his descriptions.
1 P. ELK CL.V.
2 P. CLIIII.R.




they must in fact have been derived from the -written cr
verbal accounts ox others; and Gaguin, living in Paris,
■with friends at the court after he himself had lost
contact with it, could presumably have drawn upon such
sources equally well, if not more easily and extensively.
If he. had read- the Listeria Ludovici XI it is hard
to see how he could have described the author(s later
career by saying that having been compelled to leave
Prance after the Viar of the Common Peal, he "taught the
interpretation of law in Louvain University for the rest
4-
of his life". There seems no evidence of his having used
the Historia Caroli VII for the previous reign. He does
not mention Basin in connection with the surrender of
"2-
Lisieux, and his account of the Truce of Tours follows
Chartiar in putting the betrothal of marguerite of .-uijou
to Henry VI as distinct from the peace and after it, even
. Lt
after Basel and ins during the siege of lietz, whereas
Basin is. specific that they formed part of the same
4. • + • ^negotiation.
1 P. CXLIIII.K.
2 ?■« CX30C.R.
■ ^ Historia Caroli VII, Bk. 3, fchap, XX, ed. Cn.
I samaran"(Les Classiques de I'liistoire de '..'ranee au
moyen age, 2 vols, pari3 1933..), vol. 1, p. nt's.
(gW-
S Chronique, chap. CLIX; vol. II, p, 4i .
4 P. CXXVIII.V (misprinted CHXVI1 in text).
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Pinally, the Historia ludovici XI seems not to have
been widely diffused until some time after Basin's death,
and he may even have taken steps to ensure that it was not-
<n
published in his lifetime. In view of all this, though the
possibility of Gaguin having made use of it cannot be
excluded, it■can hardly be regarded as proved.
He was thus almost exclusively dependent on the
Chronique S.candaleuse, which he seems to regard with the
confidence due to a section of the Saint-Denis chronicles.
He follows it very closely, as in# the account of the
2. ■
capture of Henry VI and the fate of Clarence, and even in
places copies slips of the pen. Petitot in his edition
of the Chronique Scandalouse, which he says is derived froa
the first edition (1611), checked from Bib. nat. „3. fr,
S6S9, calls the maitre des comptes sent as ambassador to
H-
England first Olivier le Roy and then le Roux. Gaguin
5"
follows this (Regis, Ruffus), although another XS. (Bib.
1 Jules Quicherat: Introduction to his ed. of fhs.Ocu.vres
Uhmn HiafuxiaxRudHXinixxf. (SEP, 5 vols. Paris lc.£c-9).
2 P. CXXHIX.K.
3 P. CLVIII.R (misprinted CIIX in text).
4 Collection complete des memoires relatifs a l'histoire
de Prance, Ser, 3, vols. XIII, XIV (Paris 1820), vol.
. XIII, p. 340.
F,
O P. CXLV,R,V.
nut. MS. fr. 50627, used "by Bernard de Mandrot for his
A_
edition, has correctly le Koux throughoutT He reproduce
its equivocal treatment of the character and fate of the
o-
count of Saint-Pol and its garbled version of the iaterv
of Peronne, and when he comes to deal with the totally
different form which the latter is given in the accusati
Ur
of Cardial.! Balue, he makes it even less plain than the
Chronique Scandaleuse where he is merely quoting from tn
official charge and where he is stating facts on his own
5
authority. He also accepts from it prodigies and trivia
(c
scandalous or sensational gossip which he would certain!
have been too little credulous- and too much concerned fo
the dignity of his history to include of his own.
His position here was very difficult.* Hitherto he
had been dealing with a past more or less remote, which




(the star guiding Louis XI home), CIVII
CIVIL; the hermaphrodite monk).
* *
s
6 Ff. CLIII.B (the fate of Charlotte de Brezej, CLVIi





could be treated with, relative detachment. lie was now
face to face with the contemporary 'situation, in which his
personal feelings and political opinions were involved;
and unfortunately for him they were both to some extent in
conflict with his primary source. His dislike of Louis XI
could not easily be harmonised with the servile loyalty of
. I
the Chronique Scandaleuse.
His solution of this dilemma suggests that his *.
conception of a compendium remained fundamentally mediaeval
He neither rejected one of these attitudes nor endeavoured
to combine them by some synthesis; he allowed them to
stand side by side, passing from one to the other <-nd back
again without transition. He sets down a fact from tne
Chronique Scandaleuse, and then adds a commentary from his
own very different angle. It is true that he made so—e
additions, and he also occasionally preserves some of itss
generalisations, such as the pathetic moralising of louis
*
XI after Xontl'hery, though it is perhaps significant that
he omits the specific tribute to his courage. There was
also one point on which they were in harmony. Both were
unquestioningly and uncompromisingly patriotic. However
-vj





on government, he was whole-heartedly on his side in his
capacity as Icing of France as against any foreign kings or
nations, and indeed attributes most of his vices to his
Y
hoing become "imbued through long custom with foreign
3,
habits". Thus in dealing with external affairs he could
follow the Chronique Scandaleuse with no stress of
opposition, but with these exceptions his method remained
an uneasy oscillation.
To balance this, he had now the advantage of being -
contemporary of mature age, moving to some extent in
t
political circles, He was not like Commines at the heart
of affairs, especially latterly; but he was in position
to supply a considerable -amount of information, direct cr
almost direct, on events both in France and abroad." thus
he gives a detailed and interesting account of his embassy
to prevent the marriage of Haximilian of Austria and liarie
3
of Burgundy, which the Chronique Scandaleuse does not
allude to. Here he specifically names himself. Y.e may
also assume that he was speaking from personal or at lo-st
very direct knowledge when he gives at considerable length
1 F. CXXXIX.V.
2 At various times he visited Lngland, Italy, Gem—-r.y




the apologia. and proposals ox the insurgent princes to the
Parisians durmng the bar of the Common \veul. It is
notevoth&y that what he gives is not the speech ox" Dunois
himself "but what the "bishop ox Paris reported, on his .
return,,as if Gaguin had been present at the council in
the ■£own Hall or had been told by some one who was there.
Other small additions might come from documents or some
narrative source drawn upon for isolated incidents. Put
he may have heard them as direct pieces of news; and where
there is not positive evidence to the contrary the natural
and probable assumption is that this was their origin.
In the main however the episodes thus derived are
±±x±& trivial and anecdotal. Three concern himself. He
A
speaks of seeing thjce Burgundian prisoners brought into
✓ ^
Paris after Hontl'hery, and the copy of Origen's Scholia
3>
on Eeveticus among the spoils from Dinan. his emeussy xo
4-
England is derived from this period, though introduced
earlier as an illustration of the inveterate hatred ox
the English towards the Prench. The rest refer to Louie
;
1 P. CXLII,RtV.
C-~r X e ^ jN-Jj X . X V .
5 P. 0XXV.V.
4 P. LIIII.H.
XI and other well-known figures in the world of politics
1
and learning. These.are of some interest for the social
and literary history of the period, and they have the
value attaching to every direct testimony as to the past;
hut they do not add much to our main historical
'knowledge, and it is disappointing that C-aguin did not
make more use of his excellent opportunities to supplemen
his inadequate text from personal knowledge.
For the last Book, added in D, he naturally had no
sources in the strictly historical sense, though he
2.
presumably saw some of the Ephemera which le Perron .says
were produced daily in connection with the Neapolitan
expedition. According to .Thuasne, his letter to ~r<_s~us
on the Italian expedition follows the official report on
Pornovo, and there must have been.a variety of documents
of this kind./ Here the peculiarity of. his method could
no longer apply, and he was compelled to compose his book
in the same way as any other contemporary chronicler,
from personal knowledge ana such documents as he had
access to.
1 Pf. CXLVI.V, CXLVIII.K (Balue), CL.V (.snbroise ce
Cambrai), CXL.R (Guillaume Pichet).
2 -r^ TPiub CAjjds qEafuxwi } > Vcfo) ' £> ) / F.
n
3 Ep. luwilV; Epistole, vol. j.x, p. xo, n• f'»
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So far, with the one exception of Proiss^rt,
Gaguin's method has been discussed .by reference to his
treatment of the Saint-Denis sources. But although these
were his foundation, his jjlan, as. has been observed,
required as a final stage their being expanded and
enriched from independent sources.
Gaguin cites a number of these sources by name, more
in the earlier than in the latex Books, for the ear Im¬
material v:as more susceptible of discussion and therefore
called more for an assembly of authorities. Thus on the
question of the origin of the Pranks he refers to Plavius
Vopiscus, Paulus Diaconus, Gregory of Tours (citing
Sulpitius Alexander), Cicero in a letter to atticus,
Caesar, Strabo, the "Roman Histories", "nnnonius" ,
and an anonymous "chronicler" of Charles VIII. Similarly
on the Charlemagne legend he refers to the Chronicles of
Saint-Denis, Turpin, the author of the Life and Deeds of
St. Servacius, and a Spanish work called the Praises of
Spain. He discusses no other single point so fully as
1 I.ibeilus do preconiis Kispanine, by the Prancisc~n
Juan sTilles, dedicated to Sancho son of Alfonso king
of Castild and I.eon (1310-50): Bib. nat. .-S. lat.
12925. The passage on Charlemagne occurs P. CPHP „
R,V, vith the gloss: "Rarolus Hagnus et fi.rn.osi pares
Prancie fuerunt victi ab Hispanis." Bpi stole, vol.
II, pp. 513-4. '
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these, and therefore no other has so many names connected
with it.
The authorities which he gives for ordinary
undisputed historical facts (most often minor variants of
/ .
rv< chronology or nomenclature) are Polybius (through Strabo,
for a purely illustrative anecdote), Jcmies of Sergio,
o-
Gregory of Tours, the "Deeds of the English", Antoninus
of Florence, the "Bibliothecarius", Gervase of Tilbury,
Biondo and Platina, "an English author, a monk of
lialraeshury", Froissart, and Chartier. The only instance
of a block reference for the whole of a prolonged passage
is the annals of Brabant tor the insertion in D on the
history and geography of austrasia. These names appear
3




(a) .among the direct historical narratives.
Gaguin had no debt to any other author at all comparable
to that to Froissart, which has already been discussed.
1 J.P. Foresti of Bergamo: Cupplementum Chronicarum.
2 This is probably the De Gestis Hegum anglorum of
hilliam of Ilalmesbury, separately cited again below♦
o V. p. 2-56.
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Thes pieces of information derived from them are scattered,
often trivial, almost always "brief, and never numerous.
One or two are of some interest in indicating the trend
of G-aguin's general reading.
In dealing with the reign of Charlemagne, the Great
Chronicles "haveKg added an "incident" to their sources
retailing the dreadful fate of the monks of St. _.artin of
"3.
Tours who abandoned their monastic dressT The reference
given is merely: "Si comae saint Ode abbe raconte",
coU.
which would seem to apply to the story <rS St. Odo abbot.
of Cluny (927-42) to his young monks, as recorded in his
O- .
life by his disciple John, This, while given at greater .
length, is in complete agreement with the version of the
Great Chronicles, which repeat the adjuration of the one
monk who survived to the avenging angel and the conclusion
that thereafter the monastery was occupied by canons ana
given by Charlemagne to ^lcuin. This version also occurs
in the Chronioon Turonense, with greater detail (including
the name of the abbot at the time, Iterius) <~r.G more
1 Charlemagne, Bk. 3, chap. III? vol. Ill, pp. 139-60.
2 T.ixe of St. Otio (PLC, vol, CXXXIII, Paris 1661},
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precise dating; "In the year of the Incarnation of the
Lord 791j and of Irene S and Charles 24..." There is
also however 4'a reference to Odo^ suggesting some
similarity of source.
C-aguin on the other hand places the episode in the
reign of Charles the T3ald, speaks only of a divinely-
sent plague visiting the monks, and says that the sole
survivor, Yedastus, "became a saint ana had a church
n,
dedicated to him. How, this is very similar to the
^ .—
version of nderaar do Chabannes, though ndemar says there
was no survivor, and has the same statement as Odo, the
Great Chronicles and the Chronicon Turorgmcnse^ on the
J?
substitution of canons. It is significant that both
Ademar and Gaguin begin with a story about the canons of
St. Martial of Limoges; that of the monks of 3t. ...artin
follows only by way of contrast, introduced by ^demar
with a fairly precise; "Q,ua tempestate", by Gaguin with
a vaguer: "Cetsrum". "ademar was a Limousin, likely to
be more interested and better informed as tc the affairs
of . Llartial than as to those of St. hart in; and it may
1 Ed. martene and Lurand (Veteruxa Scriptorum ^mplissima
Collectio, vol. V, Paris 1729), cols. 955-6.
2 P. XXXV.V.
/
3 Chroni con, ed . Eft. I.abbe (Hovue Bibliothecue
Eanu3criptorum Librorum, vol. II, Paris 1C57), lbl.
-lotjjf
be that the confusion in dating is simply due to v;ha ho
regarded as the less important story being .taclced onto
the first.
There is cacf of course enough discrepancy tc suggest
the possibility of tv:c different episodes in the two reigns.
But the coincidence seems improbable; and nothing would
have been simpler in the- Iliddle .ages than the transformation
for purposes of edification of a sudden plague into _
personified agent■of God's displeasure, ^deaar's chronicle
was fairly popular, and Gaguin may have know: it only
through some other compendium, in which he found the
reference to St. Vaast, lacking in■ti.d'emar. But whatever
the immediate form of his source, it seems clear inat he
vaa.3 drawing here on some narrative other than the Great
Chronicles.
i'.uch the same applies to the second part of the
J,/ i-
Complaint of J.ouis le I>ebonn^ireB which is not in t..e
Great Chronicles, either manuscript or printed., Gaguin
could have come across some original version more full
than that which they possessed. There is however some
evidence to suggest that this was r.ot so, and that he was
quoting from a definite though unnamed source.
The pas :age occurs in the De Translatione heliquarum
f.ancti Sebastian! et Sancti Gregorii, written oy Gdilon
F. XXKlXl • F ♦
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monk of St. Hard of Soissons in the early Xth century, and
the resemblance is verbal, with only such minor variants
as might arise from.different manuscripts or slight
carelessness in reading or writing, moreover, copy a ox
the Compiendiui&Kreproduces also the paragraph immediately
--—1 ^
following the Complaint in the I)e Trans 1atione, giving a
brief note on the end of Louis' life anticipating and not
wholly consistent with the later narratisxe of the
Compendium. In the later editions Gaguin has omitted this,
presumably feeling its awkwardness.
Besides these few possible sources for individual
episodes, there is one author upon whom Gaguin draws
throughout to a regular though very limited extent, he
cites Monde by name several times, sometimes in
conjunction with Flatina, but treating them as independent
authorities; he seems not to have realised that their
concurrence was due to Flatina's derivation from Biondo.
These citations are however chiefly for small points, aid
"F? i ov*CLG,'S
sometimes to demonstrate hx» ignorance of French affairs.
He may aloo have used him without acknowledgment for some
1 RHGF, vol. VI (Paris 1749), pp. 525-6.
2 Ff. XXIX.V-XXX.R.
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matters of European and ecclesiastical history and for
the increased precision in the later editions of the
Compendium as to dates, names, titles and such like.
(b) Gaguin's interest in documents was not great,
hut he did make some use of them. He claims to have
seen the'report of the investigation of the origin of t
kingdom of Yvetot made when a dispute arose in 14£8 as
what .taxes the "king" should pay the English rulers ox
0 -i
Ermandy, He also implies, though he does not say, that
saw wSi a copy of St. Louis' advice to his Son, which he
gives verbatim (in D) and which is not in the ordinary
Great Chronicles. But the wording here is obscure and
apparently in some error. In introducing it C-aguin
says: "In the archives of Charles V there was found a
paper of precepts which this saintly king dictated and
wrote for his eldest son at the siege of Tunis. This,
taken from Charles' treasury, was shown to Charles by
✓ 2-
Gerarc de Hontagu the royal scribe x..I). 1364." But at
the end: "Geraud (sic) de ^.ontagu the roi al scribe
steadily affirms that he found this in the archives of
3
Louis and gave it to his successor Lhilippe." In I)
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also he includes verbatim the decrees of trie Council o£
4
Basel embodied in the Pragmatic Sanction, without saying
from what document they are derived.
(c) Information derived from personal knowledge has
already been discussed in dealing with the last period,
to which alone it is applicable.
(d) C-aguin quotes a few literary sources for not
strictly historical subjects such as the calumnies of
Prance by Petrarch and Boccaccio, the poems of Hildebert
of Le Mans, perhaps'the account by.Butherius u± bishop of
do '
arles of his vision of the fate of Charles Aartel, though
the wording does not make it plain whether G-aguin had rem
the original. He could have found it in the annulss
Puldenses Part I (Seligstadtensis), which is attributed
to Linhard, and thus might have been available <-nd
authoritative at Saint-Denis; though there seems some
reason to suppose that this passage is an interpolation
in the Annules.
(e) There is another vaguer source, employed to a
small extent throughout, which partakes of the character
of both (c) and (d), and which may be described loosely
1 Pf. CXXV.K-CHXVI.R.
2 Sic; but all other authors say of Orleans.
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as general knowledge, the product of digested experience
of literature and life. The most important example is
the long account of Gaul interpolated in D, aimoin
provided the idea, the general plan and much of the Matter;
but Gaguin, while greatly abridging the original, ha.: also.
added much Vroia his own knowledge, expanding the political
geography', for example with the list of towns, so as to
bring it up to date, and digressing into a lyrical
description of France, There are also some briefer
cA-vsumnocr^
passages of the' suae nature,, such as the s-oocrl^t^oa of
2, 3
the Calic haw and the French succession, the origin ox tae
iy
Trinitarians (in which of course he had a personal interest;
S"
and the rise of the Parlement.
regard to traoitlon in its simple popular form, and ha a
occasional use of it is chiefly in support of so...e
improbable statement in his authorities, but he draws
1 f a » v- - a >i i « •
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on it at least once directly 4 Dunois' dream at JBayeux
is not in Ghartier, Berry or Blondel, all of whom
attribute the prevention of the sack of the town simply
to the prudence ana humanity of the Breach commanders.
(g) Gaguin makes no use of monuments and
archaeological remains, mediaeval historians did not
make a practice of this; and in so sE~faz* as he was a
Humanist Gaguin was a rhetorician, not one of the small
school of scientific historians stemming from Biondo, nor
esen a sentimental antiquarian like Bouchet. Prance was
to wait until the middle of the next centuyy before these
✓
new preoccupations found their expression in Btienne
Faaquier, Claude F&ucfeet and Bernard de Girard du Haillan.
3. Reputation and Influence..
A, Refutation.
The Compendium seems to have been quite well received
at the time, Gaguin1s general reputation stood high among
the Humanists of France and Flanders, His own group of
Humanist friends, besides their sense of loyalty to their
party, doubtless felt a genuine interest in a work which
■cj-ya*Jt
whatever its inadequacies did represent a tentative a-vt-emyt1




Koreover, these very inadequacies (from the Humanist
point of view) must have given it a certain popularity
also outside Humanist circles. It was familiar enough in
form, and indeed in fundamental conception, not to shock
those who had grown up in the mediaeval tradition of
history, while its touch of greater sophistication would
satisfy the demand which had begun to arise (even among
others besides Humanists) for an improvement in taste
and composition. The divided character and purpose of
the Compendium, which seriously mar its absolute value,
as a scholarly and literary production, enabled it at
the time to hit very well the taste of the diverse
elements of the late XVth century, itself an age of
transition and anomaly.
'Hut a multiplicity of circumstances made it
impossible that this reputation should be long
maintained. In the first place, there was the general
character of the work. This, which was the most
important reason and perhaps the only one wholly without
remedy, was common to the Compendium and the De Hebus.
Gestis, and will be dealt with later in discussxxig
Aemilius.
Secondly, we know, from a variety of arguments to be
adduced later, that Gaguin was in no sense a true and
thorough. Humanist. While this compromise between the old
and the new was precisely what was fitted to he understood
and enjoyed by the ordinary reading public of the late
XVth century, it lost its attraction as the XVIth century
advanced. That it did not do so more rapidly and
completely was due to the very partial character of the
hold which, as will be seen later, was ever obtained by
Humanism in France, The Compendium was still used and
liked by a definite section of the community, because this
element retained much of the set of ideas upon which it
was baaed? but it was no longer championed by the conscious
literary criticism which was dominated by Humanist theory.
Lrasmus at first showered immoderate praise on the
Compendium, not only in his letter written for inclusion
in it but in the poem in which he claims that France nem
no longer envy latium its Livy and its Sallust, having now
both of its own to write its history with "all the majesty
n It
of Roman eloquence". But later he spoke of sim much more
coldly, saying that it was to be esteemed more for its
style than for its matter, and that even the style could
only be commended in relation to the period when it was
1 F. n.c. 1 at end, sig. F.ii.R- F. n.c. 2.R.
2 -Onera Omnia (Froben, 3 vols. Basel lf-40-l ), vol. 1
(x*pi gx'v^miiua ^, PP • -L0'a*■—,
written, for in Erasmus* ov:n day Gaguin would hardly puss
4.
as possessing a mediocre knowledge of Latin. It is true
that Erasmus was by no means constant in his judgments,
and that these two contradictory estimates might be
explained by the difference in circumstances between
Erasmus the newcomer in Paris, anxious for the patronage
of the literary world, and Erasmus when he was establish©
and when Gaguin was dead and could be of no further use
to him.. But this interpretation could be challenged as ■
excessively uncharitable. Erasmus, though capricious and
irritable, was not without capacity for friendship; and
there is no reason to suppose that he had quarrelled with
0rvSL




-survive uro wv-o brief notto him, written during the
illness from which he died, couched in terms of touching
a.
affection. Even if the explanation were correct, the
natural and probable deduction would be "that the second
less enthusiastic opinion was that which Erasmus in fact
held when not influenced by ulterior motives to disguise
it. We have however no reason to doubt that writing
before the Uew Learning had taken much esfect in northern
-145-
Jki
Europe,.might quite sincerely have been more impressed by
Gaguin's achievement at the time than later in retrospect
when he had seen, especially in Italy, what real Humanism
could be. This would be entirely in £ks agreement with the
changing standards in the early years of the XVIth century
which led' to Gaguin's eclipse.
Ey the nature of things this eclipse could only
deepen as time went on. The XVIIth ana XVIIIth century
historians not only retained a measure of the Humanists'
excessive preoccupation with literary style; they also
laid an increasingly greater stress on a requirement onlp
dimly perceived by the Humanists, that of conscientiousness
and accuracy in scholarly research. On this point G-aguin
inevitably fell far below their demands, and the references
to him become increasingly chilly, although in most cases
some formal terms of commendation are retained, as it were
by force of habit.
Louis Legendre, who in some respects am-—the
Compendium very highly (as readable, well written told,
neither too rng nor too short, not leaving out anytning
A
remarkable, and" even discussing the affairs of his own
day frankly}, complains of the "fables" it contains, and
calls C-aguin a "monk", though he admits, that he wa "born
a wit" ana having made his way at court by intrigue became
-144-
a polished scholar, equally able and learned, and cast off
the uncouth surly air of the pedant, Louis Vives was very-
indignant at the base flatteries which he said it contains
but on this point Gaguin was defended by Sandius, ihe
continuators of iJiceron, who in 17^5 gave this resume of h
previous- reputation, themselves describe him as'.ajoretty po
orator and a very bad poet, and while admitting that he v.a
not credulous observe that he had to follow the taste of h
-1.
age in introducing marvels into his history, Richard
Rawlinson , writing at ubou£ 'the—some—calls him "a
o
40*
superficial and very credulous author"; and this general
impression that he was mediaeval and "monkish" seems to
have been the normal one in the XVlJIth century. On the
other hand, he had none of the merits of the minor
contemoorary sources which the XlXth century resuscitated,
despite their naivety, for the salce of their direct
testimony and authentic reactions,
a third consideration, though of a slightly different
kind, damaged Gaguin's reputation both at the time ana
later. The Compendium, as will be seen, was strongly
y
1 Hemoires, vol, XLIII, pp. 1 ss.
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nationalist in tone. 'This, while popular in Prance, was
inevitably less so with people of a similar turn of mind
in other countries. Those writing the history of bngland,
Italy or Flanders found themselves obliged to contest his
reading of various episodes in the relationship of the
countries, and were apt to be irritated by .his aggressive
•i.
tone. Jacob lieyer calls him the £ "trumpeter" (praeco) of
the French, and a frivolous historian, as the French
writers themselves testify that the vernacular commentaries
which he used are altogether inept and in many places
false; "for the French" he aaas, "do not write of their
actions with any better faith than they perform them"."*
Paulas•Jovius is peculiarly venemous as to his untrust-
worthiness, 'his impudence in writing of the Italian
affairs as to which he waxs wholly ignorant, and the
3
grossness of his style; and Folydore Vergil calls him:
. ,
non testis sed hcstis nng*licarum rerun, ac oaxi m&gis quam
ueri memor".
1 jamais s Flandriae. 3k. XIV, ed, ^ntoine lieyer
(iintwerp 1561}, 1. CCW .i*.«
2 Ibid. Bk. XVII; F. CCCBX.E.
3 J.ilogia Dcctorum Virorum, CXXXVI (Basel 1571}, p. 28C •
4 15. Hay: 3 olydore Vergil (Oxford 1951}, p. 116, n. 10.
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This ho^r--g,or. did not prevent Gaguin from "being quite
veil known and treated as a serious historian in other
countries. John. Skelton, although one of the court poets
of whom Gaguin fell foul in 1489, in his satire ggainst
Cardinal x-jolsey: "Why come ye nat to court?" tells the
story of Cardinal Balue from
. Maister Gaguine, the Cirownycler
Of the feytes of war ^
What were done in France.
The Compendium was used by Fabyan in his chronicle, by the
anonymous author of "Hearne's Fragment", and later by Hall
%
and Stow, as well as by Nauclerus for his Femoraoilium
3
dirmis aetatis.. .chronici commentaril, and even by Jacob
Ifeyer and Folydore Vergil, despite all their professed
scepticism. Gaguin is mentioned in the exchange of letters
between Colet and Erasmus and between Eauclerus and Reuchlin#
nevertheless, this characteristic not only g.rovoked
contemporaries to question his statements and interpretations
but diminished the reliance placed upon hin as soon as a
detached scientific approach to history became accepted, ~t
least in theory, as the requisite approach of the serious
1 Epistole, vol. I, p, 120.
2 C.L. Kingsfordi English Historical Jiteratnre in the
XVth Century (OxforcT 1913), pp. 105, 17V, ;.;62, 269,
3 Hauser: Continuation of Eolinier's Sources_, vol. I,
p. 93.
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historian. Gaguin was writing at the "beginning ef a
period of strong nationalist feeling, when the authors
of all countries were becoming increasingly hostile and
unfair to one another, and no peculiar criticism should
yilw.
"be attached to Q-aguln on this score, hut inevitably it
has decreased the value of his book and the consideration
accorded to it not only abroad but by impartial critics
in his own country.
-B« Influence. But although Gaguin's formal
rejjutation thus stood high only for a short time and in a
small circle, the degree to which the Compendium was read
by a large less articulate public, precisely because he
could not wholly meet the requirements og the critics,
enabled him to exercise a quiet and indirect influence of
a slightly different kind on French historiography even
beyond the middle of the XVIth century.
One striking fact will illustrate at once both the
extent and the character of this influence. Although
Gaguin was disappointed of his purpose of becoming
historiographer royal, the Compendium almost from the
moment of its appearance seems to have been accepted in
some quasi-official way as the representative of the
chronicles of Saint-Denis, all their continuations and
imitations which go beyond the reign of Louis XI (Great
-148-
Chronicles, lier des Chroniques et liiroir historial,
__ —
Sommaire historial, Cnronique Martiniane) are bused on
the Compendium for 1461-1500* The compiler of the
:drtinline names Gaguin as his source, and in fact follows
him so closely as to repeat even his comments.
Further, this implied status seems to have been
accepted at all or more than all its face value by the
various writers of ordinary histories of France, both
general and contemporary or local, who not only make use
of the Compendium as a convenient handbook but treat it
with an excessive confidence. This applies to some extent
even to the historians of marked provincial loyalties, who
do not like Gaguin's attitude and reflections but urav. on
him for his facts, cite him for his authority, and refer
to him with formal respect, exactly as similar writers in
the previous century had treated the Great Chronicles.
Alain Bouchart was a Breton patriot, sceptical of
French historians when they speak of his province, and
disposed to be favourable to the ^nglish as the old allies
of Brittany, He twice challenges statements by Gaguin
1 On these, v. Kauser: Continuation of Aolinier's
Sources, vol. 1, pp. G-TrL-i
2 antoine Verard, Paris 1505 ► On the inapp-ropriatenesa
of the name, v. .Ibbe Lebeuf: "homoire cur ics
chroniques martiniennes11, in PUIB (Litt erature}, AM
(1753), pp. 824-66.
which, he regards as disobliging to the Bretons: the
dismissal of Arthur's descent on Gaul as "fables" ("..here
he makes the good point that Gaguin's argument that he
found nothing about in the histories of the French is not •
"valid or adequate, for then the French were not inhabitant.
±
of this kingdom"}; and the reference in the reign of
Charlemagne to the migration of the Britons into Brittany,
r>
a J
which he calls a great blunder". But here he has misreau
a clear sentence of Gaguin's and failed to observe the
a V
explanatory formerly". Yet a show of respect is paid;
Bouchart1s familiarity with Gaguin's narrative is obvious;
and he refers to him not by name but simply as "the modern
io
chronicler", as if this title alone were sufficient to
identify him.
1 T.es Grandes chrcnicues de Bretugne, hhrrBf, ed. h. le
Heignen (Gociete aes Bibliophiles "oretons, hennes
1£8 6) 5 p. 51 .ii.
2 Bouchart speaks of Gaguin as the author of "the
Charmaine history". I3 this the book on Charlemagne
which seems not to have survived? V. mpistole, vol.I,
pp.i'2-3.
o Chrotuques de Bretagne, p. 67 .V.
4 F. XXVIII.K"; "Hi enim Britones... aliouando.. .in
tenetorum atque Corosolitorum terras ... co~m^rc\< eiun ^«
5 Chroniques de Bretagne, p. 51.1-s "eith all reverenc^
—
. '
C O « o •
6 For the emphatic force of the term "chronicle.", and
the official status which it implied, v, p. 57|,
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The Supplement currying the Chroniques de Bretu~ne
dov/n to 1514 shows an even greater debt, which makes it
still clearer that it is Gaguin himself and not his
sources who is being used, and is still more significant
of the trust felt in him personally; for this part covers
the last 'Book of the Compendium, which is contemporary
and original. It goes back to the beginning of this Book
with the accession of Charles VIII, although the main text
of the Chroniques de Bref'agne has already dealt in detail
and from its own point of view with the whole of the
Breton war, and reproduces it verbally, esren including the
h_
non-narrative digressions such as the opening passage, the
sj
first-person reference to Gaguin•s embassy to Lngland,
the justification of the details on the funeral of
G
Charles VIII, the reflections 011 the native cruelty' of the
i>
Italians! There is some additional detail on the
Iseajbolitan expedition, chiefly in respect of descriptions
of places and ceremonies, probably derived from Oct^vien
de Saint-Gelais or the official account upon which Gaint-
C-elais also drew. But when the moment of the return is
Chroniques de Bretagne, p. 242.2m
2 Ibid. p. 242.V.
5 Ibid. p. 2&9.V.
4 Ibid. pp. 2S2.V«~26o.R,
reached, the visit of Charles VIII to the martyrs at 2
Saint-Denis is given "as is described and recited by the
very famous historiographer Master Robert Guaguin (sic),
to whom I will entrust the rest of the chronicle of Ring
Charles"; and this promise is amply fulfilled, not only
for the rest of the reign of Charles VIII but down to wher
the Compendium stops at the beginning of 1500. Moreover,
even for the rest, —RnRw r c s 'c' i^
the basis remains Mesrey's continuation of
the Compendium^from which even trifling details with no
relevance to Brittany are preserved, such as the account
of the savages from the island off the coast of Africa
o
and the mystical phenomena in Germany.
The Burgundian Jean le Mai re ae Beiges speaks of "the
chronicle of France" of "Messire Robert Gaguin native of
4"
Douai"; and although he is more critical than a Trench .
historian would have been, twice accusing Gaguin of
1 xbid. p. 257.V.
2 Ibid. pp. 267.V-268.R.
3 Ibid. p. 269.R.
4 Tes Illustrations de Gaule et iingularitez do Troyo,
SFTl77'"ft. 1, ed. J. Stecher ("r vols. Louvain 1S82;,
vol. II, P« 365. Gaguin was oorn at Calonnc, on aie
Iys, not far from Douai.
Ibid. Bk. 5, pt. II; vol. II, p. 407, and 5k. o, pt.
Ill; vol. II, p. 460.
Ibid. Bk. 5, pt. II; vol. II, p. 420.
Ibid. p. 419. It seems pl^in, on the evidence of
verbal similarities, that this is derived direct from
Gaguin, not from the Great Chronicles even in the
printed ed it ions „ On thlo-point
dmoncl le Pcvre_and JeEIn Rerver, fpar is 1521 jj?j ) )Bk. -V.
-bbap. S^Sj&F. 051 .R, V " iV
5 Ibid. chap. CCLX; ?. CLXRII11.R.
6 Ibid. chap. CCLXIII; F. CLXXVI.5.
7 Ibid. chap. CC; F. CLI.V.
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negligence" and saving that otners do so too, and on
several occasions questioning his version of events, he
nevertheless draws on the Compendium as a fundamental and
authoritative source, even for the early period where it
is at & its weakest, and follows it uncritically into some
of its such as the legend of the foundation of the
a
kingdom of Yvejot and the confusion over the patron of
Crannus.
Jean le Jars (Laziardus) goes even further and not
Lt
only repeats these errors of fact but adopts verbal slips
r
like calling the Bl&c§ Prince Richard (improving on
Gaguin by later saying specifically that Rdward was
succeeded by his "son" Richard}, and even gross misprints
v
like Henry iV for Henry I. He also reproduces his
sequences^of events and his incidental reflections, such
as those on the Freeh fashions at the time of Crecy, the
' -«S»
suspicions of the French nobles of the possible
a
consequences of the common people learning archery9 the
3
dread, of a.council felt by modern popes ana their dislike
t-t
of the Pragmatic Sanction.
Hubert du Velluy, who concluded le Jars' history,
speaks of "our Gaguin, from whom this history derives its
5"
source", and draws on the Compendium verbally, as when he
> i —j,.. i
describes the "inveterate hatred of the French name"
which incited the obstinate resistance of the inhabitants
b
of alessandria. Writing in the XVIth rather than the
XVth centuryj^he is"perceptibly more royalist in tone,
and sometimes gives a different emphasis to episodes x-ken
in substance from Gaguin, as for instance the conversation
between Louis XII and the envoys from the University of
-J
Faris*. When the Compendium ends, what follows is du
1 Ibid. chap. CCLVIII; F. CIXXIII.V.
2 Ibid. chap. CCLXX; F. CLXXXIIII.V.
3 Ibid. chap. CCLXXIV; F. CLXXXVII.V.
4 Ibid. chap. CCLXXVI; ?. CIXXXIX.H. The very wording
is echoed: ""Ton secus ac perniciosem heresim execrax
sunt." Gaguin has; "semper execratur".
5 Ibid. chap. CCC; F. CXCVl'II.V.
6 Ibid. chap. CCXCVIII; F. CXCVIII.h.
7 Ibid. chap. CCXCIII; F. CXCVII.h,V.
Vel'lay's own continuation of it attached to the 1521
1
edition.
This debt is less pronounced in Jean Bouchet's
ftp-pa ins d' a ^nitaine . Not only was Bouchet, in theory at
least, primarily concerned with his own provincej he was also
a much more individual author, with his own interests and
views and somewhat peculiar canons of composition. He is
frequently critical of CTaguin, very rightly in the case of
the patron of Crannus and. the death of Chilperic's son, for
which he specifically ana prooerly prefers the contemporary
authority of Gregory of Tours. He also complains that
Gaguin contradicts himself by first (and correctly) including
Limousin, Perigord and Agenais in Aquitaine, and later
adding them to it to form the duchy of Guienne for Henry III
Ur
at the Treaty of Paris .
A roarhod asperity enters this criticism when Gaguin
affronts his provincial patriotism. Gaguin had said that
Bagobert razed the walls of Poitiers to the ground and
tooh the body of St. Hilaire to '"aris. Bouchet, highly
Indignant, devotes a long passage to disproving this
V. p./J3.
2 On Louchet in general, v. p/5,
5 ^r^Uxr^JLqs,>dJLA.au 1 t.a±ne , Pt. 2, chap. IV, ed. Abraham
.ounin (Poitiers 1644), pp. 69-70, 77.
4 Ibid. Pt. 4, chap. I; pp. 175-4.
O
assertion, "which is incredible, for G'aguiii is a modern
author, and does not adduce any ancient historiographer as.a
sL
witness". But he is so much roused on this point that he is
prepared to take advantage of his measure of Humanist
emancipation to say uncivil things even about the officially
sacrosanct Great Chronicles. They "are in the vernacular,
and altogether corrupt...contain many lies and imaginary
•X
things...", ^are convicted of "falsehood and error".
When not up in arms for somesg cherished belief or
loyalty of this kind, Bouchet treats the Compendium as
authoritative. H© cites Gaguin by nake a considerable
number of times-^for the opening description of Gaul,
\
the blow given by Louis XI as dauphin to Agnes
Mr b"
Screi, the length of the nnglish do.minion in Guienne, the
1 Ibid. Ft. 2, chap. V; p. Si.
2 Ibid.
5 Ibid. Ft. 1, chap. I; p. I,
4 Ibid. Ft. 4, chap. VIII; p. 25S. The anecdote is not
•—in fact, in the Pompend inm or in Desrey's translation.
v'v hether the fewarose with £nguinv.nu Bouchet or
— earlier, it- has led modern historians to quote the
story mistakenly on C-aguin's authority.
5 Ibid. p. 261. He questions Gaguin's figure, but is
disposed to attribute it to a printer's error.
character of Ambroise de Camorai., the funeral of Charles
Of i; \
VIII, oven though nore Bouchet clalmh to have been present
in person. The citation h in this la^t case is full and
i 1 \
very reverent: "And whoever wishes tq read of it should
x .4 I
consults the end of the chronicle of the most praiseworthy
t' |
chronicler Mess ire Robert Guaguin (sicj), 'doctor of Laws
ana Grand minister of the Order of the• Mathurins, who was
eloquent above all the other French chroniclers of his
\ 1
age." It is interesting that some of the episodes thus
\ j
quoted from Gaguin are familiar from the Great Chronicles.
• » \ I .
ho doubt the authority of the Great Chronicles had declined
considerably by the middle of the XVIt'ri century; but they
\ (
could scarcely have been displaced so thoroughly by an
author not felt to be in some sense official. Bouchet only
once, in the reference to the expulsion of the English from
s
*0
Paris during the rule of Etienne mare/;I, gives even a
double reference: "In the Great Chronicles of France, and
«■
Guaguin (sic) whoa follows them." ,
i
Bouchet may also have used the/Compendium without
acknowledgment on other occasions. , Many of tho early
instances of this might have come from the Great Chronicles
1 Ibid. chap. IX; p. 280.
2 Ibid. chap. X; p. 819.
5 But v. p. ,
4 Ibid. chap. V; p. 203.
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and some oj. trie later irom nasin. .out tne accumulation
of closely similar passages is suggestive, especially
since we know that Bouchet made free and in general
trustful use of the C&aiano.j.m.
The curiously old-fashioned, at least partly old-
fashioned, character of these riid-XVIth century histories
will he discussed later., a further point of interest,
tending to confirm the general impression here given, is
that the writers of continuations to the- Com mnr lum
shared this character to a very high degree.
Pierre Desrey, who seems to have been the author of
the the very brief Latin continuation attached to the
first posthumous editions, ana whose translation mid
continuation were published in 1515, reproduces all the
characteristics of Gaguin's last (contemporary) Look in
an exaggerated form. The lack of sense of proportion and
weighed choice of subject which here disfigures Gaguin's
composition/"is even more pronounced in Lesre^'s. his
only real interest seems to be in the ceremonies which
already took up excessive space in this part of the
, and which are described by Desrey even more
frequently and with more prolix detail. Over anything of
greater importance he is precipitate and substanceless;
and the modicum of serious history, too slender already
in theis swamped by this flood of
-J5£-
insignificant protocol.
Inexpert, uncritical and trifling, Desrey*would not
have "been a good historian whatever style he had adoixted,
and he pro "bah ly did "better (or less badly) in this formless
late-mediaeval chronicle than if he had attempted to vamp
it up into some more sophisticated Humanist production.
But it is significant, that he did not choose to do so,
though he seems to have been a theoretical admirer of the
Humanist doctrines, twice speaking of his work as only a
modest stop-gap until Faulus aemilius should complete the
1
histories on which he was labouring without cease.
Hubert du Vellay's Latin continuation attached to the
1521 edition of the Compendium is similarly a series of
brief disjointed notes more suggestive of mediaeval annals
than of Gaguin's original conception of an ordered literary
Humanist history, a conception which it will be s-en
largely broke down with C-aguin himself once the Compendium
reached his own contemporary period, although writing in
the next century, in the full age of Humanism, these
successors of Gaguin, who may be supposed to have been in
sympathy with the underlying character of the Compenciium,
were more rather* than less traditional than C-aguin himself.
1 LesCroniqu.es de France ... eomposces en l<-tin par
frere i-.ooer'b Gaguin.. .ejr~traBsTatees... en nosire,
vu Igair e x rancor s ^ Ga f J_ iot Bupxe, _ ai is 1 a lo ) ,
-rrX' pp-.ryY "rr p/ '-.'VV T "P
-C «L s l/lavf—a® V 9 *-»•«>
Ill
THE DE REBUS GLSTIS FRaKCGRUH OP PaULUS
AEIIILIUS.
1. Origin and Composition.
^ —(i) A&r^vU>.V) ,
A. Origin. \yLittle is known of Faulus memilius
A
"beyond the few fragments of inciental information which
/ »
he himself provides. In the epigram on himself in what
is probably his earliest surviving work, reprinted in the
^.548/9 edition of the De Rebus Gestis, he says he was born
in Verona, of an eloquent father, with two brothers and
one sister, had lived in Rome, and was now settled in
±
France under the patronage of "Cardinal Charles". In the
Dedication to this same Cardinal Charles de' Bourbon he
seems to imply that some misfortune had deprived him of
all resources except the Cardinal's favour and his own
wits." and a little lower the "tenuis sortis homini" is
clearly intended to be himself. He would seem to have
been the Cardinal's secretary, if the writer of the note
in the Hunterian Library copy of Gallica ^ntiquitas was
well-informed: "Liber Iste pertinet paulo Lmilio




Yeronensi secretario olim domini Lugdunensis." .and it
would be interesting to know v.-hat was meant by the couplet
ITondura extremu nouo nanus est iraposta libello.
In sacra me quonima Scotides antra vocant.~
The epitaph of Aemilius in the transept of Kotre-
Dame, which calls him a canon of the church and mentions
the De' Rebus Gestis, gives the date of his death as 5
•2-
Hay 1529.
Jovius says that Louis XII rewarded him with a hs
benefice in Kotre-Dame, but Kiceron that this canonicate
(in addition.to other benefices derived from Louis XII)
was the gift of Etienne Poncher bishop of Paris, who was
responsible for the king having lured him from Home to
Paris to write the history of the French kings in Latin,
\
and that he retired to the Soliege de Kavarre to carry on
if- i
this work. Thuasne says he was born c. 1460, came to
A/S ■
1 Ibid. F. LII.Y. In Bib. nat.Alat. 5954 this has been
cancelled. In British iluseum IIS. Lgerton SSO it
is omitted.
2 Quoted by Father du Breuil and Claude Ealvigne in
Les^ntiquitez de la ville de Paris (Paris 1640).
3 I'.logia Doctorum Virorum, CXXXIX (Basel 1571), p.
2657 "
X
4 I'lemoires, vol. XL, p. 60.
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France in 1483 ccnd found a protector in Cardinal Charles
de Bourbon, and composed the Gallica .antiquitas in 1487;
Charles VIII patronised him after the Cardinal's death and
continued to pay the pension which he had received from
him."" P.S. Allen (who otherwise agrees closely with minimum
Thuasne and may have copied him) speaks of this as a
pension to the king1s^orateur et chroniqueur lombart",
received on 15 Hay 1489, and does not imply that the king
cardinal had been paying it previously, neither Thuasne
nor ^llen give authority for this precise dating; and with
the exception of the pension, for which documentary
evidence exists, it seems possible that it is built up
from the date of his decease, the remark of j_.rasmus that
A
he spent more than tv^ity years on the work, ana his own
statement in the Dedication 6f Gallica Antiquitas to
Cardinal Charles that he had been studying theology in
Prance for four years without intermission before
resuming his ancient interest in history ("which is a
part of philosophy") by way of relaxation.
This evidence is too sparse and discrepant for it to
be possible to say with certainty how far ^emilius was
1 - pistole, vol. I, pp. 151-3.
2 bX 0 i.u s }, p j st o larum, (!■■ p . CXXXVI f) vol. I, p. 315, n.
3 mp. DhXXIV; ibid. vol. II, "p. 479 .
4 3?. II.V.
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entitled to "be called historiographer royal. ._s. ?0 in
the library of Berne, acil a collection of extracts on
the history of France, has a note "by a subsequent
possessor that it among other volumes, "ancient fragments,
instructions and memoirs", had been placed in the hands of
Seigneur Paul -Smile by order of Francois I for the purpose
of "accurately drawing up the history of France", and
citing letters patent issued to this effe^ct by the
1
Chancellor Du Prat, This implies some measure of official,
recognition and hence official obligations, but not quite
necessarily a regular official post; it might have been
more by way of a temporary permit.
However this may be, aemilius had clearly embarked
on his plan for a general history of France before
September I486, the date of the death of Cardinal Charles
de Bourbon. So far as we can gather from the work as it
has survived and from the incidental remarks in the
preliminary matter, he seems to have conceived it on
ambitious lines, from the earliest times down to his own
age, and- (with one exception, to be seen later) to have
kept this purpose quite steadily in view, although his
1 L. D.elisle: "Documents parisiens^de 3a bibhotheque
de Berne", in 1on i res de 1 a Societe ae 3 ' ■!.ist.oire
de Paris et de 31 lie-de-France, XXIII (189G), pp.
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execution was tentative and fitful, involving a number of
false starts and duplications.
. Or/mnii-
4s The first stage in the process was represented by the
11SS., none of them dated and only some bearing any
internal.evidence of date, but presumably all preceding the
printed editions and to be regarded in some measure as
first drafts, although .the earliest covers ground which was
ultimately abandoned in the De Rebus Gestis,
(oO Gallica ^.ntiqui tas. 2 Books on the history of
the Gauls, from their descent from the Scythians to their
capture of Rome under the leadership of Brennus. at
least three copies exist: (ct) Bib. nat. US. lat. 3934.
MS-
(i^C) B.M. jsISo Egerton 880. (<x) Glasgow^auhter a. 2. 1.
These, with some minor differences of arrangement, are in
substance identical.
(d) Prancie Antiquitas. 5 Looks on the history of
France from the conquest of Gaul by Caesar to the
beginning of the civil wars between the sons of Louis I.
This is in two parts: {($) Blcs. 1, 2, "3 (Caesar to the
coronation of Charlemagne); Glasgow LS. Hunter T. 4. 15.
(p) Bks. 4, 5 (the coronation to the civil wars); 3.::.
I1G. Harley 3711.
c
(\j) Francorum Imperium. One Book, but desribed as
Book 5. If it were not for this, one would assume it to
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be the draft from which Bks. 4 and 5 of Prancie .untiquitas
were subsequently expanded'. In ft Bk. j4 is entitled the
Empire, Bk. 5 the Civil Wars. The alternative explanation
is that it was an abridgment from them for some special
purpose, and this is suggested by its being slightly Issu
more full on some points, in which this additional matter
takes the form of some intelligent and interesting us
observations more likely to have been introduced than
removed in a revised copy. These supply detailed
discussion of the scepticism of ^-.emilius on the legend of
Roland and on Turpin as a source in general; the civil
wars-, and how our picture of them has been distorted by
the misrepresentations both of partisan contemporaries
and of later authors, blinded by their horror at the
unnatural behaviour of Louis I's sons; the reasons why
the alleged lament of of Louis I is almost certainly a
3
forgery (this last, which is most cogently and wittily
argued, is not inji at all). Some orations and
reflections are preserved, but not all. The correspond¬
ence is on the whole very close, both in the order of the
material and verbally, particularly in the opening
1 y ^ ?. XII.R.
2 Ibid. Ff. XVII. V,XVIII.R.
3 Ibid. FT. XXIV.V-XXV,R.
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passageSj where again^ is longer, with a whole side oi'
fine language before reaching where j!> begins. It starts
at the same point, but stops a little earlier (with the
division of the empire between Louis I's sons), and seems
to have been designed to lead on to £ (the phrase "recentior
Brancia" is used for Charles the Bald's kingdom in imp the
penultimate sentence), though there is some overlapping.
Bib. nat. MS. lat. 5936.
(£, ) .a Recentiore Brancia Gesta. One Book, and
called Book 1, as if some new start was being made, from-
the dismemberment of the empire among the sons of Louis I
to the accession of Charles the Simple, Bib. nat. „3.
lat. 5935.
It will be observed that all these MSS., though
obviously each representing an independent attempt, begun
and abandoned on different occasions, and separately
produced, each with its own introductory matter (though
appropriately hardly any in p"6 and ^ , which were
specifically continuations) and elaborate title-page,
do nevertheless form a connected series, with the one
omission of the history of Gaul from the sack of Rome to
the conquest by Caesar which was of no import, as nam
.uemilius subsequently abandoned the Gauls altogether:);„
That they were so regarded by subsequent scholars is
-166-
indicated "by Duchesne's reference to De Rebus Gestis as
. having a Proemium on the antiquities of Gaul (Gallicam.




This plan gave ^emilius a firm groundwork for the
early period in his final version, which in parts follows
the MSG. very closely. The reflections in connection with-
the Mayors of the Talace on the danger of allowing ambition
■I. ,, 3
and faction to take root are copied from ; and in the
account of the deposition of Childeric the comments on the
difficulty entailed by the loyalty of the Drench to their
kingsjare ilmost verbally the same, and the speech of1
n\ Lt
Burchard of Visiburg is very similar though longer in •
Thus for this, part nerailius had only to adapt, not to
compose afresh. This might be thought to contribute at
least to the disproportionate space allotted to the two
first races. But this is a regular feature of the early
compendiums, and seems derived rather from the similar
1 Series .auctorum Omnium ciui de franco rum Historic...
scririeruirt (FarTs~1665), vol.XIII, pp. 156^7 .
2 P. XXV.R.




arrangement of the Great Chronicles (clue in turn to their
more abundant narrative sources for this part) than to <*ny
accidental circumstances of an individual writer.
aemilius moreover by no means repeats himself. The
jjeriod covered by the liSS. (extending not quite to the end
of Book o in the printed editions) has been redrafted, and
a considerable amount of material added. Also, while in
places abandoning some individual judgments running counter
Ti¬
to the Great Chronicles, he employs the fuller information
which he had acquired meanwhile to check their facts. Thus
the Great Chronicles by a slip call Griffo the eldest son
2-
of Charles Lartel. In P aemilius copies this, and builds
up an elaborate passage on it: in De Rebus Gestig he has
corrected the mistake.
Gallica ^.ntiquitas, presumably the first in date,
contains some interesting features which it is cause for
regret that ^emiliuscs did not pursue later, such as the
ethnographical and philological observations on early
peoples, the topographical notes, the comparative studies o
1 S ,pf. XI11.K,XIV.P., XXI .V-XXII ,H St (different
estimates of the character of Louis the Stammerer, and
of his two bastard sons).
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institutions, customs and superstitions, and tire treatment
of mythology as a source. But it is in general immature
and fumbling, the meagre content of narrative inflated by
long passages of fine writing and fine sentiment.
The works on Prankish France, closer in time and
subject, are also closer in treatment, and where they
differ the advantage id not always with the Be lie bus
Gestis. They are in most parts more full, which allows
opportunity for more leisurely explanation of causes and
effects, estimate of the value of conflicting sources and
specific statement of why one is preferred or the case left
undetermined, illustrative detail, and the sketching in of
a general background within which the narrative is firmly
sdt in its appropriate place. ^11± this makes not only lor
depth but also for intelligibility and consequently inteiest,
memilius in curtailing his texts has not always made
the choice which a modern reader or critic would wish, be
could for example have well spared the p space from many of
the orations, and even from some details on the Crusades,
to make room for the discussions of historical facts in
Prancorum Iiapcriura already alluded to; and there are a
number of crisp and usually well justified remarks on the
historical errors of others scattered throughout Pruneie
mntiouitas which give it an individual character lacking
in the formalised Be hebus Gestis.
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iiOxso«si , in the some way as in Galiica Inxiouitc-s ,
and to a greater degree, these works have a wider range
than the he Rebus Gestis. They are less strictly limited
to the conventional Humanist themes of politics and war,
and spread themselves on more general treatment of the
history of civilisation. The he Rebus Gestis has nothing
like the discussion of Spanish eminence in the arts and
sciences and of the Salic Law. Aemilius here cites a
wider range of sources than in the he Rebus Gestis.
Contrary to rhetorical practice, he sometimes includes
/
documents , such as the will of Charlemagne fwhich heJ T
says had never been consulted before, and had been shown
to him by the chancellor of the Emperor Frederick III, a
3
very zealous antiquarian?. Though he does not say that
y
terms of the alliance between Charlemagne ana Irene came
from a document, the formal language, very unlike the
literary style of the Humanists, suggest that it map have9
He also refers to the acts of the church of Hheims for the
1 F. XCVIII.V. This tribute map be contrasted with
Gaguinjs letter to Francois Ferrabouc (v. pP-I) as
illustration of the two authors' different attitude
tc European affairs' (on which v. pp.3«~7).




successor 01 Turpin, unci a sanction of §alixtus III which
mentions him, and± the edict of Charlemagne allowing the
Romans to choose what laws they pleased, which he says he
3
found in the abbey of St. Victor.
Monuments also are adduced as evidence. Besides a
number of passing allusions, probably literary in origin,
there is one specific reference to personal knowledge.
After relating what was "popularly rumoured" as to the fate
of Dagobert I, aemilius adds that he would.have feared to
commit this to writing if he had not himself seen the tomb,
very old and of very old marble, on which the scene was
represented. It is not & so plain that he intends to imply
that he himself visited Carloman's tomb, "still seen" in
b
his own age at Monte Cassino, or that reputed to be Turpin's
(as to which he is highly sceptical: 'A.s if there had not
been plenty of bishops before Charlemagne's time, who in
other wars might have been buried with similar rites...")
(s-
at nrles. Even more interestingly, he here sometimes speak
speaks of having carried out research on the spot where
1 Ibid. ?. XXI.R.
2 y , P. XII.R.
3 f) f P. XXVII.E."
4 Ibi^., P. X3iV.V.
5 Ibid. P. LXI.R.
t z?M. f. xxi.n..
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events took place. He mentions the inaccurate traditions
which he heard at I.una in connection with the Herman
4.
chieftan Birr, generally supposed to have been a Goth, and
makes some xniaxssdrk tantalisingly vagueremarks on his
investigations of the traces of the Prankish wars in
Venice and the unreliable memorials of them set up "by
2.
painters.'" He menalls a dispute in his own young days
between the ambassadors of the Emperor Frederick III and
S
Louis XI on what was Charlemagne's right to the ampire.
These points reveal Aemilius as a scholar of wider
interests and more conscientious diligence than could be
proved from the Be Rebus Gestis alone. The MSB. thus
enhance our confidence in the reliability of us the Be
Rebus Gestis ana cause us to give ^emilius the benefit of
the doubt when Hits wording is vague, and in general to
raise our sp± estimate of it as a work of serious and
scientific history beyond what it itself would have led
us to infer.
On the other hand, as against these undoubted losses,
there is a gain in the first place in competence of
presentation. The Be Rebus Gestis is better proportioned,
better arranged, better written. It is less diffuse and
1 8 , P. VII.R.
nl
2 I , P. V.V.
3 Ibid. P. XV.K2
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rhetoricalj the orations have been reduced in number and
length; and the whole narrative and exposition are acre
smooth, crisp and assured. The irrelevant has been pruned •
with the relevant, and the resultant effect is of
something less rich indeed but more perfect, a more
complete and 3elf-consistent whole.
Secondly, in the hSB. aenilius retained a considerable
bulk of fabulous matter, either from having not yet
digested and winnowed his material, or from a timidity in
the face of public opinion which he later"to seme extent
overcame. It is invariably introduced by one of the
traditional non-committ3.1 phrases, either the neutrals
"It is said", or something implying still greater doubt
<L~
("rumour relates", "as is the tale in literature"}, and
*et .v>
sometimes. t-hoy—as^a discussed in some detail, either to be
openly ancl courageously rejected, as in the cuse of the
legends of Charlemagne and Roland, or left ostensibly
unresolved by a cautious wording which makes ..emilius own
3
belief abundantly plain, as in tne case o~ inc. imipulla.
There is nothing amiss in all this, and where the rejections
are positive it could be defended as a useful blow struck
iI •
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against obscurantism. But it takes up valuable space
in a way which by implication gives these tales an imp
importance which they do not deservg; and the simpler
and bolder course of omission irom^De Rebus Gestis is
upon the whole more effective.
The RI3S. then would seem to represent a transitional
stage in aemilius1 development, when his intexest in
scientific scholarship was greater (or more openly
revealed) and his individual opinion mere free from
rhetorical conventions, but when his taste and judgment
had not yet acquired the maturity apparent in the Be
Rebus Bestis. On the relative value of the two sets of
books no dogmatic ruling can b® laid down, for it depends
on the preference of each reader for one style of
composition or another. Both in their different ways are
ably handled and generally successful. The nearest
approach to an assessment is perhaps that the BSS. show
the possibility in Aerailius of a trend which we would x
rather he had pursued and perfected; but that as we pa
possess them only in the fragmentary incoherence of a
technique still in process of evolution (which moreover
we have no pioof that he would ever have mastered thus
thoroughly or found goner-- D ly congenial) the Be hebus
Gestis in the serene grace of its completion and
-174-
harmony must "be held to represent a higher achievement.
(iii) The jjrinted editions. Prom the foundation
afforded "by these preliminary essays, aemilius proceeded
to the work which began to "be printed in instalments some
time in the second decade of the XVIth century, though he
was constantly revising it, so that we cannot be certain
that even in the form in which it has come down to us the
De Rebus Gestis (which moreover was not finished)
represents what would have been its ultimate form had
Aemilius lived longer.
■
Pour, or perhaps three^editions came out in Aemilius1
own lifetime, each with additional Books and minor
i! !
alterations, chiefly stylistic and touching the substance
very little. There are remarkably few additions, and even
some deletions.
A. 4 Books. Undated, but generally assumed to be
y 3d"
1517 and the princeps. In Bib. nat, Res. L 22 there
is ahote on the title-page in faded ink, in a small
informal hand: "aeditus ante ami 1516 nono cal m^-rtias
X.
(or e a ^Yjepist Rrasmi ad budaeu L 1 ep IS", aiid lover
in apparently the same hand: "emit antonius papilio anno
1
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1517 cal junii", and in capitals almost obliterated x±x by
lattice-work crosses: "aM'OHIUS PaPILIO aNN^'DO. /XDXV11
CaL I¥l\rIIS."
r ■> i 3 ^ 3
a"? Ie Long. Niceron'and Clement all list an edition
of 6 Books, undatedp Le Long dates it c. 1500, which, is
clearly wrong. He also describes it as extending down to
1223, which is circumstantial evidence, for it would agree
-7
with the conclusion of Book 5 in a. But they do not s<~y
where they found it or whether they have seen it themselvesj
and as the number of Books named in all these editions is
wholly untrustworthy owing to the practice of repeating the
title-page unchanged for new enlarged editions, it seems
possible that there may be some confusion7~\
j~> o
A°. 7 Books. The title-page says 4, o^btless through
repeating that of A. Undated, but usually dated 1520. x:rxx
13. M. SS3" 595. i . I.
k
a'. 9 Books, the title-page again saying 4. Bib. nut.
' ^' s
Res. T, 22a, (She Catalogue by a misprint s^ys 3 Books.)
3. 10 Books, dated 1539. Bk. 10 (1388-1466) was put
1 Bibliotheque historique de la l^runce. (Paris 1719), p.
361,
2 hempires, vol. XL, p. 63.
\
3 Bibliotheque curiause, vol, r, p. 62.
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together "by Aemilius' relative Daniel Zavarizsi from the
notes which he hud left. It also includes the Chronicon
* X
of Jean du fillet, a resume of the history of France in
tabular form from Pharamond down to 1539.
B was re^issued in 1544 (B1) and 1548 (]?"). It is
-a.
somewhat peculiar that the editor or publisher of 13,
which came out rather as a reprint than a fresh edition
15 years after Aemilius* death and 5 years after the
definitive edition, should have allowed himself to make not
o Lf
only alterations'* and omissions but even additions. That
these were not corrections of slips in B, discovered by
1 P. CCXLVIII.R.
2 On du Tillet, v. further pp.r.3^-7.
3 "liique Visigotthi dicti. Duobus enim potissimum
nominibtb iam inde antiquitus Gotthi dividebantur:
alteri Ostrogotthi ipsorum lingua: nostra orientales
Gotthi dicti alteri Visigotthi id est latina
interpretations occidentales Gotthi." (B: ■XI.L.),
"Hique ipsorum lingua Visigotthi, nostra in occidentem
vergentes Gotthi: qui «ero paulo post Italian tenuere,
Ostrogotthi, id est latina rursus interpretatione
in orientem tzergentes Gotthi dicti." (B*": III.R.).
4 "Bon temere iter ingressus" (B: RXIII.R) has disapp¬
eared from between the "euocatus, cum" which is all
that is left in 3A (XXII.V).
5 "hisit. Isque potestate" (B; XXXI.V). "...isit ut
Franci soluerentur iurisiurandi religione qua se
Childerico deuinxerant. Is Komam profectus, ac ad
. Pontificem maximum admissus, potestate" (B : XXXI.K).
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e ' .
suosequ^it knowledge (improbable in itself after such a
-lapse of time) is sho\vn by their not being isolated in B
*
-LI
but occurring consistently in this form in a. and A . The
changes are mostly unimportant and purely stylistic, but
occasionally they seem to represent some individual
<L
opinion or purpose'of the editor. Such a-degree of liberty-
taken with a- posthumous text is an interesting comment on
the high status enjoyed by the scholarly publishers of
the XVIth century.
after group A (editions Xisiad in aemilius' own
lifetime) copies of these editions become too numerous for
i-
reference to them to be necessary or even possible. 3,
representing nemilius' own ultimate version of the first
9 3ooks and all we have of his preparation for Book X09
has been adopted as standard, and references are to it
unless otherwise stated.
E£XX5aUygeS •XX&L^O'-XA'dkhov;J.adghcL Sourc&sA
1 "Pedes exosculatus" (B: $ XXXIII.h). "Pedes, ut
ferunt, exosculatus" (B1 jXXXIII .h), which is by-
no means the same thing.
2 Por a general list of the editions, v. appendix^
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2. Sources and method.
A. Sources. (i) Acknowledged Sources.
Cicero and St. Jerome for the origin of the Franks.
a.
Orosius for the conversion of the Eurgundians.
"Eishop Gregory" (sc. of Tours) for the treatment of
3
Roman prisoners "by the Lombards and,in conjunction with
if
Boccaccio,for estimate of the character of BrumechiId£.
"andreas the ilonk" for the lineage of 'Pepin, .the
i
^
office of chancellor,i the excommunication of Philippe I,h
_ g "
Henry Ii's claim to Toulouse, the expedition of Baudouin
9 /
of .mxerre to ask help for Jerusalem. This is .mdre du
Bois (Silvius) prior of liarchiennes, who in the early
Xixlth century wrote a chronicle De Successions Prancorum











Bede (verbatim) for prodigies before the battle of
h
Tours.
Paulus Diaconus for the defeat of a Prankish
a.
expedition by the Lombards, the symbolic adoption ox
3
Pepin by Liutprund.
"Bibliothecar&us Romanus" for Charlemagne's
expeditions to Italy. This is the fictitious "Anastasius",
supposed to have composed the Lives of the Popes which
were in fact the work of successive hands,
"i-mnonius11 for the remission of tribute from the
s~
Lombards by Clotnir II and (verbatim) for the fate of
Charles the Bald.^ This is Almoin, the Xth century monk
whose compilation, with its continuations, was the major
source for the early parts of the Great Chronicles,
-i S
Tacitus for canals in the Seine, Horse antiquities.
Liutprand of Ticino for the holy lance E±tctrxs
extorted by the Emperor Henry I from King Raoul.
1 P. XXVI11.K
2 F. YY T";j wv © x\ «
3 P. yyty v■/UllA « v »
4 -L Q XLIIII.R
5 j. q LVIII.R.
6 T1r •XX ,R.









Sigibert also for this episode, and for the first
d_
consecration of Pepin "by Boniface of Hainz. This is
Sigibert of C-embloux, the Xllth century monk v;hose
universal chronicle with its continuations was the
foundation of many late-mediaeval compilations,
Yvo "bishop of Chartres for the excommunication of
Philippe I, the coronation of Louis VI elsewhere than at
3
Rhe.ims,
Aemilius Probus and Justinian's law-books for the
W"
institution of scribes in Rome,
Otto of Freising for the lance extorted by Henry
«T ' <=
from Raoul, the career of Robert G-uiscard, the numbers in.
Is s S
the First Crusade, Abelard, Porre and St, Bernard,
9






4 F. T YY "P—'t. © - - o
R TAJ? « LXII.V.
6 F. IXVII.V




9 -nX o LXXXVI
xu V«rlJ.Cil
8 a Ivos
F. 2CVII.V. For the two letters fro
passages are very closely drawn, V.
LXXXTVf, CLXXXIX (PLC, vob", CITR,,Paris 185
cols, 105-6, i<?-3-£k (^qlxsT)
081-
• "2.
ox Jerusalem, the grant to the Venetians, the name of
3 if o~
Cairo, the iiamelukes, the fate of 3arbaros.su, the ctaszrr
a
description of Egypt.
Baldricus "bishop of Dol for the saints seen in the
"battle outside .antioch? Baldricus was a contemporary
historian of the First Crusade.
"Geoffrey, a contemporary jjsc. Xllth century"^ author"
for the succession to the church of Bourges. Galfridus
prior of Yigeois wrote a chronicle of Limousin in
continuation to that of Ademar de Chabannes. The succession
of Pierre Esserouard is mentioned here, but without the
detail given in the Be Eebus C-estis. It also occurs in














9 Chap. XLIX, ed. Ph. I,abbe' (Xovae Biblxcthecae
Xanuscriptorum Librorum, Paris 1657), vol„__, P< 305.
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■L
■ "Robert the Abbot" for Henry II.'s claim to Toulouse^
and recommendation of the Portuguese match to
■2,
Philippe of Plunders.• This is Robert de Torigni, the
\
contir.uator of both Sigibert and Guillaume de Jumieges.
"The Abbot Uspergensis" (elsewhere Auspergensis) for
3
a justification- of Frederick II, the original name of the
if
Phanciscans, This is the Chronic on Uspergense, composed
in the Xll/'-XIIIth centuries by abbots Burchara and Conrad.
"Stephen" for the derivation of the name of the
3"
Saracens. This is Stephen of Byzantium, author of a
geographical compilation entitled TTefn DcAeuW-
Kilermus (orWilliam) bishop of-Tournai for the
' * <>
treaty between Philippe II ana and Baudouin of Flanders,
~7
the quarrel between Philippe IV and Boniface VIII.
<3
Pliny and John of Hungary for the Scythians, and
<■]










F . C-'ojV .7 v
F. CXXXI.R.
F. CXLVI.V.





archdeacon of Kikullevv, general vicar of Strigonia in
Ainmianus karcellinus for the Salii (in connection
3
with the Salic Law).
Baldus (the famous lawyer), Johannes lignanus, the
ahhot of Saint-Vaast, Froissart, "those who wrote the
lives of the popes'" (presumably Platina, since the Liber
Pontificalis does not reach this period), letters of a
precentor of the Church of Paris, Anthony bishop of
.Florence (Antoninus of Florence, author of a highly
popular mid-XVth century compilation, based largely on
if
Aretino), for the Schism.
Pius II for the three armies of the Lmperor Henry¬
s' &
VII, the vision of Charles IV.
1 Prologue to Pt. 5 of his Chronicon Hur.garorum.
(Rerum Hungari carum Scriptores, -Pru.nhxurt>. heirs of
Andreas V'echelus, Frankfurt 1600), p. 93.
2 F. CLXVI.R.





To tliis list Book 10 (presumably in this respect the
•work of nemilius, a3 Zavarizzi is unlikely to have sought
after fresh sources) adds: Commines for the casualties
A
at Monti'heryf^the Cardinal of Pavia, whose testimony it
prefers to his for the attitude of Charles the hash towards
the Roman legate. It also cites Fius II for the bishops
^ 3
imposed on Liege by the rival popes, and ^ntoninus of
Florence for Jeanne Dare and the Council of Florence.
In addition to giving these specific names (creditable
in number compared with other Humanists), aemilius refers
to other sources in the more usual imprecise way.
"The writers of ohis people" (sc. the Burgundians)
6
for Clotildis' intercession tor her country, the
'7
division of Burgundy.
"The Greek authors" for the Iconoclasts Leo and










the Eastern Empire and not ill informed. In the preface
to Galiiea Antiquitas he speaks of delaying publication
till he had had the opportunity of looking up some things
in Greek sources (which were affording him more material
than the Latin) as to which he did not sufficiently trust
1
the translators (interpretibus). This implication that h
knew Greek would receive confirmation from the reference
already given to Stephen of Byzantium if we did not know-
that in the Kiddle Ages Stephen was much more widely
quoted than read; people gave on his authority statements
which are not in fact to be found' in his text.
3
"The Gascon annals" for Roncevaux, an expedition
, 0 . H-to Spain.
"The annals of Prance" for Charlemagne's expeditions
<
to Italy, the speech of the legate to the troops about to
(s
engage Pedro of aragon, the quarrel of Philippe IV and
1 cC » F. III.V.
2 Preface of Abraham Berkeley in ed, Kolstein and
Dindorf,(4 vols. Leipzig 1825)» vol. I, p. xii.
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Boniface VIII, the division of Burgundy. This is xzas
presumably the Great Chronicles in s.ome form, Latin or
vernacular. It is not clear whether, it should be taken to
include the sources of the Great Chronicles. There are a
number of small variants which might have coxae from these, •
but which hardly seem to justify their inclusion as distinct
sources. Book 10 also cites the annals of Prance for the
2
death of Charles the Bad of Navarre, the prowess of the
u
English archers at "Africa", embassies from Spain and
b
Hungary to Charles VI.
"The Norman historians" for the marrAige of Hollo
b
. . -»
ana Gille, the defeat of Henri I in Normandy, the batile
.5
of Hastings (coupled with "the Banish annals"). The
third instance suggests that aemilius was refei'ring to
Ordericus Vitulis or Guillaume de Poitiers rather than
N
his more usual source Guilluune de Jumieges, who does not




r F . cevrtu ,v.
b4 I7*a- « EX.V.
i & rn o IX v i j. . Xl .
"T?A- « LXIX.R.
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include the detail of the feigned flight o£ the Koreans
luring the English from their position. But .aemilius
.could have added this from William of Malmesbury. This
vague type of description, however, would not bind him to
mean always the same author by the same phrase.
The "German" or "Imperialist" writers for Henry V's
±.
Italian expedition, the marriage of Henry VI and Constance
-a
of Sicily, the wars of ilanfred and Charles of ^njou
3
(coupled with the variant version of the Florentines), the
recall by Lewis IV of the vicariate which he had granted
U*
to Edward III, A whole body of German monastic bur semi¬
official annals supported the cause of the Emperors, ana
almost any could be responsible for most of the statements
attributed to them here. The probability is that
Aemilius used,jone of those with which we know him to have
been familiar; but he may have gone further afield.
"The Hungarian historians" for the passage of the
o~
members of the Second Crusade through Hungary. The
A
h "historians" here are certainly John of Thvrocz aggin,









a' good example of the looseness of citation mentioned
above in connection with the horman sources.
2_
"The Breton authors" for the name of Pierre Rauclerc.
■rt. -2-
"The Dauphiois annals" for the vision of Charles IV.
/i
(ii) Unacknowledged Sources. The authors v;hom
Aemilius used- withoutnaming them at all are of course
still more difficult to trace, and here the problem is of
greater scope than in the case of Gaguin, whose professed
sources cover* his narrative except for some minor joints
of detail. Aemilius on the contrary has long and
important passages for which he gives no authority, and
to identify them all would be a vast if not impossible task.
Gervase of Tilbury for the quotation from St,
Jerome on the Pranks?
^retino for the effect of Roman greatness on the
q
surrounding nations?
j-.do of Vienne for the pretext of the ^nglo-Saxons
that the Britons had not paid them their stipulated










The Chronicle of Brabant for the speech of the
■i
•Reustriun exiles asking to return, trevotio^ ox—trre
OtruTf-hi, the ejection of Eucherius of Orleans ana
Li
Robert of Eheims from their.sees by Charles Liartel, the .
sending of Puldradus bishop of Saint-Denis to his tomb
by Eucherius?
John of Ypres for the finding of a snake there
4*5
instead of the body, a detail in the genealogy of tne
6
counts of Champagne (other-wise from Sigibert), the fall
of the walls of "avallon" (Antoninus of Florence, a more
probable source in himself, mentions the incident but not
the name), the errotL that the first revolt against Louis
%
IX was led by his uncle Philippe count of Boulogne ;-
Einhard for the proverb of the Eastern Emperors:
•?
"Have the Prank ab a friend, but not as neighbour", the
§o
form Cephalenia for Cephalonia?
.XXIIII .R,
Rix F. XXXI.R,
i 4 ' 2. Ibid.
^ if <- Ibid .
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Reginon for the murder of Godfrey of Denmark, the
charge against the wife of the Emperor arnulf?
William of Iialmesbury for the suspicion that Robert
le Liable poisoned his brother^ (the penance of Foulques
of Anjou,) the French king's guardianship of William of
31/ l<"
llormandy,-*3aftd<^.n of Flanders as brother-in-law of
Philippe I, the persecution of the count of ^quitaine by
g Cf
Geoffrey Hartel, and the heirs of Geoffrey, the
10
unpopularity oc£ Harold before Hastings, the feigned
i<
flight of the TTormans there, the Biblical, quotation of
iz
Henry V to Gelasius II? The origin of the last episode
1 pasisim, particularly
2 F. LVIII .R.
3 j} © LIX .K.
4 F. LXVI.R.
5 F. LXVI.V.
6 F • LXVIIjjfcf.R.
7 ■pj., o LXVII.V.
8 "Pa. a LXVI II ,R.
9 1?i' • LXIX.R.
10 *17*x o LXVIII.V.
11 F. LXIX.R.
\7- F> X'cl'K.. /C
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would appear to "be an account, which has not survived, of
Henry's Italian expedition by David Scot bishop of Bangor.
4 .
X
But as it wan accessible to William of Lialmesbury, it
might still also have been to aemilsus. The attribution
n
is also to be found in Ekkehard of aurachs.
A 3
Ordericus Vitalis for the foundation of Citeaux
(though there are many variant accounts of this, and
Aemilius' version cannot be absolutely identified with
any), William I's troubles with Idalcolm of Scotland and
it r
the Danes, his administrative and ecclesiastical reforms,
b
and the strange episode at his burial?
Probably the Chronicon Comitum Flandrensium for the
7
details on Flemish history, the murder of Charles ox
Flanders and the fate of the perpetrators (perhaps in
1 De Gestis Re~nm ---nrl nniru, nk. 5, chap, ccccxx, ed .
Stubbs (KS, 2 vols. London 1S87-S), vol. II, p. 499.
2 Chronicon Universale , grc£yxftax£zxfc£££y ( PLCJf , vo1. 61IV




6 F. LHX.V. V. Note 1 at end of chapter.
7 Passim, particularly Ff. LXX.R, CXVIII,E,V.
8 Ff. C.V-CIII.R. V. Note 2 at end of chapter.
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conjunction with, the vernacular annales de Plandre).
Philippe van artevelat himself, not his companion,
refusing attention to his wounds, the Prench burning the
ships in the harbour of Damme for fear they should fall
•1.
into the enemies' hands.
Suger for the doubtful reading socer in the story of
3
the murder of Guy of la Roche-Guyon, Laon instead of
Royon (like the Great Chronicles) for the scene of the
if
ravages of Thomas de JIarle?
Guillauxne de Rangis for the councils held by
5" s . .
Eugenius xll at Paris and Rheims, abelard's application to
Gilbert Porre of : "Durn proximus arderet Ucalegon the
proposal of the Crusaders to give Damascus to Thierri of
1 r v
Flanders, the marriage of Agnes daughter of Louis VII to
1 P. CCXII.E.
2 P. CXXXIII.R.
3 P. XCVIII.R. The ESS. of Suger are inconsistent,
all giving first socer and later gener. V. ed. of







the Eastern Emperor, Philippejll' s "bigamous wife as liaria
of "Koravia", the marriage of Renaud de Bammartin to the
"5
daugnter of Guillaume count of Boulogne, the correct
version that Thibaut of Champagne "became Icing of Uavarre
a
through the death of his mother and uncle (where the Great
'Chronicles say "brother"), the Turks restoring only 400
prisoners to Louis IX after the treaty?
The continuators of Guillaume de nangis for the
marriage alliance involved in the treaty between Frederick
of Sicily and Charles of anjou^(not mentioned by Biondo,
who gives the treaty itself), the making of apamea an
~i
episcopal see by Boniface VIII, the succession of Eudes
-9
of Burgundy to Robert of Artftis$
The anciennes Chroniques de Flandres for Louis IX
sailing from Marseille, where the Great Chronicles have,





5 f. cxi, ix .v.
6 f. clxxi .r .
a f . clxxi i .r .
8 p. clxxiii.r.
^ '•",1? pyr t r -r ^ * •
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The continuator of Geraud de Frachet for the list of
I ^Philippell II' s children by his two wives?
Almost certainly Villani for details and variants on
the battle in which Pedro of Aragon met his death (his
<2-
having 500 cavalry in ambush, where the Great Chronicles
3
say 400, the debate among the French, on hearing of it, the
speech of thr Oonstable Raoul, Pedro's restitution of the
5'
Balearic Isles by his will), the story of Ugolino ana the
(?
prophecy of his friend, the siege of Catenzanum by Charles
of Anjou, the death of the daughter of the count of
9 ' _
Flanders in French captivity, the return of Pnilippe oi
7
Flanders from Apulia to help his fellow-countrymen, tne






6 F. CIX/I .V.
7 F. CLXVII.R*
8 F. CLXIX,R.
9 F . CI,XXI .R .
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h_
Clement V, the coronation of the Emperor Henry VII at
^ 3 „
Epiphany 1311, the siege of Cumhrai "by Edward li





des Fay-Bas for the French spurs found at Coutrai,. Y/awrin
b
for the dispute "between the dying Talbot and his son,
Basin for Fius II*s support of the dauphin Louis' request
to go on Crusadej and almost certainly Platina for^the
excommunication of Ladislas of Haples and investiture of
7 /:
Louis of Anjou as king^of Sicily, (the defeat of the
3 \
Emperor Rupert in Italy by Gian Galeazzo Visconti,J the
'0 e
death of Alexander-V x "at Bologna", the influnce ofA
U
Baldassare Cossa in the election of Sigismund as Emperor,




4 Collection de Shroniques Selges inedites, ed. Smet,
vol. III.
5 F. CCXII.K.








Schism, Italian affairs, the Council of Mantua, the gift
if
of Savona in fief to Francesco Sforzaby Louis XI, the
b
defeat of Jean of Calabria.
The dubiousness of most of these attributions is
plain. Only perhaps Guillaume de Jumieges, and the
Chronicon Comitum Flandrensium can be regarded as actually-
established, though probability amounts almost to proof
in the case of Platina, Grdericus Vitalis and Guillaume de
Langis. In regard to the others, nothing more can be
affirmed with safety than that the facts in question are
recorded in the authors named, and that there is no
inherent impossibility in Aemilius having found them there.
One unacknowledged source has been omitted from the
list, both because the instances would be too numerous ana
because their very number renders the neglrct (or deliberate
refusal) to make any mention of it extremely striking and
requires a treatment, more full than is possible or
appropriate in this context. It will be dealt with when
the method of the Le Rebus Gestis is under discussion. This
1 Ff. CCXXII .R-CCXXI11 .R, CCXXVI .V,CCXXVIII .7.
2 «3X F. CCXXXI.V.
3 F. CCXXXII.V.
4 F. CCXXLIII .37.
5 Ibid.
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oraission is Flavio Biondo, upon whom .aemilius not only
drev; to an infinitely greater extent than any other
individual author (the Great Chronicles were on rather a
different footing) hut positively based the bulk of his
narrative not directly concerned with France, which, as
will be seen, was a considerable proportion. It is
typical of,the Humanist attitude to Biondo that Aemilius
should not so much as acknowledge a debt of th£s£ vast
dimensions. In Pruneie antiquitag he pays a single
inadequate tribute to him as "the most careful of the
l
modern authors." In the Be Rebus Gestis even this has
been suppressed.
A final word may be said on the principles on which
this analysis of hxx the unacknowledged sources of
Aemilius has been based, (a) Hothing has been included
which occurs in any author whom aemilius cites elsewhere
and who has therefore been mentioned already among the
acknowledged sources, even, when the relation is as
disproportionate and unexpected as for example his
repeated use of Proissart for major narrative pc-ss^ges,
and his single reference to him by name for (of all
thiggs) the Schism.
1 (b , p. XXIV.V.
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(b} hhere two or more authorities exist for a s±
statement, of which one is either professed or otherwise
established as familiar to xemilius, and the others are
not, it has usually "been preferred, though in some du
doubtful cases an alternative has been offered. This
clearly could be incorrect and misleading, as nothing
prevents the statement having been found in another
source', even though it also occurs in one which was
habitual. It would be difficult to say whether Sigibert
of Gembloux, Otto of Freising or even the Chronicle of
"r.-.bant is responsible for the letter from the Rmperor
Henry, IV to Philippe I imploring help against his son,
and the quotation from Lucan which it contains. Hut
where positive evidence is lacking, it has seemed best to
make the assumption suggested by inherent probability.
The rumour that Robert le Liable poisoned his brother is
mentioned by x± Antoninus of Florence, billiam of
Halmesbury, and the Chronicon Turonense. ^emilius used
Antoninus freely; he probably used V.illiam; for the
Chronicon there seems only the similar doubtful case of





Robert three days after the ceremony, which occurs also
in Sigibert. ITo one can prove that that the incident did
not come from William or the Chronicon; but evexy one
will feel the likelihood that it comes from nntninus.
A
(c) Where this distinction does not exist, and the
sources stand more or less on an equal footing, the later
has usually been preferred to the earlier. Sometimes
again however an alternative has been given, and an
exception must also bexnx made where Aemilius' own sources
of election are involved, a reference from Biondo or (in
seme connections) from the Great Chronicles would have a
prima facie though not conclusive case in its favour, even
if earlier in date. The reasons for this perhaps cynical
canon will be apparent when ^emilius' treatment of his
sources is discussed.
(iii) Pistribution of Sources. (a) The majority
of the sources listed above are strictly narrative in
character and adduced as evidence for ordinary historical
facts. (b) In the 1ISS. Aemilius, as has been seen,
occasionly quotes documents. But in the Pe Rebus' C-estis
he conceals whatever use he may have made of them in the
customary manner by fusing them in the text. On the one
-200G
occasion where he appears to quote a document (the grant
of privileges in the kingdom of Jerusalem to the
±
Venetians) he is careful to inform us that his authority
is a narrative source.
(c) Personal knowledge has little relevance here.
Aemilius did. not bring the work down to his own period,
and even his notes barely reach the time of his arrival
in Prance. Moreover, a direct source of this kind would
be the least likely to be included in h compressed notes,
taken from books to which the author may not again have
access j he would trust to his memory for this, ana tend
(
to adcjit at a later stage in the composition. Zavarizzi
seems to follow his written texts closely, and we may
assume that he did not go far outside them, as the
editor of a French history, to be published in Paris, t|he
may be presumed to have been in Prance at the time; but
he does not state specifically in his I\Tote to the Pleader
that he was. The only cases which seem possibly to
belong to this category are the details on the fall of
a.
Constantinople, the subsequent account of Turkish affairs
(though some of this may come from Commines), the tv;oJl?J^
1 P. C .V.
2 P. CCXXMII.R. Contemporaries of this could have bee
still alive to give ^.emilius an account of it.
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<L
on the first years of the reign of Charles VIII, unless,
as is very possible, Aemilius or Zavarizzi made use of
G&guin.
(d) .among literary sources we may include the
classical texts, using the term very broadly, to cover
what may be termed Christian antiquity, such as Jerome
and the Institutes. These are largely historical in
themselves, but Aemilius draws on them less for their
historical facts than for their digressions into the
general history of civilisation (ethnography, social
institutions, iSk culture) f. Stephen of Byzantium $ might
be given on similar grounds, for more recent times, there'
are the letters of Yvo o£ Chartres (if aemilius read them
as such, and did not merely find the substance in a
compendium), Baldus and Lignanus, Boccaccio, and the
speech of aegidius Romanus on the coronation of Rhilippe
1
IV (if genuine, not a mere rhetorical exercise). This is
a surprisingly poor yield, considering the generally
literary character of the I)e Rebus C-estis. But the use
of these literary sources is by its nature general and
vague and therefore "likely to be diffused and concealed.
The Be Rebus Gestis, like the works of all the more
1 CCXLVI .K-CCXIjVIII .R „
2 Ff .- CLXIIII .V-CLXV.V.
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scholarly Humanists, was based on a background of literary
culture which, enriches (and sometimes discolours) it by a
process whose individual components we often cannot
s±KKi: detect, and of which aemilius himself x±±k kks in
his long familiarity with his material may not always have
been aware.
(e) General knowledge is similarly difficult to
identify. A number of Aemilius' scattered remarks on the
history and customs of early peoples, the growth of
institutions, and religious affairs and topography, mighx
be the product of general reading; but it would be rash to
claim that no specific source could be found for any
individual item. The detailed account of Abelard's
unorthodox opinions would for instance naturally be
grouped here; but in fact it comes direct from ^.ntoninus of
Florence, who took it from St. Bernard. The mediaeval
epitomes did not keep very stictly to their subject, and
much general knowledge was included in them incidentally,
whether for pupposes of illustration, edification or
merely entertainment; and later writers, even of the more
cultivated kind, drew on them for this more than might
at first be apparent.
1 F. CVI.V.
2 Historiae, Bk. XVII (Lyon, 1543), F. CLXXIX.V.
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(f) There seems no tra.ce of -n.emilius having
anywhere made use of popular tradition, and this is
precisely what might have "been expected, .as a Humanist
he would despise it as vulgar and inartistic, and as a
serious historian he would distrust its reliability, and
quite rightly, since the limitations of his equipment arid
the historical science of his age did not allow him to
disengage what foundation of fact might lie beneath the
accumulated superstructure of distortion and fable, nor
(even where they were wholly groundless) to appreciate
their value as contributions to the history of society and
beliefs. In the he had made use in this way of
peoples' mythological explanations of their origins. But
this was sanctioned by his classical models; and moreover
it concerned the remote past, xhxn as to which legend had
crystallised into something of respectability, and was
th&s not quite the same thing as legend still in the crude
process of evolution out of contemporary rumour and
superstition.
(g) j.t the other end of the scale, where history
became too scholarly instead of not scolarly enough, the
A
De Rebus Gestis contains nothing drawn (at least avowedly)
from monuments and archaeological remains, ^emilius
doubtless feared the contamination of any supposed
-804-
association with the Gr^asdust school of Monuo, although
this attitude was not quite universal among Humanists/;
Tolydor© Vergil, Pontano and Kucellai openly showed an
interest in archaeology. In the iiSS., as has been seen,
nemilius himself had been less narrow-minded.
3. This list of authorities, acknowledged
and unacknowledged, direct and indirect, would be extremely
impressive if we could feel confident that aemiliud had
studied or even consulted them all. But, as in the case
Gaguin, such an assumption would be highly imprudent.
Aemilius read siore widely than Gaguin and made a better
use of what he read; but we have no reason to suppose that
he would have been any more scrupulous than other meaiaevul
or Humanist authors over citing the primary source which
he himself had seen only in a secondary one.
Vor example, he cites the "Bibliothecurius homanus"
as showing that Charlemagne only came twice to Italy. H'ow,
there is nothing to prevent his having looked at the Hl-ve-S
of—the. Popes; it was a popular boolc, and there are several
other passages for which he may have used it. nut in this
particular case he has clearly gone no further than ionuo,
who introduces the s«ae quotation to support the some
.-205-
±.
point, and uses almost identical words ("In ^.driani vita
non modo diligens, sed prope exuberans") to those of
Aemilius ("Himius prope in recensendis illius aetatis if
Caroli Magni rebus") in stressing the exhaustiveness of
the work.- Again, aemilius1 quotation on the Pranks from
- xno
St. Jerome is also used by C-ervase of Tilbury. .n.emilius
never mentions Gervase, but he may well have used him. I
any case, the Life of St. Hilarion from which the passage
is drawn, was obviously available to other compilers, or
(as is still more probable) this particular quotation was
bandied about by those dealing with the origin of the Pra
It is this characteristic which makes it perhaps not
unduly uncharitable to lay down the rule given above; tha
on the whole a later source is to be preferred to an
earlier. This later source was a great deal more likely
to be easily accessible, and also had the required
information already assembled and sorted, so that the
historian did not have to expend labour and judgment on
prolonged researches, an occupation congenial only to the
Ilistoriae ab Inclinato Romano ImperiOj Decade 2, 3k.
f (proioen, jja'sel 1531) , p. 15fh
De Otiis Imperialibus, Tit, 2, chap. X, ed,





pure scolar, not to the scholarly man of letters, '..hen
A
an-author is named, or (still more) used without "being
named, a considerable number of times, v/e may assume that
aemilius actually handled his works, whether he mc.de a
thorough study of them or not; one or two references leave
the question undecided, to be judged by internal evidence
or general canons of probability. On this basis, a rough
estimate may be made of •n.emilius' choice of sources.
After the Saint-Denis Chronicles and Biondo, both on
a footing rather different from any- others, and Commines
for Book 10, for which we cannot be sure how far aemilius
himself was responsible, the authors whom he uses by-
preference are Antoninus of Florence and Sigibert of
Gembloux (possibly with some expansion from the Caroiingian
annals on which Sigibert is largely based), and then, to -
much lesser degree, Guillaume de hangis, Villani, Froissart,
and, in rather a different way (each for its special p
purpose, and therefore extensively in certain parts but
not regularly throughout) William of Tyre and the Flemish
and Norman chronicles. £11 these except Villani and
Froissart, and to some extent the Normans, ~re in the
nature of compilations, made at a greater or lesser length
of time after the event, and therefore entailing greater
or lesser possibilities of corruption, either deliberate
or accidental.
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Nevertheless,when these deductions have been made foam
the merits of Aemilius with regard to his sources, these
merits remain genuine and considerable. Apart from his
V
preponderant dependence on narratives (which would now cause
his method to be regarded as incomj^te, to say the least), he
conceived the broad treatment of his material on lines which
were almost modern. He did not, like Gaguin, make an abstract
of one source and then fill in gaps from a few others, he
began by reading everything which he could lay hands upon
t
bearing even remotely on his subject, and having done so made
his own individual choice out of the accumulated material on
some principles of weight of testimony, general probability,
importance, interest, x dramatic quality, or use in telling
on his side in some question, We may not always agree with him
I
as to his inclusions and exclus^nsj but they were at least
deliberate, not imposed' upon him by lack of any other version.
He was using his own mind selectively in what was a seasonably
wide field. ■
This is not to say that he did not found the bulk of his
straightforward narrative as to France itself on the Saint-
Denis Chronicles. The inevitability of this in the
circumstances has already been dealt with in discussing
Gaguin. But as he gradually collected his wider material,
he altered, amplified and excised, until the original source,
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though still very properly remaining central, is no longer
exclusive or even dominant "but falls into place as one
among many, to be judged by the same canons and checked
hty; by them as they by it, instead of being the infallible
Gospel, the norm by which the truth of others was to be
judged.
in fact the whole handling of the Great Chronicles
could hardly be improved upon, given the circumstances in
which Aemilius was writing. Naturally, he copies them
more uncritically than a modern historian would, and
sometimes follows them into slips from which consultation
of even their direct sources would have saved him. He
speaks of the domestic conspiracy against Henry I being
<L
headed by his chamberlain Ugo. The Great Chronicles
a
refer to his chamberlain, and separately later to a very
intimate servant Hues. But the HSS. of Suger put only
H., except one which has Henricus, and only the Great
3
Chronicles call him Hugh.
Yet the adhesion of ^emilius is never blind. He
corrects their facts from other sources, as the length of
1 P. C .R.
2 Louis VI, chap. XIV; vol. V, p. 219.
5 Ybid, n.6.
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the reigns, of Lothaire una Louis le Faineant from Sigibert,
although these emendations are sometimes in error, as in
the change of the n&ixe of the Constable Raoul de ITesle
i
into Arnulphus, a slip which may have been derived from
Gaguin. He gives different versions of episodes or
interprets them differently, adds a mass of material from
both French and foreign sources, modifies-the national
attitude of the Great. Chronicles, from his aurope^n•A
standpoint/in the later parts', softens their crudity and
credulity by omission of the more fabulous and trifling
matter, and prunes their more irrelevant redundancies. He
has in fact very we11 achieved the purpose of the more
serious Humanists to adduce reason and order into tneir
primitive material.
.The extent to which he makes use of Bionao is rather
a different matter. There was nothing of the same
necessity for it, for Biondo was neither the official
authority for any nation nor the only source for geneial
European history. Even admitting aemilius'Somewhat
doubtful assumption that the history of France involved




prevented his' drawing as much, or almost as much, on this'
subject from mediaeval and late-mediaeval compilations
like Sigibert and antoninus of Florence, in combination
with the contemporary historians of each country such as
Bede, Villani and the Carolingian annals, all of which
were perfectly accessible to him. But it is plain that
he placed more reliance on Bionao than on any of these,
or else had a not unnatural preference for an author in
whose work the maximum number of facts was assembled
conveniently and attractively.
Whatever the reason, the amount he has taken from
him bears no proportion to that from any other source.
And not only are the extracts continual and prolonged;
they are verbally extraordinarily close, especially for
the early period, a few parallel passages may be given
as examples.
AEHILIUS. B101010
jfc,p. 270 "pecunijs avar^e
et semper ante inimicae
genti...urbem expilare."• • •
IIavarae superbaeque genti
p. 271. "viro indigere."




pp. 8,9. "Compulsus in
Po.esults.num montem hts.do.gc.su3,
inops consilij et cibi...




p. 12. "a barbaris petitae
pacis spem facientibus
illusus."
Occasionally also Aemilius uses Biondo's turn of phrase
with, a slight alteration of substance or implication, a
clear indication that the resemblance comes from actual
verbal copying, not any coincidence of subject. In
rtf-
describing how the ^sturians and Ca$.ubrians alone of the
Spaniards avoided conquest by the Saracens ('""iota hispania
in ditionem Saracenorum venit, praeter .-xstures et Cantabros,
qui mortalium ultimi in homanorum ditionem venerant, &
novissimi ab eis defecerant; <2 cum Visigotthi Hispanis
iura darent, nunquam imperata fecera, semper suis legibus
usi"), he has taken up Biondo's verbal antithesis
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ASmlLIUS .
P. II.V. " £hadagasus^j in
Paesuianorum montium
vertices compulsus: dum
omnium rerum inops, suis
clam desertis...milites
eius incruenta victoria sxnii:
capti, & ut vilissimum
pecus venundati."
r-





( " .. .ceperunt, Cantabris Austribusque exceptis; qui sicut
ultirai fuerunt in omni terra Hispania, quos declinans
axnisit Romanum imperium, et postea se a Visigothorum iugo
■1
liberos seruauerunt...)5 but whereas Biondo, as a
patriotic Italian and an enthusiast for Rome, rather
stresses the pertinacity of the Canta'orians and ^sturians
in loyalty to the Empire, aemilius, writing as the official
historian of Prance, and under the influence ox the
chronicles whose business it was to exalt the barbarian
tribes from whom the new nations of Europe had arisen,
turns this into the endurance of their resistance to
conquest by Rome.
Aemilius has no echoes from other writers to anything
like this extent. Once or twice he quotes verbatim (Rede
•2.
for the prodigies before Tours, .^imoin for the fate of
Charles the Bald). There is good reason to believe that
he found both of these elsewhere; but we cannot be sure.
In a few; places he keeps close to his favourite authors,
for instance to antoninus of Plorer.ce (himself citing
Sigibert) for Charles the Bald creating 33oso king of
Provence, "so that he might seem to give laws to kings
if
also", and the odd episode of the Saracen Characux and his






advice. But in the main where he borrows a fact or idea
he dresses it afresh in his own words, ana sometimes
slightly alters its implications, as in his version of
Aretino's reflections on the effect of the homan Umpire
on the surrounding nations.
Of course when an event occurs in a number of sources
(as the majority of events do) it is difficult to be
certain as to its origin; and in the case of the Italian
authors upon whom aemilius drew so much, it is sometimes
impossible in the absence of some outside clue (for
example, an earlier writer obviously cannot have borrowed
from a later or been responsible for narrating something
after his own period). Stemming from Villani and his







Platina Antoninus of Florence
each member of which copied his predecessor with a
,fidelity which extended on occasion even' to reproducing
his blunders; and we have some reason to believe that
i.emilius had at least looked at them all. The evidence
is weakest for Aretino. But general probability is




strongly in favour of his having done so. aretino was
highly popular with the Humanists, and the surprising
thing is that aemilius should not name him, lor he was an
authority who would have commanded respect. But that
Biondo's history was his primary source is established
almost beyond-doubt not only by the extent and consistency
of the use he makes of it, his general preference for it
even over sources v/hich he otherwise trusted, and the
verbal echoes already quoted, but by the way in which one
fact follows another in the same order, always one of the
most significant indications of copying. This is
especially so in the earlier parts, where the agreement
is almost sentence by sentence.
This addiction to Biondo is undeniably a lapse from
Aemilius' otherwise excellent "Hullius in verba" principle
in regard to his sources. But three points must be taken
into account in judging it.
In the first place, the dependence, though excessive,
is not slavish. Aemilius does not treat- Biondo as
infallible either in accuracy or in opinion. lie frequently
gives a different version, rightly or wrongly, as to facts
or episodes. He ■jivos the ordinary account of ^rnulf ^.s the
rL




BiondolS odd "quidam obscurissimo loco natus". On the
e
other hand, Biondo is right that Frederik II was crowned
A
a
at liainz; aesiilius has followed the Chronicon Uspergense
into saying aix. Biondo is exceedingly severe on the
treason of Stilicho ("dignnm iustissimamque...de
scelestissimo ultionem.. .qui iuxta Orosij uerba, ut unuia
puerura purpuram indueret, totius generis humani s^nguinem
dedit..."); aemilius, without palliating his guilt,
speaks of the "bloody salary "= which he received from
Valentinian for his probably prudent handling of hi3
allies, and treats the charge of aspiring to the tyranny
as a mere pretext. Once at least he distinctly contro¬
verts him, though not by name. • The Lmperor Conrad was the
son of Frederick II by Constance daughter of the king of
Castile, not Yolande daughter of John of Brienne, "as
b '7 c , .
some say". The "some" include 3iondo. ^ vv/-s\j<.w>C
1 Historiae^ Dec. 2, Bk. II; p. 176.
2 Ibid. 3k. VI; p. 274.
3 7. CCXXXII.R.
4 Historiae, Dec. 1, Bk. I; p. 10.
5 7. IIII ,hf*; "Cruenta merces...eum -ppetitae tyrannidis
insimulans."
6 7. CL.B.
7 Historiae, Dec. 2, Bk. VII; p. 296.
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the Snx±kKSEXE facts related are in substance the Scuae,
interpretation of them has been altered through a different
point of view. In the account of the disastrous Fifth
Crusade, Biondo's hostility to John of Brienne is
replaced by the less Guelji Aemilius' hostility to the
f.
Fapal Legate.
In these cases, ^emilius may give preference to
another author or introduce some variant of his own. He
3
says that the Lombard .uistulf was killed by a boar; Biondo
that he was seized with apoplexy while hunting; the Great
Chronicles that he fell off his horse; the Continuator
\\H
of Fredegarius that he was knocked off his norse by a
tree; the Liber Pontificalis: "In venerationem (sic, but
presumablyvenationem, unless this is yet a fuffhsr
variation) pergens diuino ictu percussus defunctus est".
Amid, such confusion, it is impossible 'to say what
^.emilius wa$ drawing upon here.
moreover, it will be observed that these examples
come from foreign sources, which had no official status
for Aemilius and which he would regard as on an equal or
1 Historing, Dec. 2, 3k. VII; pp. 279-80.
2 Ff. CXXXVI.h.-CXL.V.
3 F . icm.E.
± K±s±ar±nsv
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inferior footing to Biondo, and that no mention has "been
inc*de of the far greater expanse where (as in duty bound)
aemilius uses the Great Chronicles to contradict, replace
or at least soften the intensely anti-Prench bias which in-
I
the later parts of his history Biondo probably himself felt
as an Italian and certainly transcribed from Villani.
Secondly, the use which ^.emilius m^kes of Diondo is
upon the whole well-jugged and skilful. Great as it- is
throughout, it is greatest in the parts where it is most
appropriate, that is in the early days of the disintegration
of the Empire and emergence of the barbarian kingdoms,
which Biondo, whatever his inadequacies by modern standards,
was the first historian to make an effort to disentangle
from genuine contemporary sources, instead of remaining
satisfied with the picturesque fables with which the
credulity or the vanity of the new nations h&d invested
their origins. Later ^emilius uses the Historiae for
Italian, Eastern, ecclesiastical and general European
affairs, not for Prance, as to which Biondo, in this
later part, was both ill-informed and prejudiced.
This point must not be over stressed, for it ...ay
have had, partially at least, another cause besides
conscious historical judgment. The same human instinct
to avoid trouble which led both mediaeval and humo-nist
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historians to turn to a compendium rather than to original
authors, gave them also a preference for the block use oi
sources. Having picked on one which, for whatever reason,
appeared to them satisfactory, they were apt to take all
they could from it before turning to another. To some
extent this is a matter of pure chronology. When a
satisfactory source comes to an end, the author is compelled
to go in searc of another. But this is not the only-
explanation of the process, for it take3 place also where
sources overlap in time, and in this case clearly is due
either to a belief that the author is specially trust¬
worthy for the period or subject in question (which if the
belief is well-founded is a good reason), or purely to the
inertia or force of habit which makes it easier to keex>
on with what the author has at hand.
Thus though the Historiae covers a longer period than
aemilius himself completed, and nearly all that to which
his notes extend, yet his use of it is very unequal, and
notably less in the later parts, where the sentence
sequences and verbal echoes almost disappear, and though
he uses Biondo, Sigibert and -antoninus of Florence side by
side throughout while they last, it'is marked that his peck
use of all three lies in three clearly discernible blocks:
Biondo till about the end of the reign of Charlemagne,
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Sigibert and his continuators from the IXth to the Xllth
century (where they desert him), and then Antoninus down
•to the end of his own work. But this grouping is upon
the whole sensible; for though both Sigibert and ^.ntoninus,
in true mediaeval style, begin right at the beginning, they
are here even more than elsewhere inferior to Biondo, ana
Aemilius has quite rightly made the greatest use of both
for the periods most closely approximating to their own
time. So, while allowing that his procedure here was not
wholly without the character of a labour-saving device, we
may (in view of his general intelligence and even
conscientiousness in handling his sources) give him credit
for having in the main planned it deliberately on
rational principles of reliability ana appropriateness.
Finally, if one subsidiary source (subsidiary, that
is to say, to the Great Chronicles, the unavoidable core of
the narrative) was to dominate the others, a better choice
could hardly have been made at the end of the XVth century
than the Historiae, which was no± only extremely full but
had genuine merit in making a beginning of introducing
more scientific methods into mediaeval historiography by
the weighing (in&fcaad of conflating).conflicting evidence,/ \
a preference for the oldest and most direct sources, and
some; use of the physical monuments of the past in addition
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to the written word.
Aemilius then, besides using his chosen source#
intelligently and discreetly, had nude a good choice at
the outset, and the De Kebus Gestis reflects this
throughout, .^eiailius himself seems to have had a cleat
and moderate mind, with no overpowering impulse towards
either bombast or didacticism; but still he was consciously
writing in the historical tradition, with a Humanist
audience in view, and the De he "bus Oestia might have been
as empty and flaccid as other productions of the same
I
school if it had not been stiffened by the backbone of the
more x^recise ^nd robust Jl_i3toriae,
What has been said of -aemilius' treatment of Jiiondo
can in general be applied, with the necessary modifications,
-to hi3 other sources also. With the exception of
his Greek, Hungarian and provincial sources, which do
represent an interesting departure^(unless further research
reveals them also as derived from some convenient
compendium), his choice by modern standards is disappoint¬
ingly narrow and convention; but it i3 upon the whole
A
J
rational and sound so far as it goe3. He uses few
authors who were altogether discreditable; and he uses
them in a way which shows a genuine and sustained if not
very lofty level of reasoning power and historical sense.
:»W- -M ~ -
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3. Reputation and Iniluence.
a. Reputation. (i) Contemporary. Very little
record has survived of how the Do Rebua Gestis was
received. It came oht in successive instalments, none of •
very great length; and although it v/as the regular practice
for these contemporary chronicles to be prolonged down to
the date of each new edition, so that in a sense they were
\
never complete, still the peculiarly piecemeal appearance
of the De Rebus Gestis may have led readers to suspend a
definitive judgment until they saw what the author
regarded as the final version. But aemilius died before
bringing the work down to his own day; and although on
reading any of the editions after B straight through we
may feel it quite a3 much a unity as for example the
Compendium, the contemporaries to whom it was chiefly
familiar as fragments may well have regarded it as xam
something unfinished and not susceptible of over-all
assessment.
ffihe epitaph of aemilius in Notre-Dame speaks not only
of the "distinguished piety of his life" but of the
outstanding learning of which his "History of the Deeds,
of the Pranks" would bear witness to posterity. Erasmus
makes a rather chilly but not unfair estimate. lie says
that the De Rebus Oestis is more distinguished for
elegance than reliability, with a pui^e and concise but not
always equal style, and that xexfiilius had committed many
errors through trusting his own judgment too much and not
making sufficiently precise researchesT Jovius on the
other hand gives an extremely warn eulogy; "Mille amplius
annorum Gallicaxa Historian, Laconica tamen brevitate
2
perscripsisset.. .non inieritura cum laude .., Bernard de
Girard du Haillan speaks of aemilius having written the
\
history of Prance "elegantly", though he criticises the
excessive space allotted to matters nof stictly Prench,
Aexailius is not adduced as an authority to any
extent comparable to Gaguin, but is frequently cited by
Jacob Meyer with the acknowledgment that he was "a most
N-
eloquent writer", though Meyer's bitter hostility to
Prance makes hi3 use of the l)e he bus Gestis in general
a
critical. Brantome at the end of the XVIth century still
t;Pv he-,,greattocpau1usjucbxlliuak
1 Le Long: Bibliotheque historique de la Prance {paris
1719), p. 580;
2 lilogiaJDoctorum Virorum (Basel 1871), p. 282.
5 Histoire generale de3 roys de Prance (Paris 1576),
"prefaceT







gives references to hiia, and calls him t "the great Paulus
Aeiailius" and "the great and learned historiographer
3 .
Paulus aemilius"«
The impression created "by these contemporary
references is rather one of a general reputation enjoyed
ty the author than of a specially appreciative public for
the hook. The De Rebus Gestis was for many years on the
stocks, and was known to be so and awaited with curiosity •
and respect even outside strictly Humanist circles. Pierre
Desrey breaks off his Continuation of the Compendium with
the observation : "But since in respect of such lofty
matters (as Sallust said of Carthage) it is better to be
silent than to speak too little or too coldly, J^say no
more; especially in view of the fact that the books,
histories and instructions of the very eloquent and sage
author Kaulus iiemilius, which he writes daily, remain
4"
immortally in the light." and a little later;
"Presupposing that Paule Kmilius, modern, orthodox and
1 Oeuvres, L.J.N. Monmerque"" (Paris 1822-3), vol. II,
pp. 7, 61; vol.IV, p. 524. ;x
2 Ibid. vol. IV, p. 207.
3 Ibid. p. 191.
4 Compendium (Galliot Dupre, Paris 1515), F. CCXXX.K.
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scientific historian, should declare it better and more
fully in his chronicle, in which every day he is
solicitous to write ana draw up laboriously the perfect
d
fulfilment and entire effect of this most noble Chronicle."
Tor this favourable disposition there might be three
reasons independent of any merits of aemilius himself. In
the first place, he was in some sense the official
historiographer. This, while by no means ensuring him
against criticism, must have conferred a certain status
and gxsjsn: inclined people to treat him with some deference.
Secondly, he had one of Gaguin'a advantages, and to a
higher degree. He also was in the literary fashion of the
day, and even more so, yet not to an exaggerated extent.
He v.'a3 a true and thorough Humanist in a sense that Uaguin
was not; yet the J)e Rebus Gestis, while satisfying those
who demanded the "modern, orthodox and scientific historian"
described (in terms so remarkable) by Desrey, need not have
frightened off a cultured member of the ordinary more old-
fashioned reading public. It is essentially a moderate
book, without any of the Humanist affectations carried to
excess; a late-mediaeval reader who had enjoyed Basin's
Historia Caroli VII would find no difficulty in
1 "Ibid. IT. CCXHXI.R.
-2So¬
understanding it and little to shook or Irritate. This
was less the case than v;ith Gaguin; "but on the other hand
the fashion to which aemiliua conformed more than Gaguin
was that already dominant among articulate Intellectual
opinion and on the upward trend, even though slowly and
incompletely, among the ordinary people also.
Finally, there is the well-known fact that the
Humanist cliques formed themselves into little mutual
\
admiration societies, from whose utterances it is
extremeely difficult t6 disengage nor only what was the
actual truth hut eson what they genuinely thought about
one another. A preface or a laudatory poem or even a
letter to a friend (many of these were literary exercises,
designed for publication, or at least circulation) does
not really tell us what was the reputation of the subject
outside their own circle, even if we are charitable, or
credulous, enough to take its professions at their face
value. The other side of the picture is of course
brought to our notice, and in strongly marked colours,
on the frequent occasions when the Humanists quarrelled
and turned their eloquence to attacking instead of
championing their acquaintances. But, besides the very
obvious consideration that this different version is
likely to be even lC33 well balanced in the opposite
\
■
•, . ■ • ' • *'<* ■;> UlS
/»
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sense, in the case of Aemilius we have not even the
check of this suspect testimony. He really seems to have
±
"been justified in hi3 claim that he had no enemy. There
is no record of his having quarrelled with anjt one, and a
singular absence of any critical or malicious comment in
connection with his name.
It is true that a good deal has been made of a
supposed feud between him and Gaguin, The only evidence
for this seems to be the Preface to edition D of the
Compendium, in which Gaguin complains of the slanderous
attacks of some foreign critic whom he does not name. The
two allusions which might identify him with Aemilius are
T_
the phrase "foreign slanderer", and Gaguin's boast that
he at least has ns undertaken his work "not incited by any
princely munificence". But this might have boon directed
against any one enjoying the patronage which Gaguin had
sought for and failed to obtain; while the mere reference
to a foreigner, applicable to so many of the figures in
the French literary and scholarly world at the time, is
far too vague to afford any indication of its object.
Thua3ne admits that nothing in the way of proof exists,
and that this setting up of an anonymous critic for the
1
purpose of then demolishing hira was a common literary
£
device of the period.
Whether Gaguin meant aemiliu3 or not, he has
confined himself to repudiating the criticism of his
enemy and taunting hira indirectly with his stipendiary
position; he does not proceed to counter-critism of any
writings by hira. W;e thus have few favourable judgments
on the De Kebu3 Gestis and no hostile judgments at all,
and are left to conclude the probability that the
contemporary reception was approving without being
notably enthusiastic.
In thi3 absence of documentary evidence, there is
one test by which a very rough approximation may be made -
to estimating the contemporary reputation of aemilius. We
know that Gaguin enjoyed a sound though not overpowering
popularity. Now, after the last edition in his own
lifetime (1501) down to the last edition published (I5fa6),
that is to say the re-issues which could not be due to
his initiative and must therefore reflect what publishers
expected the public to want, the Compendium wa3 reprinted
twelve times. Between about 1525 and 1601, when the De
1 iipistole, vol. I, pp. 150-4.
2 • It is only possible to give the date of aemilius1
death, for the last edition in hi3 lifetime,
containing 9 Books, is undated.
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Rebus Gestis was coming out posthumously in the some way,
there were fifteen or .perhaps thirteen editions. In
additions, while there were five translations made of the
Compendium into Trench, there were probably nine of the he
Rebus Gestis, which was also twice translated inItalian
and once ihto German. This suggests a general similarity
in the reputation of the two men, with a very 3light
advantage on the side of ^emilius. \
(ii) Subsequent Reputation * The De Rebus Gestis
outlived the Compendium by 15 years and even jU3t survived-
into the XVIIth century. This is very much what might have
been expected. The fashion to which ^emilius belonged more
fully than Gaguin. was in the ascendant throughout this
period, and naturally ensured him a slightly longer lease
of life. That this should have been bob was possibly due
as much to the general attitude of Aemilius as to his
literary style. The Re Rebus Gestis (relatively to the
Compendium) was not only a polished piece of Humanist
literature; its underlying tone was so rational, so well-
balanced, so free from superstition, bigotry or "enthusiasm'^
that we can well understand it3 being still to the taste
. |
even of the early XVIIth century. Within the conception
of the XVIIth and XVIIIth centuries of such terms, he was
ut least in some measure the product of civilisation, of
the humanities.
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Of course to what extent either Gaguin or <i.emilius
was in fact read in these later jears must regain ccciu
doubtful. ' But we may be fairly sure that the demand
declined steadily towards the end of the XVIth century and
virtually disappeared in the XVIIth. The complete
cessation of any re-issue of either is clear enough on this
point, for early printers with their inadequate equipment
\
and overwhelming pressure of work would certaixily not have
produced enough copies even in the comparatively numerous
XVIth century editions to supply a continuing large public
throughout the XVIIth. 'But copies of the Be Hebus Gestis,
c
as well as of the expend ium, are sufficiently numerous and
have travelled sufficiently far afield to suggest that for
some time at least it was in quite wide and active
circulation.
But the very characteristics which gave the Be Rebus
Gestis this slightly longer popularity were precisely what
/' 1 1 "•
secured its more complete eclipse when the fashion
eventually changed. While any remnants of the Humanist
approach to historiography lingered, it might still be
mentioned with respect even if little read; but when the
XlXth century awakened to a new conception of history it
was inevitably involved in the general discredit of its




v.hile repeating some criticism, can still say that
Aernilius at least deserves the credit of having beerra
the first to have a little disentangled the early history
1
of Prance; and Rawlinson at ibout the same time admits
that "this author, though superficial, writes a pure
-L
style." But "by I860 Brunet Brutally "but accurately sums
up the estimate of the XlXth century; "This inexact
3 \
historian, v;ho is no longer read." \
Nor has any change occurred since then to soften
this contemptuous dismissal. The XlXth century view of
history has been modified in its turn; but the scientific
attitude which has superseded it takes for different
reasons quite an poor a view of the Humanist theories and
style, Moreover, besides the sound und serious grounds
for criticism, the prevalent faehion for the iiiddle ages
and reaction against reason, individualism, progress, and
everything connected (or supposed to be connected) with
the Enlightenment, has to some extent involved Humanism
also, the parent of the Enlightenment, in its distaste
and condemnation. There is a tendency to contrast its
1 Bibliothegue historique de la France (Paris 1719),
p. 380. ' ~
2 a New Method of Studying History, chap. XXXV (2 vols.
Iondcn 1"728) , vol. II, p. 201.
3 Manuel du Libraire, vol. I (Paris I860), col. 64.
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"urtificial" histories with, the "natural" mediaeval ones,
which it is maintained, however lacking in philosophic or
scientific method, at least give a true and undistorted
picture of their age. Thus a Humanist historian like
Aemilius is now more wholly interest and »
popularity than even a late~madiae3ralist like Gaguin, who
in modern times has "been resuscitated and zealously
championed by so distinguished a scholar as Houis Thuasne.
Fashions alter, in history as in other things; "but there
is no sign at the moment of a change in the current
which should throw up an advocate to do the same for
Aemilius.
i
B. Influence. (i^ General. Henri Hauser speaks
as if Aemiliu3 were the original and most important agent
in introducing the Humanist style of historical composition
into France, and seems to attribute to him the presence in
the XYIth century historians of all the features, good or
bad, which he regards as making up thi3 style: the greater
sophistication and polish and attention to relevance and
literary composition, the combination and opposition of
materials of different provenance, and the attempt to set
up a causal relation between events; and on the other hand
1 Continuation of Holinier's Sources, vol. I, pp. 7-9.
He says the publication of the fir^t Books in 1516
"marks a date" (p. 7).
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the slavish imitation of classical models, the introduction
of imaginary rhetorical speeches and letters, the disguise
of institutspiond, techniques and objects under a
misleading classical terminology, and above all what he
calls the "inania" of writing in Latin.
There is perhaps something of exaggeration in this.
Evidence of the extreme rhetorical form of Humanism does
\
not seem very strong in the works which Ilauser himself
lists for the x^eriod immediately following the appearance
of the He Rebus Geotis. 13'or dnis it self-evident that
aemilius should be either credited with, or blamed for,
these consequences to so exclusive an extent. It has
already been suggested that his reputation was solid
rather than showy. In particular, we get no impression
that he was regarded at the time as producing anything
strikingly new/, whether calculated to attract or to shock.
This however is not to s<y that Hauscr's point is
not in general relevant and true, viz. that the imitation
of Aemilius ana through him of the great classical models,
and subsequently of the other Italians of the 3ume school
like Jovius and Bembo, exerted an influence in introducing
the new attitude, in the sense that any reasonably popular
representative of a fashion furthers it indirectly by his
very existence. This is borne out by a comparison betv/een
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his continuutors and aduptofs and those of Ga.guin. at
Gaguin's, us we have seen, actually receded from the point
which he hua reached; aemilius' on the contrary represent
y
a marked and probably conscioud advance on their prototype,
(ii) The Continuations, (a) Xamustrxxxx, This is,
perhaps naturally enough, least marked in the earliest of •
the continuators, Ve do not know what aemilius left in the
way of notes (how much, of what kind, in what state), and
it is therefore impossible to ^0.33 a complete judgment on * v
"TV-* rda V.W> C~-g-vk/t
Book 10 of the cJeirtpei'td-ium, Aemilius may have been xzitpemails
responsible for its worst blemish, the exaggeration of his
vice of allotting excessive space to affairs not. connected
with France, This is most pronounced i£ the reign of
Charles VII j for that of Louis XI Zavurizri h~s m<*de quite
a skilful blend of the Chronlque Scandaleuse and Commines.
There is in general a certain decline in conscientiousness
and accuracy over details. There are a number of blunders
as to names, titles, persons and d^tes which could have
been avoided by a very small expenditure of further
research or even comparison between one place and another
in the Be hebus Geatis. Aemilius himself is not free from
slips of this kind, but the^y greatly increase in number
here. On the whole, however, considering the difficult
and ungrateful character of the task of editing the work
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of someone else, Zavarizzi has not performed it badly;
and he has copied Aemilius' style so closejfcy that the
transition to a new hand is hxx scarcely perceptible.
(b) .vlso in this edition of 1539 there is an
epitome of the history of France from Pharamond to Henri
II by Jean du Tillet. It is specifically included to
provide a mote solid frameworkxfErof fact for .aemilius'
liteiury composition, and in form is almost as archaic
as an master Table, even to the point of giving a date and
line for the years in v.hich no event is recorded. It is
arranged in parallel columns, successively for the year
A .D ., regnal year, name of the king and chief events, and
year of the world; and for the early period the entries
are as scarce and jejune as in any monas'tic annals. The
opening (a.D. 420-50) runs: "420. Inaramond first king,
9 years. 422. The Salic law was instituted at this time.
430. Clodio Comatus second king, 18 years. Others call
him Capillatus or Crinitus. It means the same thing.
440. Germain bishop of Auxerre. 449. ^eroveus third
king, 10 years."
-Brrt j?airly soon thei'e is more to say than that, and
after the accession of the Capetian3 something approaching
a consecutive narrative develops, especially for the
contemporary period; but the rigidness of the annalistic
\
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form remains inevitably cramping throughout. This is a
pity, for du Tillet is one of the uncommon authors who
give the impression of attempting less than they could
have achieved, and whose execution is superior to their
conception.
This must he taken in relation to the extreme badness
of the conception; du Tillet is not an Inspired or even a
\
scholarly historian. But he is reasonable, unaffected,
and upon TfciKe whole accurate; and when he allows himself any
scope for exposition he shows a genuine historical sense
and some critical acumen, lie is scrupulous in adducing his
sources, citing Aemilius, G-aguin, the Saint-Denis
6hronicle3, Sigibert, Biondo and Platina, Bouchet, P.O.
Freigius, Polydore Vergil and Dante, and noting the points
at which aemilius, Gaguin and Jacob iieyer end their
chronicles. But his use of them is ctitical, and he was
clearly not unaware of their relative value as well as of
the canon of inherent probability. He is not at all-
credulous, and has adopted much of aemilius' astringent
view of prodigies.
He was the king's secretary, and naturally is
royalist, patriotic and gallican, but not extravagantly
i
so. He calls Clement VII the "antipope", and is very
a
non-committal on the origin of the Schism. He is strictly
~i s\ci. m\ -
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orthodox in regard to his own time, calling Luther "the
1 /j 2.
heresiarch", the secession of Henry VIII a "tagedy", the
A
Placards Xik a "most wicked conspiracy of the Sacrament- v
3
arian3". Put the outspoken bitterness of his hostility to
churchmen and church assumptions shows much independence;
particularly striking are the references to Dagobert's
it- 5"
gift3 to the Church, the damnation of Charles iiartel, the
b \ ^7
consultation of the t^guine of Hivelle9, modern pluralism,
9 ■
the abuse of indulgences.
There is some effort to widen the scope of the work
by references to distinguished literary figures. The few
incidental reflections are less trite than usual, and show
a mind of some vigour and freshness. The form <ri^--t4+®--Trcr¥-k
affords no opportunity for literary graces, but du Lillet1b
Latin is adequate, and he even has the pedantry to ±n±x
introduce a few superfluous scraps of Greek.
1 Q o' • 1517
2 O nK) • CX m 1532
3 S .a. 1534





The work was continued in each subsequent edition
down to thjt'eir respective dates. It is a striking
indication of the mediaeval approach to history still
prevalent in France in the midule of the XVIth century,
of the conception of a book a3 a detached entity, growing
in its own right irrespective of the author, that in the
1
edition of 155tl a page and a half are left ruled and
headed at the end for the additions of subsequent readers.
(c) The next continuation was a very different
affair from this unassuming little abstract. The 1548/9
edition of the De Rebus Gesti3 contains as well as du
Tillet fouir Books by arnoul le Ferron, councillor in the
parlement of Bordeaux, extending from where the De Rebus
Gestis concludes to the accession of Francois I. In the
)
edition of 1550 five more Books were added, extending to
the death of Francois, and this was reproduced in the
j
subsequent x editions with considerable variants. Le
Ferron, like aemilius, was continually re-shaping his work.
The book thus finally gives an account of French 1
history (and Luropeaq history in so far as it was invoked
in it) from the Italian campaigns to the beginning of the
reign of Henri II. It is a very competent piece of work,
1 • Bound with the 1550 edition of le Ferron, separate





not unworthy to stand as a continuation of the De Hebus
Gestis. Le Perron has taken trouble to collect his
information, and as a practical man of affairs was not
ill-eguipped to interpret it. He evidently had some
acquaintance with diplomatic moves, and makes an attempt
(though not a very profound one) to explain the causes of
events. .
\\
He cites a very large number of sources. 1 Of course
he may not have studied them all, in fact almost certainly
had not. But there is less danger of misrepresentation
here than in the case of older sources, as these writers
were dealing v/ith contemporary events, they do not
themselves cite sources which le Perron could cite in his
turn as if he had 3een them; and moreover, being modern,
they had not the prestige of older authorities to tempt
him to drape himself in it fraudulently. Especially in
the later editions, he is very scrupulous in adducing
conflicting pieces of evidence, though he does not alv/ays
make the additional effort to assess their relative value
or come to a decision as to which is more probable, and
when using a major source i3 rathet inclined to adopt its
views en masse for the duration, without always warning
us that he is quoting them or (at least explicitly)
explaining on what grounds he has accepted it as atuthax
■, f ,
authoritative. j'Vvi ja ^
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the grounds upon which he does
so are•upon the whole reasonable.
He introduces no portents or prodigies', and expresses
contempt of the "delirious fables" believed by the vulgar
O
and their credulity over the "inane prophecies" of augurs.
'what is more remarkable for his age, he is relatively free
from prejudice and partisanship. In his Preface, in
\ i
\
enumerating the various reasons which induced1 others to
t
write histories but which had rather deterred him, he
includes zeal fof the glorification of one's country; this,
he says, "although excellent, we considered should always
be separated from this type of writing". His genuine
consistency as to this gives a little more weight than they
would otherwise have to his jjrofessions that the truth is
his only goal and the consciousness of having performed
his duty the only reward which he expects, and the ins
invective against the writers of the age, "both vulgar and
learned", who "commonly so narrate and compose matters
U3 to hide simplicity (the best friend to the truth both
of words and deeds) under a v&il", and write everything
with a view to conciliating the powerful who may favour
] He Rebus Geatis Gallorum, attached to the De Rebus
debt is, ed oITT576/7 iplus cosan, Par is), F. GUI .b .
2 Ibid. Ff. CJJV.R, CLXXXII.V, CLXXXIII,R.
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them, "30 that in so far as in them lies they have
rendered, history (which wise men have called the light of
truth, the memory of life, the herald of antiquity) and
artificial lie and a corrupter of learning". Of course
moSiJr of this is common form; but the Preface is in some
respects slightly unusual, and has a note of sincerity
seldom met with in such cornpiosit ions. Le Perron starts
\
from basic patriotic and royalist assumptions. But he is
not so much enthusiastic for the French as hostile to
their enemies; and he shows an honest, independent and
even critical attitude in his handling of the personal
character of the French kings. He is an orthodox
churchman, but is aware of the faults on both 3ides, and
is not unfair or uncharitable in his account of ixjakKxi
Protestantism; and he shows a generous disgust at the
argument that no faith need be kept with a heretic public
±
enemy.
The book is well comx-iosed, striking a balance between
the demnhds of scholarly exposition and literary form. Le
Ferron compromises quite skilfully between the mediaeval
insertion of whole documents and the rhetorical total
exclusion of them, "by introducing sometimes fairly lengthy
abstracts of treaties, letters, and so forth. *it one
1 Ibid. F. CLXXKIII.h.
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point he purports to prefer to include verbatim a letter
from Francois I justifying himself to the Popg,
"observing the truth of history", rather than "to forge
other reasons and orations". This admirable ob»e^vati-mi
could hardly be more explicit", and we ought not perhaps
to misdoubt it. But the letter seems singularly prolix
and rhetorical for an official document, eyen in the
\
XVIth century.
Le Ferron adheres in the main to the chronological
form which he has set himself, and he probably could not
have done better in view of the limited resources of
scientific historiography in his age and school. But he
is not rigidly bound by it, and on several occasions
concludes an episode in one piece even if it had a
sequcl^which carries him beyond his regular narrative. lie
slightly apologises for this, but justifies it on the
sound grounds that he prefers not to confuse the reader
by mixing domestic and foreign affairs together and
t-
proceeding "by fits and starts".
His narrative and exposition are competent and clear
though not distinguished. There are a number of the x
1 Ibid. Ff. CXXXI11.R-CXXXIV.V .
2 ' Ibid. F. LXXIV.V.
\
I • ' ' V .1
J
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inevitable harangues, but the increasing use of indirect
speech shows the beginning of transition to the XVIIIth
century convention, of putting two sides of a case by
alleging what a supporter of each "might have said". Le
perron's latin lacks the assured grace of that of
Aemilius. But on the whole it is accurate and under
control; and occasionally, when le Ferron deliberately
sets himself to xpxsExibc a piece of effective writing,
;
. - . ■ \
he achieves a very successful pastiche of his classical
models. , -1
In one respect the De Rebus Gestis Gal Ijjrurn is even
superior to the De Rgbus Gestis. le Ferron was writing
about hi3 own time. This not only meant that he had the
opportunity of being better informed; it was also far
more favourable to the peculiarities of Humanist theory.
A historical style which depends on detailed dramatic
narrative sprinkled with direct speech will obviously be
more at its ease in sketching a narrowly circumscribed
contemporary scene than in attempting a broad canvas of
the past.
X'oreover, one of the greatest weaknesses of the
rhetorical Humanists, the lack of any imaginative
understanding of earlier ages, was here irrelevant. The






still lead to the characters being draped and posed in a
spurious classical attitude. But at least beneath this
disguise their feelings and motives could be interpreted
by the author by reference to his own; he wa3 xiot driven
to attribute to Clovis or "Philippe II the reactions of
some one in similar circumstances in the XVIth century.
and for this very reason that it is more true and more
\
convincing, it ia also more alive and interesting. The
artificiality of his form gives le Perron a less direct
appeal than authors like Froissurt or Commines; but he was
writing of what he himself knew just as they were, and the
consequent narrative has a moving actuality which could
not -pej«ib4!-y be achieved by a XVIth century author treating
of the remote past.
In addition, by the XVItli century, although the old-
fashioned would still acceiEpt the possibility of portents
and prodigies in their own day, not even the most pious
insisted on their inclusion in a history of it. Thus by
confining himself to the contemporary scene le Ferron
escaped the embarrassment of the Humanists who attempted
th handle the earlier periods in which Christian history
was inextricably entwined with the hagiography and
and religious didacticism requiring nuparrmturul
intervention which was contrary to the essential
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scepticism of the Humanists and yet which they could not
see how to omit.
Finally, le Ferron did make things enormously more
easy for himself simply by choosing so much shorter a
period. Phe Pe Rebus Gestis Gallorum is almost exactly
three-quarters of the ihn length of the Pe Rebud Gestip
(180 pages as compared to 244 in the edition of 1576/7);
\ •
and whereas the Pe Rebus Gestis covers about 1,000 years,
■r"'" —— 1 ,
the Pe Rebus Gestis Gallorum covers about 70. There is no
need to stress how much greater scope is thus given for
relevant detail, explanation of cause and effect, the
building up of some impression of the characters involved,
and all the other additions which give a history bddy and
life instead, of leaving it a skeleton scaffolding,
(d) Thereafter the Pe Rebus Gestis seems to have
passed from the hands of regular Humanists to those of a
group of Protestants centred on Basel. Vvhen Sixtua
Henricpetri republished an edition there in 1569 he
persudded his relative Thomas Freigius to edit it and add
4.
a continuation down to their own tome. This is orief and
simple, ostensibly conventional, cautious on political
matters (though in the Pedicatioh Freigius risks the
1 • Ped:i.cation to the Rector of the .academy of Basel,
:p. n.c. at beginning, sig. a5.V.
7 '
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observution that military virtue consists in fighting
against the armed enemy of the commonweal, "not against
±
him who differs from us in diversity of opinions"), and
old-fashioned enough to give at length the prodigies and
2-
prophecies heralding the death of Henri II, But Freigius
udd3 that it is an opjen question whether there id any
science of future events or whethxer minds disposed tor \
believe such things are merely filled by superstition, and
glides off rapidly to point out what a warning it was in
■ 1 ' ; ■ ,v
eithor case of the vicissitudes of Fortune and the dangers
attending arr^ogance.
The Preface incorporated in the Dedication is Jauilt
up of the usual platitudes on the character, purpjoses and
value of history common to both the liiddle .ages and Ma
Humanism; and the book ends with a scholastie-stple
analytical table to guide the writing and reading of
history (involving chronology, geography and kiz±axiiagE
hiseriography), chronological tables of the Hour
Monarchies and of the kings of Prance, accounts of the




peoples and rivers of Prance, and what is called
"Etymologies of some Gallic words" hut in fact attempts,
not unsuccessfully, a derivation of some Prankish
propei" names.
(e) Preigius had remarked in his Dedication that
Sixtua would have beer|quite capable of carrying out the
work of continuation himself. When in 1601 Sebastian
Henricpetri published the la3t edition of the\ De_iiebus
Gestis, dedicated to George Frederick marquis of Baden,
it was continued by yet another* Henticpetri, Jacob. But
despite the curious name of the family, their place of
residence and obvious Protestant affiliations and
sympathies, Jacob f4enricpetri writes throughout as a
Frenchman. The character of the De Kebus Gestis.as an
official French history has indeed disappeared here
completely. But it had always been less marked than
might have been expected; and Henricpetri's measure of
detachment is not greatly more than that shown by
Aemiliuo himself and by le Perron, although in a
slightly different way.
Henricpetri's continuation begins with the accession
of Henri II, thus superseding Freigius and even the last
pages of le Perron, and concludes with the marriage of
Henri IV to Marie de* Medici and a prayer that this may
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restore peace to afflicted Prance. It is based on
Freigius for the earlier part, sometimes even verbally,
as in the account of the omens of the death of Henri II,
where even the comment is repeated, and the curious
explanation of the name of the Huguenots; but the
treatment is throughout fuller and more interesting.
Tt is a serious and conscientious piece of work,
strictly factual and hence at times 3Uperficial, with
little attempt to trace more-remote causes and effects,
but detailed and apparently careful and accurate, with
inclusion of' much documentary matter. The standpoint is
Protestant, and the later date enables Henricpetri to be
bolder than Freigius in expression of his views. This no
doubt hu3 dictated emphasis and interpretation and even
arrangement of the material; but the tone is reasonable
and dispassionate, and there seem to be no positive lies
or misrepresentation, Henricpetri says unequivocally that
once hostilities had begun NEITHER SIBE carried on anything
temperately, and that the Reformers as well as the
Catholics committed excesses when the;y were the more
powerful, "and in the height of military licence exceeded
1 Continuation to the Be Rebus Oestis ("Basel 1601),
pp. 271-2. —





the bounds of a just defence#. He will not maintain that >
their motives were always disinterested, Aor always endorse
n-
their charges against their enemies. There seems no
question as to the sincerity of his moving outcry against
this fratricidal strife: "In these furious wars there is
no winning, Our wretched fatherland is deprived of its
children, and the victory is subject of mourning to the
3 \
victor." The whole book is an excellent example of
frankly partisan writing which by calmness and honesty
1
avoids the taint of prejudice and remains valid evidence
within its own terms of reference.
It will have been observed that, whether by chance
or because a book of real merit attracted superior
associates, Aemilius was exceptionally fortunate in his
collaborators. Apart from Zavarizzi, who was restricted
by the notes upon which he was bound to work, each member
of the series in a different way represented what v/as best
in his own particular style, hu Tillet was the old-
fashioned annalist, but both less bald and more critical
than the annalist of an earlier age. Le Perron was the
fully developed Humanist, writing within the limits of the
1 Ibid. p. 27S.
2 Ibid. p. 331 (supposed poisoning of .Jeanne d'Albret).
3 Ibid. p. 346.
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strictest dogmas of the school, but following them
soberly and intelligently and above all with sensitive
awareness of the sphere to which they could appropriately U
applied, Freigius give3 a straightforward. contemporary
record, undistinguished but workmanlike. Finally,
Henricpetri contrived to adapt the formal structure of the
Be Rebus Gestis successfully to the different historio-
*
graphical conceptions of the later part of the XVIth
century, when religious issues had temporarily overlaid
the nationalist feeling of the Humanist historians, and the
propagandist character which had invaaed history from this
political viewpoint was diverted to other controversies.
Indeed, it would almost seem as if some subtle
instinct guided the continuators of both the Compendium
and the Be Rebus Pestig to perceive and reproduce the
essentia,1 character of the two books of which the authors
themselves were scarcely conscious, Desrey and the
chroniclers exaggerated the mediaevalism which Gaguin
would have repudiated with indignation. Similarly, those
who cooperated in the Be Rebus Gestis seem to have been
somehow aware that underneath its rhetorical formalism,
its artificial aping of classical styles, the book was
alive and therefore susceptible of growth and development
witho.ut losing od contradicting its own individuality,
-250-
]vT0TE 1.
The Burial of William the Conqueror.
(i) Guillaume de Jumieges, who as a Ilorman has
nothing But panegyric for William, mentions nothing
untoward. William is Buried By his orders in the church
of St. Stephen in Caen, which he himself had had Built;
• c
Henry the only son who follows# his funeral, and the
k
only one to desrve his father's inheritance, of which his
1
Brothers only possessed jjortions.
(ii) Ordericus Vitalis, an englishman By birth though
a monk in Hormundy, is rather hostile to the invaders, and
Besides giving with evident relish some gruesome details
on the disposal of William's Body, speaks of his funeral
Being disturbed first By a fire and then by the interference
of ascelin son of arthur, who forbid3 the Burial a on the
grounds that the land was the site of his father's house,
and William while still only duke of Hormandy had seized
it and denying him all justice had founded the church By
abuse of his power. The bishoxjs and nobles speak kindly
to him and pay him 60 shillings on account, promising to
make uj) the rest of the value of the land later, which
1 Historic Hnpthiimirmnrum,. Bk. 7, chap. XLIV (PLC,
vol. CXLIX, Paris 1882), col.880.
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thoy coon do, for the salvation of "their oy;n chief lord,
whom they loved," There is no mention of Henry's presence
or agency at any stage, in fact it is distinctly stated
3.
that all William's relations abandoned him,
(iii) V/illi&m of Malmesbury, of mixed English and
Norman descent but also on the whole English in sympathy,
gives a similar but slightly less highly coloured account,
\
There is no mention of the fire, 'hv certain knight"
claims that the ground was his by ancestral right, and
that William was not entitled to rexjose in the x;iluce
which he had violently invaded. "Wherefore by the will
of Kenry, who alone of the children was present, 100 silver
pounds paid to the litigant silenced his audacious
challenge."
(iv) The version of jiemilius is a3 follows: "Illud
exempluin nobile est., quod corx^ori defuncti tow inuicti
bello Regis, sepultura paulisper interdictum fuit, Templum
extuxerat aliena in area, noc persoluoret precium dominq,
qui tunc egens, pompam funebrom, coeturaque x^ocerum nihil
veritus, in mediara prosequentium Regium funus celebritatem,
Kistoria Ecclesiastica, 31c, 7, chap, XIII (PLCf vo 1 •
CLTTXXVI11, Paris 1855), col, 554.
Do (lest is Re gum iinglorum, Bk. 5, chap. CCI.XXXIII, ed,
gtubbs (Rf>, 2vb!hrr3Cohdon 1687), vol.11, p. 557.
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mirantibus cunctisy satisne sanus esset, se intulit ita
clamitans, fCuui Regna oppressit urmis, me quoque metu
mortis hactenus oppressit. Lgo iniuriae superstes, pacem
mortuo non dabo. In quern effertis istum hominem locum,
meus est. In alienum. .solum inferendi mortui ius nemini
|
esse, defendo: sin extincto tandem indignitatis authore
\ •
viuit adhuc vis, Rhollonem conditorem, parentemque gentis
\\
appello, qui legibus ab se aatis quam cuiusquam iniuria
plus unus potest, polletque'. 3imul incendium, incertum
forte, an fraude humana, orturn, late domos propinquas
aedesque sacras depascit. Vndique ad extinguendam
saevientem flammam concursus fit. Circa Regium cadaver
solitudo facta. Velut manifesta numinis ira territus
Henricus Regis mortui filius, qui solus procerum diuelDi
a foretro non potuit, rem praeoonti pecunia fundi domino
luit. Ita manes patris fraude noxaque liber&ii...Pietas
Henrici, qui minimus natu, filiorum solus funeri patrla
officium praest.itit, super is cordi fuit. Infoelici enim
fratrum fato superstes erit, ac annos quinque et triginta
Regnabit, prolesque eiu3 filiao per multu deincepa
secula in eo solio sedebit."
It would seem that nemilius must have seen both
0rdericu3, to obt&in the reference to the fire (although
he times it differently), and William of Llalmesbury for
I
i
trie part played "by Henry, The opening moralising occurs
in "both, at considerably greater length; but it was
obvious enough for any mediaeval or Renaissance author.
The concluding reference to the divine recompense of
\
Henry's dutiful conduct seems like Guillaume de Jumieges,
though again aemilius was quite capable of drawing the
deduction himself, and could give it a wider extension
\
than any of these more or less contemporary authors.
The combination suggests, though it by no means
proves, that aemilius U3ed either all three books or some
fourth source upon which all drew selectively, Stubbs
says that Ordericus and William of iialmesbury appear*
T_
not to have known one another's works, though he gives no
reason for the statement. This if true certainly
postulates some such source, oral if not written, in view
of the extreme closeness of the versions; and xiemiliu3,
who never cites Ordericus or Guillaume de Jumieges, could
quite well have meant something else by his reference to
2.
"the ITorman chronicles". He has given the story some
rhetorical embroidery of his owrn.
1 Ibid, vol,II, p, cxxxii,
a V , I 87.
1-iOT-L 2. ■ •
The Murder of Charles the Good of Flanders.
There exist two contemporary accounts of this, by '
/ . 1
Gualterus of Therouanne anq Galbertus of Bruges, which are
detailed, factual and rational. But the episode struck
the popular imagination, and was soon subjected to
hagiographic and sensational embellishments, aemilius
might have derived his version from John of Ypres, but that
he used the Chronicon Gomitum I'landrenslum. is indicated by
his linking the anecdote of the visit of the abbot of St,
Bertin to the count directly with the murder, as the
Chronicon does; they are mentioned separately by John of
Ypres. as thi3 version exists in virtually identical form
in the Chronicon, which we know aemilius to have used, there
is no need of the assumption made in the Commentary on
Gualterus and Galbertus that it was he who further
embroidered the already heightened narrative of John of
2-
Ypres in this way. That he also looked at the vernacular
iinclenneAl Chronlque de Flandre is suggested by his
1 IXC, vol. CT.XVI (Taris 1854), cols. 873-1050.
2 Ibid. col. 882.
3 Yd. J.J. de Srnet in Chronlques de Plandre (Collection
Qs Chroniques Beiges in^'dlTes, Brussels 1837), vol.
III.
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repeuting the verbal equivocation in the question: M\vho
will avenge hiia?", which occurs in the Chronicon and not
in John of Ypres. It is derived from Gualteius; but we
have no other evidence that Aemilius knew or used
Gualterus o£ Galbertus. He repeats the blunder of all the
later versions in attributing the crime to the family of
Straten instead of that of lurembald, from which acquaintance
with the original sources would have preserved hito«
1 Pt. 5, chap. XX; col. 918.
IV
CONCLUSION
1. The Human!31 Programme,
There is a general resemblance between the
Compendium and the De Rebus Gestis. In part this was
produced simply by'the circumstances and character of the
two books. But Gaguin and Aemilius did also to some
\
extent have the same objects in view. Both aimed at
giving the mass of national records a shape in which they
.
which-they would be acceptable to the new world of
t,
A
scholarship and literature. Nor this it was not sufficient
to abridge them; the Great Chronicles themselves, bulky as
they were, were abridgments of the yet greater detail of
their sources dealing with individual reigns. It was also
necessary to kxexk give them some literary form and polish,
to turn an inchoate assembly of facts and observations into
an ordered consistent narrative whose components were linked
by XBJ3SK organic unity, .above all, it was necessary to make
it to some extent reasonable, that i3, to exclude whatever
would offend a cultured Humanist reader as too grossly
fabulous, inept, or pueci^^^_
This indeed was the fundamental Humanist historiographiC
M?
programme. It could be given a wider or narrower scope in
conception or execution; but in its essential attitude to
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the subject it did represent a real change in approuch.
Not of course that the jfcha mediaeval historians Iwd
consciously ubjured arrangement and reason, or be«..n in
practice able to do without them, hvery narrative of facts
beyond the baldest diary form, written up day by day, must
follow some canon of arrangement, Lven the annalist,
setting down his record at the end of the year, is
compelled, whether he had thought about it or nbt, to
exercise his judgment over what events to include; and he is
almost certain to finish one episode (provided it fell
within the year) before going on to another, even if it had
begun before the end of the first,
Similarly, although the people of the middle ^ges
lived mentally in a world in which the ordinary laws of
nature were susceptible of alteration or suspension at <*ny
moment in a curious and arbitrary way, yet in their regular
day to day life they xoiat have acted on principles of
general probability which as the result of experience are
much the same from age to age; and this to some extent
reflects itself in their treatment of history. Though
they had no reas6ned objection to the fantastic as such,
in narrating ordinary events they instinctively solect^lthe
version which atrap's them as most likely.
Put. that tills happened in practice, to a greater or
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lesser degree according to the enlightenment of the age
and the good sense and literary capacities of the
individual historian, is not the same thing as setting up •
arrangement and reason as theoretical ideals in the way the
Humanists did. What was necessity or accident for the
mediaeval historian was deliberate policy for the Humanist.
There were other features of Humanist historiography,
\
such as the use of Latin and a generally rhetorical style,
VV
the set "orations", the imitation (in the worst cases
slavish) of classical models. But in the first place,
although all this undoubtedly appeared to a far greater
extent with the Renaissance, none of it had been entirely
absent throughout the Middle ages.
latin was the accepted medium for historical
composition, as well as for the other branches of
literature and learning, in the Middle ^.ges as well ua in
the Renaissance. Vernacular histories, chiefly o£ the
biographical or popular kind, did exist side by side with
the Latin annals of monasteries and courts, but not to
anything like the same extent.
The brief annalistic histories on the whole remained
fairly simple in style. But as soon as the chronicler
becomes in any way more ambitious the preoccupation with
fine writing naturally supervenes, and authors excellent
\
j ' ' - ; ■ ' '
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in their own way introduce long passages in rhetorical
style as soon as they turn to general reflections, and
sometimes even for parts of their narrative, again,
writeis like the Burgundian Ahetoriqueurs v^ere quite
capable of turning the vernacular into a medium as
obscure and affected as the strained Cicoroniuniam of the
later Humanists. If the object was to be natural and
sincere, it might bo best to write the French of
Honstrelet or Cousinot, however cumbrous and flat it might
be; but it was almost better to use a plain workmanlike i
late-mediaeval Latin like that of the Religieux stde
Saint-Denis than to,distort the vernucular into the
artificial bombast of Chastellain, a writer
with an urge to rhetoric will generally contrive to give
l
it expression, whatever the age he lives in or the
medium he employs. <L
History, once it rose above the level of mere annals,
was aftcc all still regarded as^branch of rhetoric in the
1 This distinction is quite often drawn by the
mediaeval authors themselves. V, for example
Froissartj Chronigue, Bk. 3, chap, LX, ed. J.A.
Buchon (Collection de* chroniques nationales francaises,




Middle Ages. It it true that the pedantry of h the
mediaeval historians'is usually xxai scholastic rather
than classical, hut quite often they too are aping a
classical style; and then the only difference is that the
Humanists, trying to do the same thing, do it better.
Similarly, even the better mediaeval historians
insert prolonged harangues. They may be a trifle less
unreal than those of the Humanists; they are sometimes
\
narrative of facts instead of empty generalisations, and
less completely impossible in the mouths of those to whom <
they are attributed. But their writers do not seem to have
had a much clearer or mote conscious idea than the
Humanists that their inclusion was an evil in itself.
The imitation of classical models was the
characteristic approaching nearest to an originality on
the part of the Humanists. But even of this we find
traces in the Middle ages, especially in the periods
when there appeared some premature hint of the Henaissaance
%
Linhard, setting down to write the life of Charlemagne, and
conscious of his inexperience in arranging hid material,
turned to the example of biographical form afforded by
Suetonius, slightly modified its framework to fit the
1 V.. H.I,. Foole on Henry of Huntingdon: Chronicles
and .annals (Oxford 1026), pp. 52-4.
/ •
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difierent circumstances of a Christian Emperor, and then
filled it with the facts and spirit of his own age-tf' Richer
is full of Latin terms and phrases, imaginary speeches and
descriptions of the illnesses of famous people copied from
<L
late classical authors. Rahewin in his continuation of
Otto of Freising's Gesta Prbderici Imperatoris, though
satisfied with an annalistic form, supplied the
\
deficiencies of his own langugge by passages not only from
Josefchus but from Sallust and Lucan? his portrait of
Frederick is composite from Einhard and a letter of
Sidonius apollinaris on Theodoric, with touches from
Josephus and Sallust. Thomas Basin (a sound scholar in
the late-mediaeval sense, but no Humanist) modelled
himself both in form and style on Livy and Sallust.
On both these points (rhetoric and imitation of the
classics) one may see what could happen to even so bare
an annalistic compilation a3 the St, ^lbans Chronicle
I
when it fell into the hands of an author of soiue
Ei
literary pretensions like Thomas Walsingham, whose
account of the battle of Agincourt, florid to the point
of unintel]igibility, is a cento of tags from classical
historians and poets. Even William of Malme3bury, one
of the best early mediaeval historians, and one little
1 liolinier: Sources, vol. V, p. lxviii.
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preoccupied with style, bristles with at least the more
obvious Latin tags.
This e is not to say thut there was nothing new
here. The echoes of the classics in the mediaeval
historians were verbal and mechanical, the perfunctory
observance of a literary convention. The Humanists
aimed at transferring the essential spirit, or at the
least the form, of their models into the compositions of
\
their own age. But although this constituted a genuine




of classical literature persisted throughout the Middle
Ages to a much greater extent than used to be realised.
Secondly, these characteristics were not only not
exclusive to Humanism; they were also not essential to it
in the same way as the conception of history as something
/
which must be within limits rational, ordered, and cast in
a literary form. Those whom Fueter calls the "pragmatist"
■L
historians (iiachiavelli, Guicciardini, Coromines) were
marked by them not at all or to a very limited extent, For
do they belong much to scholars like Biondo, interested in
investigating the past as the past, without preoccupation
with either moral lessons or literary form, or to the
inquiring minds, alertly sensitive to the world around
1 Geschichte der neueren Hi3toriogi-o.phie, tro.ns, L,
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them, like Fius II. The Humanists were in no sense
logically constrained by their basic theory to write in
■;
stilted imitation of the &ncients instead of in a
natural style fitted to their own age and allowing for ■ ,
the original expression of their own ideas and personality;
although in their confusion between" following their models
as a means and as an end, this was all too often what
'
■ f!
happened in practice, \
' 1
^ 'I IThere was another characteristic of this kind, not • *
*» . • • 11 DPIi j
quite universal among the Humanists but generally connected
v;ith them. This was their belief that hiatory was useful.
•' v J; | 1
It raised men's souls by contemplation of noble deeds, and
in the practical activities ± of statecraft, citizenship
and ordinary conduct it set before them examples of what ,
to pursue and what to avoid.
Yet this is less marked in the rhetorical school,
generally regarded as the most typical Humanists, than in
.
the "pragmatists". 1-iachiavelli wrote the Diiiscourses on
the Decades of I,ivy to give citizens and governors the
benefit of the experience of antiquity; and Commines,
■
| jj"
after describing a particularly cynical piece of
. ' ' I % . l.jjf
statecraft, adds the hope that he may thu3 help some
±
young prince in the future to avoid being deceived. The
1 Hemp irea. Bk. 3. .chap, IX, ed. J. Calmette (les
Glassiques de lfHisto£re ae /ranee au moyen age, 5
\J-M- ftJyis i<v/? • -I, p• 230.
/ ' >
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real rhetoricians considered that these passages, if at
too great length, broke up the artistic flow of their
narrative, and in the Main they limited them to
incidental observations.
This again was something which the humanists altered
in spirit rather than created out of nothingness. The
mediaeval historian also was nothing if not didactic* He
also regarded history a- a warning; indeed this was in his
eyes almost its only justification, and he never ceases to
draw attention to this aspect. J3ut his conviction of the
immediacy of God's guiding hand in the affairs of man made
it difficult for him in logic to enforce any lesson except
the advisability of rendering one's self pleasing in His
eyes in so far as might be possible in order to merit His
protection. But the Humanists, without openly denying His
direct intervention, allowed it tacitly to fall into the
background as a cause in ordinary affairs, which they
treated as following logically from men's free actions*
They were th\ks able to concentrate on practical precepts,
pointing out that such and such a course of action would
produce such and such results, which they suggested might
be desirable or very much the reverse.
Such seem then the main components of the Humanist
historical programme: The fundamental purpose to arrange
history and make it reasonable; the style imitated from
the classics usually employed for this object; and (as
the result to which the final production was directed)
the helping of men to lead a good and successful life,
practically and morally, by taking advantage of the
accumulated experience of past generations. Commines
emphasises this as one of the most important means of
making a man wise, since a single life is too sh!prt to
1
acquire this variety of experience for one's self.
It has been stressed that the second two components
are less essential than the first, in the sense that
they occur less universally and that Humanist
historiography would havq a recognisable individual
identity without them. But the normal state of affairs
was for all to be presnht in those whom wa would define
as strictly Humanist historians.
2. Its Exemplification in Gaguin and ^emilius.
a. Gaguin's conscious object was certainly
that of the Humanists. But there is the purpose which a
man sets before himself when he begins, and the purpose
vhioh in practice he pursues when he settles to his work.
This does not refer to mere defects of execution, such as
1 Ibid. Bk. 2, chap, VI; vol. I, p. 129.
\ •■■■..'
: I
I . -.-. .v : . v. •' ;
J v " > - .
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are inevitable in some form in every work. It is a much
more fundamental thing when an author having said to his
readers and himself that he proposes to write in
accordance v/ith a certain theory, finds himself impelled
"by his instincts aid antecedents to write in accordance
with one quite different.
Gaguin was not compelled to adopt the style he did
by a fashion so universal that no other was thinkable, .nt
the end of the XVth century and even well into the XVIth
the old-fashioned treatment of a general history was still
common and respectable. There were in addition the many
minor forms of contemporary memoirs and records. In this >
sense his choice was tolerably free, and where he placed it
is therefore more significant than if it had been a
matter of course.
But though his choice was deliberate, it had been
made in the first instance on general rather than
particular grounds, Gaguin's pleasure in learning and
literature as a young man had led him into the circle of
Paris scholars and men of letters who had come under the
influence of the classical tradition. It was their good
opinion, and that of those like them in other countries,
that he aimed at in all his more ambitious projects; and
this he certainly would not obtain by writing a history
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in other than Humanist form. Having placed himself as a
matter of genuine preference in a certain camp, the
conformity of loyalty or plain unthinking habit would be
likely to lead him to do as his associates did.
This is not to suggest that he assumed a distasteful
form against his will. There is no reason to doubt that
he yielded an intellectual assent to Humanist canons for the
' composition of history as in other matters, without perhaps
distinguishing very clearly in his own mind between the
parts of their doctrine with which he was in natural
sympathy and those which were alien to him. But despite
the genuine pleasure which he clearly derived from Humanist
society, and the esteem in which he waB held there, his
i
identification with the true spirit of Humanism was very
limited,
This was natural enough, for it was never an easy part
for the Ultramontanes to assume, when the whole social and
intellectual world which had formed them ± and in which
they lived was based on a tradition so radically different.
Those Y/ho achieved it most successfully tended to be the
lay scholars such a? Hrasmua, with something of a cosmo¬
politan character, who had been in Italy or had connections
with it. For them the ancient world and the Hew Learning
hud some real meaning, a distinct existence of their own
208
and a force to inlluence and shape the existence of others.
But Gaguin was not one of these, is either by back¬
ground or probably even by disposition. His interest in
■literature should not be allowed to obscure the typically
t
mediaeval character of the circumstances of his career . The
Order of the Holy Trinity had been founded for the redemption
of Christian captives from the infidel. Oaguin when a
student in Paris sav; some of these brought ^ack from Granada,
a-
and later was himself sent to Spain for this purpose. So
.
late as 1491, when he himself was General Minister, he was
"| Hi
organising the rxpxr ransom of prisoners from Morooco and
3
ar anging for their solemn reception in Paris. The intelligence j;
- f
and energy which raised him from a modest origin to a
I
distinguished position a In the Ohurch; the combination of !
ecclesiastical administration with diplomatic functions;
the af-'illation to the University and partisan loyalty in its
quarrels; the sincere piety not exclusive of something of
profane oultu^re and worldly ambition: there is nothing
distinctively Humanist about that picture. It could be
?• |l
apnliud with very little alteration to many scholarly arid
political churchmen for a century or more back.
-
1 ^pis ^o le , vol. I, p. Id v
2 Ibid; p. 17.




This character Is so pronounced that it oven intrudes
itself into his letters ar.d speeches, though they were designed
as Humanist compositions for his Humanist friends, and in the
main preserve the Humanist tone v;ry steadily. The language
is studded with classical allusions; the classical historians,
poets and philosophers are continually referred to and quoted;
and when Oaguin corned on some well-worn theme of Humanist rfcHi
\
rhetoric his pen glides forward smoothly along the familiar
4
track. Hven the Oration asking the Doctors of the Faculty
ft-
of Theology to contribute to the restoration of the church of
3
St. Mathurin not only contains classical allusions hut is
full of the notions of magnificence, fame and artistio glories,
and ends with the insinuation that it would derogate from the
dignity of the Theologians to let themselves ^e surpassed hy
the French and i.orman nations, which had both promptly made
generous contributions.
1 Hp. LFXpr; vol. II, pp. 9-13 (praise of eloquence}.
Hp. LXXXIX; vol. II, pp.6G-74(stimulus to virtue from
prospect of fame), ftjox Orat. XCVI; vol. II, pp. 124-8
(importance and dignity of literature).
2 Orat. XCII; vol. II, pp. 90-7.
3 I id. p. 94 (the University described as "communem
Finerve officinam").
f • •




Th is is all In character and what one would expect. Tut
the other vein vms liable to break out at any moment. At the
end of the long letter to Erasmus' friend Hermann, an
admirable composition marked by good sense, good feeling and
i.
li oral enlightenment, Oaguin answers his correspondent's
question which of the pagan philosophers was the fcat best
guide to life, by the unqualified pronouncement, that it was
impossible to choose '^etweon this mutually-conflicting
"multitude of vanities". All were dangerous to the Christian
not yet armed in proof by wisdom and virtue, and all the more
so from the snecious attraction with which their literary
talents decked their false teaching. Study of them should
therefore ho avoided, just as the Church discourages the
reading of Origen, despite his merits, because of the errors
contained in a single work of his. 3ut it does not for~bid
the use of such classical flowers of speech as are "not»S-
inconsistent with piety" for the adornment of truth, as many
of the philosophers (especially the Stoics) valued the moral
virtues and sot go >d examples of them; but oven with them we
must be on Jfefc-x our guard against their exaltation of fame.
Tt. is unnecessary to point out the contrast "between all this
and the ideas maintained in the letters already referred to.
1 Ep. -LTXVUj vol. II, pp. 22-59.
2 V. particularly the fine passage on astrology.
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■igain. the letters dealing not with literary or
philosophic topics but with the business of his Order, though
carefully written in rhetorical stylo, are in substance and
tone very much what a mediaeval pre^lato might have sent to
his colleagues and subordinates. And the Oration to the
J.
Florentines uses arguments to persuade them that they should
not refuse to help Kene of An.jou in Naples through fear of
\
the Papacy which sound strange in the mouth of the author of
the Compendium, with its numerous outspoken criticisms of the
Papacy from a hallioan point of view.
No one will criticise laguin for holding these opinions.
His attitude to pagan philosophy in the lettor to Hermann is
'
a groat deal more consistent and prudent than that of the
|
Humanist churchmen who attempted precariously to reconcile it wit
,
with Christianity. And so far as the administration of hid
Order goes, we can only respect him for doing what he had
chosen to do conscientiously and thoroughly. But those
expressions of his views do suggest the funda ontal character
-
of a srious-minded late-mediaeval churchman, for whom his
A '
Humanist excursions were something external, occasional, and
limited in scope, a diversion and a grace addled to life,
rather than an integral part of his personality and outlook.




This impression is confirmed by consideration of big
works other t• an the Compendium. Apart from his occasional
verae, largely addressed to his Humanist friends, and a few
translations of classical historians, they are overwhelmingly
late-mediaeval in tone. The theological speculations and
polemics, the belligerent championship of hfis Order in its
quarrels, the hagiography, the preoccupation with satirical,
\
moral and educational treatises, are all exactly what we
would expect from Robert aguin, beneral Ministen of the
Order of the Holy Trinity and Dean of the Faculty of Canon
Law in the University of Paris; but they do not immediately
suggest ^aguin the Humanist.
This is not to say that all his subjects were such that
no Humanist would have treated of them. Thuasne xsays there
is no doubt of the debt of his Passe-tempsiai: d'Oyslvete to
the Disputatio do Pace ot Bello of Platina and Roderigo
Sancio bishop of Calahorra. The Humanists were to a great
extent dependent ori tho stock of ideas of the Middle ^ges,
which for their part owed more than perhaps they realised to
classical thought and imagination. Many of the commonplaces
which appear in tho works of the Humanists had been the
property of the Schoolmen, and before them of tho Sophists.
1 on-these, v. Epiatole , ^ v^.n, p, no
2 Ibid. vol. II, p. 522.
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Sut they were treated in a different spirit by each of these
successive ages; and ir\ Gaguln's mind tl,ey seem to have
exlBted not as they were first conceived by antiquity nor as
revived in the faded formalism of the Humanists, but in the
intermediate stage in which the 'Piddle Ages had adopted them
as part of their literary stock in trade.
Moreover, this is direct evidence. From the circumstances
\
of his life and even from his letters (though they wore so much
literacy compositions dirooted to an audience that they in fact
testify more to his literary views than to his personal
feelings), we can only conjecture x rational probability as to
his ideas. But his choice apd treatment of subjects in his
major literary compositions are the closest indication we can
get of his preoccupations and attitude. And when the two
•V •
testimonies fit together kh so consistently, there is a
strong presumption that the combined impression is correct.
But even if it is, this does not do away with the fact
that in the Compendium, his most important work, (Taguin set
before himself and his readers the deliberate intention of
following the Humanist programme. Xfciaxlsxfftem&KKtiyxpjjaxBd
tfifit
^he opening wrd words of the dedication of the first
edition to his friend Pierre Burry sum up the Humanist
programme. Baguin proposes to resume French history in a
compendium, in suoh a way that "most of the irrelevant
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aide-tracks having teen blocked up", the reader may be leds
i
by the right path to the "ultimate goal of history". Those
who had hitherto attempted to narrate it had done so at
.excessive length if writing in French, or if in Latin (of
whom there were very few) had rendered the deeds of some
of the French Icings inaccurately, "without any majesty of
style". Gaguin does not set out to remedy this; such an
\
enterprise would require a mo3t eloquent and fluent writer,
who would pursue y the subject from the outset with the
greatest care, and be assisted by a subsidy from the prince,
who has the greatest interest in Viaving the deeds of his
ancestors set on record for his own information and that of
posterity. But few people are aware that no actions are so
fair and gallant that their lustre is not dimmed by a base
narrative.
In thiB rough and thorny path Gaguin will cull only
Ho
what he considers appropriate to his juoiject , "for the
gnpici of the commonweul", and arrange it in very brief
stages, where the reader may pause for as long as he yi
pleases. He then emphasises again that £ he is not
hunting after (aucupari) any reward from the prince, but
merely hopes for the approval and protection which Burry,
the companion of his early studies, always grants so
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generously to his friends in the literary world; and he ends
|/i '
by explaining that despite the criticism which he anticipates
he proposes .to compromise in the matter of prpper names, using
a form as close as possible to the vernacular and then
declining them as if Latin words.
A 4
This is all very close to the Preface of Aemiliua, which
will be dealt with later. Both are brief and carefully written,
\ \
though ^aguin's is muoh inferior stylistically; and the basio
ideas on which they depend are obviously h the same. The
main distinction is that Gaguin's is more practical in tone;
\ 1 1
he is expounding the purpose and character of this particular
book rather than his views on the purpose and character of
\
history in general; and the references to the usefulness and
importance of the subject, which Aemilius rather dwells on,
are here reduced to a minimum.
Other expressions of Gaguin's views are scattered
throughout the letters, but they n&ither modify nor arid much
to this main exposition. In the Preface to D Gaguin is
concentrating on rebutting the charges of the "foreign
slanderer", and does not deal with historical theory. The
±
letters to Piorre Doriole and Ambroise de Cambrai were written
with so specific a purpose in view that their testimony is of
1 V. pp . 11 - >
i- \ / ' V — .. . ■ V\
i
' S •' J i
. / I
' /. .! •
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a different kind and of lees weight. Also by the nature of
this purpose they wore directed more to demonstrating the
benefits which the French crown would derive from history
than the merits of history itself. The only points of real
interest to be added from them are the Humanist defence of
glory ae a spur to virtue and the § conception of history as
a drama played between the "two faces of Fortune".
\
Gaguin's expressed theory was thus perfectly orthodox.
And a conscious exercise of choice and will in this way is a
concrete and significant fagt, independent of the modification
or even destruction of it in practice by some overriding force
of instinct or habit. It may even sometimes tell us more about
his mind, expressing as it does the attitude individual to
himself rather than that which was the mere product of his
environment. So far as this formal choice goes, Gaguin must
be classed as a Humanist, even while we place him among the
late-mediaeval historians in relation to the actual work as
it has come to our hands.
Of the minor characteristics of Humanist historiography
he had very little. He wrote in Hatin, and seems to have done
so from the Humanist rather than the la'e-mediaoval point of
view. This was the aspect of the origiiality of his work
which he himself arid his Humanist friends emphasise most
i
often. xn the Preface to D one of tho chargos which he is
I
/ . , ■ ■
. ' • ■' '
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most eager to meet la the lnadequaoy of his Latin. He
acknowledges with a scornful humility that he does not
possess eloquence in it "to the extent that a certain
chatterbox attributes it to the Italian authors", but claims
that he has written of the affairs of his own country in a
passable style,"with barbarisms gradually cleared away." The
same notion, variously worded,appears throughout the prefatory
matter. It was the assumption by the Humanists that history
\
\
not in Latin hardly counted as existing at all which
enabled them to claim that Gaguin was the first real
historian of France.
haguin could write accomplished Humanist Latin, and did
so continually in the letters and speeches.3Ut the Compendium
itself is not at all rhetorical. Its style Is level and
correctLbt sober and simple. There are no orations, and the
not very numerous incidental remarks which he has preserved from
his sources are all extremely brief.
Despite his occasional references to the usefulness of
history, he is not much concerned with providingexamples or
advice. The chief respect in wh^h he seems to expect that
history would profit mankind was by the indirect means of
stlmulatin^them to altixxlKXouB all virtuous acticmfby hope
that their names would bo honourably remembered In future
age£. '"hen he descends to detail, the tone (as W became his
station )is much more that of v^odiaeval Bitfisi edlf Icatio'n.
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than oflMmanlgt practical counsel.
Thus under each of the headings defining Humanist
historiogaphy distinctions and qualifications have to b be
made, haguin's own undoubted conception of his hitar history
in Humanist terms is in a sense the sole ultimate criterion;
hfc but if an affirmative answer is to be given on the
strength of it, it would have to be modified by the proviso
\that this conception accorded little with the rest\ of his
thought and had little influence inxfc shaping his completed
work •
B. .Aomilius. The case of Aemilius is ich much more
A
*
clear. For his own viev/s on the street wo may refer to the
Prologue to the Do Rebus flssfcnfc testis. Prefatory# matter was
a formal affair. It said less what the writer thought than
what he supposed was expected of him, or still more often It
wor cast in a conventional mode which passed from book to
book varying in little more than words. But these stock
compositions wore rxBH^isad recognised an being each attached
to a peculiar style, and the use of one would upon the whole
establish ah author as belonging to the school implied by
it. Nor wore thejpften without some Indication of
individual attitudes and tastes.
The first noticeable thing about ha the Prologue Is its
briefness.. It occupl-ef less Sikxhx than a Folio. Aemilius
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did not propose to disfigure the proportions of his work
or fatigue his readers by a prolix exordium. All that was
requisite was for the subject to be introduced by a few
brisk graceful words and then left to the reader's
attention. Secondly, it is written in careful Humanist
Latin, at once fluent and dignified, over whloh Aemilius
must have taken much pains.
\
"The lot of the human race would be good and glorious"
it opens, if kirgs and great men in general regarded
themselves in all they did as acting a part "in the theatre
of all mankind and before the eyes of posterity", and if
their high deeds were noted down and diligently perused;
for then we would see resumption of* "that fairest contest,
intermitted for many centuries", as to whether the world
owes more to those who do great deeds or to those who
transmit their deeds to all timo.
Having once tasted such sweetness, we would all be
inflamed by desire to learn about the whole of antiquity.
Fortune and passion would hold lees sway over us. Wars
would be undertaken more rarely and with greater consider¬
ation, carried on with less bloodshed and devastation and
t
more valour, and concluded more easily and with more
pleasant peace. For the conquerors, assuming the






nnd before the Incorruptible Judges of posterity, will
realise that more examples of good faith and clemency than
of crimes and brutality are set.^ before those who aspire to
true greatness and fame. The world will no longer be for
the greater part "shut off from and impervious to" men's
knowledge by the continual alarm of new wars; and thfcs it
will be no longer so shamefully unknown to ifs inhabitants.
Life would be more safe, and led with less cupidity. The
Divinity would be more sacred in men's eyes when they know
the origins of true religion and by what moans it was that
"the general happiness and the integrity of the soul" had
been instituted and preserved.
So far aemllius has sketched the wide optimistic
prospect of what knowledge of history could do for man in
his higher capacities as a moral and social being. But
men, he adds, "are less swayed by duty and conscience than
each by his own advantage or disadvantage"; so the
practical benefits to be derived by the individual must be
stressed also, "ignorance of antiquity compels even those
who have grown old in the other liberal arts to appear
always childron and ignorant of sense and the life of the
community, strangers themselves in their own fatherland,
and fit to bo excluded from the government of the common-






Por It ia history alone which teaches us about all
civil and military Institutions and arts, and what
favours or opposes their invention, growth and preservation.
Ignorance and contempt of it have thus been the cause of
the greatest inconveniences and public ruin, and will
oontinue to be so as long as self-esteem combined with nagi
neglect of culture is more pleasant to us than "contemplation
\
of antiquity, the inventor of all good things% Examples
of this are to be found everywhere, but especially in the
history of the French; for here Fortune, as assistant or
opponent of valour and prudence, has so demonstrated both her
powers as though she wished to show the world in one race
all examples which could teach men how to deal with all
vicissitudes more clearly "than all the schools or
precepts of the philosophers".
But history must not be lef-t solely at this
utilitarian level. The memory and observation of past
ages, deeds and heroes is more than "a mistress of life";
it is the ruler of the study of learning itself. Other
branches of knowledgo, once they have reached perfection,
do not need to have anything more wfcitten about them. But
history can have no end until the restless human race
ceasos to perform acts requiring to bo recorded by it; a







Having paid this fino tribute to the enduring
character and value of his subject, Aemilius, like
Gaguin, concludes not in a rhetorical flourish but with
rostraint and simplicity by a brie^vord on the method he
proposes to adopt in making the results of his studies
available "for the use of mankind". The narrative of
periods, kings and dynasties will be consecutive, but the
choice of facts and authors will be such that he will not
fill so many volumes as he could out of all he had
discovered and was worthy of note . As the Franks did not
originally inhabit Gaul, he will not begin to deal with
"nearer and more certain things" until he has said a few
words on "what they themeelve^relate about their first
origins". Finally, he proves to mention any externalK
affairs so closely connected with France that they
cannot be passed over.
It is hardly necessary to point out how much Humanist
doctrine Aemiliua has contrived to compreds into this short
passage, either explicitly or by implication. There is
the care in composition and concern for a classical style,
the hope of being of profit to the world, the zeal for
glory, the high sense of the dignity and pleasure of his
subject, the critical caution suggested by the phrasing of




















subject matter. Moreover, it ia itself a most
successful example of what the Uumanists were always
attempting to do. fcot only is it remarkably well wrlifcax
expressed, with the firmness and grace arising from
effortless control of the medium; it is throughout
interfused by a sense of unity. The language fits the
form, the form the thought; and the thought itself seems
the natural emanation from the writer's whold intellectual
and spiritual personality. The passage by itself would be
almost enough to establish the character of Aemiliua as a
Humanist.
C. Practice of Caguln and Aemilius. It remains to be
considered how far each succeeded in the programme which
both thus set before themselves: the arrangement of
history and rendering it reasonable; the style imitated from
the classics; the ultimate purpose of aiding men practically
and morally.
(i) The arrangement of history depends on the
material whioh the author assembles and the use which he
subsequently makes of it. Oaguin seems to have restricted
the usefulness of his rending by binding himself
excessively to a single source, or rather series of sources.
Thuasne cites separately as his sources Hregdry of Tours,
Almoin, the Latin Chronicles of Saint-T>enis, Rigord , the
\
I
••• I • • ... . •
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Great Chronicles. But Gregory of Tours is Almoin's major
source for the period which he covers; Almoin and Rlgord
are themselves the Latin Chronicles for their respective
periods; and the Latin Chronicles -are the main source of the
Great Chronicles until they cease to have one. In fact
Gaguin is simply penetrating back from one stage to
another in an interdependent series.
No one would say that this in itself is not worth
doing. Errors in considerable number end sometimes of
considerable importance do creep in when a work is
reproduced down the centuries by a succession of hands,
especially where translation is involved, and they may
perpetuate themselves unless at some stage a sorupulous
scholar assumes the task of checking back from one source
to another. But useful and conscientious a piece of
scholarship as this is, it is not the same thing as
confronting one independent text by another and making a
critical choice between them, or even (if this is beyond
the historian's resources) setting them down clearly and
impartially side by side so that the reader can exercise his
own judgment on them.
Moreover, Gaguin applied his system most wbre where it
1 Epistole, vol. I, p. 119, notes 1-6.
\ ' - •••





was.least necessary. In the later period It might have
boon very profitable In detecting the tendenciou ^manipulation
of sources by alterations or omissions to serve some
national or faction interest* But that was not the
attitude of a mediaeval compiler. Except in rare cases,
whore some isolated specific advantage was to be gained,
his object was to transcribe his soroe &s fully and
* if •
faithfully as he could, so as to display his erudition and
& \
\
shelter himself behind the authority of a greater name than
his ovmjfi, Jn such circumstances, variants tended to be
involuntary and upon the whole small, a matter of
misreading or miswriting figures or proper names, the
misunderstanding and hence corruption of 3ome latin phrase.
Further, although (to a degree varvinu with the nature
of the s urces) this process is necessary and useful, a
considerable standard of abstract scholarship is requisite
for it to servo its purpose properlv, Tn the comparison
of two independent sources, something can be done bv plain
common sense and a feeling for rational probability. But in
pursuing small points of divergence between two essentially
similar texts, the scholar will nood the greatest attention
and care and a highly trained critical faculty.
Garni in was x not a scholar in this sense, f-ome examples
have already boon given of his failing to detect errors in
i
. I ' ' ' -
■/
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his sources. Vne more may be added. )'he Gesta riegum
Francornm In describing ragobcrt'3 battle with the
Saxons In his father's lifetime, speaks of the piece of hi3
hair v/hich was cut off falling "to the ground" • In the
*>
Goat a Pagoborti ad terram" has be-^n read as a eropor name,
3. *-&-
Adtira, becoming Attlla In the Great Chronicles, and so
it
it appears in the Compondium.
Nor is it perhaps quite safe to assume th^t Gaguin had
\
a tidied or even seen all the books which he cit03. Early
historians are well known not to have- been very meticulous
in their form of quotation, often naming the original
author of a statement which they have only found In a later
work. It wa3 not wholly unreasonablej for if the quotation
was genuine and correct it was in fact that of the first
author and not the second. But it renders it: exceedingly
difficult to be cortain precisely what an author had or had
not read. There is no proof that Gaguin was addicted to
this habit* but the possibility cannot be excluded.
S"
Gaguin once cites tho"BibliOthocarlus"• The liber
1 fillOF, vol. II (Paris 17), r. • 67.
2 Ibid. p. 583,




FontifIcalis was well known end treated with deforence even
by Humanists, end there i3 no repaon why Gaguln should not,
have bed access to It. But this pertlculer point (the
imprisonment of Dldier end his femily et liege) is one of
those for which Biondo elso cites the "Blbliothecerius ' by
name, end in feet epperently iii error, for the Incident does
not seem to feature in the Liber Pontificelis. And we know
V — ——
thet Gaguln used Biondo. \
\
There is finally e more general end more important pxtk
point. Even if Geguln bed seen end studied ell his sources
■ ' i
directly, their velue in the estimate of him es e historian
lies in the use he made of them| end we heve seen thet with
few exceptions they were to him adjuncts rather then
component parts of his basic structure#
Where en author pins his faith so much to he one group
of sources, the value of his wokk will depend on the
combination of the character of this primary source with his
treatment of it.
1th regard to the first point, the Sein^-Denis
Chronicles were by no moans a bad choice. They possessed
tho first merit of a source: they were extremely full, so
that the author making use of them was never in lack of
facts, even on points of detail. They also reproduce their
own sources without unduly disfiguring them. And finally,
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though for this very reason they very greatly with the
varying merits of their sources, they in the main keep up a
very respectable standard after the early legendary period,
Oaguln also clearly set out with the intention of
subjecting this material to the comparative internal critioism
which such a compilation required. He seems seldom to check
its validity by reference to a superior source, at least
specifically. In his one major preference for an Independent,
\
author, Frolasart, he never Justifies his choice by any
discussion of his weight, and where he cites him by name
rather implies that ho has none as a serious source. But he
possessed enough good 3onso and good Judgment, and enough
Humanist culture, to consider them in the light of
ordinary probability and reject their testimony when it
beoame too palpably absurd. There are two passages where he
gives his grounds for doinc; so at considerable length, end it
is on these that hi3 reputation as a critical historian rests.
Almoin had taken the. legend of the Frankish descent from
the Trojans .from "Fredeyarius" or the Gesta Hewn Francornm^,
The Groat Chronicles in their Prologue have copied the
categorical statement in Aimoin's Proem; "Cortalne chose est
donques que 11 rol rie France, par les quex li roiaumes est
glorieus et renommez, descondirent de la noble lignie de Troie!'.,
and his narrative in the first, chapter of their book.
/ •-'nr-
Tho very first words of the Compendium strike 0
non-committal noto. "The Pranks" says Gaguin, "(like most
other nations) boast themselves descended from the Trojans";
and he bridged their migration to lake Maeotis after the
fall of Troy in 0 single sentence, After this typical
Humanist ovasion of the most delicate point, ho is ablo to
bring his orltica^ faculty to bear more boldly on the other
\traditions as to the origin of the Pranks,
He first discusses the derivation of their name, citing
Flavius Vopiscus, Paulus Diaoonus, and a letter of Cicero to
J
Attlous in support of his preference for that from a leader Krjmi
Francus rather than the impression thev made of ferocity or
•
. ' . J |
liberty by their dealings with Valentinian II, giving examples
of the use of the name in earlier periods, end commenting
adversely on the ignorance on this point of Gregory of Tours
and his source Sulpitius Alexander. But, he add3, though
he has given the generally accepted version of their
migrations, he is rendered suspicious by references in
Caesar end Strebo to the presence of Sicambrians on the
Rhine, unless indeed those were a different group from those
expelled from Sicarabria under Valentinian. However all this
may be, he is surprised that none of the previous French
authors have noticed it.
A little later, describing their settlement, in Gaul,
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he launches into invective against pn unnamed "chronicler" who
hps recently dedicated p history to Charles VIII, for
attributing the foundation of Feris to them in 395 B.C., and
demonstrates the double inconsistency of this date convincingly
from chronological arguments end reference to Caesar's capture
of Peris. And he concludes with e still more emphatic
assertion of suspended Judgment then thet with which he had
begun: "But Indeed I have no information as to the real
1
origin of the Franks,"
He is even more specific in hl3 rejection of fabulous
matter in his treatment of the legends connected with
Charlemagne. There is nothing theso in the Continuator of
Almoin. The Greet Chronicles, having begun with a combination
of Hinherd's Vita Karoil, the Annales Laurissenses, and a few
entries from inferior sources like the Monk of Saint-Gall, fill
in the remainder of their narrative (more than half) by the
Journey of Charlemagne to Jerusalem and the pseudo-Turpln's
account of his Spanish expedition. These were both In latin,
and wore preserved In the Saint-Penis archives: and by virtuo
of this double prestige they on^oyed a confidence in no sense
Justified by their content. This ensured their inclusion in
the early publications of the Great Chronicles, and by the time
the last was prepared In the reign of Charles V the sacramental
character of the whole compilation had become so firmly
established that whatever scepticism the editors may have felt
1, p, Ir. V.
I • • \
I . ■
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they did not dare to omit or modify even what v;es mo3t
incredible in it,
Gaguin here indulges in no equivocation. "I am not
4.
ignorant' ho says, "that some authors add" an expedition by
Charlemagne to Jerusalem at the request of the Eastern
Emperor. Rut "I cannot easily bring myself to believe this."
It is Improbable in itself that amid the continual wars in
Italy, Spain and Gascony he would have found opportunity to
make so distant an expedition; and there is no evidence for his
having gone outside Italy and Germany after the beginning of
his reign. Nor is he likely to have gone after his coronation
as Emperor, when Constantlne [VI] was suspect to him as a
rival and also suffering from a serious leprosy which would
have stood in the way of their interview. The authors of the
tradition specify neither time nor place, except the wood
(giving neither its name nor district) in which Charlemagne
lost his wey until guided by a bird with a human voice. As if,
says Gaguin contemptuously!, so experienced a general would
have trusted himself and his army by nigh1' to the thickets of
an unknown wood without reliable guides. "These are rather
the delirious ravings of old women (dellramonta...vetularum)
than of men c mposlng history with knowledge and care," In
1 P. XXVJ I.V
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pny CP3G, "he who has recorded the life end acts of St,
Se.vecius" denies that Charlemagne ever iexct led enA
expedition against the Saracens.
1
As to the Spanish expedition, Gaguin says that the stories
derived from Turpin of Rheims "seem to me to have much of the
impudence of the Greeks (? grecanloae), end to be very much
like poetic fictions" (instancing the walls of Pempoluna
falling at the sound of trumpets, the soldiers' spoors
sprouting at Toledo, the exaggerated account of Charlemagne's
strongth). Nor can ho easily believe "what the Chronicler of
'
, i !
Saint-Tehis relates of the giant Pernagu3 (sic), beyond ell
respect for the reliability of history", comparing them to the
poets' fictions as to the Titans: ho who can believe them may
also believe tho story found in "some Roman authors" of the
monstrous skeleton of Antaeus unearthed by Sertorius at
2- I
Tlngene. "Indeed" adds Geguin, "when I wemet Toledo, and
lauded Charlemagne to tho skies as having subdued a large
portion of Spain and Toledo Itself, I was brought a book called
the I raises of Spain, in which what I have related about
Charlemagne was refuted with all the zeal and energy of the
author." And hi3 summing up makes his position plain:




on which should bo followed, oxcart that I agree with thoso
who do not admit the journey to Jerusalem,"
Had Gaguin given us much in this style, he could
fearlessly have challenged comparison with Aenilius or most
other Humanist historians. But these are the only two
occasions where be uses this critical faculty to ahy wide
extentj there ore minor instances, b-'t they are not in the
main very Important. Some tacit exercise of it vWs
naturally forced upon him by his drastic abridgment of the,
Great Chronicles. He had to make a choice, and this
involved criticism. On the whole he does this reasonably
well, for it was a task for which good sense and a feeling'
for relative values would be almost enough. He has picked outxfcl
j
||
the more important points to stress, and prunes away the
worst exoresconcos (edifying anecdoted, "incidents", gross
irrelevances 3uch as tho legendary adventures of Belisarlus
and Theodoric). But this required no overt challenge to
his authority, no introduction of outside sources for
comparison.
The degree of ha his dependence in general can be
illustrated by refocenco to a point where it would be very
little expected. One of the weakest periods of the Great
Chronicles is the last years of the Carolinglans and first
years of the Capetlans. The French records are scanty and
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ralssed such as there are. Lacking fta on 1 Qlnbor, Helgeud
end Richer, they have been compelled to turn to the rich but
romentic matter afforded by Guillaume de .Tumieges, with the
result that all this part is marked not only by a
disproportionate detail on purely Norman affairs but by a
pro-Norman bia3 rising in places to an active hostility to
Prance. This does not surprise or Jar unduly in the Great
Chronicles, because being throughout a compilation from very
varied sources, they have been given no more than a
superficial unity by the compiler, underneath which v;e
continually feel a change of tone as we pass from period to
period end author to author. Also, though broadly national
In character in virtue of their semi-official status, they
always (both from their own provfnance and the nature of
many of their sources) essentially preserved much of the
«
supranational theocratic attitude of the monastlo chronicle?
so that there is no sustained patriotic and royalist tone
with which this change of attitude would appear markedly
inconsistent.
But tho Compendium was supposed to be an individual
digest, a deliberate selection, and also it i3 aggr,e3sively
nationalist. Everything seems to suggest that here if
anywhere Caguin would have questioned his source and looked





modlfy, or oven replace It. But quit© the contrary, this is
ono of tho places where h© follows it moot closely. He adopts
Its whole attitude, goo3 into detail on the murder of William
■2, 1. ,
Longsword ond the adventures of Richard the Fearless (for
whoso introduction of pagan allies ho hps no word of blame),
end is markedly hostile to tho French kings throughout in
their relations with//ormandy.
One or two smaller points may be added to show \thofc
this is not an isolated case. The Oreajrt Chronicles for some
reason dismiss tho Norman Conquest in a single sentence^ and
4"
the First Crusade in a single paragraph, although they treet
all the others in which tho French were involved at considerable
■n.
length. In A and B Caguln does not mention the Norman CoquostA
at all, and the First Crusade only by way of parenthesis in
S
the middle of a roferonce to some other subject. In D he has a
b
single sentence on the Norman Conquost, and gives a very brief
i
acoount of the antecedents of the Crusade, breaking off on the
1 F. XI.R.
a F. XL,V.
Fhillppo I, chop. J; vol. V, p. 71.
4 Ibid. pp. 76-8.
6 C. P. XXXJX.R.
6 F. XI.111.7.
7 T1 XIIIII.R ss.
arrival of the Crusaders in Syria, pa if he mepnt to
continue the story in another inaortlon later but forgot*
This failure to make more use of tho critical faculty
which he cleorly possessed seems best explicable in the
first placo by something of a mediaeval lack of interest;,
the feeling that a foct found in an authoritative source
was set down as it 3tood as a matter of course, and.
secondly by the unfortunate plan which he had\adoptod.
\
This is supported by finding the converse apply to
Aemilius. .Apart from his excessive dependence in parts on
loh\
Biorido, and f<u? the greater placo given to narrative as
opj osod to documentary material, ho seems to hnvo not about
preparing his book much as a modern historian would, by
reading all the sources available to him which might bear on
the subject, even if only on small or single points, and then
allowing this accumulated stock of information to blend
itself in his mind before he reproduced it in the rearranged
form in which it was his own.
UQ not onlv had tho advantage of a greater humanist
interest in criticism as 3uchj also by a cumulative process
the better scheme of his work helped him to better execution.
Tils sources stood on an equal footing: ho might take more
from some than from others (though this in itself was an act
of choice), but none hold for him a position of sacrosanct




riot, to decide afresh which to follow for each period. This
In itself would have set tho book a higher crltlcpl standard
than Gaguin's, even if Aemilius' sources had not been greater,
numerically; end it seems to be this, rather then any special
superiority on the port of Aemilius In Intellect or historical
judgment, which enabled him to white & better book. He has no
lndlvidupl passages better than Gaguin's on tho Franks and
Charlemagne. The difference is that what Gaguin dobs only
' ' V
twice with eny real energy pnd cere, Aemiliu3 does qule'ly all .
the time os a matter of course.
...
. f - \
His treatment of the question of tho Franks and Charlemagne
is similar end less full. He had had the advantage of Gaguin's
comments, and may have regarded lengthy discussion as less
necessary in consequence. He does not name him in cither case,
but the opening words are almost an echo: "The Franks claim .to
•± ' '
be derived from Troy." Tho reforenoe to the same letter of
Cicero and conjecture that the Franconed mentioned in it might
be the same as the Ffanka also suggests imitation, at least if
we consider only tho chronological relation of the two printed
boolo. But tho cose may possibly not be quite so simple. In
Franc le Ant Ignites Aemillng in describing the traditions as t.o
the origins of the Franks cites this very letter of Cicero,
with its slight variant of the name (Fron^ones). Subsequently
\
In speaking of the turning of the tide against the Saracens
in Spain, he says that thoy "now" possess only one kingdom there,
a
in Betice, the other three being Christian. Unless he was" here
copying some auurce more blindly than was usual foe him, this
would fix the date of Frencie Antlqulte3 as prior to the fell
of Granada in 1498, or at least three years earlier than the
first edition of the Compendium. In thi3 case, either both
—
stumbled on the same original sourcos, a peculiar though not
impossible coincidence* or both drew on the sane intermediate
abridgment, perhaps Orosius, which is less creditable and
J
interesting but greatly more probable; or the case must be a
strange reversal of what one would expect, with Gaguin drawing
on Aemilius. this cannot be decided without more knowledge
than we possess of what extent of circulation tho MSS. of
Aemilius had. The two men knew one another, end C.aguin was
interested enough in history by the later '80s to road whatever
came to hand in the way of a French compendium. But, as we
have seen, he is specific'that tho question had not been
previously considered in big wav by any French author.
If anything, the note of scepticism has become slightly
more marked in the *e Rebus '' e s i r,. 'he whole first pars raph
is in oratlo oblique: It is all what the French "claim' as to
their early days, linking up with the similar phrasing at the
1 Ibid. F, XCVJII.V.
\
.1 ' "
J . ■ • • ••
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end of tho Preface, where theae remote legends are
contrasted with tho 'more certain" affairs nearer home. And
Aemillus concludes with some sensible remarks to the effect
that it la not surprising that the early days of the Franks
were veiled in obscurity, as the splendour of the Roman tmpire
dimmed all the neighbouring nations; and when they re-emerged
in its decline they were regarded as new, "and their origins
being doubtful, it was free to each to feign what\they pleased",
Tho Charlemagne legends ho does not discussj he simply
ignores them. It cannot bo known how far he Was influenced
by Gaguin's reasoning, or whether two intelligent minds came
independently to the seme conclusion.
Ilere again Aemillua had given fuller discussion in the same
sense in the MSS#, so that derivation from Gaguin, at first
sight obvious, i& not in focti inoontostable.
On both these points indeed it might be said, as Fueter
L
does of Valla's disproving of the Donation of Constantino,
that destructive criticism required moro oourago than
perspicacity. Even the courage was perhaps less than might
appear,^for both Gaguin and Aemilius "/ere discreetly
non-committal on the only issue (the descent from Troy)
which official opinion had taken formally under Its protection.
1 Gcachlchte dor neueren Hlstorio-papMe. trans, fmile





Lven this legend was to some exi-ent obnoxious to
criticism by the later pert of the XVlth century# Ronsord
was e thorough courtier, writing the Franclado with the
„—- '
y,
openly declored intention of pleasing Charles IX: he would
scarcely hove risked the expression of o view likely to
outrage influential circles. Yet in the Frc-fece to the first
edition (157*2.^ he explains carefully that he is writing as a
poet, not a historiographer. History is bound to the truth;
for poetry it is enough to be plausible (vroiscrnblable),
Ronsard, rather boldly, expresses his conviction that the events
'
of the Iliad and Odyssey never occurred; they were built up from
popular traditions, ith a view to flattering the vanity of the
reigning royal house. He proposes to do the same in the
Franclado, choosing a theme of - hich the French people are
firmly convinced on the strength of their ancient annals and
"common fame", and which is so creditable to the French
monarchy, Franclou could have made his way from Troy to France;
therefore from the point of view of the poet there is enough
plausibility in the story for an epic to be' constructed upon
it, Ronsard could hardlr have indicatod more clop'ly what his
attitud otiild have been had he b*en writing as a historian,
»
\ ✓1 0' nvros. ori. P. Blanonmaln (Blbliotheque Blzovirlenno,
vol. Ill, laris 1808), pp. '7-10,
/ ' ■ -
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Nevertheless, hen we remember that Aemilius was
officially employed, and that Gaguin's work later obtained
a sort of official standing, It Is remarkable that more
Indignation v/as not aroused by Oeguln's scornful language
and Aemilius' almost more scornful silence on the cherished
though leas sacrosanct glories of Charlemagne, They did not
pass wholly without comment, Jean Bouchet In the middle of
\
the next century is mildly indignant with Gaguin for hl3
rejection of Turpin's authority, quoting Antonius Sobellicus
as spying In his Enneedes that he ir/ould be ashamed to give the
lie to ouch an author, who was archbishop of Rheim3, end a
holy man, and worthy of belief, and ves present at the
expedition, and thus to be preferred to those writing 500
years after the event. This lost Is a good point in itself, and
one vhlch Goguin doe3 not meet, since he nowhere discusses
the personal existence of Turpin or the validity of his
testimony on external grounds, Bouchet defends the
possibility of the size of Ferragus by reference to "the
virtue of the celestial bodies" and examples derived from
<L
Pliny and Herodotus, But in general the tolerance of both
official and popular opinion 300ms to have been greater than
one would have expected,
hllo both Gpnruin and A mllius were thus in agreement
"
1 Pes Annal' a d1Aqultalne, I a"t B, chap, VII /wounin,




in rejecting tho wildly improbable even -hen adduced by the
authority of tho Great Chronicles, Aemilius wont a stop
further In historical method, hero ho finds a number of
sources to conflict, he assembles end weighs them. His most
common, end quito sound, express motive for trust is that an
author Is contemporary. He considers that, the German authors
are to be believed an to tho marriage between the Fmperor
TTonry and Constance of? Sicily, because their chronology i3 so
*1
exact, whereas ho Is soeptlcal of their statement that the
tumults in -orris on tho entry of Henry V were caused by the
2.Romans, because ''all others'' attribute them to the Germans.
Sometimes he cit.os his sources; sometimes, loss satisfactorily,
ho asks us to take the grounds for his choice on trust,
'"'here ho soos no adequate reason to make ono, he loaves the
various alternatives to the reader's Judgment, either
specifically or with some vague remark 3uch as: "For
authors vary."
This lack of precision was due to the excessive IIumaMat
preoccupation with preserving an even flo of narrative, not
broken by pedantic data. Though Aemilius does adduce names,
tho only occasion -hen he assembles a vfhole array of sources
is tho origin of tho Schism, partly perhaps because this wp3





















tradition allowed and demanded appeal to as many authorities
as possible, end partly to aavo himself from the dilemma that
as the official French historiograph ,r he could not give free
expression to his Urbenist sympathies as on Italian. The
safest course seemed to be to collect what had been 3aid on
both sides and conclude that where respoctable opinion was so
much divided it was permissible for him to relato the matter
3implo narrative and with the highest piety, not offering his
own opinion among the conflicting beliefs and <nthuslasms.
except that ho considers it to have happened because the
£_Deity was angered by the sins of fchxxx the age.
but hv cloarly practised thi3 process on some conscious
theoretical grounds. After describing the Norman Conquest he
mentions respectively the versions of the Norman annal3 and
those who folio v them, and of the Danish annals, commenting
ho 'not only individual authors but national monuments differ
from one another", and ho difficult this mokes the writing
of history. Similarly in connection with the variants on
Roncevaux ho observes that he ho followed the Gascon annals
whore the French, Latin and Spanish author^ are all in




factually and following the best authorities
....Ill I..—. I. ,.i M Ml .. " ' I m ■■ -
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Thoro is an unexpectedly modern note In this e&jj;
recognition of various collective attitudes by which
f©ct3 (end particularly groups of facts) are arranged end
coloured, and thus may be changed end disfigured more subtly
than by positive error or wilful untruth, and ell the more
misleadingly because the transmutation is often 30 instinctive
S3 to be unconscious, Gaguin was swaro that individual
authors might bo ignorant or prejudiced. But«he nowhere
rises to thi3 conception of the wider complexities of
historical method or the responsibility of the historian to
meot them conscientiously. He had an excellent opportunity
to moke soi7te reflections of this kind in connection with his
being shown the Fralscs of Spain; but he does not do so.
But although Gaguin thus cannot follow Aemilius to the
higher synthesis: "So and so soya,.,But on the other hand
so end so says,•• and this is right (or moi?o probable)?
because.,.'', in dealing with the simpler formula: "So and
so says.,,But this is wrong (or improbable); because.,.",
they are very much on a level. Where Aemlliu3 retains an
advantage, it is again due largely to his relation to his
sources, which encouraged him to check thorn in this way, a3
in others, more often and more boldly, Gaguin required some
striking unlikelihood or absurdity to shock him out of his
■
habitual attitude of acceptance. Aemilius was free to use his
own mind as a/matter of course to rdfl reflect on any point
-30C-
which struck him as In any way peculiar.
Thus Gaguin repeats without thought all bhc calumnies
which his Gaint-Eenis sources had accumulated - round the
name of Brunechlld. Aomilius was ono of the few early
authors to cast doubt on this misrepresentation, citing
Boccaccio's reflection that as a foreigner she would have
been tho victim of suspicion, and bluntly stigmatising as
"pure tragedy" the generally accepted stories on the fate of
1 2
Theodobcrt and Eheodoric. Gaguin, following Almoin, adds as
an afterthought that"3omo othor authors write" that
3
Theodorlo died a natural death; but he does not dl3cus3 the
probability of thi3 or its bearing on tho clearing of
Brunochlld's name.
Similarly Gaguin had been satisfied with a discreet
expression of suspended judgment ("If we can believe it")
N U.
as to the supposed longevity of Johannes a Tomporibus•7
Aemilius (who interestingly but without explanation omends
his name to \ .Stampls), considers tho question, points out
that he is not mentioned by ony authors in the ages when he
wan 3old to have lived, and tentatively sugg' sts somo
1 TP y T V y>JL 1' • J\ J. . A « » #





confusion between Charlemagne end the Charles who was the
rival of Hughe3 Capet, which would reduce his age from 300
to 160, in itself remarkable enough "in the old age of the
„ ±
v;orld •
ilia attitude to hia sources rlso gave him the
advantage that he could moke U3e of Biondo's preliminary
critlcol labours in o way which Caguin seotna not to have
felt himself froe to do. Biondo discusses and reacts the
\
council held ot. Rome by Adrian I and the privilege of
appointing the Pope .•hlch he boatow-Gd on Chorlemogno, on the
I |
aound argument of the silence of contemporaries, with the
perhaps unnoccssory addition that so moderate an Emperor
would not have accepted ouch a responsibility even if
a.
offered. Aemilius silently ignores the whole episode. This
might be mere coincidence of judgment. But scon afterwards
he echoes Biondo's arguments almost verbally on the
3
question of Charlemagno's visits to Rome.
Where Aemilius is not enjoying those advantages of
his method, they aro very similar in both their strength
and their weakness. Both aro sensible and conscientiousj
neither could be more infallible than the conditions of
1 P. CVII.ft.
Z Bin tori eg, Recede R, Ek. I; p. 167.
3 P. XLTJJ.R.
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the scholarship of thoir age allowed# Both at times slip into
errors, either from defect of judgment of thoughtless
acceptance of somo fmiliar tradition, Neither realised that
the Unive aity of Paris did not como into corporate existonoe
until Philippe Il's ordinonco of 1 00. Oaguln attributes it
to Charlemagne; Aemilius, if by his vague phrase "sacra
- ~ — _ - - - — W " — W w -» IV —- — — v> " — v w« w • V -- •• W 4i -" ■" U« V 1# •J V * i i XX
a ■
bock into some yet more remote (unspecified) past.
The other major mistake which Oaguin made on his own
I ' J
initiative (he was not led into either of theso by the
Great Chronicles) was inclusion of the legend of the
foundation of tho kingdom of Yvebot. Ho sa.y3 he sav the
report of the official enquiry held in li 8. Thusano
mentions ©"Historic undo processit rognum do Yvebot" from
the abbey of Salnt^Victor, and soys Oaguln follows it very
closely, but without making it clear whether the t\vo
M-
d.ocuments are identical. Gaguin could have found the 3tory
in Nicole Oilles, if the Annalea et Chronlquea de France




A Epistole, vol. I,.j>lB3, n. 3.
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ttrat "that it hps not been set in writing by any French
author". Though it is on obvious frblo to modern eyes,
Thuosne points out that it is too much to expect a XVth
century XEscnch historian to discredit an official document on
±.
bare grounds of probability. Aemilius omits the story: but
as he does not discuss it we cannot tell whether this is
because he regarded a3 untrue or frivolous.
But although in all this Aemllius' advantage w&3 in the
\
main only indirectly creditable to him individually, in that
ho hod choson a better course at the outset, he perhaps had
one individual quality to a higher degree. His historical
penetration and judgment were little, if at all, better than
Oaguin's; but he does seem to have possessed more historical
imagination. Gaguin's general lack of this was of course not
in every way a disadvantage. Without the resources of an
exact scholarship to check it, a strong Imagination could bo
a danger, and hon Goguin indulges it his flights ere seldom
well judged. But its absence gives the Compendium a thin end
disjointed effect. When Goguin doe3 sot up a connection
between events, it is usually in a crude mechanical way,
merely from their juxtaposition of place in hi3 sourcesj and
thus it becomes misleading rather than reveal inp;, especially
1 Ibid. p. 124




as ho often introduces it only by implication, by linking
sentences by some causal clause without any explanation of
his reasons by which wo could judge of their validity,
Acmilius had a much more vivid sense of the inter¬
relation of facts, and a? he read seems to have asked himself
continually whether th1.3 might not have accounted for that.
This, as has just been said, was not without it3 dangers,
Aemillus is sometimes needlessly subtle end .sometimes
excessively bold, though his conjectures are usually
interesting and his reasoning often excellent, Ms theory
%
as to who were the true authors of the attempt on the life
•s.
of Frinoe Edward at Acre, though apparently never taken up by
later historians, might repay investigation. Occasionally
even his judgment deserts him, ,as when he makes the Treaty
of Peris (1159) the preliminary to a reconciliation :ith
'X~
England designed to facilitate Louis IX's second Crusade,
But errors of this kind are raro with Mm, as ith Gaguin,
Indeed the real weakness of his method here is less that
he does not almost alv;ays guess intelligently than that he
does not make a regular practice of tolling us -here it is a
guess and upon what grounds he is making It, It was an





I, ' . .
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for the first revolt of the sons of Ionia le Debonnaire, end
±
there la nothing Improbable about hia suggestion; but he
gives no authority for hla categorical statement of it aa a
fact. But this, though too frequent, la not universal with
him; on somo occasions also ho acknowledges that he la
proceeding by conjecture, and argues hla case fairly and
plausibly.
More than this, he makes a small beginning ai employing
V
this imagination in a much more profound and modern way as an
awareness of the differences of the pest. This as entirely
]
personal to himself, for lack of it wai one of the greatest
defects of the orthodox Humanists. In his rhetorical
passages indeed he Is as much infooted by it as any of the
others, and 13 capable of making Clovis and Theodorlc carry
on a dignifiod diplomatic correspondence more fitting to
o.
Xlllbh or XlVth century monerch3, or Charlemagne harangue his
troops on the necessity of discipline like an imperator of
J
the Roman Republic.
But in his narrative he does ocon ionally distinguish
between what wa' likely to happen at different periods. One










the tele of Loula d' Outremer' 3 rovenge on Herbert of
4-
Vermandois• Aemllius In mentioning hie depth from natural
causes at e leter date, observes that his son Albert 13 known
to have succeeded him in his countshlp and to have been in
fevou" a' coirbt, and odds that it is highly improbable in
itself that the greet nobles would have allowed such
I
treatment of one of their number, a comment showing 3ome
awareness h that the conditions of the early feudal monarchy
were not the same as those of his own day#
This, so for as it went, was a personal and very creditable
quality. But the probability is that it was again
environment rather than individual capacity which enabled
Aemillus to treat in a bolder and more thorough spirit the
greatest obstacle in the way of the early writers who
attempted to rationalise history, that is, the continual and
accepted presence of the supernatural in ordinary affairs.
Apart from a tenacious concern with astrology and
predictions, and a non-committal attitude to portents if in
sufficiently distant regions, which persisted throughout the
XVIth century, the cruder manifestations of this had more or
less diss:feared by the end of the XVth century among those
writing contemporary history. The case was different and
more embarrassing for the historians of the past. The




Humanists were sceptical of what contradicted the normal
reasonable course of events; they also disliked these legends
as grotesque and disfiguring to the classical dignity of their
narrative. But they probably did not disbelieve them, in the
way of actual oonvictibn; and they had no wish to displease
tho ecclesiastical and political authorities upon whose
favour or at least tole once tboir success and comfort depended.
Both Gaguin and Aemilius were in a public position in which
\
some caution of expression was necessary. Put on the other hand
neither was ignorant, credulous or superstitious; and both were
•
. I '
conscious that they wero writing for a cultured public whioh
would have no taste for the crude legends of a popular
compilation like that of Nicole Gilles.
But whereas Aomiliu3 had presumably had the usual
environment of an Italian Humanist, Gaguin, the son of humble
parents in Artois, with an education exclusively ecclesiastical
until he came to Paris oa a grown man, had spent his early
veer3 among the citizens, peasants and lower clergy of
northern Franco in an atmosphere where the miraculous was
still regarded as a natural part of evoryday life. On
entering tho moro enlightened circles of Farls be throw off
1 Tho Vaudcrie of Arras broke out in 1459, when Gaguin
was in his middle twenties.
- i mmm
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much of this attitude, and his comments on popular
superstition are sane and sensible. But it was only to bo
expected that it should leave In the back of his mind a
willingness to suspend the criterion of reasons
Moreover, this fitted in with the other side of his
Paris lifo, his career 03 an earnest churchman? end it
should further bo observed that thi3 career in itself
constituted an obstacle to any open display of sucA
scepticism as he may have felt. Aomillus as the official
historiographer hod only to avoid views which might cause
positive scandal; otherwise he was more bound to be tender of
legends affecting the crown than the ohurch, Gaguin as the
head of an important Order, the Dean of a Faculty in the
highly orthodox University of Perls, was obliged to supply
some measure of edification; and the remarkable thing is
that there should not be more of it.
Thus where the pious legends cannot be omitted or
modified, they are hedged in by all the customary cautious
formulae. The bestowal of the euriflamme is "handed down
by tradition"; that of the lilies in the royal armsia is
vouched for by "no certain author" but by the testimony
of the monks of the monastery of St. Bartholomew of
I j
111





But thoao asides ere not universal, and rathor
strangely they occur less in the edifying incidents added
to D. Gaguin seems not tcjhave been aware that in this
unqualified form they not merely in themselved detract from
his book from the Humanist point of view but remove much of
the foundation of his Humanist criticism of the prodigious
aide of the history of Charlemagne, If you once admit cases
of the alteration or suspension of natural laws, there seems
\
little reason to set bounds to them.
There is of this in Aemilius, Where he has
occasion to mention the supernatural he adds a comment of
•
, Y ! '• V
urbane scepticism, sometimes almost in Gibbonian wording.
The death of the priest responsible for the finding of the
Holy Lance at Antioch from the crush of petiplo pressing to
see him !'ln the eyes of many made the apparent judgment of the
firo moro doubtful1', Oijelse ho weakens the implications of
the story by denial of some attendant circumstances, or
simply by the inconcluslveness of the phrasing. Sometimes
he mentions the incident as what "is told", adding some
possible rational explanation of the phenomenon; or he may
even reverse the process, giving hi3 own veraion first as the
fact, and adding why it was popularly supposed to be
3uporriatural, His reference to the legend of how Dagobert as
1 P. XCI.V.
a youth woo protected from his father's revenge by St. Denis
and his companions i3 simply that Cloteir II was so angry
that the reconciliation "appeared a miracle", and thus the
±
legend grew up around it. Sometimes the effect Is skilfully
produced by implication. In describing the death of bishop
'
• . j
Mcasiun during the sack of Rhoims by the Huns, Biondo sayat
"Ex cuius ore poatquam absclssum corpora caput laoebat, 1
i.
dlvinl oloquli carmina sunt auditl," In Aomlllua tbla
3
becomosj "Ilymnos extrorno voce conclnentem."
As was only to bo expected, Aemllius has not always
pitched on the correct explanation in these attomptod
rationalisations. But the method shows a real awareness of
the way in which popular tradition crows up and can sometimes
be pursued back to Its 30urco. Gaguin seoms not to have
thought inxh of the problem in those terms. Ho accopts or
evados a legend> he does no£ explain it. It was not that he
was credulous; but I1I3 circumstances bound him more than
Aemllius to the mediaeval tradition in this on in other respects.
On the other hand, Aemllius has no marked superiority
in the mechanical sido of scholarship which consists in accurate
treatment of sourcos. He also was not always watchful enough
to avoild copying the errors of others; and where he goes
f~^X Historic^ Decade L , Bk.iz; p. 22,
- :
I § F. III.V.
V 1 FJ, XJX.7- XX. R, )
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astray In this respect he i3 more misleading then Oaguin,
precisely because he ia more ambitious and crltioal end
therefore tries to emend an incomprehensible or
unsatisfactory statement, or elaborates it into a rhetorical
x.
flourish. Having drawn from the Great Chronicles, the
a 3
Continuator of Almoin, or Biondo,the misreading of
Plectrudls for the Beletrudls of the Continuator of
"Fredegarius', he has built upon the error an elaborate
account of her pathetic appeal to the dwellers on the
banks of the Danube,^
Both Gaguln and Aemillus also occasionally fall into
small errors of their own, or what appear to be such; for to
check them fully it would be necessary to know every single
source which they had so much as glanced at and might have
derived a variant from. Some may be deliberate alterations
for good reasons. Others are very small, and may be due
simply to alternative copies of the sources. Many ere of the
nature of discrepant figures, the easiest and commonest of
all scribes' errors, or names, again arising easily in
transcription or translation. Until all these po sibilities
1 Bk. 5, chop, XXV; vol, II, p, 222,
2 Historia Franoorum, Bk. 4, chap, LII; p. 391,
3 Historian Decade 1, Bk, X; p. 1A0.
4 F, XXVI.B.
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hove been exhausted, we cannot be certain thet what appears a
mistake Is not a perfectly correct variant reeding of the same
text, with equal chances of being what the author originally
wrote or was in fact the case.
Put injaddition both Gaguin end Aemllius contain a
number of certain or almost certain mistakes which they did
not find in thoir sources, Gaguin was presumably not
responsible for the persistent Edward III (for II) ih the
1 z
rubric; but thero is also Henry J.V (for I) in the toxt, Those
are in tho main mere slips of the pen. Eut one has a wider hx
extension, Gaguin nowhere call3 th^Black Prince Edward. On
several occasions he calls him Richard, and otherwise the
Prince of Wales. He docs not mention his death, and speaks
without transition of "Richard the son of Edwar'd, the now king
of England", For a reader not very attentive and fairly
knowledgeable as to English history, the implication is that
the Black Frince succeeded his father in a perfectly ordinary
way, and then suffered all the vicissitudes of Richard II1s
subsequent fate; and in fact some later writers copying from
5"
Gaguin were misled by this equivocal phraseology.
■
1 C. F. XTVI.R.
2 G. F. XXX.R.
3 F. T XXXI.R.
4 F. XCI.V.
5 V. p. IfZ .
Bosldos those cases in which they are demonstrably
wrong, there are also statements opj)osed by the concordant
testimony of other writers, inherent improbability, or both;
and finally (particularly in Aemilius) the doubtful cases
in which they have an independent version, not impossible in
itself, which their known sources either do not mention or
ere not in agreement upon.
But even allowing for a number of slips and lapses of
judgment of thl3 sort, the total effect of an analysis of
Gaguin and Aemilius on this point is creditable to both.
They lived in an age when historical scholarship was not
far advanced, and neither of them evon aimed at it in the
sense that Biondo end M3 followers did, vet thev to k their
profession of men of letters seriously enough to pay a real
scholarly attention to the material before them; and
considering their limited facilities for obtaining variant
text3, and limited training in collating them, the
positlvo errors which they committed were very few and very
trivial. They Inevitably had not the equipment which would
hove protected them from being misled by the sources
thomselves; but in view of all their circumstances, the
mechanical handling of their texts was carried out by bnth






T ; 1 \
So the assuhiption has heen thnt that jthe
authors were attempting to reproduce their sources as
accurately as possible, and that where they failed It was
due to the mistake of some one else misleading them, to
r. t
some Inadequacy of)their critical equipment, or to a
momentary inattention# But there is another source of
corruption and error. The author may want to relate the
! \faots dif ferently I He may be the official or semi¬
official organ of' some party, the domestic biiographer of
some great man, a disappointed man in retirement with
an impulse to Justiify himself, or simply the
representative of some attitude .
In these circumstances he Is likely (to a greater or
lesser degre^e according to * his position, the strength
'} '
of his prejudice, and his personal character) to alter
whatever runs oontrary to his opinion In his texts, eithe
by deliberate untruth in assertion or omission or by
altering the light in which events are placed, though he
may try to veil this by protestations of impartiality or
more skilfully by the inclusion of a number off documents,
4 i
which he professes to leave to speak for themselves,
1
though they are in fact so chosen as to tell heavily on
his side of the question.
Of these different methods of tampering with sources




presumably have felt more scruple over It; they would have
feared more to be found out; and in earlier days at least
It would have been contrary £o their conception of the
absolute character of recorded facts* Where it occurs,
It Is almost entirely among the official historiographers.
J . " ■ ■ ■ ' ' :
Positive lies had always been adduced in the pamphlets
( '
employed in party' oonflicts such as those of the Popes and
/ i'
Emperors, the Armagnaos and ^urgundlans; and where hi
I • \
historical productions kgsk&x had the same purpose they also
I ' ! :■ |
might oontain them. The chronicle of John Hardyng (first
> . ■ ! I . ' I i •
version 1457, second 1464) was officially commissioned and
based on elaborately forged doouments designed to prove
I ' £
English overlordshlp pf Scotland. The biographers and
memorialists Only tell lies under the influence of some very
powerful motive of animosity, flattery, or self-glorification.
I
The more representatives of an attitude do not do so at all,
( I { .
for they have no conscious intention of deceiving; the
/colour they put on narrative and interpretation is instinotive.
Alteration of the apnearance of events is much more
common, and indeed in its mildest forms can hardly be
distinguished from the expression of the writer's basio
beliefs and attitudp which is scarcely avoidable in any form
I 1
■ L
1 C,L. Hlngsford; English Historical literature in the
Fifteenth Century (oxford 1915), pp.~T4T-4.
V V
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of composition. No two authors will arrange and emphasise
a group of facts in quite the same way; and If they are
people of strong feolings and pronounced opinions the
divergence may be considerable.
Neither Oaguin nor Aemilius lower themselves to
untruth, and they do not indulge unduly even in misrepres¬
entation. In this they were greatly assisted by the form
of history which they had chosemj for this peculiar
temptation is largely confined to contemporary history,
dealing with issues in which men's interests and passions
are still dire^ctly concerned* The remote past may be
deliberately manipulated to serve some contemporary purpose,
HuxtJcxiHxlnxthaxtraBtxBifxJeanxdexMox A dispute such as that
on the French succession may involve arguments drawn
tendenciously from history, as in the tract of Joan de
■ ±
Montreuil included in the Chronlque Mafrtlnflane. In a more
general way, national myths might be given a propaganda
value, as the Arthurian legend was exploited in the interest
2.
of the Tudor dynasty. But otherwise the past could be
treated with relative detachment within the limitations
created by the national, social and ecclesiastical
I I
*
1 Antoine Verard, 2 vols. Paris jjL503?^ •
2 p. Hay: The Anglica JJjLstoria of Polydore Vergil A.D._
148B-lB37jTcTunden TVerlelT, hTv 1^', RoyaT"Historica 1
Socle Fy, London 1950), p. xxxiv.




prQpossesaiona of the waiter and by what wis expected of him
by the patron or audience for whom ho was writing.
I ■
As was to be anticipated, national prejudice is more
i i ■
pronounced in uaguln than in Aemilius. He was a
' I !
Frenchman, and had grown up in the generation for whom
national consciousness was becoming a reality; and he was
a politician who had taken a small but active part in the
destines of the nation. There can be no question that his .
feelings in this respect were inbred and sincere, not
assumed in the Compendium in order to conciliate favonn.
They are consistent with everything wo know of his
views and conduct, and they were at times so powerful as to
overbear his habitual prudence. On two occasions he
contrived to embroil himself in wrangles with members of
the countries a to which he had been sent on diplomatic
missions. The first, in England, was wholly gratuitous.
On the second, a in Oormany, the Alsatian Humanist Jaoob
Wimpheling was the aggressor. Rut ^aguin's language in reply
was far from conciliatory; and even the lines which he h&A
addressed to the University of Heidelberg on the hospitable
welcome ho had been given by the professor Adam Werner
could have been more tactfully worded in their expression
1 Kpistole, vol. I, pp. 83-6, lol.
»
*
of his previous opinion of the Germans: "Hec effrena mihi
natio vise fuit. Kunc...pono mctum."
Several years before the formal manifesto of his
J.
attitude in the Compendium, his letter to Francois Fcrrabouc
had breathed a tone of conscious and provocative nationalism
still rather uncommon in France at the end of the XVth
century, although it had been prepared for more than a
<2. \
hundred years. Gaguin not only extols France for \every
conceivable advantage, physical and economic (except those
which a beneficent providence knew it would be better
without", political and social, intellectual, artistic and
moral; his invective against the Spaniards ranges from the
remarkable charge that the small degree of military glory
which thoy had earned had not been abroad in pursuit of fame
and empire but "around their familiar hearths', in which they
3howod 'execrable savagery" in preferring to commit mass
suicide rather* than surrender, to the complaint that tho'r
inns offered no service and ivere foul with filth and vermin.
The influence of this attithde, conscious or unconscious,
i3 presont as on undercurrent throughout the whole of t.ho
Compendium. ,hile occasionally himself criticising tho French
1 Ep. V; i/pistole, vol. I, pp. 115- >03.
V. Thuasno's references to precursors in notes to the
letter: Ibid. pp. 187-8.
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from the angle of the moralist or satirist, he champions
them with a warmth reaching at times the pitch of
absurdity in relation to any hostile criticism or rival
i
peoples. In the description of Gaul there is an idyllic
passage ofl the amenities of France, and an indignant
refutation of Petrarch's calumnies on it, strongly
reminiscent of the style of the letter to Ferrabouo and
/
± \
perhaps partly derived from it. After describing how
\.
Lodovico Sforza recovered his dominions through the terror
inspired by the thorough methods of the French soldiery
("but the Italian writers call it cfcuelty, beoause the
mercenary Italian soldiers want the spoils of the enemy
rather than the end of the war"), he launches into a diatribe
on the savage nature of the Italians from Romulus down to
his own day, and their ill faith and ingratitude in
attempting by fraud against the French, who had deserved so
well of them (instancing their foundations of cities,
Charlemagne, the horman rulers of Sicily), what they did not
dare by open force. Each nation from its origin has its
congenital vices, and oach reproaches the other with them.
**But* concludes G-aguin calmly, "I have not undertaken the
t







In feet, the va3t cleira of impartiality mad§ for
%
Gaguin by Cornelius Gerard in his Epistle cennot be taken
very seriously. It mu3t be repeated thot Geguin was
altogether truthful, and that the accusations of lying brought
against him by authors of other countries had no foundation
J
except in their own parallel partisanship. But the
Compendium^s the product of a definite attitude of mind,
which must always be taken into aocount in any estimate of
its trustworthiness.
The position of Aemillus was more favourable. The
Humanist historians are sometimes accused of producing
servile panegyrics of the patrons for whom they wrote; and in
many casos this may have been true. But against it should be
set tho fact that they were often writing the history of a
country not their own. They fulfilled the demands of national
susceptibility without much scruple, and probably even with
some reel sympathy when they warmed to their work, Tito
H
Livlo's biography of Henry V is an example of how far they
1 F. CXLVII.H,V,
2 Second F. n.c. 8t end (sig. F.3ii).V,
3 V. p.in?*





could identify themselves with the attitude of thoir subject.
But thoy could not feel the spontaneous enthusiasm, make the
unquestioning assumptions, of a native author,
Aemilius settled in Prance as a young man and became
a,
attached to it. But in so far as he felt any national
loyalties (and they aprear not to have been strong) they
remained always Italian. Moreover, here as in many cases, his
use of Blondo was influential. Blondo was not an impartial
writer. Ho had a number of prejudices end even crochets of his
own, and he adoptfrom Villanl an anti-Prench tone which in
parts becomes very marked. But in gene*al terms ho had a
European rather than a national outlook, and to some extent
thi3 has penetrated Into Aemilius. Finally, Aemilius was a
man of letters, not (30 far as we know) concerned with politics,
and therefore able to attainja scholarly detachment with less
effort. In the Defflication of Gall lea Antlqultea to Charles
VIII he speaks of wishing to have the whole world as hi3
2
fatherland.
He omits the early Frankish victories over the Romans
which Oaguin had copied from the Great Chronicles, and In
fact rather stresses Roman successes until the general break
up of tho Empire, Ho is much more cautious In hl3 claims for
1 <Py F.I IV,R (Poem to Paris: "Verona ma£t>o adamata
magis...').
3 Ibid. F. VI.V.
±
the success of Chlldebert's Spanish and Italian expeditions,
V
and more outspokenly critical of the general behaviour of
the Merovingian kings, "Thus it \va«> at homehe says, after
relating the murder of the grandsons of Clovls; "nor was it
more pious abrodd", and he adds that all these things were
X
"examples of tragic crime .
This is not to say that the De Rebus flestls. like the
___ - - .
Compendium, is not generally speaking on the French\ side,
— —' ~ \
Aemilius was writing officially, and th&s enen more bound
than Gaguin (who only in a vague way hoped to give pleasure
in official circles) to adopt the approved line. Indeed,
considering his position, it is croditablo to his courage
to have produced something 30 little oi'thodox, and to the
magnanimity of the authorities to havo aocoptod the v/ork as
it 3tood. He never abandons his right to criticise; end
above all the Be Rebus Geatls entirely lacks the assumption
underlying the Compendium that the French were invariably
in the right on every occasion,
ith regard to ecclesiastical prejudice, the^e is little
conti*a3t between the two men, and where they differ it is on
national rather than ecclesiastical grounds. Gaguin is much
more hostile to Bonifaco VIII, both in his treatment of the
• -320!-
-d.
whole episode and the summary of his character. Aemilius,
following Vlllani, though showing little sympathy for him
personally, Is very bitter against his persecutops, and
includes his taunt to ftogaret about his Alblgenslan anoestry
which even "iondo omits, ftaguin is mar?tedly Clementine on
the origin of the Schism; Aemilius Is as Urbanist as he
could dare to be in his position.
haguin has no sympathy at all for any nonVChristians,
heretics or even the unorthodox, though he is at times
anti-papal from the Galilean point of view. He 1b an
3
enthusiastic partisan of the Pragmatic Sanction, and puts
the worst construction on the motives of the Popes^who
"have execfrated it as nothing less than the most pernicious
heresy". "For the ancient controversy between the universal
Council and the Roman pontiffs as to which is greater still
persists among churchmen. Whenoe it arises, in my opinion,
that the pontiffs avoid summoning (general Councils, fearing
that their so extensive (not to say usurped) authority may
be restricted by the decrees of the Council. Accordingly
such today is their sublimity and extent that setting little
store by kings they boast that everything is permissible to








who when ho had obtained tho dignity did not at once "bestow
groat wealth and dom|>inion on his nephews."
Aemillus, equally orthodox in general, can however at
times be tartly cynical over the motives and methods of the
measures taken against heresy. In paying tribute to the
I '
qualities of Clement IV, he stipulates that he is not
-j *
roferring to his military successes, "which x do not admire
±
In religious authority". He puts an eloquent plea against
i
the Second Albigensian Crusade Into the mouth of the Count
of Toulouse, arguing that though the words "pious" and
"holy" were still on every one's lips, the issues in fact
2.
at stake were now purely those of selfish Interests. That
this was no rhetorical flourish, representing one side of ih
the oase, but substantially xnp his own view, Is shown by
his energetic comment on the Crusade preached against
Wanfred (no favourite of his): "The name of the Holy War,
„3
alas I descending to this , and the similar language on the
fall of Acre: "This might be counted the end of the Holy
War. The name to be surs remained; but the sword was
in¬
drawn In other wars", and the reflection which he puts into
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against one another, and each calls his the Holy War and his
l
enemies Impious, the relics of our name perished In Syria."
In dealing with the Eastern Empire, both Gaguin and
Aemilius pass the usual 'remarks on Greek efhaminacy, vice
and ill faith. But Aemilius (if the comment is his and not
Zavarizzi's) after relating the fall of Constantinople at
some length, speaks in reverent and moving terms of its
1,390 years* record of piety and learning, and conoludes:
2-
"And it only perished through our desertion." The broad-
mindedness of such a view can be appreciated by comparing
it with that of Antoninus of Florence only half a century
earlier, for whom the fall of Constantinople is simply the
just judgment of Cod for Its rebellion against Rome, and
(
who takes this occasion to analyse its twelve successive
3
heresies in three Folios of double columns and close print,
exactly as he had earlier employed the same argument and
invective to justify the Fourth Crusaded
^oth Gagnin and Aemillus also accepted the ordinary
conventions of their age as /to the structure of society.'
'/ I
Gaguin has one not wholly typical passage favourable to the
1 F. CLI III .R. /!
I
2 F. CCXVXII.V. /
hf I, 0.<z
3 Chronica . Pt. 6", Tit. i'xzddt, chap .XIII (Lyon 1543),
Ff. CXLVII.V-CL.V. A\
r )







$€uv^/}s«3}ivs<s Flemings at Courtrai. But this seems to be either
i I
to palliate the defeat of the Frenoh chfovalry at the hands
.
of so ignoble enemies, or an echo of th® classical
republicanism which the late-mediaeval scholars sometimes
, ' , | • • ,
contrived to blend with their ideal of feudal independence •
■ 11 1.
. •
Indeed, though both Gaguin and '^emilius were
monarchists, at least in overt theory, Gaguin, especially
; , \
when copying early sources closely, is willing to critioiae
kings from the old-fashioned ecclesiastical angle of their
relation to the Church, A. narrower clique loyalty also
makes him give a very one-sided account of the quarrel
between Louis XII and the University of Paris. In general
in the contemporary period, though his tone is elsowhj^ere
discreet, he reveals himself as one of the XVth century
constitutionalists who aimed at bridling the alarming growth
of absolutism by some balance between king, aristocracy and
middle class. The despotism of Louis XI was supremely x
repugnant to him; and if v/e are to Judge from the
uncharacteristic vltriolic^J passion of his poem on the
■j
downfall of Olivier le Daim, he was not far removed In
sympathy from the feudal reaction which hoped to seiae
1 LXVIII.H.
?. Ff .-CLYV.V-OLXVI .R.





power a in the early years of Charles VIII: "Now
stars rise on the world..."
4 \ !
Aemilius, a younger man, a native of Italy (where
there was no tradition of feudal constitutionalism), and
i- > i
above all a literary adventurer dependent on royal patronager
shows a more whole-hearted acceptance of the New Monarchy.
i
But in their general notions of society and the state,
requiring the combination of subordination with "ggod
/ i ' • ' \ . ' "•
I
governance , they were very muoh aalike, and both were
entirely traditional.
Caguin seldom attempts anything beyond mediaeval
platitudes on the vices and misfortunes of rulers, treating
the subject almost entirely from an Individual and moral
standpoint; Aemilius' one prolonged passage on political
science, apparently attributed to Charles IV but presumably
I
his own, deals v/Ith two aspects which were already common-
I
!
places in the Middle Ages: the establishment of kings and
their endowment with power because laws by themselves are
not enough to coerce evil-doers; and the need to make
striking examples of powerful criminals In order to deter
4-
tho lesser.
But other historical documents are not a historian's
only sources, and If he id a contemporary historian he
1 P. CL XXII.R.
-— - - - ■■ ---"»
"V \ ■
i '■'•"/ ' i .
• ! / ' • . . ' ■
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will virtually have none of them. He is then driven to
■ 1 '* ' *
. . . " ■ ' • ! ' ■ I
ma1re use of such contemporary writings as may be available,
and fill up with what he himself has seen or heard. If he
Is conscientious and careful, he will treat this material
very much as he would records of the past. But at the same
time it presents special problems of its own; for it comes
to him direct and undigested, so that he starts from the
beginning, neither assisted by the winnowing process of the
passage of time nor misled by the corruptions which It may
have Introduced.
On this point it Is obvious that there can b» no
comparison between Gaguin and Agmilius, for Aemllius' own
completed work ends In 1388, and even Zavarizzi's assemblage
• I
of his notes only reaches the beginning of the reign of
Charles VIII, before the arrival of Aemilius in Prance. Even
/
not counting documents, there was jtabundance of ordinary
narrative sources for him to draw on down to this period,
i :
so that he was never called Upon to employ the peculiar
technique of the contemporary historian. But a brief
analysis of the contemporary part of the Compendium (Book
11, added in D) is relevant to the general estimate of
Gaguin'n historical aptitudes.
i i
It contains In all 9 Polios, 4J- being devoted to each
reign.. This covers the 15 years of the reign of Charles "VIII.
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and the first 2 of that of Louis XII * It may be observed
that both Charles VI (who reigned 42 years) and Charles VII
(who reigned 39) were allotted 16^ ^olios, and Louis XI
(who reigned 22) 13^.
. '
Charles VIII. Reflections on his fate. Hi sKiftt again):
disposition, early education, coronation and reforms. The
j
X
vengeance taken on the favourites of Louis XI (« p.)«
■ f ')< ■ j ' ,
Gaguin's poem on the fate of le ^aim (f p.). The Crazy
War. War with Maximilian over Burgundy and A^tois. War
in Brittany and Henry VII*s ungrateful assistance of the
i \
• *> ^ '
rebels. His preference for peace if he had not been coerced
by hi8 people. Loss of Arras to Maximilian (|r P*)» Rapine
of the German soldiery. Hatred of the citizens towards the
' /
French. Peace patbhed up with Maximilian. Marriage of
/ ^ ;
Charles VIII. Restitution of Koussillon (|- p.). The
Italian expedition (2 pp.). Reform and death of Charles
/ / - /
VIII {h p.)« His funeral (3-hpp.). Poems by Gaguin and
T^austus Andrelinus (f p.).
/
Louis XII. His accession, divorce and re-marriage.
!
"far with Maximilian in Burgundy• Embassy from Venice.
Reforms of Louis XII rcfKtsh-*-*- (^ p.). His consequent quarrel'
/
with the University (2 pp.). Homage of Philip of Austria
for flanders and Artois. Maximilian's v/ar with the Swiss.
! I
The Milanese expedition. The Orleans claim to Milanjf(l|r
pp.). Invective against the Italians (f p.). Conclusion
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of the expedition (1 p.). Natural phenomena. Reform of
the Norman Exchequer. Birth of Claude of France (|r p.).
Fall of the Pont Neuf (14-p.). Oaguin's poem on it p.).
Organisation of Milan. Reconciliation of the dukes of
!
Guoldres and Juliers. Sentence on those responsible for
the fall of the Pont Neuf. Peroration (1 p.).
It will be observed from this hx that the matter of
historical importance and interest is comprised In 3lr
paged out of 9 for the reign of Charles VIII, in 4^ out of
9 for that of Louis XII, or slightly less than half of the h
whole. Such disproportion a in the allocation of space,
especially where the total Is so small, suggests that
haguin's capacity for handling direct material was not
great. When dealing with the books of others he had
demonstrated that he knew how to pich out the relevant
points and arrange them in some degree reasonably. But
when confronted by the undifferentiated mass of events
happening around him, without other guidance than his own
historical sense as to the relative importance of each, he
becomes very much the mediaeval annalist, jotting down a
campaign, a famine, a civic Incident, impartially side by
I
s id©.
Hid treatment of the various topics may be deduoed from
this arrangement. The Important matters (the Crazy War
..IIII. 11 * -I Ill .
1 F£, CLXIJI•R*CLXIIII.V,
2 Ff. CLXVIII.V-CLXTX.R.
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and the annexation of Brittany, the campaigns against
T.laximilian, the Italian expeditions, the administration of
Charles VIII end Louis XII) are dismissed with a curt
breathlessness which leaves no space for any explanation of
causes and effects and therefore reduces both clarity and
interest, while Gaguln r serves his space for detailed
a. k
accounts of the funeral of Charles VIII, the fall of the
Pont Neuf, and the quarrel betwoen Louis XII and the
1 \
University. \
Two qualifications must howefer be made here. In the
first place, a" hr^—already hc- n mentioned^ Oaguin vrrote
this last Book in unfavourable circumstances^ Secondly,
contemporary history, though it forms so large a part of the
material for future historians, Is generally regarded as not
in Itself history in so strict a sense a? the reconstruction
of the remote past.
But In regard to the first point, although illness
would certainly have hampered the execution of the work, one
wouffid not, In the case of a true historian, have expected it
to influence the bx conception. And in regard to the second,
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prosenting its own peculiar problems, basically demands the
same qualities of penetration, judgment and exactitude as
history of tho past. The extent to which Gaguin reveals
himself as falling short of these in this last Book detracts
iuxx considerably axta from the status as a historian
conferred by some of his treatment of his earlier material.
This failure or indifference as to arrangement and
proportion may be another indication of Gaguln's essentially
\
mediaeval approach when ho was writing as came naturally to
him in regard to contemporary affalrd and was less obsessed
by the conception of the dignity of history. Arrangement
and proportion were the aspect of their programme which
the Humanists achieved most easily. They were not really
equipped with the exact scholarship necessary to make a
v/ork trustworthy, and they did not rate the importance of
this very high. But to sort out tholr facts, to allot the
- I
position and space appropriate to each, to marshal all into
a harmonious whole, was a task to which they were v/ell
adapted by the general culture of their minds, which they
enjoyed and (in accordance with their classical models)
regarded as eminently worth doing; and within the limitations
of their conception of history they seldom fail to do it well.
Gaguin certainly set out with this in mind. $ut, as in




half-hearted. Here moreover he had made things more
difficult for himself by the Initial error of the
excessive conciseness of the Compendium* Hot that this
In Itself was a defect; the dictum of Prasmus in his
Prefatory Letter that "brevity, as It is rare In historians,
o.
so 1s it most acceptable to the readers" is not likely to
3
be quarrelled with by any one. The Great Chronicles were
\
inordinately long, and there clearly was a oase for a volume
which would convey their substance in more accessible form.
But compression so drastic inevitably gave the resultant work
J
very much the character of a potted taxtSbook; and this, to
be done properly, demands a degree of judgment in the ohoice
of materials which Oaguin did not possess.
Something has already been said as to his inadequate
causation. That this was due fundamentally to inherent
incapacity may be assumed from its general prevalence; but
it was almost certainly exaggerated by the form which
C-aguin imposod upon himself. He could include only a very
small proportion of his original; and what he chose to omit
v/as to a large extent the explanations of how things oame
1 Or "in hitibrries". His tori i s is the reading of the
three first eds. Historiels. the emendation of D,
while stylistically more elegant, is not necessitated
by the sense .
8 P. n.c. at end (sig. P.iii), R.
3 A,And perhaps by University examiners least of all.
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nbout, which in the Great Chronicles, though never profound
and probably often untrue, do at least, by virtue simply of
the fulness of the narrative, link events together v/ith
some degree of intelligibility.
In Gaguin's truncated version the events are set down
in succession, without transition or pause, and seldom with
any indication of &f their wider oauses cmirosults or
pos3iblo relation with one anothor, except very; occasionally,
\
and then usually in a strange, arbitrary and oven more
deceptive way. They thus Zbubxxx not only lose much of their
interest, but sometimes become difficult or even impossible
x
to understand. In the Prefaoe to D Gaguin pours scorn on
those who had criticised the Compendium as obscure . But
OKen readers who do not normally "require a commentary by
way of torohos to Illuminate the difficulty of every
x
slightly unusual word" might bo excused for a slight
feeling of bewilderment when Gaguin compresres a whole
chapter of the Religioux do Saint-Denis^ (on the kidnapping
v
of the duke of Brittany by Olivier de Penthiovre) into a
single sentence and abandons it unattached in the middle of
Ff. XVII.R (the "walking wood" at Droisy), XVII.V
(rivalry of Prothadius and Berthoaldus).
2 F. I.R.
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other matter; The would havo done better to omit the episode
altogether If he did not consider It deserving of fuller
treatment than this.
By narrowing his scope in this way, Oaguin has
implicitly bound himself to include only what is important;
and this indeed he specifically claims in the Proface to
D. Thus, though his real irrelevances are not very many or
very great, they constitute blemishes in a way which they x
i i»
would not in a slightly more diffuse work. Aemilius, like
token; but though it would havo been more to the credit of
his historical taste to havo omitted it altogether, it
sinks inconspicuously into the greater wealth of detail of
the Do Rebus 0estl3, whereas in the Compendium the space
allotted to it conveys the impression (probably false, « in
view of ^aguin's general seriousness) that it is regarded
as an event of major importance. The same is true of the
other trifling mattor which Gagulh has preserved from his
sources. Much of this, as in tho similar case of the
supernatural, i3 additional to D, which renders it even
more damning to Gaguln's judgment, as representing not
mechanical first copying but tho presumably deliberate
Gaguin, includes the story of Childeric and the divided
1 F . CXITTI.R
/'
2 F. IIII.V I




choice of second thoughts.
As might he expected, Aemilius has In general a
marked superiority here. He might well have omitted, on
grounds of dignity If not of credibility (he does not
commit himself to belief) the fall of the wall of Meleun
while King Robert prayed, the fate of the wicked count of
Chalons, and the dream of charles of Bohemia; and he has
adopted some unnecessary details from the discursive
Vlllanl. But even these do not appear excessively out of
place in a work of the length and dramatic charact^B of
the Ce Rebus Gestis.
But ^emllius commits one major error In this respect,
which though rather different in its nature is perhaps 323H
greater and certainly more pervasive than any of Gaguin's
lapses on points of detail. It has been observed that the
fact of his being a foreigner freed him from national
prejudice; but it also involved a disadvantage. He was
uloarly interested in his work as a piece of history,
perhaps more so than Gaguin; but in the history of France
as such he could not have Gaguin's warm personal interest.










found the French sources discouragingly crude and
unsatisfying. Consequently he has throughout introduced
too much matter about other countries, especially Italy.
French writers have accused him of ^po-Italian prejudice.
This is unfounded; in general he treats all countries with
a laudable impartiality. And though there is no denying
the charge of an interest in Italy excessive in a French
historian, it is not only Italian but other European and
Eastern affairs which he continually introduces.
He cannot be judged by his last Book, not set in
final shape by himself, especially on a point of
arrangement and proportion like this, and Zavarixzi would
naturally have been even less concerned with France than
he was himself. But he must have left very inadequate
notes about France for the whole of the crucial XVth
century; for in Zavarizzi's version the main events are
hustled out of the way with the scantest measure, and the
rest is devoted to Sicily, Italy in general, the Papacy,
Schisms and Councils, Hungary and the East.
This is not to say that what he relates is not
m.uy(U.
interesting; and it ra&Ei be argued that French history is
1 Penucairo in the Preface to his history of France,
cited by Mekong£(Bibliotheaue historique, p. 3l9f6):
"Italarum BuccinatorortTpbTiusquam Calllcae Ilistoriae
.Scriptorem" .
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fcs better understood in the light ofl fjmore general
background, hut ftemiliue was not writing a universal
history like the mediaeval chroniclers, nor evoa a history
of Europe like Biondo. He proposed to write the history
of France; and the relevance to that of most of the foreign
affairs which he includes is very slender indeed. Here
also the same criticism applies to him as to Oaguin. The
De Rebus heatIs is a longer book than the Compendium; but
\
it is not long enough for so much outside matter to fall
into place as background or illustrative digressions.
The probability is that he was led into some of this
by the temptation to draw on the convenient Biondo, from
whom a large part of it is derived. But that this was not
the only reasdn is proved by the faot that Biondo was not
responsible for the most exaggerated example of this
tendency. The whole of Book 4 and part of Book 5 (that is,
more thanx a tenth of the whole book extending c. 400-1500)
are devoted to the First Crusade and the establishment of
the Latin Kingdom. Biondo, though he also was interested in
the East, did not provide much of this. Aemilius has gone
back to William of Tyre and the other historians of the
Crusades. The later Crusades are given briefer but still
ample measure, and the history of the Lear East is followed
until the fall of the Latin Kingdom, at times down even to
—- — -- - ■ ■- "
\
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unimportant detail. All this is excellent clear
narrative, v/hich could hardly be improved if Aemilius had
been writhing a history of the -Latin Kingdom; but its
connection with the history of France properly speaking is
too remote to justify its inclusion at this length.
All this strikes a modern critic as a serious
mis judgment on Aemilius' part; and wek would have expected
it to be so regarded by Aemilius himself and the other
Humanists, even by their own standards of proportion. The
strictly classical historians had tended to confine ±h
themselves to the unit of place or time &aa which they had
chosen; and the Humanists on the whole followed them in
this as in other respects, showing a marked preference for
writing the history of some city or great house rather than
of a subject of wider scope.
Yet, rather surprisingly, critioism does not seem to
have attached itself to Aemilius in this respect. He
himself makes no apology for it anywhere in the De Rebus
Gestls, though in Francio Antiquitas he had felt impelled
to explain the neeessity for his much briefer digressions
±
on the origins of the Visigoths and Lombards. Humanist
"7.
critics (except de Girard, whoso objection was on grounds
1
2
Ff. TIII.V, XXI .V.
V. p. 121 ,
naMtidMiti
\
Hlor^ta Doctorum Vlrorum (Basel 1571), p. 202: "in
sacri~~belli enarratione.. .aliquanto luculentius lta






of natio^il politics, not historical theory) did not take
exception to it, and in faot Jovius singles out this very
point for snecial commendation. Humanist theory presumably
found some unexplained loophole justifying this divergence.
But in our eyes it cannot be regarded as other than a
regrettable blemish on one of the most successful and
attractive aspects of Aemillus' work.
(ii) This question of proportion has to d large
extent anticipated treatment of the style of Gaguin and
Aemilius. By the austere canons of modern scholarship,
this proportion and harmony in the choice and arrangement
of material is virtually the onjy stylistid ambition open
to the historian. So far as our judgment goes, then, the
preceding section says all that can validly be said as to
the relative aesthetic merits and defects of the
Compendium and the De Rebus Gestis_.
cvnA A \/J
But in the XVth^centurJres this was by no meanns the
whole story. In the eyes of the Humanists at least,
proportion was undoubtedly one of the most important,
• r' • - i'| II
perhaps the most important, of the requisites of aesthetio








histor.y; it might end should be shared by the dry scientific
treatises which the Humanist regarded as an inferior form of
composition. To him his history was also (to the rhetorician
Indeed primarily) a work of literature, and as such must be
judged by its qualities of narrative and style.
From this point of view both Gaguin and. Aemilius were
ill-Judging and unfortunate in the form which they chose. A
general history does not really lend itself to narrative
\
excellence. The Great Chronicles had contrived to be
11 • *
interesting as a story; but they are so lengthy that they are
in fact a compilation of detailed vivid contemporary accounts.
Nicole 0ille3 and to a lesser degree Pouchet retained this
readability at the cost of introducing m^ch trifling anecdotal
matter. Gaguln and Aomlllus were too serlousSminded to take
this way. They have very rightly refused to sacrifice good
sense and scholarly accuracy to any 3uch meretricious
attraction; but they have to pay a price in the diminution
of narrative interest and charm. At the length and in the style
that they conceived their books, the narrative of no one
episode or period could ho leisurely enough to give a
completed picture of it. hen Erasmus says that the
liveliness of the narrative of the Compendium is such that, the
events seem to take place, not to be related, and Cornelius
t F. v. c ■ esL *-ruL C• P■ i'') • ^ •
;
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Oerard that Gaguin gets "everything before our eyes In such e
way thet I feel myself not to be reeding history but to be
present In the ranks of bet tie", they were Indulging In e
mere rhetorical end adulatory flourish, 1
If either Gaguln or Aemillus had been true rhetoricians,
in w~hom the literary purpose predominated over the scientific
they would have done better not to attempt anything so vide
in scope and distant in time, but to turn to the contemporary
|
hishory which opened a real field for dramatic narrative,
vitalised by the occasional touches of personal contact with
the author which we find in the pages of Froisrefct end
Commines. Aemilius of course could have nothing of this^"
in its full form, as he does not come down to his own
period, Oaguin only once sketches a scene for us from
personal knowledge, when he describes Iouis XII dismissing
the delegates from the University with a discourteous
message to their contumacious oolloagues, and exclaiming as
ho taps his chestj "Thoy have abused me in their sermons;
but I will s nd them to preach elsewhere,"
1 Ibid, V. This seems to be an echo of Horace (Carmlna,
2, I, 13-21: '
lam litul strepunt;
lam fulgor armorum fugoces
Terrot equos equltumque vultus,




As serious end ambitious Humanists, both ould have
probably considered this form hardly worth their attention.
Their aim was something more expansive and moro original.
For Gaguin it was to lead readers by the right path to "the
l
ultimate goal of history", for Aemillus to "Institute their
t
history for tho French". And indeed, had they been only a
liitie better equipped than they were for the project, it
might be argued that thoy were right. There wad little loft
\
to be done in the memorialist style, in which others hod
laboured so fruitfully since the beginning of! the century;
'
•V '
but no one had yet produced a Humanist rationalisation of the
inchoate mass of national records. At any rate, tho choice
affords further evidence that both Gaguln and Aemllius,
Humanist though their aspirations were, put their interest
in history as history first, and regarded rhetorical
excellence as a secondary consideration, to be sacrificed
if necessary.
To us Oaguin's complete freedom from the rhetorical
'
* II
s em3 to improve his book not merely as a serious work of
scholarship but even from the point of view of literary
taste, and in this respect he strikes U3 as superior to
I I
Aemillus, bo repeatedly holds up hi3 narrative by prolonged
1 Dedication of first ed. to Iierro Burryj A 1f, F, n.c. i.V.
"X
2 Epigram on himself in Galilee Antlquites (c{, F. LV.R);
"Galli3 condimus historTasT1^
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speeche3 which add nothing to our comprehension of the
historical situation, nor even (It would appear to us) to the
interest of the story. The only place where Geguln quotes
speeches verbatim is the delegation from the University to
Louis XII; and this, which occurs in the contemrorory Book 11,
is more in accordance with the mediaeval practice of
including documents than with Humanist rhetoric, for Gaguin
was present himself, and what he gives us seoms to be the gist
of what in fact was said, not whet might or should hove been
said on such an occasion.
Apart from this ono negative morlt, there is not much to
bo said in favour of Gaguin*s narrative, A3 in so much that
cct
he ottomptod, he has fallen between the Humanist stylo -which
ho aimed and the mediaovol 3tylo which came
naturally to him. He has abandoned the annalistic framework
associated with the mediaeval chroniclers, thu3 sacrificing
clarity and precision of dating. The divisions are replaced
(chiefly in the editions subsequent to A) by a few dates
scattered through ut the text; but those are too widely
v
spaced to onable the reader to keep any track of the distrib- .
utlon of tho years in the intervening period. On the other
hand, ho has preserved almost unchanged the chroniclers'
purely consecutive arrangement of events, ith its clumsy
mechanical links: "And the following year,,,", "And after






ono episode before beginning another. He ends his account
of the Council of Lyon in 1245 by mentioning the death of
2_Innocent IV In Naples In 1284, and speaks of the ultimate
pacification of the Saxons after thirty years before reverting
"2_to events contemporary with the campaigns, But in Gsguin's
compressed wording even these exceptions are apt, simply to
confuse the chronology. Thus under a superficial air of
vcontinuous narrative, in practice Ceguin hardly\rises above
the chroniclers' graceless composition and style,
in this, as In the case of proportion, Aomilius was to
some extent served by the greater length of bis book. His
.e
narrative thorny bocome3 rather less curt and scamped. He
is able without discord to pause a moment on major events, to
dwell on their implications and accumulato a few descriptive
details; end irjpassages where elaboration Is not requisite
or appropriate his narrative is usually clear, •■.oil-
proportioned and interesting. He also had a more genuine
familiarity with his classical models, and could make use of
whatever might be derived from Livy or Sellust. But h this is
no more than to say that he had achieved a good vorkmanlike
instrument such as a modern historian might aim at, In place
of Gaguin's bald staccato, not the accomplished elegance





With regard to literary style, whereas the Humanists
v;ould undQttbtedly (and from their point of view rightly)
have claimed the superiority of Aemlllus' language, modern
preference would be for Oaguin. His latin is adequate end his
grammer correct, except possibly in two cases which are
evidently not a3 he intended to leave thera. The "regem ut
Carnotum proficiscatur impetrat" for some reason beenA 4&tclbjJt-tfcjt \
changed, in tho subsequent editions to^" regem Carhotum
proficisci"; and something has gone wrong with the verb
referring to the treachery of "aymond o^f Antioch^ but this
3
passage is probably corrupt, Gaguln never employs new-coined
words cscaept explicitly in the vernacular form, For the rest,
a straightforward simple language which conveys what it means
without distracting embroideries is all that we now demand
from a historical treatise,
Aemllius, as became a rhetorician (though a very moderate
one) is rather more ambitious. His latin is excellent,
accurate and polished without being over-ornate, and giving
the impression of easy command; and in the orations, where the
more finished language is apj ropriato, it is extremely
1 P. LXXXV.K (misprinted LXXXIX in text',
2 -F. XLIX.V.
53 JrS V.j p, cj(~2 *
4 P, CXXX.V; "Quod bassam curtern Pranci dicunt,"
\
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ploaslng. It hod everything to recommend it to a Humanist
audienco,1 and it in no way outrages modern taste; only the
modern critic feels that the extra time spent by Aemiliua In
composing and the reader In understanding this more elaborate
medium is needless and out of place In a historical treatise,
But when we move from mere correctness of diction to
style in a wider sense, the comparison goes the other way#
Mere also, as in his narrative, Gaguin is hampered^by the
extreme compression which ho has imposed on himself. It Is
true that a liberal allowance of space has its own perils,
and may lure en author into prolixity; but too narrow a
compass is almost certain to compel a graceless baldness of
expression. Gaguin writes intelligibly, but in a manner
incapablo of conferring the least pleasure on the reader.
Such a criticism would bo a irrelevant if he had boon writing
cither a mediaeval eiitome or a modern text-book, where style
is not tho object. Put his purpose was a literary Humanist
history; and his failure hero is another oxamrle of the
frustration consequent on his divided attitude.
It is on this point of style, if anywhere, that wo
would expect rhetorical pr occupations to apt ear; yet they
are scarcely perceptible even here. His classical learning,
though so"nd, was perhaps not very extensive, lie hlm3< If
a
apologises for his deficiencies and expresses regret that
1 hps. XI? IXXIj kplstole, Vol. I, p. 3P6 and vol. II. pp.
1-4.
\
i. ) ■ ■ . ■■ . • • - ■ ■ •
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ho had not hod more opportunities in youth. But a good deal
of this Is pro forms self-depreciation, for the letters show
familiarity with classical style and contain quotations
which although from a limited range of authors are not among
their most hackneyed passages. In the Compendium however his
only classical reminiscence is a variant of the tag familiar
throughout the Middle Ages: "Fati sicut est mortale hominum
3 \
genus improvidus (sic)". \
On th other hand, he follows a common procedure amonc
XVth century vernacular historians by inserting proverbs end
phrases out of common speech: "The dog is called mad when the
H
master of the house has decided to have it destroyed"* "The
service of a prince is nob heritable property '• hen this is
employed by a writer with a sense of stylo like Chastollain or
A
E^ranbome, the effect oan be at once natural, lively and
pleasing. It is another example of Gaguin's perhaps
involuntary lapses into late-mediaeval methods : a thorough¬
going Humanist wfould have regarded it as below the dignity
1 Ibid.
2 virgil, Horace, Geneca, '-aliust, Juvenal, Ovid, Terence,
3 F. 0VI11.V.
4 F, CX.V.





of- historic style. But Geguin as usual falters between the
two methods. He had to translate the phrases, and with his
t
Humanist aspirations it had to be into classical latin; he
could not use the popular Latin of a late-mediaeval writer
like Jean de Venette, whose language, incorrect and barbarous
as it is, has the vigour of living speech and could absorb
them naturally. In Gaguiri's stiff pedantic rendering they
no.t only lose their robust racy personality but f\orm a
i
discord 1th the surrounding text. The some is true of the
few scraps of direct speech which he introduces. Their purpose
I
is to enable us to hear the voice of the speaker; this has
evaporated in Gaguin's hand3, and neither charm nor
verisimilitude is gained.
aemilius on the contrary knows only one style, and he
sustains it throughout consistently and with success. This
i
doubtless came partly from his being a Humanist without any
reservations, as Gaguln was not. But he al3o seems to have
ben a person of natural good taste, and of a taste b which
become matured and purified by experience, study and apilication.
The early works surviving only in Iv!S., especially Galilee
Antlqihltos, are much more marred by dlffuseneas end rhetoric
than the completed Be Rebus Gestls with its classic grace
and dignity of composition and\ style. He had by then
mastered his medium so completely that ho did not neod to
draw attention to its origin. Unlike the mediaeval authors
I : • ' ' ■ ■ ' ■ ' •
/
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v;ho know a few tegs and reproduced them pege ofter page, or
even e late-mediaeval Humanist llko Basin, who nover allows
us to forgot his acquaintance with the classical stylists,
Aemiliu3 in very sparing in introducing anything beyond the
most general turns of phrase which in theii? appropriateness
to some given subject might have been used by any of the
apjroved authors. He quotes the "Africa onim semper ellquid
novl pariobat'1 of Lucan as though it had becom^ a common
saying. Of indirect echoes only three are obvious: ^
1Magnifleus triumphus, ec te dignu3 est, multitudinom insontem
7-
cul fortune belli ac numon peperclt, tibi suj'plicare" • "Nec
3
flebiliU3 ulli quam slbi miserum optlmorum vlrorum exitium";
IT OSe ab Italia deterreri, quod Caesarum in Ibaliam vestigia,
laota, megnifica, plena|5que bonae spoi videret; ex Italia
V"
vero referentia, et foraa versa, trlatla, misera, luctuoae."
F. XLIX.H.
F. VI.V. £nnins (Annalos ^:
* °uorurn vlttnti belli fortune popo^clt
.'iorundem libertati mo parcore oertumst.
3 F. LXXX.R. Horace (Cs retina. 1, XX'J'V, 9-10):
* Multis ille bonis flobills occldit:
Hull! fleblllor. quern tlbl, V.lrgill.
F. CLVII.R. TJorao© (i.pistol ae, 1, I, 74-5):
^Q.ula me vestlgiiTterr nt.
Gmnla to ad.vorsunf" s p ec t an11 a, nulla retrorsum. *
Gf. also the ''fores veran'' of I Ivy (Pk. 1, chap, 7T f0r
the footprints of the cattle of Hercules stolen by Cacus.
\)
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A classical scholar v.ould probably detect others, and
there are many wore In the J.13S, The Irologue to the Do Robus
Gostis oven something to Clcoro and the Introduction to
Sallust's Catiline. But Instances like this are of
assimilation rather than borrowing. Aemilius had reached the
point of effortless familiarity when the preparatory labour
and aft are concealed and forgotten.
This complete freedom from any sense of either discord
\
or strain makes the impression of harmony underlying the
irologue ± of tho Do Rebus Costis extend also to the book as a
whole, though to a lesaer degree owing to its greater length.
It i3 difficult to define exactly in what It consists,
especially whon ke remember the jarring Insertion on the First
Crusade, But Just as in t.ho CompendJutn ,ve are constantly
a..are of a sens i of discord, of stress between purpose and
and achievement, theory and instinct, so the De Robus Goatis
gives an impression of wholeness, of unity between the
conception and the execution, the man, his ideas and his book,
('ill) The didactic purpose a i in a 3ense the leant
positive of the elements of tho Humanist programmo, the most
influenced by tho individuality of the author rather than the
theory of the school. In this therefore the diff ronce between
Gaguin and the Humanists apiear3 1os s sharply than 1n the
others, though it remains perceptible, lleither his own
-3*37-
scholarly end literary attainments nor the general standard
of culture and taste by the end of the XVth century allowed
the endless theological and moral sermons which fill
mediaeval histories, hut he belonged to e tradition of
preaching and instruction, and the habit of edification was
strong, hile he probably conceived himself as giving advice
as a Humanist, tho voice of the religious teacher is
constantly audible, \
His jjieces of purely practical counsel, individual or
political, are very few, usually very brief, and often very
I
. '
obvious, "In this way composed and constant valour sometimes
defeats boastful and foolish rashness" is a fair KXEpfkiK
M.
ex^aple of their profundity. The overwhelming mass of these ±
incidental observations are pious and morel. Sometimes the
two are combined, and a moral maxim is given force by
representation of the practical consequences likely to arise
from ignoring or conforming to x itt "Penalties sometimes
seize tho sacrilegious, and God heavily revenges the injuries
.1.
done to aim.' Also, despite the enlightened piety of his
letter to 1111am Hermann, there e>e the usual comments on
the instability of Fortune, as where he contrasts the varying




3 Ff, CXV.R, CXXXVIII.V,
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Amillus aeems to hove token very little interest in
this kind of teaching. After all he 3eid in the Prologue on
the value of history as a guide, he leaves the reader very much
to drew bi3 own conclusions from the story. r'e has cjfev;
practical observations and vague and perfunctory moral comments
and some briof passages on Fortune and the belt# and similar
\
topics of reflection, such as the exhofrtation of\Louis VI to
•a
his son to rule better than he had, and the regrets of
Clement IV on the decay of Christian piety, not to bo rovived
3
by "any other customs than those by which It was born". Even
the orations, which might easily have been made the vehicle
for counsel or edification, on the whole when not pure
rhetorical exercises are kept fairly strictly to the classical
purpose of setting out the two sides of a case and rovoallng
the a tltude and state of mind of the protagonists.
These incidental reflections, now banished from strict
history, -ere still regarded as an integral part of it by
both meciaevalists ahd Humanists. 'But it need hardly bo
pointed out how empty and worthless they are in general.
There is nothing here to illuminate either history or life;
and ib is difficult not to got the impression that there was
not really intended, to be. It wa3 felt necessary to include







thcm, because it was part of the style. But there la no
reason to supjose that the ordinary historian or man of
letters would have any profound comments to mako, A
trained practical politician like Villanl or Commlnes night
have something to say on politics, though oven Commines
talks more of morals, and does so in a hi/rhly traditional
way; anything else was likely to ho more ethical or
prudential commonplace. At the end of the XVth\c.entury
\
thinkers, whether mediaeval or Humanist in character, still
thought very much along established conventional lines.
It is difficult for us, to whom originality has become
one of the first requisites in almost any intellectual
pursuit, to realise our full difference from the Kiddle Ages
in this respect. To copy from earlier (and therefore it was
assumed superior) sources was for the mediaeval author not
merely a habit taken for granted; it as a cause for pride.
My poor talcnt3 may be inadequate for the task I have set
myself, ho aays repeatedly, but at least 'I have added nothing
of my own'; and he proudly lists tho sources from which he has
compiled it, or speaks in vaguo Impressive tones of
"authorities worthy of respect".
An unexpected and therefore all the more striking
example shows how much those reflections were regarded as the




tho XVlth century, Commines Is generally regarded as an
oarly Renaissance figure, the herd-headed man of affairs
with an Independent mind, judging thlng3 empirically and
somewhat cynically as they arose and as they struck his
individual perceptions# Thi3 is not the place to discuss
i tho truth of this estimate# But two instances at least may
be given of his having drawn directly on the common stock of
moral reflections of tho Middle Ages# \
\
In a we?l-known passage (sometimes quoted as showing
his originality of thought) on tho limitations sot by
nature to even tho greatest power, he employs the terse and
picturesque expression that Cod has given to every one, even
tho greatest, a "goad" (aquillon) to koop them in fear and
A "
humility# But among the proverbial phrases with which
' Gaguin concludes each verse of the Passe-Temps d'Oysivote
- — •
(1489) there occurs: "Ghascun a ohoso qui le myre'1, and a
, 3
little further on: !'I1 n'est bomme qui n'ait sa pique" j and
tho context Is one of very similar reflections. °uito apart
1 Ilomolres, Bk« 4, chap. XVIII, od# C&lmette (1^03
Clip a siques de l'Histoiro de France au #oyen Age, 3 vol3#
Paris 1984-3), vol. II, p. 408#
fe V. 389; jlpistole, vol. II, p# 331#
3 V. 3*3} ibid. vol. II, p. 388.
I1 ' »'f f" ztz -
/ '
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from the fact that doting moke3 it unlikely that either
Commines copied Gaguin or Gaguin Commines, Gctguin was
x
following an established late-mediaeval convention, and there
can be rxo/j/ question that theso tog3 wore traditional end not
his own.
Again, in describing having himself 3eon the Lancastrian
exiles in destitution and wretchedness at the court of
Burgundy, and recalling how their fathers had oppressed
Franco for many years, Comraines comments that this example
among many others makes it clear "that of those wicked princes
I J
end others holding the places of authority in the world, and
who use them cruelly and tyranloally, none or few remain
unpunished. But it is not always on an appointed day, or at
the hour when the aufforera desire it". In another place he
obsorvosg 'God gives the prince according as Ho wishes to
j^unish or correct the subjects, and to tho prince Bo givea
the subjects end their dispositions toward-, him according as
He wishes to raise or lower him.
ith these two passages may be compared that of Villanit
1 Gf. the poems quoted by Chartior as exchanged between
the -•nclisb and French at the siege of Fontoise:
Chronique, chap. CLTIj—v-ol# , pp«-
2 A"empires, Bk. 3, chap. IV; vol. I, p. 19?.




"But God reserves Himself end loaves no evil unpunished,
though It may not be at the times end pleasure of those who
wish It; end He often punishes the people for tho sln3 of tho
rulers, end not without Just Judgment, sinco the people aro
very culpable in bearing the evil operations of their rulers,"
Comrnines of course might have copied Vlllani; he knew some ,
2.
Italian, though not much. But this in Itself would bo an
example of his borrowing a comment ready-made, instead of
1
thinking It out for himself; and he never mentions Vlllani,
who of course was not a source for his period. On the whole
|
it is greatly more probable that both he and Villani were
expressing a traditional idea, possibly even In traditional
phraseology, already familiar to the majority of their readers
Oaguin and Aomilius were vary much of their age in this#
iloro again an k instance may be given from Villrnl, Gaguin
having mentioned the frivolous and indecent costume of the
French at the time of Ci'ecy, adds that theso absurd and
continually changing fashions have always been a peculiar ..
3
vice of the French, But Villani in complaining of the
1 I s t,qri o f 1 o r ent .1. no . Bk, Id, chap. CXXJ, ed, P, Vassal
(Olassici Italian!, 8 vol3. Milan 1808-3), vol. VII,
P * 1*c< > •
V, his attempts to speak it during the negotiations at




oorruption of the formerly dignified Florentine costume under
French Influence, hod already observed; "As by nature wo
vain citizens are disposed to change of fashion and imitation
of strangers beyond ell othor nations, always inclined
l
towards unseemliness end vanity," This disposition wa3
evidently a stock charge of the satirists, each against his
own fellow-countrymen.
Again, after folioing Guillaumo de Nangis i\n a
\
'description of the growth of monastic 0rdor3 in the reign of
Iouls VII, Gaguin adds a passage (extensive in terms of his
usual brief comment) on the degeneracy of the monks of his
z
own day. But the same topic had already inspired the same
reflections in Antoninus of Florence^ in whom moreover they
are derived almost entirely (with some omissions and Verbal
alterations, but no additions except pert of a sentence in
one j>lace, apparently to complete the sense, where a lacuna
has been created) from the Apologia against the lax monks of
Cluny composed by St. Bernard at the request of Guilleumo
Lt
abbot of Saint-Thierry c. 1123, although this age of St,
Bernard wan precisely what first Antoninus (in the middle of
1 3a borlo, J?k. 1- , chap. IVj vol. VIII, p. 14.
2 F. XLVJll.ru
3 Chronica, Ft. IJ, Tit. ID, chap. XXIJI; P. CXIVI.R,V.
4 Chaps. VIII, IX, pars. 16-93 (TIC, vol. 8IXXXII, Peris
lg), cols. 909-12.
\
. . . '
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the XVth century) and ?. then Gaguin fat the end of It) were
setting up as a contrast, in its austere virtues, to modern
world!inose and self-indulgence,
Tn this instance It Is not possible to decide v;ith
certainty which of his throe possible sources Gaguin used.
It is Improbable that he wont back to ft,Bernard5 the
coincidence with Antoninus would hove been strange, though not
impossible, and he nowhere also appears to mako direct use of\
\
the writings of the Pothers, That ho copied Antoninus Is
suggested by the placing of tho passage. But both may well
have been drawing from a common stock of ideas, as in the
examples from Villanl; though oa we know that Gaguin used
Antoninus and have no proof as to Villonl, the likoiihood of
direct borrowing is greater hero, Tho question I3 in any case
one of detailj tho point being that Gaguin'3 reflections wore
in one way or another derivative, not his own,
'This tondoncy is less immediately obvious in Aemllius,
partly because these reflective passages are fewer and
briefer In the Bo Rebus Gostio, partly bocausu he was in fact
a little !oss bound by mediaeval attitudes of mind, but chiefly
because the Humanist theory of composition demanded that the
«
ideas, liko tho narrative, of other authors should at least
30em to have been assimilated and roes pear as the author's
own under the disguise of a different wording, ho over little
\
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thclr fundamentel character wan altered. This of course was
on purely aesthetic, not intellectual, grounds. Originality
as such v;as little more valued in the early year3 of the
Renaissance than in the Middle Ages,
But there is at least one place where Aemilius has either
copied one of those passages from Gaguln or drawn on a common
stock. In connection with the tradition that the line of
Charlemagne was restored in the person of Louis V^TI, Oaguin
\
comments that this is supposed to confer on enhanced prestige
on the French kings, "as if disposition and virtue persisted
from the founders of a family down to their post rity# But
as it is with animals and plants, so It is with the races of
men; a weak horse is moat often born from a strong, a barren
treo from a fruitful one. For b'aturo produces nothing which
1
doo3 nob degenerate from its stock a in process of time",
Aemilius has a very similar passage, though placed a little
earlier, in dealing with the degeneration of the Carolinglana•
The progeny of even the greatest men and the noblest geniuses,
he says, at last grow torpid; families, like individuals,
have their birth, growth and decay.
Of course, in addition bo not feeling the desirability





In any sonae major thinkers, nor do they seem i even to hevo had
the quelltlea of personality which might to 3ome extent hevo
compensated for this# This can only be said conjecturally,
for they naturally do not reveal their characters In their
books In the way that a contemporary memorialist can. The form
thoy hod chosen was much more impersonal, and they hove quite
rightly sunk their own Individuality so completely in it that
v,
wo cannot even be sure whether the extreme conventionality
\
which they convey won their genuine character, a policy of
discretion, or simply the result of dependence on their sources.
We know a little more about Oaguin from his other works. But
these, even the letters, are so formal and stylised that they
leave no xsxixpiK&EuiKX natural picture*
But so far as we can gather anything from their treatment
of their subject, and in particular from those incidental
observations, neither reveals any originality or strength of
feeling such an might hevo given their comments, if not an
absolute value, at least an interest in what it told of them
and their ago. io write a whole history of France in the tone
of sustained frowsy of Basin's Historia Judovici XT or
1
■ ■ " "
Blondel'a Pe Beduotiono Forma run o would have been not only
inappropriate but Intolerable, but - hen even the cynical
Oommines, recognising the 31.pl x of the duke of Burgundy sold






took it off W03 a bed valet to him. I have often seen bim
dressed end undressed with much reverence by greet personages;
l
end in this le3t hour hi3 honours passed from him"; when
Matthleu^ d'Escouchy describes the grief of Talbot's herald
a.
on seeing his dead body; when Monstreiet with generous
indignation draws his contrast between Henry V's pomp in
Peri3 and the mournful desertion of the aging end insane
3 L
Charles VI; we feel that the momentery glimpse of suppressed
emotion not merely does not detract from the truth or dignity
of the history but rather Increases them bv the enhanced
i
reality which it conveys.
In Gaguin and Aemilius there i3 nothing of this. They
relate the most horrific episodes with no more than a formal
word of regrtt. Gaguin speaks of the"unforfcunete" city of
Dinan, after its savage 3ack by Charles the Hash; but oven
this frigid understatement is derived from the Chronique
—
Scandaleuse, which puts it considerably more strongly,
Aemillus observes that the 3tricken battle-field of Tours
would have been "pitiful even to the oonqueror, if it had
1 A!-k. 5, chap. IX; vol. II, pp.158-4.
«
<fi Chronique, chap. XCII, ed. du Presne de Beaucourt (SUP,
3 vols, iarls 1863-4), vol. II, pp. 4P-3,
3 Chroniqucs. Fk. 1, chap. CCXXXIV, ed. T. Douet-d'Arcq
(SflP, 6 vols. Peris 1857-68), vol. IV, p. SJ2.
4 P. CXLV.V.




occurred to any other enemy", Gaguln open3 Rook 11 with some
2.
expressions of grief on the death of Charle3 VIII, Put S3 vjo
are expecting a touch of individual feeling such as conscience
3
or emotion extorted from Comminea on the same occpsion, v/e are
put off with some conventional moralising (inoluding a poem)
on the fragility of human fortune, fj Their comments on character
are never anything but stereotyped. It is very rare that their
remarks sound as if they even might have been their o n, as
Gaguln'3 explanation of the delayed action in politic as well
as human bodies which preventod France from feeling it3 disasters
*~tin the XVth century so quickly as might have been expected, or
Aemilius' tart comment that the beguine of NivelleSwould have
been holy Indeed if, a wompn in a woman's cause, a subject of the
dukes of Brabant whose daughter and sister the queen was, she
had not given out as a divine oracle the answer dictated by the
b
duke. The general level of those abides, whether didactic or
merely by way of commentary, seldom rises above the usual
commonplaces on women's v/ilea, the jealousies of stepmothers,
the envy inspired by success, the subservience, factiousness
1 F. XXIX.R.
2 F, CLXI.R.
3 Memolras, Bk. 8, chap, XXVII; vol. III, pp. 313-4,
4 F. CXIIII.V.
5 F. KXXX CLVIII.V,
1I' ilitfirnillI' iiMtiiiHiiM niini>Mri|i,im—a - ■■■■ — '■ ■
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and vices of courtiers, end 30 forth. No one de,mends
philosophic profundity or warm human emotion in a jc
scientific treatise. But if a writer set3 ofct to give his
history a political end moral a3 well as a scholarly value,
he must prodilce something a little hotter than those flacoid
and solemn platitudes.
3. The XVIth Genturv.
—
The question posed at the beginning of this stu^y was
\
how much French historiography altered under the influence
of Humanist theories at the end of the XVth century.
On the whole it would geom to emerge that the alteration
was a good deal less fundamental and less widespread than i3
commonly implied by the theorists who require a universal or
1
at least a general plan for the Renaissance. Traditional ways
of thought and life were very deeply rooted and Intimately
interwoven with men's outlook and their ve^y existence; and
although thov wore shaken and sometimes strangely distorted
by the general disintegration of idea3 in the late Middle
Ages, and had in fact been basically undermined, thev persisted
with an extraordinary vitality in a variety of forms, still
essentially dominant in the oarly XVIth century, percoptiblo
1 Franco Simons; La Cosclenzn dolla Rlnascita nogll
umanlstl franc.ene, chap. 1V,~ fEdizlonl di StorTa e














at least until the XVIIth, pnd possibly re-appearing even
later ps p latent yet operative influence. The Middle Ages
in France had boen peculiarly organic and successful, and had
left a heritage v.hich even the most ardent Humanists could
not wholly disown.
They were indeed in a measure of difficulty here. Humanism
was involved with the new spirit of nationalism, not so much by
.
force of logic, since it was founded on the supranational r
Roman civilisation, as by mere coincidence of time, arising as
'
it did simultaneously with the growth of national dlvldion3
and national feelings. For the Italians thi3 constituted no
problem. Since the days of Petrarch pride and Joy in every
aspect of tho achievements and the glorv of the Romans couid
I1
stir the hearts of their descendants without any reserves. But
a French Humanist, if he subscribed to the dictum of a Frenoh-
x
man of a later age: "The world is empty since the Romans",
was compelled to acknowledge that he had no pest; everything
native to him was barbarous, and he porressed nothing of value
until borrowed from others only a few generations back, and
borrowed moreover (climax of indignity) from a nation whose
modern representatives he disliked and despised.
1 '' . .
j
1 V. Nathan Edolmanj Attitudes of XVIIth century Franoo
toward the Middle Ages TKing' s"~'Ct*bwn' Pross, '''ork
104(3), for a stimuTaTTIng and suggestive, if perhaps at
times slightly ovor-ntressed, study of this point.
2, Ralnfc-Just.
It Is indicative of how shallow end incomplete v.-as the
hold taken by Humanism on Prance that the French Humanists
faced by this dilemma, when they could not ignore or evade it,
sacrificed their Humanist to their national principles. Even
Aemillus, an Italian by birth and upbringing and a genuine
Humanist to on extnnt that few Frenchmen were, in his first
draft of the history of Gaul was compelled either by his reel
\
feelings as a naturalised Frenchman or by consideration for
the views of his prospective public to glorify the Gauls at
the expense of the Romans, This tone becomes even more marked
in the treatment of the Franks, who remained the special
favourites of the XVIth centurv, as they had been of the XVth,
je
It was a commonplace of the Humanists, whether delved or
not from the late-mediaeval sources to which they owed so much,
that the Greeks wrote eloquently but were ineffective in
action: that the Romans excelled both in writing and in action,
but more especially in writing, which sometimes Inflated their
actions, admittedly great, even beyond their due deserts:
while the French (somotimos :Jn their previous character as
Gauls or Franks) had never hitherto done their achievements
justice In their books, and required only a historian equal In
gifts and. taste to those of Greece and Rome ( a role which
each of the Humanists in turn aspired to fill) to have their
kings and heroes revealed as equal or superior to the greatest
-3^-
/y_
of those of antiquity«~ Various saylnrr/redounding to the
x
credit of tho Gauls or Franks wore freely bandied about and
given an amplified or distorted meaning.
Nor were the French Humanists satisfied with setting up
%
the political and military glories of France in rivalry to
those of Rome. With their acceptance of the high importance
of learning, literature and art, it became necessary for their
national self-03teem to maintain that France was pre-eminent
\l
in these fields also. A series of controversies on this topic,
sometimes extremely acrimonious in tone, hod begun as early S3
the XlVth century when Petrarch exasperated French 3usceptibil-
ities by hi3 contemptuous remarks, end was still going forward
L\
vigorously in the XVth,
But here of course they became involved in the dilemma
already touched upon, hither French intellectual life and
reputation wore entirely modern, and derived from pagan
1 V. the poem of Radius at tho end of tho second ed. of tho
Compendium, the savins; of Loui3 XII cited by Arnoul le
Ferroh: Re Rebus Gestis Oallorum, Bk. 3 (Vascosan, Paris
1550, 8C), F. LXXVIII.R. ~~~
2 The tributes of Caesar and Sallust, the supposed origin of
the name of Galatia, etc. etc,
3 V. the angry comments of Oaguin: Compendium, F. ITT.V.
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classlcal culture through the medium of the Italians, which
would hove beon the strict Humanist interpretation, or they
belonged to the (30 to soy) native Christian Franklah
tradition of Franco, in fact precisely to what the thorough¬
going Humanists rejected as mo3t, barbarous. Rather surpris¬
ingly, aomo of the French men of letters boldly took the
latter line, claimed the French mediaeval thinkers and poets
\
as the equol3 of those of antiquity, and developed a new
chronology of the Dark Ages by which h they extended only for
the throe centuries of the dominance of the Doctrinale and the
Graeclamua (c, 1200-1500)# in place of the Italian Humanist
reckoning of eight and a half centuries, from Boethius to
±_
Petrarch (c, 500-1350), French'Humanism, even In Its fullest
development, could never induce Its disciples wholly to
renounce the deep and cherished traditions with which their
pride, tholr loyalties and their feelings wore Inoxtticebly
Interwoven, They did not wish to choose* but If they must,
they were Frenchmen firat and !IumaM3t3 afterwards.
It has already been observed in dealing with Gaguln how
tenacious the old-fashioned techniques of history were. This
point may bent be illustrated by some further consideration
«
of the three XVIth century authors of general histories In
1 Ibid. chap.II, 2j pp. 51-3, for a most interesting
account of this Important and insufficiently
appreciated point.





dlfferent 3tyles mentioned a3 belonging to the same tradition
l
ps Oaguln and influenced by him to varying decrees*
(p) It is true that Los Illustrations de Gaule et
Slngularitez de Troye is not a typical French history. Jean
le Meire's Flemish sympathies render him a good deal less
enthusiastic about the Franks than hi3 theme would seem to
dictate, end he has adopted Jacques de Guise's remarkable
discovery of yet another Trojan refugee, Bauo, to\be the ancestor
"V \
of the Belgians.
Indeed it can scarcely be called a regular history at all#'
I ,J
There is a cortain spurious parade of scholarship* lo Waire is
scrupulous, evon pedantic, in citation of his authorities, and
he seems genuinely and Interestingly to have consulted
monuments and inscriptions as woll as written material. But
despite this air of being a scientific work, the first two
Books (more than three-quarters of the whole) ere an openly
A
fictional re-telling of the story of Troy based on Benoit de
3
Spinte-More's Le Roman de Troie, the pseudo-Lares end Dlctys,
-j ;If i
1 Fp * 151-7,
2 Fd. J. Stecher (2 vols. I ouvaln 1888), pk. 1, chap.It
vol. I, p. 14, and Bk. 3, ft. I* vol.11, pp.
^ '"X
3 Possibly only through Benoit. V. M. A. Jolv: Penoit de
Gelnte-fiore et Ju Roman de Troio (Momoires do la Socie'te"
des i\htiq'TPalrbs "de kormandio',""vol. VII of Sor. 3, XXVII




















end 3ome classical 30urcos, either directly or through leter
imitators# Book 3 in supposed to be en account of the descent
of the new nations of burope, in particular the French and
Flemings, from their Trojan ancestors down to the time of
Charlemagne, in whom was fulfilled the prayer of Holenus that
7,
both Troys might be united# It i3 entirely whet one would
expect from the earlier parts, a puerile and uncritical
romance, bristling with the moat naive fairy tal^s,
\
anachronisms and blundora of overy kind, guoh as the strengo
version of the Lohengrin legend, involving Julius Caesar end
his brother-in-law Charlos Ynach prince of the Cimbrl, the
account of the embassy of Charles Hesbain of Austrasia to
Y
Constantinople, the derivations of place-names, usually
from 3ome ep$onynou3 conqueror#
However, le tlaire, despite his complacent condemnation
of the modern authors who had corrupted and debased the
glorious history of Troy, from which all the <estern princes
derived almost all their splendour, and his demand that they
should be superseded by''the present ancient and truthful
> ^ \
1 That is of course o in translation in the case of the
Greeks#
2 Illustrations, Prologue to Bk# 3#
3 Ibid. Bk, 3, pt. Ij vol. 31, pp. 320-34 #
4 Ibid. pp. 274-R,
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narrrtive', was not really eimlnf'g at anything more than
giving ''the ladles speaking the French tongue" on
entertaining book as part of their "gracious and decent
"2- pK/t
pleasures and pastimes"; and In this icwtfjxp&s, Ineffably dull
and tedious as the composition appears to us now, he was
probably very successful at the time.
In addition, ho had a threefold political purpose: to
supply for the Austro-Burgundlan house as respectable a Trojan
\
pedigree as was claimed by the other European princes; to
prove that France and Germany were parts of the same whole,
/
"like sisters by the same parents', both originally included
3
in Gaul and both settled by the Franks, and that it was Celtic,
not Belgic, Gaul 'which had seceded from the truo "France" when
they regrettably became separated after the time of
Charlemagne; and finally, following from this, to persuade
them to unito again in ordor to meet the ever-growing Turkish
peril, iho sincerity and earnestness with which ho handles
this last theme (so pathetically recurrent in the authors of
the ^IVth, XVth and XVIth oont&rfles) is manifestly genuine if
sometimes rather qufelntly expressed; and it forms the only
1 Ibid, Prologue; vol, I, p, B.
Ibid, Bk. 1, chap, I; vol, I, p, 11,
3 Ibid. Bk. 3. rt. I; vol. II, p.272.
4 Ibid. j>t. Ill; vol. II, pp. 4GP-73.
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attractlve feature of e quit© peculiarly worthless
composition,
Ie Maire became official historiographer to the queen,
and in the Eulogy by Puentin of Auton on the Annolea
d'Aquitalne of Jean Bouchet ho is couplod with Bouchet as one
of the two modern Fronch historians of eminence and described
03 distinguished by eloquence, care, and "that remarkable
reliability which is the soul of history". The oiily interest
nov offered by the Illustrations, even to historiography as
opposed to history, is from their revelation of the naively
unhlstoric attitude of the early XVIth centurv in France, when
a writer of this education and standing could treat Fares and
Dicty3 on the one hand end Ovid on the other as serious strn
sources and mythologies as facts, and devote a work of this
length and pretentiousness to a reasoned justification of
the Trojan legend,
(b) If criticism of the Illustrations is to some extent
forestalled by its abnormal purpose, this is not the case
with tho straightforward and conventional Epitome Universalis
Historic of the Ksi Savoyard Celestin Finorite Joan le Jars
"
fv~£'A.
end Hubert du Veil ay. It begins nob csryK, with tho beginning'
of the world but < itb the nature of God and the angel.3, to
which It devotes throe chapters before so much as feacbing
the Creation, Book 1 of 01 chapters goes down to tho birth
—... ———
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of Christ. Book 2 of 95 chapters only reaches Innocent I end
Arcadius and. Honorius. Book 3 expends 100 chapters before
conclusion of the reign of Charlemagne, and disposes of the
rest of world history until the death of Charles VIII in
another 189.
The execution is entirely in harmony with this structure.
The disconnected composition of the book makes it difficult
to distinguish the elements from which it has been tacked
\
together. The early XVth century is at the time spoken of in
the present tense, with the supporters of Benedict XIII still
persisting under the favour of Armagnac, the Hussite heresy
-2.
dominant In Bohemia, and Martin V and Henry VI still alive.
Some events of this time are described as if seen by xysx an
eye-witness, such as John XXIII setting off from Bologna for
3
the Council of Constance; but this of course was a trap into
which mediaeval and even XVIth century writers fell very
easily when absent-mindedly copying from an earlier 3ource.
Both Bouchet and the contlnuator of Hicole Gilles speak of
being themselves present at the funeral of Charles VIII. They
J'
may have been; but all probability seems in favour of thelfr
1 Bk, • chap. CCLXVIII (Jehan Kervor and iidmond le Pevre,
[Paris 1521?J, P. CI,XXVIII.V. Mote in margin: "Ncscio
si auctor huius librl erst tunc totmp.oris."
'?. Ibid. chap. CCLXIX; Pf. CLXXV1II.V, CLXXXI.V.
3 Ibid. chap. CCLXVIII; P. CLXXVIII.R.
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havlng both repeated the statement of Gaguin, whom the
latter cites explicitly for hi3 description.
In any case, from whatever period lt3 components date,
the book wa3 edited by le Jars in the XVIth century, and one
would have expected him to make some effort to traduce them to
sonso and reason. But ho does not show the mo3t elementary
critical capacity, either in weighing and cross-checking his
sources or in applying any canons of ordinary probability.
The book swarms with the grossest blunders, even in dealing
with contemporary French affairs* and not only the confusing
system of parallel chronicling of popes and emperors but the
author^s own complete confusion of m5nd lead him continually
into repetitions, incoherences end inconsistencies.
(c) In the case of Jean Bouchet this mediaeval character
Is striking from a different point of viewT In le Jer3 It is
its sheer intensity which startles; otherwise it la entirely
in harmony w1th a complete and consistent personality, though
not with the conventional view of the mid"XVIth century. In
Bouchet it is greatly les3 in quantity: the surprise is to find
?
it at all in some one who superficially, and in certain respects
In fact, W63 far more nearly typical of the new age. Bouohet
was a layman and a lawyer, a scholar, poet (of a 3ort) and men
of letters: he had antiquarian interests, even if chiefly
ecclesiastical in scope, consulting documents end monuments
-380-
such as the remnants of thelwalls of Old Poitiers, which those
1
living nearby told him could still be found by excavation,
✓ ^
and the tombo on tho site of the battle of Vouille,
In addition to these general Humanist characteristics, j-
tho Annalos d'Aquitaine hogfj an Interest of own In the
originality of the plan. They were not intended 83 the old-
fashioned universal chronicle, but as a history of the province
of Aquitaine, with the affairs of France and the rest of the
\
world in so far as thev might bo relevant to it. This intention
■!i
is not preserved throughout, Aquifcaino, which at first fills the
3tage centrally and indeed almost exclusively, gradually falls
into the background, and by the XVth century theebook has become
a straightforward general chronicle with Aquitaine of no more
special importance than the native or otherwise familiar
province of many v/riters of the period, Bouchet himself was
uneasily aware that he was not quite carrying out his
promisos. After a long digression on the rise of Protestantism,
he adds that ho ha;? included these things, "although they do
not concern tho affairs i of Aquitaine", so that its
inhabitants, not yet Infected (thanks be to Godi) by the poison
3
of the damnable Lutheran heresy, should learn to regard it
1 Pt, 1, chap. IV, ed. A. Mounin (Poitiers 1644), p. 12,
2 Ibid. Ft. 2, chap. 11} p. 64.
3 Cf. the almost identical wording in respect of Brittany
of the continuotor of Alain Bouchert's Grandes Chronlques
de Bretagne, p. 304.V. "
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'
with the horror which it deserved end pray to God to grant them




' iVet oven in thi3 incomplete form it was an interesting
;experiment. The local preoccupation gives a central pivot to
the RKrrsridcxn composition and a sonae of reality to the
narrative; and those are virtues so rare in a book of this kind
that thoy are well purchased at the cost a slight parbchialism of
tone which was observed enon by Bouchot's contemporaries. The
"publican" Jean do la Haye 3ays that though ho worked very hard
and made useful researches into the truth in some respects,
U/l"nevertheless, being procurers of Poitiers, ho speaks willingly
only of those in his charge, end seems to be always a partisan3In his hook.'1
Above all, the Annales d'Aquitalne has a quality which can
ill he spared from any work, vrhother scientific or literary,
and yet which is often deplorably lacking from both mediaeval
and Humanist histories. It Is interesting. long as It Is, it
is possible to read it through without flagging before page
1 Annales d*Aqultalno. Ft. 4, chap. XII; p. 462.
2 This was the nickname given to the Catholic politlgues whotoyed politically with the Huguenots, because thoy professedto deal ith the threat of Protestantism by a publicreformation of the Church, ithout novelties.
3 liemoires ot Hecherche# do Prance et de la Genie AquitsnlqueTcompoIf(5T?_in 187T>T» onap7 11; printed at gikT ofHlounin's ed•of the Annales d'Aquitaine (Poitiers 16-14), p. 4.
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efter page of unrelated facta, rhetorical edification,
metaphysical disquisition, or Inflated and empty oratory,
Bouchet had a notion of what to tell and how to tell it; and
somehow beneath the mingled nalvity and affectation so
characteristic of the later Middle Ages, ho had a vitality and
imaginative realisation of his theme which makes it alive and
real to us also and holds our attnt!6n to the end.
But it will be observed that only a portion of these
I
characteristics are peculiarly Humanist, What Bonohet was
really doing was continuing the hybrid late-mediaeval
tradition of Nicole lilies, with its feeling for a picturesque
narrative, its conscientious if inartistic citation of sources
and documents in the middle of the text, its curious
oscillation between the critical and the credulous. It is
significant in this connection that ho should have chosen to
U30 the vernacular, much more characteristic of this style
than of either the full Middle Ages or Humanism, and also that
the form which he gives the vernacular is that of the XVth
century rhctorlquour3,
The Annales d'Aquitaine is certainly a more sophisticated
application of the same principles as the Annales de France,
Bouchet was living half a century later than fillies, and was
not uninfluenced by the general intellectual advance of the
period, as well 83 more directly by the rather superficial
-383-
tincture of Humanism which he had assumed; and moreover he
aeems to have taken a more serious and conscientious view of
his work. Gilles was frankly and unashamedly a populariser;
Bouchet was (or liked to suppose himself) a responsible
•historian. Gilles was writing for the general reading public;
Bouchet aimed at a highbrow audience, and thus was bound to
show them more respect. It was not enough for him, as it had
been for Gilles, to tell a story because It was a good 3tory.
\
Ho had to satisfy his readers, and we nrfe may say hid own
intellectual conscience also, that it was true or probable.
The method by which he set ©bout establishing this was in
many ways edmlrablo. He had in great measure escaped from the
mediaeval assumption that the Word was the Word, by whomever
written. Sources are of different authority for him; he
weighs and compares, and the canons by which ho estimates them
are often sound and intelligent. For the earliest period,
like even the more complete Humanists, he cannot avoid the
fabulous, as whan he tells of the origin and name of the
Poitevins, their conversion to Christianity, the lives of St,
Hilaire and the early saints in general, the biography and
1 Annales d'Aquitalne, rt, 1, chaps. T4III, and particularly
11 Tlegends of "Hercules and the Scythians).
2 Ibid. chap. IV.
3 Ibid, particularly chaps. IV, V.




tenets of Mahomet, end so on. But otherwise the Annplos is
not disfigured by much that is grossly ebsurd. Bouchet was
evvare that error could creep into early records, oven those
sanctioned by the Shurch, as in that of the finding of the
True Cross, and that events true in themselves may become
denaturalised by being handed down in popular tradition. He
speaks of the ghensons do ftaste 03 "imaginary affairs, created
at pleasure for the pastime of gentlemen", though\he makes an
interesting and perceptive if perhaps slightly dangerous
suggestion that such oral tradition may on occasion be more
trustworthy than written history: "For paper or parchment
bears everything; and it is to bo presumed that if the things
known by common report were not true, the report would not
if
have continued so long." lie sometimes also employs the very
proper argument that those whose version ho is rejecting
adduce no testimony.
Yet this apparently rational approach was insecuroly
superimposed on an essentially mediaeval mind and attitude,
and It cracks whenever much strain is imposed upon it. In
connection with the house of Luslgnan, he reverts to the
1 Ibid. Ft. 2, chop. IV; pp.79-80.
2 Ibid. pt. 1, chap. V; pp. 17-8.
3 Ibid. Ft. 2, chap. VIIJ, p. 28,
4 Ibid. Ft. 1, chap.XIIIi p.42.
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topic of the gradual transformation of history Into romance;
and afte*1 a long and excellent passage, well-reasoned, sound
end thoughtful, and full of Interest for the historian
of literature as well as the historiographer, he concludes
by rejecting the tale of Melu3lno being a serpent and the
"other superstitions". But he then adds that she may very
well hove been a magician: "For at this time people made much
use of this diabolical art, especially the daughter.^ of princeS^
\
He docs not stress the supernatural, especially in doaling
with the contemporary scene; but that an event should be
supernatural did not in itself constitute an obstacle to his
belief in it, if it was vouched by authority which ho rogardod
as trustworthy. When tills occurs, his lack of wider experience
and Judgment by which to view and consider things as a whole
loaves him with little defence against error and absurdity.
Even hii3 qualities could thtk3 turn into dangers; for once
he Has setiafied^of the general nature of a source he fella
very easily into acceptance of it as a whole. '.If it is
contemporary or official or satisfactory for some other
similar reason (usually gound enough in itself), he cannot
check if by questioning the genuineness of the document or by
estimating in what respects it might be deceptive hile being
1 Ibid, rt, 3, chap. V; p. 15:-'.




rollable in others. His defence of Turpin against the
3tricture3 of Gaguin, already referred to* ia a good example
of the topay-turvy result which could be produced by this
application of an excellent method to assumptions fundamentally
invalid.
It la true that Bouchot hints some scepticism as to the
L
existence of Berosius of Babylon; but Berosius wa3 in no
\
3onae sacrosanct. Having included the legend of the
fictitious anti-pope Loo, he observes with characteristic
candour and conscientiousness that the "ancient and approvod
! -i
histories" mention no pope of this name at the time. But he
then adds a list of names, suggesting (i) that. Leo hod some
other name, and (ii) that ho was not included in the catalogue
of the popes, a theory confirmed, he says, by comparative
chronology showing that there was no recorded jjope this year;
and ho clenches the whole question by pointing out that the
miracle is not only contained in the. legend of St. Illlalro,
"approved by the Church", but attested by his disciple St,
Just in a charter signed by his hand and cited by bishop
2.
Ulldebrend at the Council of Tours.
Similarly, although notionalist and royalist in sentiment
(or at least in oxprossion), ho was not birrotflcd in either to
) ' "
1 Ibid. It. 1, chap, I• p. 2.
2 Ibid, Ft. 1, chap, X; p. 3f:.
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tho extent of tho XVIth century officii el historians. A
lingering romnent of the chivalrous tradition occasionally
compels him to pay tribute to en individual ect of gelil entry
1
or magnamimitv on tho pert of en enemy. Ho la a Galilean, with
i- .3
uncivil things to say about Boniface Vlil and Turban VI. But
this la a note st frequently struck by French historians from
an early date, arid no fresh discovery of the partisans of tho
Now Monarchy in the XVIth contury. Bouchet is not dnly
\
narrowly orthodox as to religious affairs of his own day,
treating very bitterly and uncharitably of the Protestants; he
writes throughout in the tone of a churchman to an extent which
would bo startling for a writer of bis education and
environment if we insist that by the middle of the XVIth century
every man of letters must bo a secular-minded rhetorician.
Of course none of these authors could be wholly untouched
by the spirit of the new age. Jn Bouchet it is quite
perceptible; and indeed he is instanced because his lingering
mediaeval characteristics are striking and suggestive In an
author who presents himself with the general appearance of a
1 Ibid. it. 4, chap. XII; p« G4G: 'Praisewofcthy war, in
which each tried to conquer his adversary in all honour
and graclousnessl" (the exchange of courtesio3 between
Alva and Montmorency).
2 Ibid. Ft. 4, chap. Ii« pp. 1P0-1,
.3 Ibid. Ft. 4, chap. VI; p. 272.
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Humanist. Jean lo Maire, with ell tho mediaeval Junk
cluttering his book, has made somn effort to go behind It
to classical text3. And evon le Jars shows an interestin in
classical history, philosophy, literature and anecdote
• different in degree though not perhaps in kind from what xa
would be found in a true mediaeval author of the same
But in general these early XVIth century French chronicles
reveal themselves as preserving to a varying but always
appreciable and sometimcjkiw* startling extent the continuity
of tho mediaeval tradition, either in its pure form or at
least in the transitional stage of the XVth century.
It was in h its deeper and subtler shape a- a social,
moral and Intellectual phenomenon, rather than in it3 more
obvious artistic and literary aspect^that the Renaissance
penetrated into France; and this to some extent explains its
slight effect on historical compositions. In so far as
French historiography was influenced by it, it was in the
main Indirectly, not so much in the form in which history
was written as in tho light in which it was regarded. Men t
were different in tho XVIth century from what they wore in the
XVth, and they therefore wrote different book3, rather than
because they thought as a matter of aesthetic principle that
they ought to be written differentlv. Not that any hard and
fast dividing line can be drawn; the Renaissance grew out of
-389-
the later Middle Ages end never wholly lost Its affinity
with them. But a general process was taking place, rather
more rapidly and perceptibly than at moat perioda in history,
through which by the oncl of the XVIth century the world and
men'a thoughts and feellnga were not the same aa they had
been at tho end of the XVth.
History, the record of humanity, naturally was affected
by and mirrored this transformation. Two instance® may be
\
used to illustrate this, one a semi-official, the other a
wholly unofficial, memorialist.
'
Jean d'Auton, a Benedictine monk probably of Foitevin
origin, called himself historiographer royal and in fact may
have enjoyed some measure of roval patronage for tho later
parta of his Chronlquea de Louis XII. Thia title of Chronicles
ia significant and fully justified. There ia no evidence of
Humanist Influence In the composition, which Is a perfectly
regular development out of the XlVth and XVth century
contemporary annala. The arrangement is year by year, without
referonco to subject, and the emphasis on what has been told
by reliable witnesses or seen by the author himselfj d'Auton
frequently refers to having been present in person "looking out
for news", and on the occasion of the secret conferences at
Savons speaks of being "noer the door", though he did not
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±
manage to hear anything. There id less appeal to written
• ■
sources, though a few documents are inserted verbatim. For
the later part d'Auton was in close attendance on the court
and camp, and his account is very full. An 0x0033 of space is
devoted, after the style of Desrey and Oc;fcovien de Saint-
Gelals, to minute descriptions of tournaments, entries, and
other ceremonial occasions, and some of the din details which
he preserves ere trifling, but many are vivid end\ engaging,
and all have the value of authenticity.
The Prologues and incidental observations show a conception
of historiography derived from Frolssart, Monstrelet and the
like, with its familiar theme of the importance of recording
high deeds for posterity as en encouragement to valour.
h'Auton's name is often coupled with those of the Burgundian
semi-official chroniclers, and his work is closely akin to
theirs in it3 general tone end in the diffuse formlessness
JJJ
1 Chroniques de Louis XII. 1506, chop. XXXVIII, ed. de
MauIde~Ta Cloviore (SHF, 4 vols. Furls 1889), vol. IV,
p. 354.
2 V. particularly 1506, chaps. XIIV-XIVI; vol. IV, pp.
389-413, for the account of some privateering exploits
and a peculiarly pointless fairy tale, tacked on to the
end Of the book with no relevance at el].
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whlch can Include anything from the"!! ncidents" of the mediaeval
history (under* this very name, and specifically "only to
diversify the work and amuse the reader' ) to poetry of his own
/
in the most inflated style of the rhetoriqueues. There is a
mas3 of classical quotations and allusions, but chiefly of the
conventional kind current even in the Middle Ages. Most of
d'Auton's incidental reflections and judgments are still
essentially mediaeval. He is naive and credulous, Veoording'
\
astrological phenomena and supernatural anecdotes with no hint
of scepticism, except for a certain emphasis on the directness
of his testimony to them, which perhaps suggests rathefc some
suspicion of scepticism on the part of hl3 readers.
In one way however ho does 3bow signs of the now age, in
personality rather than in literary theory or practice. The
book has a note of oxpanslveness, of zest for advonture, of
exultation in man's capacities, "hloh is not at all mediaeval.
Although the history, and still more the poetry, is thick with
references to the power of Portuno, 8 note of defiance sometimes
creeps in, a claim that the true man shapes his own fate, which
ould have frightened the Middle Ages and Is more akin on the
one hand to classical Stoicism and on the other to the age of




X hold th© Fates bound fast In iron chains, ^
And with my hand turn Fortune'3 wheel about.
D'Auton ia in no sense monkish. There ia not much
edification; and although he was obviously mo3t ainceroly
pious, there ia a touch of wiatfulneaa in his phrase about
serving hia country with his pen since he may not with the
aword. From this aspect the book links up with the Jouvencel
and the Loyal Servlteur in the military passages with their
gay gallantry and comradeship and the manly patriotism which
3
newer denies generous tribute to an enemy? discreet though
they are, d'Auton's sympathy and respect for the Piaans ere
pronounced and consistent throughout, and these passages rise
above the usual flat lovel of the narrative and ere truly
moving. D'Auton indeed, while keeping his own personality
self-effacingly in the background, gives the impression of
a simple and candid disposition, which while for the mo3t
part taking the brutalities end horrors of his age for
1 Act 1, Scono II.
2 Chroniquea de Louis XII, Preface to Conquests do
Milen7~val. 1, p. 2.
3 V. particularly Chronique de France, 1502, ohap3. XI,
XIIj vol. II, pp. 206-95, for the charming story of
leralte, which is in the host chivalrous v&in from
beginning to end,
4 V. particularly Chronlquo du Roy louis Xl'I, chaps.
XIIV, XLV; vol. I, pp. 302-12#.
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granted, was not without capacities for humanity and right
4-
feollng.
Thus while nothing could be more old-fashJidned than the
form of the Chroniquea de Louis XII, the underlying spirit is
already modern to a rudimentary yet perceptible extent. We
have in fact here the exact reversal of whet the situation ^wasxi
in the case of Bouchet. In reading the two books, it is d±
difficult to remember that Bouchet was not a churchman, and
\
that d'Auton was. Bouchet was a mediaeval personality
trying to adopt a Humanist style? d'Auton was a Renaissance
personality still (owing perhaps partly to his quasi-official
position) following the form of the XVth century contemporary
chronicle.
D'Auton is interesting because he reflects what was still
ap? arently regarded 03 the orthodox way of writing formal
history in the early years of the XVIth century. The second
example, on the other hand, is Interesting precisely because
it was so spontaneous and informal an indication of the
attitude to life of the ordinary man as revealed in history.
Brentomo had none of the exceptional qualities of mind
or disposition which make us feci an author outside and ahead
of his ago. He wa3 conventional, insensitive, and full of the
most naive and narrow-minded prejudices. And yet, simply




because he lived In p different age, many of hia reactions,
particularly the more instinctive, whore ho doea not pause to
conaider what they ought to be, strike us as unmistakably
more modern than those of a for higher moral and intellectual
character In the previous century, aa for example his attitude
towards Mahometans and Protestants, whore although he has
absolutely no theoretical sympathy with either, he distinguishes
-3.
clearly between belief and character and between the judgment
\
of the Christian upon infidels end heretics and the obligations
^ S
of honour and humanity as between man and man. There is a new n
note too in the interest in literary affairs and a rather
v
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Thua because the Influence upon French historiography in the
\
XVIth century was more that of the generally diffused Renaissance
spirit than of strict Humanist literary form, it appears most in
the branches of the subject moot directly connected with men and
HJfe, that is in the contemporary memoirs. These show us
something of the daily scene of the times and of the nature
of the author, and it is here that we feel a difference in tone
I i \
between the XVIth oontury memorialists and even do alert and
independent a product of the XVth century as Philippe de
i
Commines. Naturally, the narrower and more personal the scope
£
of these! reminisceri^s, the more clearly this emerges; add and it
is most pronounced in the autobiographies, or biographies by their
domestics of military men like ^ayard, Ouillaume de Villeneuve,
|
Flauranges, the du hQiiays and Monluc.
This style had begun in the XVth century with the £ife of
u
Boucicaut and the part-fictional, part-didactic .Touvencol. But
• '
it waited for the XVIth century, with the full transformation
of the knight into the professional soldier, to reach its
characteristic development. These records often have much
]-
historic yalue once we have observed the peculiar viewpoint of
the author!, the political or personal opinion which he wishes to
insinuate, and some have real merit and charm as narratives. But
their special value is the true because unconscious testimony
/ \
they bear to the mental and moral background of their age.
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It ig obvious that an influence thus largely indirect would
not operate so soon or so forcibly upon the composition of formal
history, the conscious evocation of the remote past, Lot only
can the scene itself tell us nothing about the author's own age;
he will not even react and express himself so naturally in
treating of what has no immediate meaning for him, but will tend
(especially if a mediaeval or Renaissance historian) to copy the
words, the judgments, even the attitudes, of his predecessors.
It is a subtle and difficult task to deduce anything about the
late Middle Ages and Renaissance from what a XVth or XVIth century
historian writes about Clovis or St. Louis.
It is not of course that nothing at all happened. Vocal
literary opinion endorsed the humanist theories, and there was




s ems clear that much of this remained always on the surface, and
' '
was not perhaps even put into practice so much as the Humanists
boasted at the time or their crlticji later deplored. Books
completely in the old style were still produced and presumably
read throughout the XVIth century. Much history, as well as
other serious literature, was written in Latin. But quite apart
from the fact that this was by no means an exclusively Humanist
practice, it was often a purely mechanical and temporary
concession to the prevalent fashion. Le Perron and the other
continuators of Aemilius wrote in Latin, bu$r a translation was
——
/ • ■' ' '
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soon made. Ouillaume du Bellay wrote the first draft of his
0gdoado3 in Latin, but his brother Martin translated it before
it was published, and even the artificiality of the original form
.
would not have altered or disguised the essential character of
the book, which is a straightforward personal memoir where it is
not a political pamphlet pleading the cause of Franoe against the
■ i
Emperor, never a conscious piece of rhetorical literary composition^
* * \
Thus the Influence of Humanism on the development of French
historiography at the turn of the XVth and XVIth centuries took
effect in two different ways.
In the first place, rhetorical doctrine caused a distict
but moderate change in the form and style of regular history.
This enjoyed only a short period of fashion. It was then overlaid
by the stormy conditions of religious revolution aid strife, and
re-emerged in the Orand Siecle still recognisable but in a
profoundly altered shape, in which it exercised an osrifying
force upon French history until the beginning of the XlXth century.
Secondly, the vague affair which we unsatisfactorily call
"the spirit of the Renaissance", by altering the climate of
socloty And thought in France as elsewhere, indirectly alts-redi
the character of contemporary memoirs by altering their content,
since the memorialists not only record different scenes but






different eyes and mental processes. This change, though less
striking than the other, was permanent, becaude it was a
spontaneous growth from the nature of things, not something
imposed frdm outside. Contemporary memoirs had been the modt
yital and vigorous style surviving in Prance in the late XVth
century, and they proved this by the healthy adaptability with
which they continued in a new age, altering in substance with
scarcely anjr perceptible alteration of form. \\
The first of these changes was superficial, the secondT
was latent; both, though definite, were incomplete. The
influence of Humanism on French historiography was never xxs
immense; and it was greatest and most enduring on that branch
of the subject which was least entitled to the strict name of
history at ail.
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